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Cerebrals.

Vowels

Directions for Pronunciation of Indian (Sanskrit,

Prakrit, Pali) names and words, written in

Roman characters.

Pronounce

:

ra as a “ neutral vowel ” like English “ short u ” in but.

j

r ^ as a vowel, like er in Scots English baker.

" e ti
i
as long e (in English they) and o (in English stone).

j) ) without diphthongal character.

(
c like ch in English child.

Palatals. -< . . ,

\j like 3 m English just.

V z"\

th 3
< d ^ j> like English “dentals ”, while the Sanskrit dentals

dh % (t ?f, th sr, d dh u, n sf) are pronounced like

« w dentals in Italian and Erench.

v o

4 * S)

,

^ (Pa-latal)
,^ ^ ^ h sh

s ^ (cerebral) )
° k

n Tg (guttural) like ng in English sing

n (palatal) „ gn in French montagne

m (Anusvara) „ n in Erench Jean.

h (Visarga) “ a surd breathing, a final &-sound (in

the European sense of h) uttered in

the articulating position of the

preceding vowel ” (Whitney).





INTRODUCTION.

Extent and Significance op Indian Literature.

The history of Indian literature is the history of the

mental activity of at least 3,000 years, as expressed in speech

and writing. The home of this mental activity which has

been almost ^uninterruptedly continuous through thousands of

years, is a land which reaches from the Hindu-kush to Cape

Comorin and covers an area of one and a half millions of

square miles, equalling in extent the whole of Europe with

the exception of Russia,—a land which stretches from 8°

to 35° N. Lat., that is, from the hottest regions of the Equator

to well within the temperate zone. But the influence which

this literature, already in ancient times, exerted over the

mental life of other nations, reaches far beyond the boundaries

of India to Further India, to Tibet, as far as China, Japan and

Korea, and in the South over Ceylon and the Malay Peninsula

far away over the islands of the Indian and the Pacific Oceans,

while to the -West the tracks of Indian mental life may be

traced far into Central Asia to Eastern Turkestan, where, buried

in the sands of the desert, Indian manuscripts have been

found.

As regards its contents, Indian literature embraces

everything which the word “literature ” comprises in its

widest sense : religious and secular, epic, lyric, dramatic

and didactic poetry, as well as narrative and scientific prose.

In the foreground stands the religious literature. Not

only the Brahmans in their Yedas and the Buddhists in

their Tipitaka, but also many others of the numerous religious

sects, which have sprung up in India, can produce an
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enormous number of literary works—hymns, sacrificial songs,

incantations, myths and legends, sermons, theological treatises,

polemical writings, manuals of instruction on ritual and

religious discipline. In this literature there is an accumu-

lation of absolutely priceless material, which no investigator

of religion can afford to pass by. Besides this activity in

the sphere of religious literature, which reaches back through

thousands of years, and is still being continued at the present

day, there have been in India since the oldest times also

heroic songs, which in the course of centuries have become

condensed into two great national epics—the Mahabharata

and the Ramayana. The poets of the Indian Middle Ages

during centuries drew upon the legends of these two epics,

and epic poems arose, which in contradistinction to these

popular epics, are designated as—ornate epics. But, while

these poems, on account of their exaggerated artificiality,

which often exceeds all hounds, do not by any means always

suit our Western taste, Indian poets have bequeathed to

us lyrical and dramatic works, which hear comparison for

delicacy and intensity of feeling, and partly also for dramatic

creative power, with the most beautiful productions of modern

European literature. In one department of literature, that

of the aphorism (gnomic poetry), the Indians have attained

a mastery which has never been gained by any other nation.

India is also the land of the fairy-tale and fable. The

Indian collections of fairy-tales, fables and prose narratives

have played no insignificant part in the history of world-

literature. Indeed, fairy-tale research—that most attractive

study of fairy-tales and fairy-tale motives and of their wan-

derings from people to people—has only become an indepen-

dent branch of knowledge through Benfev’s fundamental work
on the famous Indian hook of fables, the Pancatantra.

But one of the peculiarities of the Indian mind is that

it has never drawn a distinct line between purely artistic

production and scientific work, so that a division between
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“ belles lettres ” and didactic literature is not really possible

in India. What appears to us a collection of fairy tales and

fables is regarded by the Indians as a manual of political

and moral instruction. On the other hand, history and

biography have in India never been treated other than by

poets and as a branch of epic poetry. Neither does a division

between the forms of poetry and prose really exist in India.

Every subject can be treated equally well in verses as in the

prose form. We find novels which differ from the ornate

epics in hardly anything except that the metrical form is

wanting. Since the oldest times we find a special predilection

for the mixture of prose and verse. Eor that which we call

scientific literature, the prose form has been employed in

India only for a small part, whereas verse has been used to

a far greater extent. This is the case in works on philosophy

and law, as also in those on medicine, astronomy, architecture,

etc. Indeed, even grammars and dictionaries have been

written by the Indians in metrical form. There is perhaps

nothing more characteristic than that there exists a great

classical epic in 22 Cantos, which pursues the definitely stated

aim of illustrating and impressing the rules of grammar.

Philosophy was very early a subject of literary activity in

India, first in connection with the religious literature, but

later also independently of the latter. Similarly, already

in very early times, law and custom were,—also first in

connection with religion,—made into subjects of a special

law literature, written partly in verse and partly in prose.

The importance of this law literature for the comparative

study of law and social science is to-day appreciated to the

full by prominent jurists and sociologists. Centuries before

the birth of Christ, grammar was already studied in India,

a science in which the Indians excel all the nations of

antiquity, Lexicography, too, attains to a high age. The

Indian court poets (Kavi) of later periods did not give

utterance to that which a god revealed to them, but they
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and still moro the value from the-point of view of the history
of culture, of Indian literature—would fully suffice to justify
our interest in this great, original, and ancient literature.

Butt here is something else in addition to this, which gives,
just to Indian literature, a quite particular interest. "The
Indo-Aiyan languages, together with the Iranian, form the
most easterly hianch of that great family of languages, to
u hich also oui language and indeed most of the languages of
Eui ope belong, and which is called Indo-European. It was
indeed this very liteiature of India, the investigation of which
led to the discovery of this affinity of languages, a discovery
which was so truly epoch-making, because it threw such an
astonishing new light upon the pro-historic relations between
the peoples.- For, from the affinity of languages, one was
forced to conclude that there was a former unity of languages,
and this again presupposed a closer tie between the peoples

speaking these Indo-European languages. There certainly are

widespread and considerable errors concerning this relation-

ship of the Indo-European peoples prevailing even to-day.

People speak of an Indo-European “race,” which does not

exist at all, and never has existed. One also hears at times

that Indians, Persians, Greeks, Romans, Germanic peoples

and Slavs are of the same blood, descendants of one and the

same Indo-European “ primitive stock.” These were far too

hasty conclusions. But though it is even more than doubtful

whether the peoples which speak Indo-European languages

are all descended from a common origin, still it must not be

^doubledd&at-a common language, this most important instru-

ment of all mental activity, implies a relationship of mind
and a common culture. Though the Indians are not flesh of

our flesh, or bone of our bone, we may yet discover mind of

our mind in the world of Indian thought. In order, however
to attain to a knowledge of the “ Indo-European mind,” i.e.

of that which may be called the Indo-European peculiarity in

thought, reflection and poetry of these peoples, it is absolutely
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nation of scholars of antiquity, just as the Germans are th

nation of scholars of to-day. In the earliest ages the Indians

already analysed their ancient sacred writings with a view t

philology, classified the linguistic phenomena as a scientifi

system, and developed their grammar so highly that evei

to-day modern philology can use their attainments as ;

foundation ;
likewise Germans of to-day are the undisputed

leaders in all fields of philology and linguistic science.

jn the field of Indian philology and in the research o

Indian literature, too, the Germans have been the leaders an<

pioneers. Much as we are indebted to the English, who, a

the rulers of India, took up the study of Indian language an<

literature as a result of practical needs, much as some promi

nent French, Italian, Dutch, Danish, American, Russian

and,—which should not be forgotten—native Indian scholars

have done for the investigation of Indian literature am
culture,—the Germans have undoubtedly taken the lion’;

share in publishing critical editions of texts,' explaining am
investigating them, and in compiling dictionaries and gram

mars. A brief survey of the history of Indological studies wil

show us this.

The Beginnings op the Study op Indian Literature

The enormous mass of Indian literary works, which

to-dav can hardly be surveyed by one investigator, has been

J
) For this chapter see & Windisch

,
“ Geschichfce* der Sanskrit-Philologie imd indischen

Altertumskunds,” I, II (Grimdriss 1, 1,1917 aid i02O)v



ives acquainted with one or another of the works of

literature. But their efforts did not fall on fruitful

Thus in the year 1651 the Dutchman Abraham Roger

d lived as a preacher in Paliaeatta (Puliat) to the

of Madras, reported in his work “ Open Door to the

Heathendom on the ancient Brahmanical literature

Indians, and published some of the Proverbs of

hari, which had been translated into Portuguese for

a Brahman, and which were drawn upon by Herder

r years for his “ Stimmen der Volker in Liedern.” In

ar 1699 the Jesuit Bather Johann Ernst Hanxleden

India and worked there for over thirty years in the

r Mission . He was himself conversant with Indian

ges, and his Grammatics Granthamia seu Samscrdu-

was the first Sanskrit Grammar written by a European.

It was never printed, but was used by Era Paolino de St.

omeo. This Era Paolino—an Austrian Carmelite,

eal name was J. Ph. Wessdin—is undeniably the most

ant of the missionaries who worked at the earliest

g-up of Indian literature. He was a missionary on the

f Malabar from 1776 till 1789 and died in Rome in the

year 1805 . He wrote two Sanskrit Grammars and several

treatises and books. His “ Systems Brahmanieum ”

1792) and his “ Reise nach Ostindien” (German by J,

ter, Berlin, 1798 )
show a great knowledge of India and

hmanical literature, as well as a deep study of Indian

ges and especially of Indian religious thought. But

work too has left only faint traces behind,

the same time, however

ern themselves about the language and literature of the

. It was no less a person than Warren Hastings,

ual founder of British rule in India, from whom

gun

i) The book appeared in Dutch in 1651 (“ Open-Deure tot het verborgen Heydendom

1915 newly edited by W. Qaland), and in a Oerman translation in Nurnberg in 1663,
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translation of the philosophical poem “ Bhagavadglta,”
which was the first time a Sanskrit book had been translated

directly into a European language. Two years later there

followed a translation of the book of fables, “ Hitopades'a,”
and in 1795 a translation of the Saleun tala episode from the

Mahabharata. For his Sanskrit Grammar, which appearedJ XX
in 180S, Sanskrit type was used for the first time in Europe,

a type which he himself had carved and cast. He was also

the first who occupied himself with Indian inscriptions and

translated some of them into English.

However, still more important for the opening-up of

large departments of Indian literature was the work of the

famous English orientalist William Jones 11 (born 1746, died

1794), who went to India in the year 1 783 in order to take

up the post of Chief Justice at Eort William. Jones had

already in his youth occupied himself with oriental poetry,

and translated Arabic and Persian poems into English. No
wonder that, when he arrived in India, he transferred his

enthusiasm to the study of Sanskrit and Indian literature.

Already a year after his arrival in India he became the founder

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, which soon displayed an

extraordinarily useful activity in the publication of periodicals,

• and especially in the printing of numerous editions of Indian

texts. In the year 1789 he published his English translation

of the celebrated drama “ Sakuntala ” by Kalidasa. This

English translation was translated into German in the year

179 L by Georg Forster, and awakened in the highest degree

the enthusiasm of men like Herder and Goethe. Another

work of the same poet Kalidasa, the lyric poem “ Ktusamhara,”

was published in the original text by Jones in Calcutta in the

year 1792, and this was the first Sanskrit text which appeared

i) William Jones was not only a learned and enthusiastic Orientalist, but also the first

Anglo-Indian poet. He composed suggestive hymns to Brahman, NSrSyana, Lak§mi. etc.

s. B. F. Oaten, “ A Sketch of Anglo-Indian Literature,” London 1908, p. 19 ff.

Wf



work of Indian legal literature, the law book of Manu. This

translation appeared in Calcutta in 1794 under the title

ss Institutes of Hindu Law, or the Ordinance of Manu.” A
German translation of this book appeared in 1797 in

Weimar. Finally Jones was also the first who affirmed the

certain genealogical connection of Sanskrit with Greek

and Latin and its hypothetical connection with German,

Celtic and Persian. He had already also pointed out the

similarities between the ancient Indian and the Graeco-Roman

mythology.

While the enthusiastic W. Jones, through the enthusiasm

with which he brought to light Indian literary treasures, was

primarily stimulating, the sober Henry Thomas Colebrooke,

who continued the work of W. Jones, became the real founder

of Indian philology and archaeology. Colebrooke had entered

on his official career in Calcutta in 1782 as a youth of

seventeen years, without troubling himself daring the first

eleven years of his ifi India about Sanskrit and

Sanskrit literature. But when W. Jones died in 1794

Colebrooke had j ust learnt Sanskrit and had undertaken

to translate from the Sanskrit into English, under Jones’

guidance, a composition, prepared by native scholars, on the

law of succession and contract, from the Indian law books.

This translation appeared in 1797 and 1798 under the title

“A Digest of Hindu Law on Contracts and Successions”

in four folio volumes. From that time he devoted himself

with untiring zeal to the investigation of Indian literature.

His interest, contrary to that of Jones, lay not so much in

the poetic as in the scientific literature. Therefore we are

indebted to him not only for further works on Indian law, but

also for pioneer essays on philosophy and religious life, on
grammar, astronomy and the arithmetic of the Indians.

Moreover it was he who, in the year 1805, in the now famous
essay “On the Vedas,” was the first to give definite and



reliable information about the ancient sacred hooks of the

Indians. 1
' He was also the editor of the Amarakosa and other

Indian dictionaries, of the famous grammar of Panini, of the
“ Hitopadesa,” and of the epic poem “ Kiratarj uniya.” Further

he is the author of a Sanskrit grammar, and edited and trans-

lated a number of inscriptions. Finally he amassed an

exceedingly diversified collection of Indian manuscripts, which

are supposed to have cost him about £10,000, and which, after

his return to England, he presented to the East India Company.

This collection of manuscripts is to-day one of the most

valuable treasures of the library of the India Office in London.

Among the Englishmen who, like Jones and Oolebrooke,

learned Sanskrit at about the close of the eighteenth centurv.

was Alexander Hamilton. The latter returned to Europe in

1802, travelling through France, and stayed for a short time

in Paris. An event then happened, which, though unpleasant

for himself, was extraordinarily favourable for Sanskrit

learning. Just at that time the hostilities between France

and England, which had been interrupted only for a short

time by the Peace of Amiens, broke out anew and Napoleon

issued a command that all English people who were in France

when war broke out should be prevented from returning to

their homes, and be detained in Paris. - Alexander Hamilton

was among these Englishmen. But, in the year 1802 the

German poet Friedrich Schlegel 2
' had also just come to Paris to

i) The alleged translation of the Yajurveda which appeared in the year 1778 in French

under the title “ Ezour-vedam ” and in 1779 also in German, is a falsification, aprons

fraud, which UBed to be ascribed to the missionary Roberto de ‘ Nobili’ But W. Caland,

Th. Zacharise (GGA 1921, p. 157), and others deny, that he was the author of the fraud.

Voltaire received this alleged translation from the hands of an official returning from

Pondicherry and presented it to the Royal Library in Paris, in 1761. Voltaire regarded the

book as an old commentary on the Veda, which had been translated by a venerable

centenarian Brahman into French, and he frequently refers to the “Bronr-Veda” a*

an authority for Indian antiquities. Already in the year 1782 Sonnerat declared the book

to be a falsification. (A. W. Schlegel, Indische Bibliothek, II, p. 50 ff.)

nf . p J. jSemv. “ The Influence of India and Persia on the Poetry of Germany,’



New York, 1901, and P. Th, Hoffmann, “Der mdische und der deutsche Geisfc von Herder
bis znr Eomantik ” Diss., Tubingen, 1915.
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remaining years of his stay in Paris he employed in study in

the Paris Library, which already at that time contained about

two hundred Indian manuscripts. 1
* As the result of these

studies there appeared in the year 1808 that hook through

which Friedrich Schlegel became the founder of Indian philo-

logy in Germany, namely, “ Ueber die Sprache und Weisheit

der Indier. Ein Beitrag zur Begr¥nduhg~~der Altertums-

kunde.” This hook was written with enthusiasm and was
suitable for awakening enthusiasm. It contained also trans-

lations of some passages from the Ramayana, from Manu’s
Law Book, from the Bhagavadgita, and from the Sakuntala-

episode of the Mahabharata. These were the first direct

translations from Sanskrit into German
;

for what had

previously been known of Indian literature in Germany, had

been translated from the English.

While Friedrich SchlegePs work was chiefly stimulating,

it was his brother August Wilhelm von Schlegel who was the

first in Germany to develop an extensive activity as a Sanskrit

scholar by means of editions of texts, translations, and other

philological works. He was also the first Professor of

Sanskrit in Germany, in which capacity he was called to the

newly-founded University of Bonn in the year 1818. Like

Iris brother, he too had begun his Sanskrit studies in Paris,

namely, in the year 1814. His teacher was a Frenchman,

A. L. Ch&zy, the first French scholar to learn and teach

Sanskrit ; he was. also the first Sanskrit Professor at the

College de France, and has rendered valuable services as an

editor and translator of Indian works. In the year 1823

appeared the first volume of the periodical “Lndigehe

Bijbliothek,” founded find almost entirely written by August

Wilhelm von Schlegel, containing numerous essays on

Indian philology. In the same year he published also a

) A catalogue of these was published by Alexander Hamilton in Paris, 1807 (in con.

junction with L. Langles. who translated Hamilton’

$

notes into French).
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good edition of the Bhagavadglfca with a Latin translation,

while in the year 1829 appeared the first part of SehlegeFs

most important work, his unfinished edition of the Ramayana.

A contemporary of August Wilhelm von Schlegel was

Franz Bopp, who was born in 1791, went to Paris in 1812, in

order to devote himself to the study of Oriental languages,

and there learned Sanskrit from Chdzy, together with Schlegel.

But while the brothers Schlegel, as romantic poets, were

enthusiastic over India, and took up their work in Indian

literature as a kind of adventure,1
’ Bopp joined these studies as

a thoroughly sober investigator, and it was he who became the

founder of a new science, Comparative Philology, which was

destined to so great a future,—and this by means of his book,

published in 1816 ,
“ CJeber. das Conjugations-system der

Sanskritsprache in Vergleichung mit jenem der griechischen,

lateinischen, persischen und germanischen Spraehe.” In the

investigation of Indian literature, too, Bopp has rendered

invaluable services. Already in his “ Conjugations-system
”

he gave as an appendix some episodes from the Ramayana and

Mahabharata in metrical translations from the original text,

besides some extracts from the Vedas after Colebrooke’s

English translation. With rare skill he then singled out of

the great epic Mahabharata the wonderful story of King Nala

and his faithful wife Damayanti, and made it universally

accessible by means of a good critical edition with a Latin tran-

slation.
2
’ It is just this one, out of the countless episodes of the

0 Thus Friedrich Schlegel writes in a letter to Goethe that he has set himself the

task “ of bringing to light that which has been forgotten and unappreciated/’ and there-

fore had turned from Dante to Shakespeare, to Petrarch and Calderon, to the old German
heroic songs, “ In this manner I had to a certain extent exhausted the European literature,

and turned to Asia in order tf> seek a hew adventure,” (A. Billebrandt, “ Alt-Indien
”

Breslau, 1899, p. 37.) Aug, Wtik. von writes (Indische Bibliothek, p. 8) that
he desires, by means of his essays, to point the way to a certain extent for those of his

compatriots “ who wish fco taste the adventur^ an adventure it remains after all).”
a
) Nalus, Carmen Sanskritum e Mahabharato, edidit, 1 ttine verfeit et adnotationibus

illustravit Framiscv,s Bopp. London, 181$,
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) Schriften von Friedrich von Gentz. Herausgegeben von Gustav Scblesier, Mannheim,

2
) Rucker?s translations from Indian classical poetry have been re-edited by H. von

Glasenapp
,
Indische Liebeslyrik, Miinchen, 1921.
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Imperfect anc
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r of learning, through the

cheliing, and t

lusiasoe for Indian phiiosopny by mean
yas not the Upanisads as we know anc

with all the material of Indian philology

is and our more definite knowledge of th

f the Indians, but the “ Oupnek’hat,” tha

l

) Miscellaneous Essays, Madras, 1872, pp. 9ff. A German translation was published in

1847. For the beginnings of Vedic research, see W. Caland, “De Ontdekkingsgeschiedenis

van den Veda,” Amsterdam 1918, and Th. Zackariae
,
GGA,, 1921, 148 ff. (English in the

Journal of Indian History, May, 1923,).

3
) The fate of this prince forms the subject of a beautiful, unfortunately too little

known tragedy by L. von Schroeder,
“ Dara Oder Schah Dschehan und seine Sohne ”

3
) Anquetil du Perron, too, was among those who were inspired by the Upanisads, and

was himself a kind of Indian ascetic. See E. Windisch
,

“ Die altindischen Religionsurkun-

den und die christliche Mission,” Leipzig, 1897, p. 15, and ,c

Geschichte der Sanskrit-Philo-

logie,” pp, 48 ff.
"

*) The complete title is: “ Oupnek’bafc ie. secretum tegendum, opus ipsa in India

rarissimum, continens antiquam et arcanam s. theologicam, et philosophicam doctrinam

ris, Rak Beid, Djedir Beid, Sam Beid, Atkrban Beid excel

ad verbum e persico idiomate, Sanscreticis vocabulis intermixto in latinum conversum

studio et opera Anquetil du Perron ... Parians 180L-1802, 4, 2 Vol.”

Partly translated into German, Niirnberg, 1808. “ Oupnek’hat ” is a corruption

“Upanisad” and “Rak Beid” etc. are corruptions of “ Rg-veda,” “ Yajur-veda ” “ Sam

veda ” and “ Atharva-veda.”
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5
which Schopenhauer declared to he me production or

ighest human wisdom.” At the same time as Schopenhauer

ermany was putting more of his own philosophical ideas

the ITpanisads of the Indians than he gleaned from them,

! lived in India one of the wisest and noblest men that

[and has produced, Rammohun Roy, the founder of the

ihmo Samaj ” (a new religious community which sought

lite the best of the European religions with the faith of

Hindus), an Indian who, out of the same Upanisads,

aed the purest faith in God, and out of them tried to prove

s countrymen that, although the idolatry of the present

an religions is objectionable, yet the Indians therefore

not embrace Christianity, hut could find a pure religion

leir own sacred writings, in the old Vedas, if they only

srstood them. With the object of revealing this new

teaching, new though already contained in the ancient scrip-

tures, and causing it to be propagated by means of the

;ious community founded by him, the Brahmo Samaj,

or the “ Church of God,” and also with the purpose of proving

to the Christian theologians and missionaries whom he

esteemed highly, that the best of that which they taught was

ady contained in the Upanisads,—he translated in the

*s 1816-1819, a considerable number of Upanisads into

;lish, and published a few of these in the original. 1 ’

The actual philological investigation of the Vedas,

'ever, began only in the year 1888, with the edition,

dished in London, of the first eighth of the Rgveda, by
sdrich Rosen, who was only prevented by his premature
th from completing his edition. But above all it was the

great French orientalist Eugene Burnouf, who taught at the

l

) Smaller fragments of the Upanisads

mathia Sansorita
”
(1820-1821) and in his u Y

und Sprache der Hindu. (1826-1880),

also- in Otfamar Franks t£
Ohresto*

Philosophie, Mythologie, Literafcur



1} Before this

same Eugene Burnouf who had stood by the

study of Pali, and the investigation of Buddhist literature.

With the conquest of this great department of Yeda

literature, and with the opening-up of the literature of

Buddhism, the history of the infancy of Indology has reached

its end. It- has grown into a great department of learning, in

which the number of collaborators increases year by year.
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the most important texts, and scholars of all countries strive

in nohle emulation to interpret them. 0 What has been done

in the last decades in the different provinces of Indian litera-

ture, will have to be mentioned for the most part in the

separate chapters of this history of literature. Here only the

principal stages on the path of Indology, the most impor-

tant events in its history can be briefly mentioned.

Above all, mention must be made of a pupil of A. Wilh.

v. Sehlegel, Christian Lassen, who tried to gather together the

whole of the contemporary knowledge about India, in his

“ Indisehe Alterthumskunde ” which, planned on a large

scale, began to appear in the year 1843 and comprised four

thick volumes, the last of which appeared in 1S62. The fact

that this book is obsolete already to-day is not the fault of the

author, but a brilliant proof of the colossal progress which

our science has made in the second half of the nineteenth

century

.

The most powerful lever, however, for this progress, and

perhaps the chief event in the history of Sanskrit research

was the appearance of the “ Sanskrit-Worterbuck ” (Sanskrit

Dictionary) compiled by Otto Bohtlingk and Rudolph Roth,

published by the Academy of Arts and Sciences in St. Peters-

burg. The first part of this appeared in the year 1852, and

in the year 1875 the work was complete in seven folio volumes

—a brilliant monument to German industry.

In the same year 1852, in which the great St. Petersburg

Dictionary began to appear, Albrecht Weber made an attempt

for the first time to write a complete history of Indian liter-

ature. The work appeared under the title “ Akademische

Yorlesungen fiber indisehe Literaturgeschichte.” A second

l

) As early as 1823 A. W, v. Sehlegel said very pertinently r “Will the English perlifij

claim a monopoly of Indian literature ? It would be too late. Cinnamon and cloves the

may keep; but these mental treasures are the common property of the educated world,

(Ind. Bibl. I, 15,)
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Trfibner’s Oriental Series.

2
) This is rather a bibliography than a history of literature. About 230 edited texts
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and the number of available Sanskrit books in this
t£ Catalogus

Catalogorum ” runs into many thousands. Yet this catalogue

does not include the whole of the Buddhist literature, and all

the literary works which were written in other Indian lan-

guages and not in Sanskrit. And how many new works have

been discovered since 1903 !

The investigation of Buddhist literature has been greatly

furthered by the “ Pali Text Society ” founded in the year

1882 by T. W. Rhys Davids. Albrecht Weber, again, with

his great treatise “ Ueber die heiligen Schriften der Jaina” 11

(1883-1885) (on the sacred writings of the Jains) has opened

for science another great branch of literature, the writings



The Chronology of Indian Literature.
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) The history of Indian literature encounters an additional difficulty in the frequent

occurrence of the same name in different forms, and in the circumstance that one and the

same author often has two or several different names, as name synonyms and abbreviations

of names are very general in India ; s. R. 0. Franhe, “ Indisohe Genuslehren,” pp. 57 ff. and

GGA, 1892, pp. 482 ff .
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bad had no sense of history at all. It is only true that the

Indians, in their writing of history, never knew how to keep

fact and fiction strictly apart, that to them the facts them-

selves were always more important than their chronological

order, zind that they attached no importance at all, especially

in literary matters, to the question of what was earlier or

later. Whatever seems good, true and right, to the Indian,

that he raises to the greatest possible age ; and if he wants

to impart a special sanctity to any doctrine, or if he wishes

that his work shall be as widespread as possible, and gain

respect, then he veils his name in a modest incognito, and

mentions some ancient sage as the author of the book. This

still happens at the present day, and in past centuries it was

no different. It is for this reason that so many quite modern

works pass under the time-honoured name of “ TJpanisads
”

or “ Puranas,” new, sour wine put into old bottles. The

intention to deceive, however, is as a rule out of the question

in these cases. It is only that extreme indifference reigns

with regard to the right of literary ownership and the desire

of asserting it. Only in the later centuries does it happen

that authors give their own names with full details, together

with the names of their parents, grandparents, teachers,

patrons, and scanty biographical notes about themselves.

The authors of astronomical books generally also give the

exact date of the day on which they completed their work.

Since the fifth century after Christ, inscriptions too begin

to give us information about the dates of many writers. In
the deciphering of inscriptions great progress has been made
during the last decades. Witness thereof are the “Corpus
Inseriptionum Indicarum,” and the periodical “ Epigraphia
Indiea.” And it is the inscriptions to which we are not only

indebted for the surest dates of Indian literary history,

settled up to now, but from which we also hope to get the
greater number of solutions of the chronological problems
still unsolved at present.
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of Mesa about 890 B. 0. Probably it was by merchants—

perhaps already about 800 B. C.—that writing was introduced

into India. Bor a long time, probably, it must hare been

used entirely for commercial purposes, records, correspondence,

calculations, and so on. When afterwards writing began to be

used also for the minutes of embassies, proclamations, records

and so on in the Royal Chanceries, the kings must also have

employed learned grammarians, Brahmans, who adapted the

foreign alphabet more and more to the needs of Indian

phonetics, and out of the 22 Semitic characters, elaborated a

complete alphabet of 44 letters, as the oldest inscriptions

already show it. However, since when writing has also been

used in India for the recording of literary productions is a

much debated question, which is hard to answer. Certain

proofs of the existence of manuscripts, or even only authentic

reports on the writing-down of texts do not exist from olden

times. In the whole of Vedic literature it has not, up till

now, been possible to find any proof of the knowledge of

writing. In the Buddhist canon, which was probably com-

pleted about 240 B. C., there is no mention of manuscripts,

although in it there are numerous proofs of an acquaintance

with the art of writing, and its extensive use at that time.

Writing is there spoken of as a distinguished branch of learn-

ing, it was' expressly permitted to the Buddhist nuns to occupy

themselves with the art of writing
; we hear of monks, who

through written praise of religious suicide, cause the death of

others ; it is said that “a registered thief ” (i.e. a thief whose

name is written down in the King’s palace) may not be

admitted into the order as a monk
; a game of letters is

mentioned ; and it is said that parents should have their

children instructed in writing and arithmetic. Yet in the

sacred books of Buddhism there is not to be found the least

indication of the fact that the books themselves were copied

*) This consists of the guessing of letters drawn in the air or on a playmate’s back,
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Even to-day, when the Indians have known the art of writing

since centuries, when there are innumerable manuscripts, and

when even a certain sanctity and reverence is accorded to these

manuscripts, when the most important texts me accessible

also in India in cheap printed editions, even to-day, the whole

of the literary and scientific intercourse in India is based upon

the spoken word. Isot out of manuscripts or books does one

learn the texts, but from the mouth of the teacher, to-day as

thousands of years ago. The written text can at most be used

as an aid to learning, as a support to the memory, but no

authority is attributed to it. Authority is possessed, only
'

the spoken word of the teacher. If to-day all the manuscr

and prints were to be lost, that would by no means cause the

disappearance of Indian literature from the face of the earth,

for a great portion of it could be recalled out of the memory

of the scholars and reciters. The works of the poets, too, were

in India never intended for readers, but always for hearers.

Even modern poets do not desire to be read, but their wish is

that their poetry may become “ an adornment for the throats

of the { d
'

;:

b :

Therefore the fact, that in the older literary works there

is no mention of manuscripts, is not absolutely a proof of the

non-existence of the latter. Perhaps they are not mentioned

only for the reason that the writing and reading of them was

of no importance, all teaching and learning being

of mouth. Therefore it is yet possible that already in very

ancient times also hooks were copied and used the same as now,

as aids to instruction. That is the opinion of some scholars.2)

me worthy of notice that in the later litera-

Puranas, in Buddhist Mahayana texts, and

*) G. Buhler
,
“Indische Palaeographie ” (Grundriss I, 2), pp, 3 f.

9
)
On the age of the art of writing in India, s. also Barth, RHR 41, 1900, 184 = Oeuvres

II, 317 ff. The arguments brought forward by Shyamaji Erishnavarmti, 00 VI, Leyden

1883, pp. 305 ff. for the knowledge and use of writing,, even, at the Yedic period, are well

worthy of notice,
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second century B.C., take no notice whatsoever of writing,

that they always treat of spoken sounds and never of written

characters, and that the whole grammatical terminology always

has only the spoken word, and never the written text in view.

From all this it is after all probab le, that in ancient times

there were no written books in India.

Bor this strange phenomenon, namely that the art of

writing had been known for centuries, without having been

used for literary purposes, there are several possible reasons,

First of all there was probably a want of suitable writing

material ; but this would have been found, if there had been

a strong need of it. Such a need however, was not only not

present, but it was to the interest of the priests, who were the

bearers of the oldest literature, that the sacred texts which

they taught in their schools, should not be committed to

writing. By this means they kept a very lucrative monopoly

firmly in their hands. He who wished to learn something, had

to come to them and reward them richly ; and they had it in

their power to withhold their texts from those circles whom

they wished to exclude from sacred knowledge. How

important was the latter to them we are taught by the

Brahmanieal law-books, which repeatedly emphasize the law

that the members of the lowest castes (the Sudras and the

Candalas) may not learn the sacred texts ;
for impure as a

corpse, as a burial place, is the Sudra, therefore the Veda may
not he recited in his vicinity. In the old law-book of Gautama

it is said :
“ If a Sudra hears the Yeda, his ears shall be stopped

with molten tin or lac, if he repeats the sacred texts, his

niali in

ow
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tongue shall be cut out, if he stores them in his memory b

be struck in two.” Then how could they havebody shall be struck in two. ’ Ihen now ooi

written down their texts and thus exposed themselves to the

danger that they might he read by the unauthorized ? More-

over the transmission of the texts through the mouth of the

teacher was an old-established method for their preservation,—
why should they replace it by writing, this new-fashioned

invention ? And the chief reason 1
' for the fact that writing

for so long not used for literary purposes, y probably t(

found in the fact that the Indians only became acquainted

with the art of writing at a period when they had already

since a long time possessed a rich literature that was only

orally transmitted.

Certain it is, that the whole of the most ancient literature

of the Indians, Brahmanical as well as Buddhist, arose without

the art of writing, and continued to be transmitted without it

for centuries .

21 Whoever wished to become acquainted with

a text had to go to a teacher in order to hear it from him.

Therefore we repeatedly read in the older literature, that a

warrior or a Brahman, who wished to acquire a certain know-

ledge, travels to a famous teacher, and undertakes unspeakable

troubles and sacrifices in order to participate in the teaching,

which cannot be attained in any other manner. Therefore

to a teacher, as the bearer and preserver of the Sf

knowledge, the highest veneration is due, according

ancient Indian law ;—as the spiritual father he is venerated

now as an equal, now as a superior, of the phys

is looked upon as an image of the god Brahman
who serves the teacher faithfully and humbly, Brahman’s
heaven is assured. Therefore also the introduction of the

pupil to the teacher who is to teach him the sacred texts is

*) Compare especially 2\ W. Rhys Davids
,

“ Buddhist Mia,” London, 1903. pp. 112 f.

*) losing (Trnsl, Takahtm, pp. 182 f.) mentions that in his time (7tli century A.D.)

Vedas were still only handed down orally. .. .
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in time, but partly also parallel.

These are

:

I. Ancient Indian,

II. The Middle Indian languages and dialects,

HI. The Modern Indian languages and dialects.

I. Ancient Indian.

The language of the oldest Indian literary monuments,

of the songs, prayers and magic formulas of the Vedas, is

sometimes called ” Ancient Indian in the narrower sense,

sometimes also “Vedic” (inappropriately also “Vedic

Sanskrit”)- “ Ancient High Indian ” is perhaps the best

name for this language, which, while based on a spoken

dialect, is yet no longer an actual popular language, but a

literary language transmitted in the circle of priestly singers

from generation to generation, and intentionally preserved in

its archaic form. The dialect on which the Ancient High

Indian is based, the dialect as it was spoken by the Aryan im-

migrants in the North-west of India, was closely related to the

Ancient Persian and Avestic, and not very far removed from

the primitive Indo-Iranian language .
50 Indeed, the difference

between the language of the Vedas and this primitive Indo-

Iranian language seems to be less, perhaps, than that between

the Indian languages Sanskrit and Pali. The Vedic language

•) It ia called thus by Rhys, Davids, “Buddhist India, P-

^

3
-

„ ,

’ . . , i.nmiM in be, inferred from a comparison of the
2
) This is the common original language to be mie

, ,

language of the Veda with the Old Persian of the cuneiform inscriptions and the language of

the Avesta, •

6
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of people speaking Sanskrit extended much further—to all

“ educated people we learn from the same Patanjali, who
tells us an anecdote, in which a grammarian converses in

Sanskrit with a charioteer and the two have a discussion on

etymologies. When in Indian dramas, the languages are so

distributed that the king, the Brahmans, and nobles speak

Sanskrit, while the women and all the common people use the

vulgar tongues, only with the noteworthy exception that a few

educated women (nuns and courtesans) occasionally speak

Sanskrit, whereas uneducated Brahmans are introduced speak-

ing popular dialects, then most probably the use of the

languages in real life is reflected therein—and not only of the

period after Christ, when these dramas were composed, but also

of much earlier centuries. ' Sanskrit was certainly not a

popular language, but the language spoken in wide circles

of educated people, and understood in still wider circles. Bor,

as in the drama dialogues occur between Sanskrit-speaking

and Prakrit-speaking persons, so too in real life Sanskrit must

have been understood by those who did not speak it them-

selves.1) ' Also the bards, who recited the popular epics in the

palaces of kings and in the houses of the rich and nobles,

must have been understood. The language of the epics is

l

) The linguistic conditions of ancient India, of which the dramas give us such a good

idea, have altered very little up to the present day. It still happens that in a rich house

with a large staff of servants who come from different districts, a dozen different languages

and dialects are spoken and generally understood, ( ^ ^ describes a case known

to himself, where in one house in Bengal, no less than thirteen languages and dialects are

spoken. The master of the house speaks to Europeans in the refined Bengali language,

while in ordinary life he uses the Bengali of every-day intercourse, which differs widely

from the literary language. His wife comes from a place at a distance of one

hundred miles, and speaks the peculiar women's dialect of that district. His secondary

wife, whose ordinary colloquial language is the Urdu of -Lucknow, lapses into a jargon

when she is angry. The manager of his business speaks DhakI, while among the servants

some speak Uriya, others Bhojpuri, Awad hi, Maithili, Ahirl, and Chatgaiya. They all

understand each other perfectly, although each one speaks his own dialect. 1 1 very

rarely happens that one of -them uses the dialect of the person whim lie is addressing?#

(Ind, Ant., 30, 1901, p. 5n6.)
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likewise Sanskrit. We call it “Epic Sanskrit,” and it differs

but little from the “ Classical Sanskrit,” partly in that it has

preserved some archaisms, but more in that it keeps less

strictly to the rules of grammar and approaches more nearly to

the language of the people, so that one may call it a more

popular form of Sanskrit. But there would never have been

popular epics written in Sanskrit, 1J if Sanskrit had not once

been a language that was widely understood—similarly as

to-day in Germany Modern High German is universally under-

stood, although it differs essentially from all spoken dialects.

That Sanskrit is a “ high language ” or “ class language ”

or “ literary language ”—whatever we may call it in contrast

to the actual language of the people—the Indians themselves

express through the name “ Sanskrit.” For Sanskrit

—

Samskrta, as much as “made ready, ordered, prepared,

perfect, pure, sacred ”—signifies the noble or sa cred language,

in contradistinction to “ Prakrit ”—prakrta, as much as

“ original, natural, ordinary, common ”—which signifies the

“ common language of the people.”

Yet Sanskrit should never be spoken of as a “ dead ” lan-

guage, rather as a “ fettered” language, inasmuch as its natural

development was checked, in that, through the rules of the

grammarians, it was arrested at a certain stage. For through

the Grammar of Panini, in about the fifth century B. C., a

fixed standard was created, which remained a criterion for

the Sanskrit language for all future times. What we call

“Classical Sanskrit ” means Panini’s Sanskrit, that is, the

Sanskrit which according to the rules of Panini’s Grammar, is

alone corrects In the “ fetters ” of this Grammar, however, the

l
) If; has been suggested that tBe were originally composed in dialect

were later translated into Sanskrit,> lacks all evidence

from facts, as H. Jacobi (&DMG-., 48, 407 II.) has shown.
a
) Only this literary language as determined by the Indian grammarians is called

Sanskrit by the Indians. If, asjfc is often done, people speak of “ Vedic Sanskrit ” the

term “ Sanskrit ” is extended to Ancient Indian*
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language still continued to live. The great mass of poetic and

scientific literature, throughout a thousand years, was produced

in this language, the “ Classical Sanskrit.” Moreover Sanskrit

is not a “ dead ” language even to-day. There are still at the

present day a number of Sanskrit periodicals in India, and

topics of the day are discussed in Sanskrit pamphlets. Also

the Mahabharata is still to-day read aloud publicly, which

pre-supposes at least a partial understanding. I have myself

observed with pleasure and surprise, that scenes from such

ornate Sanskrit dramas as Mudrarakgasa and Uttararama-

carita, performed on a primitive stage at Santiniketan, were

understood and greatly appreciated by a large audience of

students, both men and women. To this very day poetry is

still composed and works are still written in Sanskrit, and it

is the language in which Indian scholars even now converse

upon scientific questions. Sanskrit at the least plays the

same part in India still as Latin in the Middle Ages in Europe,

or as Hebrew with the Jews. 1 *

1
) There are epigraphical grounds for assuming that Sanskrit is a modification of a

Northern Indian dialect, which was developed by schools of grammar, and which in histori-

cal times spread slowly throughout India among the educated classes
j
see Buhler, Ep. Ind,,

I, p. 5. Sanskrit is called a sacred language (br&hmlvSc) in the MahAbharaial. 78, 13,

and it probably always was the language of a certain class of society. 0/. Windisch,

Ueber den sprachlichen Charakter des Pali (00., X1Y, Paris, 1906), pp. 14 f£.; Thomas

JRAS., 1904, 747 f.; W. Petersen, JAOS., 32, 1912, 414 \ T. MzckeUon, JAOS 33

1913, 145 ff. About the wide use of Sanskrit in the India of to-day Paul Deus&en

(“ Erinnerungen an Indien,” Kiel, 1904, pp.2 f.) says :
“ Not only the professional

scholars, as especially the native Sanskrit Professors of the Indian Universities, speak

Sanskrit with great elegance, not only their hearers ab^ It as well

as;;;our:
;: students v

:

pf;'.; classical philology can handle Latin, but the numerous "-private ,

scholars, saints, ascetics, and even wider circles

^

WI*^

' japility;:''.
1

I have repeatedly cod versedinit forhourswith the Maharaja of Benares:

manufacturers, industrials, merchants, partly spealc it or understand what is spoken* in

..every: littie .village: my first enquiry was for oue who speaks .Sanskrit, whereupon imme-

diately one or another cam© .'"'forward,.;, who usually became my guide, indeed often nay

friend.” When he gave lectures in English, he was often invited to repeat in Sanskrit

what he had said. “ After this had been done, a discussion followed in which some spoke

English, others Sanskrit, yet others Hindi, which therefore was also understood, to a
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Summing up, I would, therefore, divide Ancient Indian

in its relation to literature as follows :

—

1. Ancient High Indian

:

(a) Language of the oldest hymns and mantras, especially

of those of the Egveda.

(b) Language of the later hymns and mantras, especially

those of the other Vedas, besides of the mantras occurring only

in the Brahmaiias and Sutras.

(a) Ancient Sanskrit, the language of the Vedic prose

works (with the exception of the Mantras) and of Panini.

(b) Epic Sanskrit, the language of the popular epics.

(c) Classical Sanskrit, the language of the Classical Sans-

krit literature after Panini.

II. The Middle Indian Languages and Dialects.

Simultaneously and parallel with the development of

Sanskrit proceeded the more natural further development of

the popular dialects spoken by the Aryan Indians. ' The lan-

guages and dialects which we distinguish as “Middle Indian”

are not indeed derived directly from the Sanskrit, but rather

from the Indo-Aryan popular languages which underlie

the Ancient High Indian and the Sanskrit, or are related to

the two latter. Considering the size of India, it is not to be

wondered at that, with the gradual spreading of the Aryan

certain extent, because pure Hindi differs from Sanskrit in little more than by the loss of

inflectional endings. Hence every Hindu understands as much of Sanskrit as an Italian

of Latin, especially as, in the real Hindustan, the script has remained the same s. and a

smattering of Sanskric can be traced down to the circles of servants and the lower classes

wherefore a letter to Benares with only a Sanskrit address will without difficulty reach its

destination, through every postal messenger.” As to Sanskrit as a “ living” language, see

also S. Kriuhnavnrmd in 00 V, Berlin, 1881, II b, p.222; R. G. Bhandarkar, JBRAS., 16,

1885, 268 ff,, 327 ff.
;
Windisck, GO XIV, Paris, 1897, I, 257, 286 ;

Hevtel, Tantrakhyavika,

Trahsl. I., pp. 8 ff,, and HOS., Vol. XII, pp, 80 ft.
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has therefore been called “Gatha dialect.” But this term is

not quite appropriate, as the same dialect is found also in

prose portions, and even whole prose works are written in it.

It is an old Indian dialect, which through the insertion of

Sanskrit terminations and other Sanskritisms in a rather crude

manner, tries to approach the Sanskrit, wherefore Senart

suggested for it the designation “ mixed Sanskrit.” 0

3. Like the Buddhists, the Jains too did not use Sanskrit

for their sacred writings, but Middle Indian dialects, indeed

two different Prakrits :
2)

(a) The Jaina Prakrit (also called Ardhamagadhl

or Arsa) , the language of the older works of the Jaina

Canon.

(b) The Jaina-Maharastrl, the language in which the

commentaries to the Jaina Canon and the non-religious poeti-

cal works of the Jainas are written, 1
'*

5 'This dialect is closely-

related to that Prakrit, which has been used most frequently

as a literary language for secular writing, namely

—

4. The Maharastrl, the language of Maharastra, the land

of the Marathas. This is universally considered the best Prakrit,

and when the Indians speak simply of Prakrit then they mean

Maharastrl, It was used principally for lyric poetry, especially

also for the lyric parts in the dramas. However, there are

also epic poems in Maharastrl. Other important Prakrit

dialects which are used in the drama are

:

5. The Saurasenl, which in the prose of the dramas is

chiefly spoken by high-born women. Its foundation is the

dialect of Surasena, the Capital of which is Mathura.

*) The Hindus do not designate popular languages generally by the term “ Prakrit”

but only those popular languages which are used in literature. For the whole of this

chapter see R. Pischel
,
“ Grammafcik der Prakrit- 8prachen ” (in Grundriss I, 8 Einleitnng)

and H, Jacobi in A Bay* AXXIX, 4, 1918, pp. 81 # ft
3
) See H. Jacobi

,
Ueber das Prakrit in der Erz&hlnngs-litteratur der Jainas, in RSQ,

II, 1909, pp. 231 ff.



III. The Modern Indian Languages and Dialects

By about the year 1000 A.D. the modern lndo-Aryan

vernaculars had developed out of the Middle Indian dialects,

and from the 12th century onwards these languages can show

literatures of their own, which are partly independent and

partly dependent on the Sanskrit literature. The most im-

portant of these vernaculars is Hindi, the language of the

ancient Madhyades'a or midland, i.e. of the greater portion of

the Gangetic D<5ab and of the adjacent plain to the Himalaya

in the North, to the valley of the Nerbudda in the South,

beyond Delhi in the West and nearly as far as Cawnpore in

the East. Of the numerous Hindi dialects, Kanaujl and
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Finally
, Singhalese, the language of CoyIon, is an Indo-

Germanie dialect descended from the Middle Indian. Through
the introduction of Buddhism and the Buddhistic literature

into Ceylon, an early literary activity Began here, which was
at first limited to the elucidation of the religious texts. In
the later centuries we find, in addition, a secular literature in-

fluenced by Sanskrit poetry. 1 )

All the Indian languages mentioned up to now belong to

the Indo-Germanie group of languages. Besides these there

are in India a number of non-Indo-Germanic languages, namely

the Munda languages (scattered dialects in the Mahadeo

Hills of the Central Provinces, in the Santal Parganas and

Chota, Nagpur), the Tibeto-Burmese languages (on the North-

ern and North-Eastern borders of India proper) and above all

the Dra vidian languages of Southern India. The latter must at

one time have been common in the North as well,2) for the Indo-

Aryan languages show strong Dravidian influence.3
) The most

important Dravidian languages are Malayalam (on the coast

of Malabar), Kanarese, Telugu and Tamil. Although

these languages are not Indo-Germanie, numerous Sanskritisms

have penetrated into them : moreover, the not unimportant

literature of these languages is greatly dependent on the

Sanskrit literature.' .

’

:

In this hook we shall have to limit ourselves mainly to

the Sanskrit, Pali and Prakrit literature. At most it will only

be possible to touch on modern Indian literature in an

) S&e Wilhelm- Bifc6r&tur tmd. Spr&ch© dorSinghalssciij

are foiiiid also in tlie Gaiiges val

oh. istan (Brahui).

3
) See 6ri$r$on t

BSOS., I» 3, 1920, pp. il t-



antiquity, stands at the head of Indian literature, no one who

has not gained an insight into the Yedic literature can under-

stand the spiritual life and the culture of the Indians. Also

Buddhism, whose birth-place is India, will remain for ever

incomprehensible to him who does not know the Veda. For

the teaching of Buddha is in the same relation to the Veda,

as the New Testament is to the Old Testament. No one can

understand the new belief without having become acquainted

with the old one taught by the Veda.

What then, is the Veda ?

” means “

knowledge par excellence,” i.e. “the sacred, the religious

knowledge.” It does not mean one single literary work, as

for instance the word “ Koran,” nor a complete collection of a

certain number of books, compiled at some particular time, as

the word “Bible” (the “book par excellence”), or as the

word “Tipitaka,” the “Bible” of the Buddhists, but a whole



which course or many
centuries, and through centuries has been handed down from

generation to generation by verbal transmission, till finally it

was declared by a younger generation—but even then at some

prehistoric period—to be “ sacred knowledge,” " divine revela-

tion ,” as much on account of its great age, as on account of

its contents. It is here not a matter of a “ Canon ” which

misrht have been fixed at some council ; the belief in the

“ sacredness ” of this literature arose, as it were, spontaneously,

and was seldom seriously disputed.

However, what is now called “ Yeda V, or “ Yedic litera-

ture ” consists of three different classes of literary works ; and

to each of these three classes belongs a greater or a smaller

number of separate works, of which some have been preserved,

but also many lost.

I. Samhitas, i.e.
“ Collections,” namely collections of

hvmns, prayers, incantations, benedictions, sacrificial formulas
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were collected and added to the Samhita only after the latter

had already been concluded. This does not exclude the

possibility that some of these Khilas are of no less antiquity

than the hymns of the Rgveda-Samhita, hut for some reason

unknown to us were not included in the collection. The

eleven Valakhilya hymns, which in all manuscripts are found

at the end of Book VIII, without being included in it, are

probably of this kind. Of comparatively high antiquity are

probably also the eleven Suparna hymns, as well as the

Praisasuktani and the prose Nividas, small collections of

sacrificial litanies .

15

However, the question as to what we are to understand

by “ earlier ” or by “ later ” hymns, can only be treated by

us at the end of this section, where we shall have to discuss

the question of the age of the Veda in general. It must

here suffice that the general view of the great antiquity of the

Rgveda, even of the “later” parts of it, is fully justified

by the fact that, as Alfred Ludwig says :
35 “ The Rgveda

pre-supposes nothing of that which we know in Indian litera-

ture, while, on the other hand, the whole of Indian literature

and the whole of Indian life pre-suppose the Veda.”

Next to the language, however, the great age of the

Vedic hymns is proved chiefly by the metres. Por on the one

hand, the Vedic metres are separated from those of classical

Sanskrit poetry by a gulf, as in Vedic poetry there are

numerous metres of which there is no trace to he found in the

') The Khilas have been published by 1. SoheftelowiU, “ Die Apokryphen des Rgveda ”

(Indische Forschungen, I), Breslau 1906, See also Scheftelowitz, ZDMG 73, 19X9, 30 ff. ; 74,

1920, 192 ff. : 75, 1921, 87 ff. : ZTT, I, 1922, 50 ft ; 58 ft Oldenbery, “Die Hymnen des Rgveda,”
I, Berlin, 1888, 504 ft, and GGA, 1907, 210 ft ; A. B. Keith, JRAS, 1907, 224 ff. The Khila
Sivasamkalpa fedited, translated and explained by Scheftelowitz, ZDMG, 75, 1921, 201 ff.), is

a regular Upani§ad, the first part of which (M3) is old, the rest late sectarian.
a
) Der Rigveda, III, p. 183. Cf. also ibid, p. 3. “ The claim to the highest age is proved

not only internally by the contents as well as the linguistio form, but externally by the fact
that the Veda formed the basis of literature, of the spiritual and religious life, and in the
Veda again the poetical pieces are ihsbasis of the rest

,
bat are not based on anything themselves.”
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The line of twelve syllables differs from that of eleven

only in so far as if has one more syllable, for the rest the two

metres are formed exactly alike. The regular form of the

Pada of twelve syllables is thus :

or

o o o o
||

o o o o o

o o o

I
o o

Four such Padas of twelve syllables give a verse which is

called Jagatl.

The regular form of the line of five syllables, four or

eight of which together give the verse called D vipada-Vira j

is thus :

By combinations of different kinds of Padas into one

verse, a number of more elaborate metres are formed, as the

TJsnih and Bfhatl verses, composed of lines of eight or twelve

syllables.

How much, in old Indian metres, everything depends on

the number of syllables,
1
* is proved by the oft-recurring

speculations, in the Brahmanas and Upanisads, on the mys-

tical significance of the metres, where the mysticism of

numbers comes into play, when, for example, it is said, with

strange logic :
“ The words bhumi (earth), antariksa (atmos-

phere), and dyu (sky) form eight syllables. A Gayatrl-Pada

consists of eight syllables. Therefore he who knows the

Gayatrl gains the three worlds.” 2) But that the metres play

such a highly important part in the mysticism of ritual,

that considered as divine beings, they even receive sacrifices,
S)

that mythology concern itself with them, especially with the

z
) See Weber

,

Ind. Scud. 8, I7S f., and H. Weller ZTT, 1, 1922, 115 ft

2
) Bphad5ranyaka-Upani§ad V, 15. Dyu is to bepronounced as “ diu.”

8
) YSsi§tha*Dharmasutra, XIII, 3 and elsewhere. a
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Gayatrl, which in the form of a hire! fetches the Soma from

heaven, that they are created like other beings by Prajapati, 1 *

—all this indicates the great age of these metres which were

thought to have originated in times immemorial. Thus the

age of the metres is also a proof of the age of the hymns
themselves. 2 *

The best idea, however, of the great age of these hymns

is vouchsafed us by a glance at the geographical and cultural

conditions of the time of which they tell us. There we see

above all, that the Aryan Indians, at the time when the

hymns of the Rgveda arose, had not nearly as yet spread over

the whole of India. We find them still domiciled in the river-

land of the Indus (SindhR, the present Punjab.3* From the

West, over the passes of the Hindukush, Aryan tribes had

penetrated into “ the land of the five rivers,” and in the songs

of the Rgveda we still hear of the battles which the Aryans 4>

had to fight with the Dasyu, or the black skin ”, as the

swarthy aboriginal inhabitants were called. Only slowly

amidst continuous fighting against the hated “ non-Aryans ”

(anarya)—the Dasyus or Dasas, who know no gods, no laws,

and no sacrifices—do they press forward towards the East up

l

) See for instance, Satapatha- Br&hmana VIII, I, 1-2. How great a rdle the metres

play in the symbolism and mysticism of the ritual, may be seen from numerous passages in

the liturgical SamhitSs and in the BrShmanas : See A.Weber, Ind. Stud. 8, pp. 8 ff., 28

a) See®. Y. Arnold, “ Yedic Metre,” Cambridge 1905, and A. B. Keith and Arnold^

JRAS, 1906, 484 ff., 716 997 on the metre of the Rgveda as a ciiterion of its age.

3
) According to E. W. Hopkins (the Punjab and the Rgveda, JAOS,, 19, 1898, 19-28)

the habitations of the Aryan Indians at the time when the majority of the hymns

were composed, should be sought in the neighbourhood of Amballa, between the rivers

Sarasouti and Ghuggar. The rivers of the Punjab are praised in the famous *' Praise of

the Rivers” (nadistuti), Rv. X, 75. Cf. A. Stew, JRAS. 1917, 91 ff. Bertel has not yet

convinced me that the oldest parts of the Rgveda were composed in Iran and not in

India (Indo-german. Forschungen, 41, 1923, p. 188).

*) Ssk, £rya== Avestic airya=01d Pers. ariya, “ the faithful ones,” “ the people of the

same race.” Herodotus (VII, 62) says that the Medes called themselves Apioi, Thus

“ Aryan ” is the common designation of Indians and j Iranians. On the close relationship

between the language of the Veda with the old Iranian, see above, u. 41.
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most extravagant expressions cows and bullocks IJ are praised

as the most pre< ious possessions. The lowing of cows hasten-

ing to the calves is looked on by the ancient Indian as the

sweetest music. “ The singers are shouting to the god Indra,”

says a poet, “ as mother cows low to the calf.” Gods are

readily compared with bullocks, goddesses with cows. The
milk of the cow was not only one of the chief articles of food,

but milk and butter formed an essential part of the sacrifices

to the gods. The milk was by preference consumed warm as

it came from the cow, and Yedie poets marvel at the miracle

that the “raw” cow gives cooked milk. As the German

nursery rhyme has it:

—

“ How can it be, 0 tell me now,

v The milk is white, but red the cow,”

so a Yedie singer praises the god Indra on account of the

miracle that he has put the shining white milk into the red

or black cows. However, the high esteem in which cattle

were held proved no obstacle to the slaughtering of cows, and

especially of bullocks, at the sacrifices, and to the eating of

their flesh. An absolute prohibition of cow-killing did not

exist in the oldest times, although the word “aghnya,” “she

who is not to be killed ” for “ cow ” indicates that cows were i

killed only under exceptional circumstances .

50 Also the

skin of the oxen was used. The tanner worked it up into

leather bottles, strings of hows and straps. There were also

already different kinds of industries. There was above all

the wood worker—at once carpenter, carriage-builder, and

cabinet-maker—who made especially the chariot. There were

metal-workers, smiths, who used a bird’s wings as bellows.

Shipping was still in its first beginnings. A canoe provided

>) It is quite similar among the Dinkas and Kaffirs in Africa, whose present form of

economics must be fairly in agreement with that of the Vedio Aryans.

2
) gee A. A. Macdoiwll and A. B. Keith, “ Vedio Index of Names and Subjects,”

London 1912, II, 145 ff.

9 ,
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with oars, probably consisting only of a hollowed-out tree-

trunk, served for the navigation of the rivers. Although the

ssa was known to the Yedic Indians, it is, to say the least,

highly doubtful l) whether there was yet an extensive

maritime trade. However, it is certain that there were

traders, and that an extensive trade was carried on, in which

oxen and gold ornaments took the place of money. Besides

oxen and horses, the Yedic singers implore the gods chiefly

for gold, which they hope to receive as gifts from the rich

sacrificers.

But while we hear in the Bgveda of cattle-rearing and

agriculture, of trade and industry, as well as of deeds of war

and of sacrifices, there is not yet to he found in the hymns

that caste-division, which imparts a peculiar stamp to the

whole of the social life of the Indians of later times, and

which, up to the present day, has remained the curse of India.

Only in one single hymn, evidently late, arc the four castes

—

Brahmana, Ksatriya, Vaisya and Sudra—mentioned. Certainly

there were warriors and priests, but of an exclusive warrior-

caste there is in the Bgveda as little mention as of one or

several lower castes of farmers, cattle-traders, merchants, arti-

sans, and labourers. As in later times, so indeed already in

the Bgveda, it was the custom that, at the king’s side there

stood a house-priest (Purohita) who offered the sacrifices for

him. But we still hear often enough—even in the later Yedic

period—of sacrifices and ceremonies, which the pater-familias

performs alone without priestly aid. The wife takes part

in these sacrifices; indeed, it is reckoned as absolutely

essential, that the husband and wife together perform the

sacred ceremonies. This participation of the wife in the

sacrifices proves at all events that the position of woman in

x

) If; is certainly not a mere accident, that in the songs of the BgVeda countless

similes and metaphors are drawn from cattle-rearing
,
while only seldom a simile refers to

shipping. Contrast with this Homer’s wealth of figures of speech which refer to shipping.
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ana mix n wiiu muK ana orrer aaoraiion to me gods. lVJLanu,

however, declares in his law-book, that it is displeasing to the

gods when women sacrifice (IV, 208), and that women who

offer the fire-sacrifice (Agnihotra) sink into hell 'XI, 37).

When we still hear in the Upanisads, that women also took an

active share in the disputatious of the philosophers, we must

not wonder that in the hymns of the Rgveda women could

without restriction—at feasts, dances, and such like—show

themselves publicly. It is by no means necessary, as some

scholars do, to think of courtesans, when it is said that

beautiful women flock to the festival gathering. It is

not to be denied, however, that already at the time of the

Rgveda, many solitary, unprotected women—“ brotherless

maidens ” as a poet calls them—gave themselves up to prosti-

tution ; but Pisehel and Geldner, 1
’ in spite of all the trouble

which they have taken to prove it, have not succeeded in

proving that at that time already there existed a “ grand

system of courtesans ” as in the time of Buddha in Yesali, or

at the time of Perikles in Athens. AY;vY;' ; ^

However, we must not form too exalted an idea of the

moral conditions in ancient India, and not picture these to

ourselves in such an idyllic manner, as certainly Max Muller

has at times done. We hear in the hymns of the Rgveda of

incest, seduction, conjugal unfaithfulness, the procuring of

abortion, as also of deception, theft and robbery. All this,

however, proves nothing against the antiquity of the Rgveda.

Modern ethnology knows nothing of “ unspoiled children of

nature ” anv more than it regards all primitive peoples as
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rough savages or cannibal monsters. The ethnologist knows

that a step-ladder of endless gradations of the most
]
widely-

differing cultural conditions leads from the primitive peoples

to the half-civilised peoples, and right up to the civilised

nations. We need not, therefore, imagine the people of the

Rgveda either as an innocent shepherd people, or as a

horde of rough savages, nor, on the other hand as a people of

ultra-refined culture. The picture of culture which is un-

folded in these songs, and which Heinrich Zimmer in his still

valuable book “ Altindisches Leben ” 15 has drawn for us in

so masterly a manner, shows us the Aryan Indians as an

active, joyful and warlike people, of simple, and still partly

savage habits. The Vedic singers implore the gods for help

against the enemy, for victory in battle, for glory and rich

booty; they pray for wealth, heaps of gold and countless

herds of cattle, for rain for their fields, for the blessing of

children, and long life. As yet we do not find in the songs

of the Rgveda that effeminate, ascetic and pessimistic trait of

the Indian character with which we shall meet again and

again in later Indian literature^ i .

Now there have been scholars, who considered the hymns

of the Rgveda to be so enormously old, that they thought to

see in them not so much Indian as Aryan or Indo-European

mental life; they held, that the epoch of these hymns was

still so near to the Indo-European “ pre-historie time,” that in

them we are still dealing rather with “ Aryans ” than with

actual Indians. On the other hand, other scholars have shown

that the Rgveda is above all a production of the Indian mind,

and that for its explanation no other principles must he

followed than for any other text of Indian literature. This

is one of the many points on which the interpreters of the

Rgveda diverge rather widely .

50

J

) Berlin 1879.

2
) See Barth, Oeuvres II, 237 ft.

;
B. Oldenberg, Vedaforschnng, Stuttgart, 1905

WMerniU, WZKBf, 19, 1905, 419MM" C *
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whose opinions frequently contradict each other. Indeed,

one of the scholars quoted by Yaska declares outright that

the whole Veda-exegesis is worth nothing, as the hymns are

obscure, senseless, and contradictory to each other—to which

Yaska, however, observes that it is not the fault of the beam

if the blind man does not see it. Yaska himself, in the

explanation of difficult words, often relies on the etymology

(which of course does not fulfil the scientific requirements

of modern philology) and frequently gives two or more

different interpretations of one and the same word. It follows

from this, that already in Yaska’s time the sense of many

words and passages of the Rgveda was no longer established by

an uninterrupted tradition. Of the work of the many successors

whom Yaska has had, there is nothing preserved to us, any more

than of that of his predecessors. Only from the 14th century

after the birth of Christ do we possess a comprehensive com-

mentary, which explains the Rgveda word by word. This is. the

famous commentary of SSyana. Some of the older European

interpreters of the Rgveda—thus the English scholar H. H.

Wilson, who has published a complete English translation of

the Rgveda, which entirely follows the Indian commentary

—

depended entirely upon Sayana’s commentary, taking it for

granted that the latter rested on reliable tradition. On the

other hand, other Veda investigators did not trouble them-
'

selves at all about the native interpretation. They denied

Etymology, Philosophy and Semantics,” Introduction, Oxford 1920, p. 54, merely reflects

the universal opinion (without offering any new proofs) that Y§ska lived between 700 and

500 B.O, YSska was acquainted .'Saipiiihas and the most important

Brfthmanas, including the latest Gopatha-Brahrnaoa, the Pratiflkhyas and a few of the

Upanignds ; s. Samp, loo, cU;
t pp. 54 and P.D, Gune, in Bhandarkar Com, Yol

, pp. 43

Yaska already considered the Yeda as revealed 5 bat even in his time there were men who
doubted the sanctity of the Yeda (s. Sarup, loo, cit., pp. 71 ff.). Safcyavrata Samasramin in

an appendix to his edition of the Nirukta has an interesting treatise in Sanskrit on the age

of Yaska (about 1900 B.C. !) and the purpose of the Nirukta s. Barth
, RHR, 27, 1893, 184 ff.,

— Oeuvres II, 94 ft. On YSska, s. also Liebich
, “$5ur Einfuhrung in die indischo

einheim. Sprachwiss, II, 22 If.
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that a commentator, who lived more than two thousand years

after the composition of the book explained by him, could

know anything which we Europeans, with our philological

criticism and with the modern resources of linguistic science,

could not fathom and understand better. Among these

investigators especially Rudolf Roth is conspicuous. One of

his pupils and followers was H. Grassmann, who published in

two volumes a complete metrical translation of the hymns
of the Rgveda. Most of the investigators to-day take up
an intermediary position. While admitting that we must

not blindly follow the native interpreters, they yet believe

that the latter did partly at least, draw upon an uninterrupted

tradition and therefore should not be disregarded, and that

simply because they are Indians and moreover better ac-

quainted with the Indian atmosphere, as it were, than we

Westerners, they often hit the right meaning. Among these

interpreters is Alfred Ludwig, who, in his complete German

translation of the Rgveda, to which is added a comprehensive,

most valuable commentary

,

2) for the first time thoroughly

utilized the explanations of Sayana, without rejecting other

aids to interpretation. He is a forerunner of R. Pischel and

K. E. Geldner, who, in their “ Vedische Studien
” 3> have

*) Leipzig, 1876 and 1877. des Bgveda ftbersetzt

von Karl Geldner nnd Adolf Kaegi. Hit Beitragen von R, Roth” Tubingen 1875, which

also proceeded from Roth’s school, is much preferable to Grasem arm’s translation.

2
) Prag 1876-1888, in six volumes. Though difficult to understand, Ludwig’s

translation is yet more reliable than the smooth verses in the translation of Grasmiann.

A good English translation is that of R.T.H. Griffith, Benares, 1889-1892. Selections from

the Rgveda are translated into English by Max Muller and Oldenherg in SBE., Vols, 32 and

46 :* into German by K. F. Geldner, in A. Berfcholet, “ Religionsgeschiehtliches Lesebnch ”

(Thbingen, 1908) p. 71 if : A. Millebrandt, “ Lieder des Rgveda,” Gottingen 1913 ; into

English A. A. Macdonell, “ Hymns -from] the A'Bgyeda*^^ of India Series);

and E. J. Thomas “ Yeclic Hymns ” (Wisdom ;
:

ofu; th©:;\ Series), London 1928,

The first part of a new and complete translation of the Rgveda by K.F . Geldner

has been published in the series “ Quellen der Rehgionsgeschiehte,” Gottingen, 1923.

:

3) Stuttgart, 1889-1901, 3 vols. Other important contributions to the interpretation

of the Rgveda are : Oldenherg
,

“ Rgveda, Textkritische nnd exegetische Noten”, AGGW
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rendered invaluable services to the clearing-up of many

obscure passages of the Egveda. They have also clung most

firmly—certainly not without exaggeration—to the principle

that the Egveda must, above all, be interpreted as a produc-

tion of the Indian mind, to the right understanding of which

the Indian literature of later periods provides the best key.

Added to all this is yet another much-debated question,

which is of no little importance for the interpretation of the

Vedic hymns, namely the question whether these hymns arose

independently of all sacrificial ritual as the naive expressions

of a pious faith in the gods, as the outpouring of the hearts

of divinely inspired singers, or whether they were, in a

workmanlike manner, composed by priests, merely with the

intention of using them for certain sacrifices and ceremonies.

But how differently these songs may be judged according

to the line of interpretation taken by a scholar may be shown

by contrasting the opinions of two eminent scholars. In

his beautiful book, which is still worth reading, “ Der Egveda,

die alteste Litteratur der Inder,” iy Ad. Kaegi says of the

hymns of the Egveda :
“ The great majority of the songs

are invocations and glorifications of the deities addressed

at the time ; their key-note is throughout a simple outpour-

ing of the heart, a prayer to the Eternal Ones, an invita-

tion to accept favourably the piously dedicated gift

To that which a god placed in his soul and caused him to feel:

to the impulse of his heart the singer wishes to give eloquent

expression.” He admits that also portions of inferior quality

are to be found in the collection, “ but there is in them all a

fresh breath of vigorous primeval poetry. Whoever takes the

trouble to transfer himself to the religious and moral thought

N.F , Vol. XI, No. 5, and Vol. XIII,
: Np. 3, 1909 and 1912 •, Qelduer, “Der Rgveda in

Auswahl ” I. Glossar, II Kommentar, Stuttgart 19074909, and ZDMG 71, 1917, 315 ff.

M. Bloomfield, JAOS 27, 1900, 72 ff.': B. W. Fay, ff. : A.B. Keith, JEAS 1910, 921 ff.

*) Second edition, Leipzig, 1881. An English translation (The Rig-Veda, the

Oldest Literature of the Indians) with additions, by R. Arrommith, appeared 1886.
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time, so also in contents the hymns are of greatly varying

value and of different origin. There is no doubt that a great

number of these hymns arose independently of all sacrificial

ritual, and that in them the breath of genuine primeval

religious poetry is felt.
13 Even if many of these hymns were

used later on for sacrificial purposes, that does not in the

least prove that they were originally written for this purpose.

On the other hand it is equally certain that very many

portions of the Bgveda-Samhita were from the first intended

for nothing but sacrificial songs and litanies, and were glued

together in a rather workmanlike fashion by priestly singers.

It is also certainly exaggerated when W. 3). Whitney 31 once

said :
“ The Vedas appear rather like an Indo-European than

an Indian record.” But just as certainly is it an exaggeration

when Pischel and Geldner (with H. H. Wilson) state that

the Indians at the time of the Bgveda, had already attained

a degree of culture, which was little different from that which

Alexander the Great found in existence at the time of his

invasion of India.81

Although the gulf which divides the hymns of the

Bgveda from the rest of Indian literature may perhaps not

be so wide as many older investigators have supposed, a

gulf still exists.41 This is proved by the language, by the

cultural conditions indicated above, and most particularly by

the stage of religious development, which we meet with

in the hymns. So much is certain, that, whatever the

*) Enthusiasm should not, however, be allowed to obscure calm criticism, as is the

case with H. Brunnhofer, who (in his essay “ Ueber den Geist der indischen Lyrik,*’

Leipzig 1882) makes the author of one of the later philosophical hymns of the Bgveda « A
prince of poets towering up out of the mists of primitive times ” (p, 15) and is carried

away into saying that “ the Yeda is like the lark’s morning trill, of humanity awakening
to the consciousness of its greatness” (p. 41). That the Feda certainly is not I

2
) Language and its Study, London 1876, p. 227.

s
) Yedische Studien, I, pp. xxii, xxvi.

4
) See also A. Hillebrandt, “ Yedische My thologie,” II, 8,
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poetical value of the songs of the Rgveda may be, there

exists no more important source for the investigation of the

earliest stages in the development of Indian religion, no more

important literary source for the investigation of the mytho-

logy of the Indo-European peoples, indeed, of peoples in

general, than these songs of the Rgveda.

To say it in a word: what renders these hymns so

valuable for us is that we see before us in them a mythology
in the making. 1

) We see gods, as it were, arising before our

eyes. Many of the hymns are not addressed to a sun-god,

nor to a moon-god, nor to a fire-god, nor to a god of the

heavens, nor to storm-gods and water-deities, nor to a goddess

of the dawn and an earth-goddess, but the shining sun itself,

the gleaming moon in the nocturnal sky, the fire blazing on

the hearth or on the altar or even the lightning shooting

forth from the cloud, the bright sky of day, or the starry

sky of night, the roaring storms, the flowing waters of clouds

and of rivers, the glowing dawn and the spread-out fruitful

earth—all these natural phenomena are, as such, glorified,

worshipped, and invoked. Only gradually is accomplished in

the songs of the Rgveda itself, the transformation of these

natural phenomena into mythological figures, into gods and

goddesses such as Surya (Sun), Soma (Moon), Agni (Eire),

Dyaus (Sky), Maruts (Storms), Vayu (Wind), Apas (Waters),

U§as (Dawn), and Prthivi (Earth), whose names still indubi-

tably indicate what they originally were. So the songs of

the Rgveda prove indisputably that the most prominent

figures of mythology have proceeded from personifications

of the most striking natural phenomena. Mythological

investigation has succeeded, also in the cases of the deities

i)
I,, de la Yallee Poussin, (

{t he ' 61 ft contests 'this

w that tli6 Yeda presouts
11 a mythology ^ the making and. A, 33. lYsitfa, JRAS., 1909, p,

469, agrees with him. But I did not mean to say that all mythology first arose at the time

of the RgTeda-SamhitS, The beginnings of the Yefim system of mythology and religion
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only the most important ones. Thus, to one, Indra is the god

of the storm, to the other an old sun-god. Varupa is to some

a god of the heavens, while others see in him a moon-god.

Rudra, who is usually held to he a storm-god, because he is

the father of the storm-gods (the Maruts), would be, accord-

ing to Oldenberg, a mountain and forest god, according to

Hillebrandt “ a god of the horrors of the tropical climate.” l)

Aditi is, according to one view, the expanse of the skv, ac

ing to another the endless, widespreading earth.

Asvins, a pair of gods who are doubtless related to

Dioskuri, and also reappear in Germanic and Lettic mytho-

logy, were already before Yaska a puzzle to the ancient

Indian commentators. Some held them to he heaven and

earth, others day and night, and still to-day some scholars see

in them the two twilights, others sun and moon, yet others

the morning and evening star, and again others the constella-

tion of Gemini.2> But what is the most important is that

most mythologists to-day agree that by far the greatest

majority of the Yedic gods has proceeded from natural pheno-

mena or natural beings. 3) There were, indeed, some deities

1) See now the learned dissertation by E» Arbwian, Rudra Untersuchtmgen znm altin-

dischen Glanben trad Kultus, Uppsala, 1922. He sees in Rudra a primitive popular deity,

the prototype of Siva,

2
) This is not the place to express an opinion on all the controversial questions

which concern Yedic Mythology. The best representation of the /acts of Yedic Mythology

is given by A. A. Macdonell, “Yedic Mythology ” (in the “ Gnindriss ” III, I, A.)»

Whoever desires information with referenceto the explanation of the myths and, religions

belief of the ancient Indians, must at all events consult both H. Oldenberg s Religion des

Yeda ” (Berlin 1894) and also '.A.MiMebretn&tfs “ Yedische Mythologie n (3 vols., Breslau

1891-1902). Different as are the resnlts arrived at by the two investigators, both have

greatly contributed to the extension and deepening of par knowledge of the Yedic religion.

.
Even the outsider, however, must :be quit© clear

.

that, in these questions, absolute truth

can never be attained, in fact can always only be approached more or less closely. Great

services have been rendered to the investigation of Yedic religion and still more to the

explanation of the hymns of the Rgveda, by the French scholar Abel Bergaigne, (“ La

religion vedique d’apres les hymnes du Rg»veda,” 3 vols., Paris, 1878-1883).

3
) Sten Konow, The Aryan Gods of the Mitani People, Kristiania, 1921, p. 5, has not

convinced me, “that the conception of Yedic religion as a worship of natnre and

natural phenomena is fundamentally wrong.”
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in the transmigration of the soul and eternal rebirth—the
belief which controls the whole philosophical thought of

Indians in later centuries—there is, in the Rgveda, as yet no

trace to be found. So we see here too, that in these hymns
there breathes an entirely different spirit from that which

pervades the whole of the later Indian literature.

Just these important differences between the religious

views which appear in the songs of the Rgveda and those of

the succeeding period prove also that these songs do as a

matter of fact reflect the popular belief of the old Aryan

Indians. Though it is true that the songs of the Rgveda

cannot really be called “ popular poetry,” that—for the most

part at least—they arose in certain singer-families, in narrow

priestly circles, j et we must not think that these priests and

singers created a mythology and a system of religion without

any consideration of the popular belief. Certainly there may
be some things that are told of the gods, which rest only on
“ momentary fancies of the individual poet,” but on the whole

we must take for granted that these priests and singers started

from popular tradition, that they, as Hillebrandt aptly says,

“ stood above, but not outside, the people.”

Thus, then, these songs are of incalculable value to us

as evidence of the oldest religious faith of the Aryan Indians.

As works of poetic art, too, they deserve a prominent place

in the world literature. It is true, the authors of these hymns

rise but extremely seldom to the exalted flights and the deep

fervour of, say, the religious poetry of the Hebrews. The Yedie

singer does not look up to the god whom he honours in song,

with that shuddering awe and that faith, firm as a rock, with

which the Psalmist looks up to Jehovah. The prayers of the

priestly singers of ancient India do not, as with the former, rise

from the inmost soul to the heavenly oaes. These poets stand

l
) See Oldenberg, “ Aus Indien and Iran^*

7

p. 10 $
“ Religion des Veda,” p. 13;

Eillehmwdb, “ Vedische Hythologie,” IT, 4.
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on a more familiar footing with the gods whom they honour in

song. When they sing a song of praise to a god, then they

exp

sons, and they are not afraid to tell him this.
se Do, ut des,’

is the standpoint which they hold. Thus a Yedic poet says

to the god Indra
:
(Rv. VIII, 14. 1, 2)

:

“
If I, 0 Indra, were like thee,

Lord of all the goods that be,

My worshipper should never lack

For herds to call his own.

Gifts would I bestow on him,

On that wise singer blessings shower,

If I, as thou, 0 lord of power,

The Master of the cattle were.”

And another poet addresses the god Agni with the follow-

ing words (Rv. VIII, 19. 25, 26)

:

ect him to present them with wealth m cows and hero-

“ If thou wert mortal, Agni, and I the immortal one,

Thou son of strength, like Mitra, to whom we sacrifice,

Thee would I not expose to curse, good God !

My worshipper should not suffer poverty, neglect, or harm.'”

Yet the character of the hymns—and I am now speaking

of those which contain invocations or songs of praise to the

gods, without being composed for definite sacrificial purposes

—

is very different, according to the deities to which they are

dedicated. Amongst the loftiest and most inspired poems are

indisputably the songs to Varuna. There are indeed not

many of them. Varupa, however, is the only one amongst

the Vedic gods, who stands nobly elevated above mortals,

whom the poet ventures to approach only with trembling and

fear, and in humble reverence. Varuna it is, too, who con-

cerns himself more than any other god of the Vedic pantheon

with the moral ways of men and punishes the sinners. Con-
tritely, therefore, the poet approaches him and pleads for for-

giveness of his sins. Thus the hymns addressed to Varuna



Soma on the mountain

universe s

Heroes, putting forth their vigour, loose them

a measure

rivers

The neighbour ever with us, or a stranger, U v aruna, remove

from us the trespass.

) Namely, the lightning in the clond.

) The milk is the water of the clouds which are compared with cows. The “ strong

” are the storm-god (Marufcs) who, in the storm, cans© the “ milk ” of the clouds

1 « now tihroiie:o 1
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If we, as gamesters cheat at play, have cheated, done wrong

unwittingly or sinned of purpose,

Cast all these sins away like loosened fetters, and, Varuna, let us

be thine own beloved,
5 ’

Varuna, too, already in the Egvecla, is, as he is in the later

mythology, the god of the sea, a god of the waters, and therefore

he punishes people who have sinned, particularly with dropsy.

A simple prayer by one who is suffering from dropsy is Rv.

VII, 89. I give it in the translation of R. T. H. Griffith :

—

“Let me not yet, King Varuna, enter into the house of clay 1

) :

Have mercy, spare me, Mighty Lord.

When, Thunderer ! I move along tremulous like a wind-blown skin,

Have mercy, spare me, Mighty Lord.

O Bright and Powerful God, through want of strength I erred

and went astray

:

Have mercy, spare me, Mighty Lord.

Thirst found thy worshipper though he stood in the midst of

water-floods :

Have mercy, spare me, Mighty Lord.

O Varuna, whatever the offence may be which we as men commit

against the heavenly host,

When through our want of strength we violate thy laws, punish

us not, 0 God, for that iniquity.”

Quite a different note is Struck in the songs to the god

Indra. Indra can be designated as the actual national god

of the Vedic Indians. As, however, the Indians at the time

of the Rgveda, were still a fighting and struggling nation,

so Indra is a thoroughly warlike god. His enormous strength

and combativeness are described again and again, and fondly

the Vedic singers dwell on the battles of Indra with the

demons, whom he destroys with his thunderbolt. Especially

x

) The grave, or the earthenyv.jbabL-; the cremated corpse are

preserved, may be meant. On the methods of burial of the ancient Indians, see below pp. 95$,

- •• -
... / .

7' '7 ‘ .... •.
i. ; . ; 7 '"7

. 7 7 7..'/ .7 'H'.
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back into the Indo-European prehistoric period, and in the

dragon-fight a mythological representation of the thunder-

storm. Hillebrandt, however, has tried to prove that Vrtra

is not a cloud-demon and not a demon of drought, but

a winter-giant whose power is broken by the sun-god

Indra; the “rivers” which are imprisoned by Vrtra

and set free by Indra, are, according to him, not the torrents

of rain, but the rivers of the North-West of India which

dry up in winter and are re-filled only when the sun causes

the masses of snow of the Himalaya mountains to melt.

However that may be, it is certain that the Vedic singers

themselves had no clear consciousness of the original meaning

of Indra and Vrtra as nature-gods. Eor them Indra was a

powerful champion, a giant of enormous strength, but Vrtra

the most dreaded of the demons, which were believed to he

embodied in the black aborigines of the land. Eor Indra

does not fight only with Vrtra, but with numerous other

demons. His demon-fights are only a copy of the battles

which the Aryan immigrants had to fight. Therefore, too,

Indra is above all a god of warriors. Of none of the gods

of the Vedic pantheon are so many individual traits given

us, none is portrayed so "true to life”—if one may use the

expression with reference to a deity—as this warlike god in

the 250 hymns which are dedicated to him. Big and strong

are his arms. With beautiful lips he quaffs the Soma-drink,

and when he has drunk, he moves his jawbones with pleasure,

and shakes his fair beard. Fair as gold is his hair, and his

whole appearance. He is a giant in stature,—heaven and
earth would not be large enough to serve him as a girdle. In
strength and vigour no heavenly nor earthly being approaches
him. When he grasped the two endless worlds, they were
for him only a handful. He is called by preference a bull.

Boundless as his strength, is also his power of drinking, which
is described, often not without humour, in the songs. Before
he slew Vrtra, he drank three ponds of soma ; and once it is



) Hymns from the Rigveda, pp, 48 if

even saia mai ne aran&, m one gulp* tmrty ponds of som?

juice. Scarcely was lie born—and his birth was no ordinary

one, for still in his mother’s 'womb he said :
“ I do not wan'

to go out here, that is a bad way ; across, through the side

I will go out ” (Rv. IV, 18, 2)—when he already dranl

goblets of soma. Sometimes, too, be did too much of a gooc

thing. In the song Rv. X, 119, a poet brings before us tin

intoxicated Indra, uttering a monologue and considering whai

he is to do—“ Thus I will do it, no, thus,” " I will place

the earth here, no, I will place it there,” and so on—where

each verse ends with the significant refrain “ Have I, then

drunk of the Soma ?
”

This warlike national god is much more suitable than

any other to be the chief of gods. Although in the Rgveda

almost every god is at some time or another praised as the

first and highest of all gods—this is a sort of flattery, by

means of which one wants to incline the god in one’s favour,

similarly to the way in which later court poets have cele-

brated many a petty prince as the ruler of the world—yet

Indra is, in the earliest times, undoubtedly a king among the

gods, like Zeus of the Greek Olympus.

As chief of gods he is celebrated in the song Rv. II, 12,

which as a specimen of an Indra song, may here be given

in the translation of A. A. Macdonell

:

15

“ He who just born as chief god full of spirit

Went far beyond the other gods in wisdom :

Before whose majesty and mighty manhood

The two worlds trembled : be, O men, is Indra.

Who made the widespread earth when quaking steadfast

Who set at rest the agitated mountains,

Who measured out air’s middle space more widely.

Who gave the sky support: he, men, is Indra. ^
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Who slew the serpent, freed the seven rivers,

Who drove the cattle out from Vala’s cavern, 1 >

Who fire between two rocks has generated,

A conqueror in fights : he, men, is Indra.

He who has made all earthly things unstable.

Who humbled and dispersed the Dasa colour,

Who, as the player’s stake the winning gambler,

The foeman’s fortune gains : he, men, is Indra.

Of whom, the terrible, they ask, “ Where is he?

Of him, indeed, they also say, “ he is not.”

The foeman’s wealth, like player’s stakes, he lessens.

Believe in'him : for he, 0 men, is Indra.
A

Ee furthers worshippers, both rich and needy,

And priests that supplicate his aid and praise him.

Who, fair-lipped, helps the man that presses Soma,

That sets the stones at work : he, men, is Indra.

In whose control are horses and all chariots,

In whose control are villages and cattle ;

He who has generated sun and morning,

Who leads the waters : he, 0 men, is Indra.

Whom two contending armies vie in calling,

On both sides foes, the farther and the nearer ;

Two fighters mounted on the self-same chariot 2
)

Invoke him variously : he, men, is Indra,

Without whose aid men conquer not in battle.

Whom fighting ever they invoke for succour,

Who shows himself a match for every foeman,

Who moves what is unmoved : he, men, is Indra.

Next to the V^tra-killing this deliverance of the cows is the greatest heroic deed

of Indra. It has been compared—I think, rightly—with the deed of Hercules, who kills

the three-headed Geryoneus and leads away the herds of oxen stolen by him. In the same
way Hercules and Caous. Of. Oldenberg

,
“Rel, des Yeda,” p. 143. f, Eillebmndt, “Ved

Myth,’’ III, 260 ff.

a
) Namely, the warrior and the charioteer.
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While the hymns of Varup.a and Indra show us that the

Yedic poets are not lacking in pathos, vigour and raciness the

songs to Agni, the fire or the fire-god, show us that these

poets also often succeeded in touching the simple, warm,

heart-felt tone. Agni, as the sacrificial fire and as the fire

which blazes on the hearth, is esteemed as the friend of

mortals ;
he is the mediator between them and the gods, and

to him the poet speaks as to a dear friend. He prays to him,

that he may bless him “as the father his son,” and he takes

for granted that the god is pleased with his song and will

fulfil the wish of the singer. While Indra is the god of the

warrior, Agni is the god of the householder, who protects his

wife and children for him, and makes his homestead prosper.

He himself is often called “ master of the house ” (grhapati).

He is the “ guest ” of every house, “ the first of all guests.”

As an immortal being he has taken up his abode amongst

mortals ;
and in his hand lies the prosperity of the family.

Since primitive times, the bride, when she came to her new

home, was led around the sacred fire, and therefore Agni is

also called “the lover of maidens, the husband of women ”

(Rv. I, 66, 8), and in a marriage benediction it is said that

Agni is the husband of the maidens, and that the bridegroom

receives the bride from Agni. Simple prayers are also

addressed to him at the wedding, at the birth of children,

and similar family events. During the marriage-sacrifice

the prayer was offered on behalf of the bride :
“ May

Agni, the lord of the house, protect her ! May he lead her

offspring on to a high age ;
may her womb be blessed, may

she be the mother of living children. May she behold the

joy of her sons !
” As the sacrificial fire, Agni is “ the

messenger ” between gods and mortals ; and sometimes it is

said that, as such, he hears the sacrificial food up to the gods,

sometimes also that he brings the gods down to the sacrifice.

Therefore he is also called the priest, the wise One, the

Brahman, the Purohita (family priest) and by preference the
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again her charms are compared with those of a woman invit-

ing love. Thus we read (Rv. V, 80, 5.6)
1

*

:

As conscious that her limbs are bright with bathing, she stands,

as ’twere, erect that we may see her.

Driving away malignity and darkness, Dawn, child of Heaven,

hath come to us with lustre,

The Daughter of the Sky, like some chaste woman, bends,

opposite to men, her forehead down.

The Maid, disclosing boons to him who worships, hath brought

again the daylight as aforetime,”

The following hymn to Dawn (Rv. VI, 64) I also give in

the translation of Griffith :

The radiant Dawns have risen up for glory, in their white

* splendour like the waves of waters.

She maketh paths all easy, fair to travel, and, rich, hath

shown herself benign and friendly.

We see that thou art good : far shines thy lustre ; thy beams,

thy splendours have flown up to heaven.

Decking thyself, thou makes! bare thy bosom., shining in majesty,

thou Goddess Morning.

Reel are the kine and luminous that bear her the Blessed One

who spreadeth through the distance.

The foes she chaseth like a valiant archer, like a swift warrior

she repelleth darkness.

Thy ways are easy on the hills : thou passest Invincible !

Self-luminous ! through waters.

So lofty Goddess with thine ample pathway, Daughter of Heaven,

wealth to give us comfort.

Dawn, bring me wealth : untroubled, with thine oxen thou bearest

riches at thy will and pleasure

;

Thou who, a Goddess, Child of Heaven, hast shown thee lovely

we called thee early,

- 1 1 1 11 " — -» ! I KM I— I

,

I*.,. ...!!. I—1.
|
—

I I I
I

*) Translated. by Griffith. . ;

_
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to Varuna, Indra and Agni, a sacrificial litany like the

following (Ev. VII, 35) :

“ May Indra and Agni grant ns happiness by their mercy, so also

Indra and Varuna, to whom sacrifice is offered ;
may Indra and Soma

grant ns happiness, welfare and blessing ! May Indra and Pusan grant

us happiness at the capture of booty.

Mav Bhasra errant us hanniness ; our hvmns of nraise. Purandhi.

May Dhatar, Dhartar and the far-extending (Earth) freely grant us

happiness
;
may the two great realms of space 1

), may the • mountain,

may the auspicious invocations to the gods grant us happiness.

May Agni of shining countenance, may Mitra and Varuna, may the

two Asvins grant ns happiness : may the good works of the pious grant

to us hanniness” !
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in the hymn Ev. II, 12, translated above, which praises so

confidently the might and the feats of strength of Indra, and

the separate verses of which end in the refrain, which is flung

out in such full faith :
“ He, 0 men, is Indra/ 5—even

there we hear that there were people who did not believe

in Indra : “Of whom they ask ‘ Where is he? 5 Of him

indeed, they also say ‘He is not
5

Believe in him : for he, 0
men, is Indra.

55 Similar doubts occur in the remarkable

hymn Ev. VIII, 100, 3 f., where the priests are invited to offer

a song of praise to Indra, “a true one, if in truth, he is: for

many say :
‘ There is no Indra, who has ever seen him ? To

whom are we to direct the song of praise ?
5 55 Whereupon

Indra personally appears, in order to give assurance of his

existence and his greatness :
“ There I am, singer, look at

me here, in greatness I tower above all beings ” and so on.

But when people had once begun to doubt Indra himself,

who was the highest and mightiest of all the gods, so much the

more arose scruples concerning the plurality of the gods in

general, and doubts began to arise whether indeed there was

any merit in sacrificing to the gods. Thus in the hymn Ev. X,

121, in which Prajapati is praised as the creator and preserver

of the world and as the one god, and in which, in the refrain

recurring in verse after verse :
“ Which god shall we honour

by means of sacrifice ?
55

there lies hidden the thought, that in

reality there is nothing in all the plurality of the gods, and

that alone the one and only god, the Creator Prajapati, de-

serves honour. Finally, this scepticism finds its most powerful

expression in the profound poem of the Creation (Ev. X, 129).1)

It begins with a description of the time before the creation :

“ Nor aught existed then, nor naught existed,

There was no air, nor heaven beyond.

What covered all ? Wherein ? In whose shelter was it ?

Was it the water, deep and fathomless ?

*) Translation by E. T. H. Griffith,
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No death was then,, nor was there life immortal

Of day and night there was then no distinction.

That One alone breathed windless by itself.

Than that, forsooth, no other thing existed.”

Only very timidly does the poet venture on a reply to the

question regarding the origin of the world. He imagines the

state before the creation as ‘‘darkness shrouded in darkness,”

far and wide nothing but an impenetrable flood, until through

the power of the Tap as,15 “the One” arose. This “One”
was already an intellectual being

; and as the first product of

his mind—“ the mind’s first fruit,” as the poet says—came

forth Kama, i.e. “ sexual desire, love, 2) ” and in this Kama
“ the wise searching in their hearts, have by meditation dis-

covered the connection between the existing and the non-

existing.” But only gentle hints does the poet venture to

give, soon doubts again begin to arise, and he concludes with

the anxious questions

:

u Who knoweth it forsooth, who can declare it here,

Whence this creation has arisen, whence it came ?

The gods came hither by this world’s creation only

Who knoweth then, whence this creation has arisen?

Whence this creation has arisen, whether

It has been made or not: He who surveys

This world in highest heaven, he may be knoweth

Or, it may be, he knoweth not”

H&'pcUf may her© have its original meaning of heat (soins creative heat/
3 *

analogous to ; tliei fey, wLioli ; brood-hen produces life from the egg) or it inay mean

the
1 fervour ’ of austerity; or, as Deussen thinks, both meanings may be implied in the

word.

2
) Not the “ will ” of Schopenhauer, as Deussen and others assume. As sexual

desire leads to the procreation and birth of beings, so these ancient thinkers considered

sexual desire as the primal source of all existence.

s
) That is the gods themselves were created only with the rest of creation, therefore

they cannot tell us whence the world originated.

4
) Translated into English by the author. This famous hymn has been often

translated and discussed, thus by H. T. Colehroohe
,
Miscellaneous Essays (2nd Ed., Madras,
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In most of the philosophical hymns of the Rgveda the

idea certainly comes to the foreground of a creator who is

named now Prajapati, now Brahmanaspati, or Brhaspati, or

again Visvakarman, hut who is still always thought of as

a personal god. But already in the above-quoted verse it

appears doubtful to the poet whether the creation was
“ made ” or whether it came into being by some other means,

and the creative principle receives no name in this poem, but

is called “the One.” Thus already in the hymns the great

idea of Universal Unity is foreshadowed, the idea that

everything which we see in Nature and which the popular

belief designates as “ gods,” in reality is only the emanation

of the One and Only One, that all plurality is only imagi-

nary—an idea which is really already expressed clearly and

distinctly in the verse Rv. I, 164, 46 :

“ They call him Indra, Mitra, Varuna,

And Agni ; he is the heavenly bird. Garutmat

:

To what is one, the poets give many a name,
W

They call it Agni, Yama, MStarisvan.”

While these philosophical hymns form, as it were, a

bridge to the philosophical speculations of the Upanisads,

there exist also a number of poems in the Rgveda-Samhita

—

there might be about twenty of them—which form a con-

necting link with the epic and dramatic poetry. These are

fragments of narratives in the form of dialogues (Samvadas),

and may therefore be fitly called Samvada or dialogue

hymns. H. Oldenberg I} called them “Akhyana hymns,”

1872), I, pp. 33 f. ;
Max Muller History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, 2nd Ed., London 1860.

p. 564 5
J. Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, V, p. 356: H. W. Wallis, Cosmology of the

Rigveda, London, 1887, pp. 89 fiLj ;;*W\ j, : p . cix; P. Beussen
,
Allgemeine

G-eschichte der Philosophie I (where all the philosophical hymns of the Rgveda are .dis-

cussed); L. Scherman, Philosophische Hymnen aus der Rig-und Atharvaveda-SaAhita,

Strassburg, 1887, pp. 1 if. It has also been translated by Macdonell
,
E, J. Thomas

,
etc.

1

) “Das altmdische Akhyana’ 5

in ZDMG 37 (1883) 54 J0c. and Akhydnahymuen im

Rgveda” in ZDMG 39 (1885) 52 f£. Akhy&na n^eans “ narrative.” u
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and started a theory, in order to explain their fragmentary

and enigmatic character. The oldest form of epic poetry

in India, he said, was a mixture of prose and verse, the

speeches of the persons only being in verses, while the

events connected with the speeches were narrated in prose.

Originally only the verses used to be committed to memory
and handed down, while the prose story was left to be

narrated by every reciter in his own words. Now in the

dialogue hymns of the Egveda only the verse portions,

containing conversations, have been preserved, while the

prose portions of the narrative are lost to us. Only some

of these narratives can partly be restored with the help of the

Brahmapas or the epic literature, or even of commentaries.

Where these aids fail, nothing remains for us but to try to

guess the story from the conversations. This theory seemed to

be supported by the fact that not only in Indian, but also in

other literatures, the mixture of prose and verse is an early

form of epic poetry. It is found, for instance, in Old Irish

and in Scandinavian poetry.^ In India we find it in some

narrative portions of the Brahmanas and Upanisads, in some of

the old parts of the Mahabharata, in Buddhist literature, in

the literature of fables and tales, in the drama, and again in

the eampu. It is true that, in all these cases the prose has

been handed down together with the verses, but as the

Egveda is professedly the Yeda of the verses, it was not

possible to include any prose in the Samhita of the Egveda.

And if an Akhyana, consisting of prose and verse, was to

find a place in the Egveda-Samhita, the prose portion would

have to be omitted. This is the theory of Oldenberg, which

for a long time was almost generally accepted by scholars.

l

) Already in the year 1878 .in a lecture delivered at the 33rd meeting of German

philologists and pedagogues at Gera, Ernst Windisch had pointed out the significance of

quite similar phenomena in the old ZTish legend -poetry
,
and on this occasion had al^o

already drawn attention to the related phenomena in Indian literature,

Si;i . #
'

. t
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Of late, however, the theory has also met with a great

deal of opposition . Many years back Max Muller and

Sylvain Levi 15 had already suggested that the dialogue poems

of the Bgveda might be a kind of dramas. This idea has been

taken up by Job. Hertel 25 and L. von Schroeder,8) who tried

to prove that these Samvada hymns are really speeches belong-

ing to some dramatic performances connected with the

religious cult. We ha^e only, they say, to supply dramatic

action, and the difficulties which these hymns offer to

interpretation will disappear. What kind of action has to be

supplied can of course only be guessed from the dialogues

themselves.

The fact is, that poems like the dialogue hymns of the

Jigveda are of frequent occurrence in Indian literature. We
shall find similar semi-epic and semi-dramatic poems, consist-

ing chiefly or entirely of dialogues or conversations, in the

Mahabharata, in the Puranas, and especially in Buddhist

literature. All these poems are nothing else but ancient ballads

of the same kind as are found also in the literatures of

many other peoples .
45 This ancient ballad poetry is the

* ) Le Thetoe Indian, Paris, 1890, pp. 301 ff.

») WZKM 18, 1904, 59 ff., 137 ff.
; 23, 1909, 273 ff, j Indisohe MSrchen, Jena, 1921,

pp. 344, 367 f,

8
) Mysteriura and Mimas im Rigveda, Leipzig, 1908.

*) A. Barth (RHR 19, 1889, 130 f.... Oeuvres, II, 5 f.) has already compared the

AkhySna of Pururavas and Urvasi in the Satapatim*Brahmana with the ballad of King RasSlu

in Temple's
(* Legends of the see Pischel, GGA 1891, 355

ff. 5 ;

Oldenburg, GG-A 1909, 66 ff. ;
N(TGW19I1^459 ff ^Bloomfield

3
American Journal of Philo*

logy, 30, 1909, 78 ff. ; A. R. Keith, JRAS, 1909, 200 ff.; 1911, 979 ff. j 1912, 429 ff. ; ZDMG
64, 1910, 534 ff, i X Charpentier

,
WZKM 23, 1909, 151 f,

j 25, 1911, 307 ff,
5
Die Snpar^asage,

Uppsala 1920, p, 13 ff, W, Calan^ AK U, 1911, 499 ffv| Eillehrandt, Lieder des Kgveda,

passim; K. F. Oeldner, Die indische Balladendichtnng, Festschrift tfer University Marburg,

1913, pp. 93 ff.
;
U. Windisch

,
Geschichte der Sanskrit Philologie, pp. 404 ff. ; M. Winternitz,

WZKM 23, 1909, 102 ff.
; Oesterreichische Monatsschrift fur den Orient 41, 1915, 173 ff.,

and the Lecture on “ Ancient Indian Ballad Pbetry^ra the Calcutta Review, December, 1923.
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belonging to the black Yajurveda, it is retold in exegetic

works attached to the Yedas

1} in the Harivams'a, an appendix

to the Mahabharata, in the Visnu Purana and in the book of

tales Kathasaritsagara, and no less a poet than Kalidasa, has

founded one of his immortal dramas on it. From the circum-

stance that, in spite of all efforts to bring the verses of the

llgveda into unison with the later narratives and to utilize the

latter in the elucidation of the Egvedic poem, 2) there is still

so much that is obscure and unexplained in these verses, we
see how very much earlier the Egveda is than any other

known work of Indian literature.

We have another valuable fragment of the art of narra-

tion in ancient times, in the dialogue of Yam a and Yami
(E/v. X, 10). An old myth of the origin of the human race

from a first pair of twins underlies the conversation

.

S) Yam!

tries to tempt her brother Yama to incest, in order that the

human race may not die out. In passionate words, glowing

with desire, the sister draws the brother on to love. In gentle,

deliberate speech, pointing to the eternal laws of the gods,

which forbid the union of blood-relations, Yama repulses her.

These speeches, in which unfortunately there is still much

obscurity, are full of dramatic strength. Yam! first says :

« My friend I'would draw near to me in friendship.

Should he have gone e’en to the farthest ocean,

That he beget a grandson to his sire

On earth, remembering wisely future days.” [1]

J
) Baudhayana-Srautasutra (s. Caland, in the Album Kern, pp. 57 ft) BFhaddevat.l,

Sa4gurusi?ya’s commentary on the Sarvanokramani of the Reveda.

*) See especially Geithner in the “ Yedischo Studien 1, 243-295- Also Otd&nberg,

ZDMG 39, 72 ff. and “ Die Literatur dea alten Indien,” pp. 53 ff. The Pnroravas-tJrraSl

dialogue has also been translated by Hertel, Indogerm. Eorsehungen 31, 1912, 148 ff., and

Sillebrandt
,
Lieder des Rgveda, pp. 142 ff.

3
) See A. Weber, SBA. 1895, 822 ff. Yama means “twin,” and Y&mt is a feminine

form of Yama. A. Winter has attempted a mythological interpretation of the myth in

the essay : “Mein Binder freit am mich” (ZVV. Y1I, 1897, pp. 172 ff.), where he. compares.
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Thereupon Yama replies :

« Thy friend loves not the friendship which considers her who is near

in kindred as a stranger.

Sons of the mighty A sura, the Heroes, supporters of the heavens,

see far around them.” [2]

Yami, however, tries to persuade her brother that the

gods themselves desire that he shall unite himself with her in

order to propagate his race. As he will not listen, she

becomes more and more persistent, more and more passionate :

“ I, Yami, am possessed by love of Yama, that I may rest on the same

couch beside him.

I as a wife would yield me to my husband. Like car-wheels let us

speed to meet each other.” [7]

But Yama again refuses with the words :

“ They stand not still, they never close their eyelids, those sentinels

of Grod who wander round us.

Not me—go quickly, wanton, with another, and hasten like a chariot-

wheel to meet him.” [8]

More and more tempestuous, however, does the sister grow,

ever more ardently does she desire the embrace of Yama,

until—on his repeated refusal—* she bursts forth into the

words

;

Alas ! thou art indeed a weakling, Yama ; we find in thee no trace

of heart or spirit.

As round the tree the woodbine clings, another will cling about thee

Kv. X, 10. with a Lettic popular song, in which a brother attempts to seduce his sister to

incest. Sehroeder (Mysterium und Mimus, pp. 275 £E.), explains the hymn as a drama
connected with some rite of fertility. This is certainly wrong. See Winternitz, WZKM
23, 1909, 118 f. and Oharpentier, Die Suparnasage, p. 99,



only a torso, but a torso which indicates a splendid work

of art.

The Suryasukta, B,v. X, 85,
2> may also be included in

the Rgvedic ballad poetry. This particular hymn describes the

marriage of Surya (the sun-daughter, as the dawn is here

called) with Soma (the moon), at which the two Asvins were

the match-makers. This hymn consists of 47 verses, which

are somewhat loosely connected. The verses nearly all refer

to the marriage ritual, and most of them, as we know from

the Grhyasutras, the manuals of domestic ritual, were used

also at the marriage of ordinary mortals. Yet I do not think

that these verses were merely compiled from the ritual (as

is the case with some of the funeral hymns) so that they

would have to he regarded as a kind of compilation of all

f*

the benedictions used in the marriage-rites, like a chapter

in a prayer-book. It is much more probable that it is an

ancient ballad describing the marriage of 1JL P9/3?

t

ly JDl

narrative stanzas, partly in addresses to the AsMns and

gurya, and partly by the insertion of the mantras (benedic-

tions, incantations) recited at the various stages of the

marriage ceremony. But among ' the benedictions which

we find in this Suryasukta,.- there .are many which, with their

1
) Verses 2, 7, 8, 13, 14 translated by E. T. H. Griffith, the first verse by the author.

2
) Translated into German by A. Weber, Ind. Stud. 5, 177 ft See also J, Ehni, ZDMG,

23, 1879, 166 ft; Pischel, Vedische Studien, I, 14 ft; (Jlderfc&g;. GGA,, 1889* jv 7.
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man!

13 Ru

beautiful words :

“ Happy be thou and prosper with thy children here : be vigilant to

rule thy household in this home.

Closely unite thy body with this man, thy lord. So shall ye, full

of years, address your company.” [27]

The spectators past whom the marriage procession

are thus accosted

:

“Signs of good fortune mark the bride : Come all of yo

look at her.

Wish her prosperity, and then return unto your homes again.”

When the bridegroom, according to ancient Indo-

European marriage-custom, clasps the hand of the bride,

he recites this verse

:

“I take thy hand in mine for happy fortune that thou mayst

reach old age with me thy husband.

God.s, Aryaman, Bhaga, Savitar, Purandhi, have given thee to be

' my household’s mistress.” ' [36]

.
When at- last the bridal pair enter the new home* they

are -apeceired with the following words: .

a Be ye not parted
;
dwell ye here ; reach the full time of human

life. V

With sons and grandsons sport and play, rejoicing in your

own abode." [42]

And upon the bride the blessing is invoked :

** O Bounteous Indra, make this bride blest

Vouchsafe to her ten sons, and make

in her sons and fortunate,

her husband the eleventh

) The fire verses translated by R. T, H. Griffith,



me enaracier oi magic xormuias. Among mem we find

charms against the evil eye and other pernicious magic, by

means of which the bride could injure her future husband,

as well as exorcisms by means of which demons, which lie

in wait for the bride, are to be seared away. These

formulas by no means stand
*

about

are benedictions and formulas for the healin"

magic

alone, for there are, besides,

magic songs in the Rgveda. Some of these

b of various

diseases, for the protection of the embryo, for warding off

the effects of bad dreams and unfavourable omens, while

others are incantations for the scaring away of witches, for

the destruction of enemies and malevolent wizards, or magic

formulas against poison and vermin, verses for the supplant-

ing of a rival ; we also find a blessing on the field, a charm

for the prosperity of cattle, a battle charm, a charm for

inducing sleep, and so on. Of this kind is also the very

remarkable “ Frog song,” Rv. VII, 103. Here the frogs

are compared with Brahmans. In the dry season they lie

there like Brahmans who have taken the vow of silence.

Then when the rain comes, they greet each other with merry

croaking “as a son his father.” And the one repeats the

croaking of the other, as the pupils repeat the words of the

teacher when studying the Veda in a Brahman school.

They modulate their voices in many ways. As priests at

the Soma-sacrifice sit singing around the filled tub, so the

frogs celebrate the commencement of the rainy season with

their song. At the end follows a prayer for wealth

:

« Both Lowing Cow and Bleating Goat ll3(V©
:

-

Spotty and Tawny,', .too,
: have given as riches,

v

The frogs give kine by hundreds ; they for pressings

Of Soma, thousandfold, prolong existence.”'?? ;

lymns from the Bgveda, p. 95. A free poetical

J. Muir, Metrical Translations from Sanskrit
*) Translated by A, A, Macdonell,

translation of the hymn is to be found in

writers, pp. 194 f.
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AH this sounds immensely funny, and almost generally the

son? was looked upon by scholars as a parody on the sacrificial

songs and malicious satire against the Brahmans. 1
’ However,

Bloomfield has proved conclusively 3
’ that this is a magic incan-

tation, which was used as a rain-spell, and that the frogs,

which, according to ancient Indian popular belief, can bring

forth water, are praised and invoked as rain-bringers. The

comparison with the Brahmans is not intended as a satire on the

latter, hut only as a flattery—a captatio benevolentiae—to the

frogs. The frog-song was probably never a satire. It is

only we who see something comic in it, and not the ancient

Indians, who actually regarded frogs as great wizards. It

appears, however, that incantations sometimes arose from

secular poems. Thus, the song Rv. YI, 75, may originally

have been a war song, which has been changed into a battle

charm. While some verses of this song are distinguished by

great poetic beauty and especially by bold images, other verses

show only the dry, inartistic language of incantations. The

first three verses sound more like a war-song than like an

incantation : -.-.v;:

“ The warrior’s look is like a thunderous rain-cloud’s when, armed with

mail, he seeks the lap of battle.

Be thou victorious with unwounded body : so let the thickness of thy

mail protect thee,

With bow let. us win kine, with bow the battle, with bow the victors

in our hot encounters.

*) 'C5f«
;

Aw .iMilsBiiceg .Pibi'

*) JAOS 17, 1896, pp. 173 ff. Already before this M. Hcmg (Brahma tmd die

Brahmanen, Mimehen, 1871, p. 12) had explained the song in the same way, and
attached to it the following interesting information, “ The song is used in connection

with the foregoing, addressed to the rain-god (Parjanya), even to-day in time of great

drought, when the ardently desired rain refuses to come. Twenty to thirty Brahmans go to

a river and recite these two hymns, in order to cause tixe rain to descend,”
*

See also L. y, J, W,
Hauer

,
Die Anf&nge der Yogapraxis, Berlin 1922, pp. 68 ff.
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The bow brings grief and sorrow to the foeman : armed with the bow
may we subdue all regions.

Close to his ear, as fain to speak, she presses, holding her well- loved

friend in her embraces.

Strained on the bow, she whispers like a woman— this bow-string that

preserves us in the combat. J ’ ! 1

On the whole, however,- the magic songs of the Rgveda

differ in no wise from those of the Atharva-Veda, with which

we shall deal later. But it is very significant that, besides

the hymns to the great gods and the sacrificial songs, also

incantations like these have been included in the Rgveda
* o

Samhita—and that by no means only in the tenth book of the

latter.

It is still more significant that also some apparently quite

secular poems have got mixed amongst the sacred songs and

sacrificial chants of the Rgveda. Thus, we find, for example,

Rv. IX, 112, in the midst of the Soma songs a satirical

poem, which derides the manifold desires of mankind. It is

probably an old popular song of the “ labour song ” type. It

could be sung as an accompaniment to any kind of work, and

here the refrain “Flow, Indu,

2)

flow, for Indra’s sake” s)

indicates that it was adapted for the work of pressing Soma.4)

1

)
Translated by R . T. H. Griffith.

2
) Indu— Soma.

3
) There is no justification for omitting thisrefrain, as so.raeyt^^

for instance Muir, Metrical Translations from Sanscrit Writers, p. 190 j MacdoneU, Hymns

from the Rgveda, p, 90. But see Pischel, Wedisobe Siudien, I; 107v

,

+) Some of the Soma hymns (e, g,Rv. 1, 28 ; 2 ; 6f 8 etc.) are ‘labour songs’

in which the whole process of preparing the Soma juice is described. See K. Bucher,

Arbeit und Rhythmus, 5. AufL, Leipzig 1919, pp. 4X2 t L. v, Schroeder (Mystermm xmd

Mimas im Rigveda, pp. 408 ff.) has with bold imagination tried to show that the hymn was

used at
:

a' popular procession during a Soma festival But there ar© :

;
no facts on which

this hypothesis eoufd be founded- Oldenberg (GGA. 1909, 80 f.) thinks that ^he

was intended as a prayer at some Soma sacrifice offered for attaining special wishes. So

also Charpentier

,

Die Suparnasage, pp.' 80 f.
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I »ive the remarkable poem in the translation of R. T. H.
O

aT

u We all have various thoughts and plans, and diverse are the ways of

men,

The Brahman seeks the worshipper* wrighfc seeks the cracked, and

leech the maimed. Flow* Indu, flow for Indra’s sake.

The smith with rips and seasoned plants, with feathers of the birds

of air,

With stones, and with enkindled flames, seeks him who hath a store of

gold. Flow, Indu, flow for Indra’s sake.

A bard am I, my dad’s a leech, mammy lays corn upon the stones.

Striving for wealth, with varied plans, we follow our desires like kine*

Flow, Xndu, flow for Indra’s sake.

The horse would draw an easy car, gay hosts attract the laugh and jest.

The male desires his mate’s approach, 1 1 the frog is eager for the flood.

Flow, Indu, flow for Indra’s sake.”

The most beautiful amongst the non-religious poems o

the Rgveda collection is the song of the gambler, Rv\ X, M.
It is the soliloquy of a penitent sinner, who by means of

his irresistible attraction : fo dice-playing has destroyed the

happiness of his life. In pathetic verses the gambler describes

how the dice have caused him to lose his domestic happiness

:

“ She wrangles not with me, nor is she angry s

To me and comrades she was ever kindly.

For dice that only luckless throws effected

Fte driven away from home a wife devoted.

Her mother bates me, she herself rejects me

:

For one in such distress there is no pity,

I find a gambling man is no more useful

Than is an aged horse that’s in the market.

Others embrace them chattels

The eager dice have striven hard to capture
;

And father, mother, brothers say about him :

We know him not ; lead him away a captive” [4]

[3]

l

) Expressed much more coarsely in the original,
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The uncanny power of the dice, too, is described in

forceful terms :

“ When to myself I think, I’ll not go with them,

HI stay behind my friends that go tc gamble,

And those brown nuts, thrown down, have raised their voices,

I go, like weuch, straight to the place of meeting.” [5]

And of the dice it is said :

“ The dice attract the gambler, but deceive and wound,

Both paining men at play and causing them to pain.

Like boys they offer first and then take back their gifts

:

With honey sweet to gamblers by their magic charm. [?]

Downward they roll, then swiftly springing upward,

They overcome the man with hands, though handless.

Gaston the board like magic bits of charcoal,

Though cold themselves, they burn the heart to ashes.” [9]

And however much he bewails his fate, yet he always falls

again into the power of the dice.

e{ Grieved is the gambler's wife by him abandoned,

Grieved, too, his mother as he aimless wanders.

Indebted, fearing, he desiring money

At night approaches other people's houses. [10]

It pains the gambler when he sees a woman

Another’s wife, and their well-ordered household,

He yokes those brown steeds early in the morning,

And when the fire is low sinks down a beggar.” ^

)
i,e> he begins to playVsdth A""':

)
Translated by A. A. Macdonett, Hymns from the Rigreda, pp. 88 if. The hymn has

>een translated by J. Muir, Metrical Translations from Sanskrit .Writers, pp. 190 If

.

Schroeder (Mysterium and Mimas im R^ explains the poem as a

a in form of a monologue. Charpentier (Die Suparnasage, pp. 83 ff.) thinks that it

omposed for “ didactic purposes.” It seems to me more probable that this soliloquy

ambler is part of a ballad, in which some epic story was told like that of Yudhi§thira
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iu upiuung me soui; dud Dom ranii in me service or ciass-

terest, of personal interest, of fees,”—lie evidently forgets

tat among tlie 1,028 hymns of the Egveda there are only

)out 40 which end in Danastutis. I think that among the

>mposers of Yedic hymns there were certainly artisans, but

jually certainly there were also poets.

There is one hymn in the Egveda which is, in the higher

inse, a Danastuti, a “ Praise of Qenerosity.” It is the hymn
v. X, 117, which is worthy of mention also because it

rikes a moralizing note which is otherwise quite foreign to

te Egveda. The Egveda is everything but a text-book of

orals. And the hymn, which I give here in the translation

of A. A. Macdonell,3) is quite isolated in the Egveda:

—

“ The gods inflict not hunger as a means to kill

:

Death frequently befalls even satiated men. 4)

The charitable giver’s wealth melts not away

;

The niggard never finds a man to pity him.

“) Rv. I, 130, 6: “ This speech has been built for thee by men desiring possession a,

b a chariot by a clever master:” Rv. 1, 61, 4: “To him (to Indra) I send this song of

bise, as a coach builder sends a chariot to him who has ordered it.”

s
) Bio Literatnr des alten Indien, p. 20.

3
) Hymns from the Rigveda, pp. 92 f. Freely translated by J. Muir, Metrical

Translations from Sanskrit Writers, pp. 193 f. See also Oeussen, AGrPh., I, X, pp. 93 -.

This is very well explained by A. Tiodwig (Der Sigveda V, 561) > We do not

interfere with the rule of the gods by giving nourishment to one who is nearly dying of

starvation
; this is said with bitter irony against the hypocrites who Bought to justify
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Who, of abundant food possessed, makes hard his heart

Towards a needy aud decrepit suppliant

Whom once lie courted, come to pray to him for bread :

A man like this as well finds none to pity him.

He is the liberal man who helps the beggar

That, craving food, emaciated wanders,

And coming to his aid, when asked to succour,

Immediately makes him a friend hereafter.

He is no friend who gives not of his substance

To his devoted, intimate companion :

This friend should turn from him—here is no haven

And seek a stranger elsewhere as a helper.

The wealthier man should give unto the needy,O v '

Considering the course of life hereafter;

For riches are like chariot wheels revolving !

Now to one man they come, now to another.

The foolish man from food has no advantage

;

In truth I say : it is but his undoing
;

No friend he ever fosters, no companion

:

He eats alone, and he alone is guilty.

The plough that cleaves the soil produces nurture ,\

He that bestirs his feet completes his journey.

The speaking Brahmin earns more than the silent
;

A friend who gives is better than the niggard.

The one-foot strides more swiftly than the biped

;

The biped goes beyond him who has three feet.

The quadruped comes at the call of bipeds,

And watches near where groups of five are gathered. 1}

their Hardness of heart by saying that the fate o£ the needy ones was determined by

the gods. The irony or sarcasm becomes unquestionable through what follows; the

poet concludes further that, if the poor were predestined by the gods to death by starva-

tion, then the wealthy who had plenty of food, must li^
l

) The translation is hardly qnestionabfej So muc^ more, then, the sense. It

has been conjectured that by the “ one-foot,” the “ one-footed ram,” a storm-god, is meant,

or, by others, the sun, and that the three-footed ” is the old man supported on a stick,

and the “ quadruped the dog. This is by no means certain.
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Two hands though equal make not what is

No sister cows yield milk in equal measure

;

Unequal is the strength even o£ twin children ;

The orifts of even kinsmen are unequal.” 15

The last verse but one is an example of the riddle-po e t r

y

very popular with ancient Indians as with other ancient

nations. The hymn Bw. 1, 164, contains a large number of

such riddles, most of which, unfortunately, we cannot under-

stands For instance :

“ Seven harness a one-wheeled cart ;
it is drawn by one horse

seven names ;
three naves has the immortal, never-stopping wheel, on

which all these beings stand.”

This may mean: The seven priests of the sacrifice

harness (by means of the sacrifice) the sun-chariot, which is

drawn by seven horses or one horse with seven forms : this

immortal sun-wheel has three naves, namely, the three seasons

* a TTrin+oiA -in which the life of all

(summer, rainy season and winter), m when 1

mankind is passed. However, other solutions ot the

are

demeaning of the following riddles, too, is by no means

clear : t
" Uty'y ' '

;V ''

,
,, „ fiirPp fathers the One stands erect, and they

“ Bearing three mothers and three tamers vuo w
.

’

,

do not ti« him i
the., on the back of the iky the, co» S ..lt w.th the aU-

b“ -»
Oo wVin made him knows nothing or uuu,

, i. npf]
;n the womb of the mother ;

from him he is hidden ;
he lies enwiapped in the

he has many children, and yet he has gone o iry d.

The <kv is my father and my progenitor, there is the navel ,
my o

mother is this great earth. Between the P
„

ie the womb • into it the Father placed the seed m the daaghte

n Cf. Dmssen, AGPh I, 1, PP- 93 f -

, ) Nirrti is the goddess of death and destruction.

•mpletely rained, to sink into nothingness. ,

u To so to Kiryii ” means : to bo
* v

<T>
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On the other hand it is clear that the sun is meant when

it is said

:

“ A shepherd I saw, who does not fall down, who wanders up and

down on his paths : clothing himself in those which ran together and those

which disperse 11 he circles about in the worlds.”

Equally clear is the meaning of the riddle :

“ Twelve tyres, one wheel, three naves : who knows that? In it there

are altogether about three hundred and sixty movable pegs.”

The year is meant, with the twelve months, three seasons,

and roughly three hundred and sixty days. 2)

Such riddle-questions and riddle-games were among the

most popular diversions in ancient India ;
at some sacrifices

they even formed a part of the ritual. We come across such

riddles again in the Atharvaveda as well as in the Yajurveda.

If we now cast a glance over the varied contents of the

Rgveda-Samhita, of which I have here tried to give an idea,

the conviction forces itself upon us that in this collection

we have the fragments of the very oldest Indian poetry, that

the songs, hymns and poems of the Rgveda which have come

down to us are only a fragmentary portion of a much more

extensive poetic literature, both religious and secular, of

which probably the greater part is irretrievably lost. But as

the great majority of these hymns are either sacrificial chants,

or were used, or could have been used, as prayers and sacri-

ficial songs, we may assume that these very hymns gave the

actual stimulus for collecting and uniting them in one

“hook.” Yet the collectors, who probably had a purely

.MUM *—»,—.WWW..,'..| I |,.W. ..il'M l.l .I..!.. l| W—O

*) The rays are meant.

a
) The riddles of Rv. I, 164, have been treated in. detail by Martin Sang, Yedische

R itselfragen and Ratselspriiche (SBay A 1875) and by Deutsen
, AGPh, I, 1, pn. 105-119.

See also &.Rofh, ZDMG 46, 3892, 759 f.j E. Windisch, ZDMG 48, 1894, 853 f. j B. Stumme,
ZDMG 64, 1910, 4S5 f. and V. 3enryt Revue critique, 1905, p. 40&
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literary interest, as well as a religious interest in the collec-

tion, did not scruple to include in it also profane poems, which

by language and metre, had proved themselves to be equally

ancient and venerable as those sacrificial chants. Only
a-

through being included in a “ book ’’—that is, a school-text

intended for memorization—could they be saved from oblivion.

Certainly there was much also which they considered too

profane to be included in the Rgveda-Samhita. Of this a

certain amount has been saved through the fact that it was

later included in another collection—the Atharvaveda-Samhita.
. #

The Atharvaveda-Samhita. 1
’

«

“ Atharva-veda ” means “ the Veda of the Atharvan ” or

“ the knowledge of Magic Formulas.” Originally, however,

the word Atharvan meant a fire-priest, and it is probably the

oldest Indian name for “ priest ” in general, for the word

dates back to the Indo-Iranian period. For the Athravans or

“ fire-people ” of the Avesta correspond to the Indian

Atbarvans. 2
’ .The fire-cult played no less a part in the daily

life of the ancient Indians than in that of the ancient

Persians, so often designated as “ fire-worshippers ;
” the

.

. There are two complete English translations of the Afcharvaveda, one by

Griffith (Benares 1895-8), and another by W.D. Whitney, revised and brought nearer to

completion and. edited by C.R, Lmman (BOS, vols. 7 and 8, Cambridge MftSS, X905), a

selection of hymns in excellent English translation by M Bloomfield

A great number of hymns have been translated into German by A. XtUiluicj m the 3rd

volume of his “ Bigveda ” (Prague 1878), pp. 428-551. A selection of hymns into German

verse by J, Grill (Hnndert Lieder desAtharva~"Veda, 2, Anfl ,
.Stuttgart ,... 1888). German

translations of books I-V and XIV by A. Water (Ind. Stud,, vols. 4
, 5, 13, 17, 18 ), of book

XVIII by tie same (SBA 1895 and 1896), of book XV by Tb. Avfrecht (Ind. Stud., vol.

1) and of VI, 1-50 by O.A. Florenz (Diss., Gottingen 1887). A French translation of books

Vll-Xlll by V. Henry (Paris 1891-96). Bloomfield has treated of the Atharvaveda in detail

in the “ Grnndriss ” (II, I, B), and I am particularly indebted to this work for this chapter.

For the contents and interpretation of the Atharvayeda, see also V. Henry, La magie dans

l’Inde antique, Paris 1904; Oldenberg, AR 7, 1904, 217 ff.s F. Edgertcm, American Journal

of Philology, 35, 1914, 436
;

.V y;

2
) in Ancient Rome, too, the Flamines, who had to perform the burnt-sacrifice, belong

to the oldest priests. (Th. Mommsen, SSmistd^ 170 f.)
)
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priests of this very ancient fire-cult, however, were still, like

the Shamans of Northern Asia and the Medicine-men of the

American Indians, “ priests of magic,” that is, priest and

wizard combined in one person, as in the word “ Magi ”—as

the Athravans in Medea were called—the ideas of wizard and

priest are merged together. Thus we can understand that

the name Atharvan designated also the “ incantations of the

Atharvan or the wizard-priest,” that is, the spells and magic

formulas themselves. The oldest name, however, by which

this Veda is known in Indian literature is Atharvangirasah,

that is, “ the Atharvans and the Ahgiras.” The Angiras,

similarly, are a class of prehistoric fire-priests, and the word

also, like the word atharvan, attained the meaning of “magic

formulas and spells.” The two expressions atharvan and

ahgiras, however, designate two different species of magic

formulas : atharvan is “ holy magic, bringing happiness,”

while ahgiras means “ hostile magic, black magic.” Among
the Atharvans, for example, are the formulae for the healing

of diseases, while among the Ahgiras are the curses against

enemies, rivals, evil magicians, and such like. The old name

Atharvangirasah thus means these two kinds of magic for-

mulae, which form the chief contents of the Atharvaveda.

The later name Atharvaveda is merely an abbreviation of

“Veda of the Atharvans and Ahgiras.” 1 '*

Now the Atharvaveda-Samhita, usually called simply

“the Atharvaveda,” is a collection of seven hundred and thirty-

one hymns, which contain about six thousand verses, in the

recension which is best preserved.2
* It is divided into twenty

1
) la lafcer lta bhrgvangirasah and bhpguvistara

(Culika-Upani§ad 11) for the Atharvaveda. The Bhrgus also were ancient firepriests,

2
) It is the Sannaka recension of the SamhitS text belonging to the Saunaka school.

The PaippalSda recension is knownbphly.::% single inaccurate inannscript./'The text ^ of

the Sannaka recension is published by R. Roth and W.D. Whitney. Berlin 1856. The
Atharvaveda-SamhitS, with the commentary of Sayana, has been published by Shankar

P„ faudit, 4 vols.j Bombay 18954898, The manuscript of the PaippalSda recension hag
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) See Mann XI, 33.
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With marrow be the marrow joined, thy limb united with the limb

Let what hath fallen of thy flesh, and the bone also grow again.

Let marrow close with marrow, let skin grow united with the skincr I

Let blood and bone grow strong in thee, flesh grow together w

feD

^
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ini). I

t> hair with nany' 30m tnou together SKin witn sum,

re grow strong in thee. Unite the broken part, O
Plant.” [5]

Importance of the Atharvaveda -Samhita lies

tot that it is an invaluable source of knowledge

liar belief as yet uninfluenced by the primly

e faith in numberless spirits, imps, ghosts, and

y kind, and of the witchcraft, so eminently

thnolosv and for the history of religion. How

G the Atharvaveda is for the ethnologist, may

le following glance at the various classes of

he collection contains.

he chief constituent parts of the Atharvaveda-

ts of Songs and Spells for the Healing of

ich belong to the magic rites of healing (bhaisa-

are either addressed to the diseases themselves

rsonal beings, as demons, or to whole classes

10 are considered to he the creators of diseases.

as among other peoples, it is believed that

sither oppress and torment the patient from

at the patient is possessed by them. Some of

3 also invocations and praises of the curative

is to serve as the cure of the disease ;
others

jevs to the water to which special healing power

ir to the fire which is looted on by the Indians

lest scarer of demons. These songs of magic,

the magic rites attached to them, of which we

ausikasutra which will be mentioned later, form

;em of Indian medical science. The symptoms

The healing herb is addressed.

*) Translated by B. T. H. Ghtffith. ^ time the name of the demon. It is

the Malays: they have as many names of disease-

spirits as of diseases known to them.
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of the various diseases are often described with great

ness in the songs, and therefore they are not uninteresting for

the history of medicine. This is true particularly of the

spells against fever. In the later text-hooks of medicine the

fever is still called “ the king of diseases,” on account of its

frequency and violence. Numerous charms are addressed to

Takman 15—this is the name of the fever imagined as a demon

in the Atharvaveda. Thus, for instance, hymn Ath. Y. 22,

which a few verses may here be quoted :

“ And thou thyself who makesfc all men yellow, consuming them with

burning heat like Agni,

Thou, Fever! then be weak and ineffective. Pass hence into the realms

below or vanish. [2]

Endowed with universal power! send Fever downward, far away,

‘ The spotty, like red-coloured dust, sprung from a spotty ancestor. [3]

Go, Fever, to the Mujavar.s, or, farther, to the Bahlikas, 25

Seek a lascivious £ udra girl and seem to shake her through and through. [7]

Since thou now cold, now burning hot, with cough besides, hast made us

. shake,

Terrible, Fever, are thy darts
; forbear to injure us with these. [10]

Go, Fever, with Consumption, thy brother, and with thy sister. Cough,

And with thy nephew Herpes, go away unto that alien folk. 8 1

This pious wish, that the diseases may go to other people,

may visit other lands, returns frequently in the songs of the

Atharvaveda. In a similar manner the cough is sent away
from the patient into the far distance with the spell Ath. VI,

105:
;

"As the soul with the soul’s desires swiftly to a distance flies, thus do

thou, 0 cough, fly forth along the soul’s course of flight

!

As a well-sharpened arrow swiftly to a distance flee, thus do

O cough, fly forth along the expanse of the earth

!

1
) On the hymn to Takman, see J. Y, Grohmann,

2
) Names of tribes,

s
) Translated by K. T, R. Griffith.

Ind, Stud. 9, 1865, 881 ff,
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sun swiftly to a distance 6

of the sea ”
!
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Beilinas (Atli. Y

1
) Translated by M. Bloomfield ,

SBE, 42, p. 8.

*) Translated by E. T. H . Griffith. a
,

») On repetition as the crudest rudimentary form of poetry, cfi H* Bchurtz
,
Urges-

obiobte der Kultur, Leipzig and Vienna, 1900, pp. 52

^
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Siam are

l

) Translated by M. Bloomfield
,
SBE.. 42, p. 24,

:

s
) The belief, that toothache is cansedbyworms 5

is not only ggrralent in 1

Germany, England and France, • In Madagascar, too, it Is said of one who' 'has tooths

He is ill through the womK;^hd;^e;€herohe^'':ha^e a spell against toothache t

says :
“ The intruder in the tooth has spoken, and it is only a worm. 5

’ (dames Moom

the 7th Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1885-86, Washington, 1891, pp. 35
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ollowing verses, here reproduced

icated a boundless self-assertion

the Pisacas, from which the

in prose, are taken, which ind

on the part of the wizard.

“ I am a pest to the Pisacas, as the ti"ar_to the owners of oxen. Like

dogs, when they have perceived the lion, they find no loophole. [6]

I cannot bear with the Pisacas, nor with thieves and prowlers in the

forests. Prom the village which I enter, the Pisacas vanish. [7]

Prom the village which my violent strength encounters, the Pisacas

vanish •, they have no more evil intentions/’ [8]

Along with this belief in devilish beings which bring

diseases upon mankind, we find in India also the world-wide

belief in male and female demons (Incubi and Succubi), which

visit mortal women and men by night. These are the Apsaras

and Oandharvas of the ancient Indian popular belief, which

correspond in every respect and in an amazing manner with

the sprites and elves and fairies of the German popular

belief. They are originally spirits of nature, river and forest

deities. Rivers and trees are their dwelling places, which
they leave only; to entice mortals and to injure them by
unnatural co-habitation . In order to drive away these spirits,

the ancient Indian magicians made use of a pleasant-smelling

plant, called Ajasrngi (Odina pinnata), and recited the song
Ath. IY, 37, from which I quote the following verses

:

“ With thee

(Odina pinnata),

smell !

we scatter the Apsaras and Gandharvas. O ajagringl

d (aga) the Rakshas, drive them all away with thy

(by name), 'shall go

away ! Thither do

cosrnised !

Guggulu, and Pramandanl
> to the river, to the ford of the waters, as if blown

5 ye, 0 Apsaras, pass away, (since) ye have been re-

magic lore

recognized

tke Indians, as of other peoples, spirits

1 called by name. Guggulu, and so on. i

and ghosts

names
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formulas may be traced back to the Indo-European period,

and that the German and Indian magic songs thus give us a

clue to a kind of prehistoric poetry of the Indo-Europeans.

The prayers for health and long life, called by the

Indians ayusyani suktani, i.e. “ hymns achieving long life”

which form the second class of the hymns of the Atharvaveda,

are hut little different from the magic spells for healing. These

are prayers, as they were used chiefly at family festivals, such

as the first hair-cutting of the boy, the first shaving of the

youth, and the initiation (upanavana). The prayer for a

great age, for a life of “ a hundred autumns ” or “ a hundred

winters,” for deliverance from the 100 or 101 kinds of death,

and for protection against all sorts of diseases, here recurs

again and again in a rather monotonous manner. Book XVII,

consisting of a single hymn of thirty stanzas, belongs to this

class of hymns. As in the spells of healing, the healing herb

which the magic-doctor uses is often invoked, so some of these

prayers for long life are addressed to amulets which are to

ensure health and long life to the wearer.

In the closest connection with these prayers are the

extremely numerous benedictions (paustikani), by means of

which the farmer, the shepherd, the merch ant hope to gain

happiness and success in their undertakings. Here we find a

prayer which is used at the building of a house, benedictions

for ploughing, for sowing, for the growth of the corn, and

exorcisms against field-vermin, spells against the danger of fire,

prayers for rain used in rain-magie, numerous benedictions for

the prosperity of the herds of cattle, exorcisms of a herdsman

against wild animals and robbers, prayers of a merchant for

good business and good fortune on his journey, of a gamester
'

for good luck with the dice, proscriptions and exorcisms

against snakes, and so on. Only a few of these songs and
spells are of any worth as poetry. It frequently happens,

however, that in a very mediocre poem of considerable length,

we find single verses of great beauty. The most beautiful is



f< Roar, thunder, set the sea in agitation, bedew the

ground with thy sweet rain, Parjanya

!

Send plenteous showers on him who seekefch shelter,

and let the owner of lean kine go homeward.
55

The least amount of poetry is found in those benedictions

which contain only quite general prayers for happiness and

blessing or for protection against danger and evil. Among

the latter are the so-called “ mrgarasuktani ” (Ath. IV, 23-29),

a litan y consisting of seven hymns of seven verses each. They

are addressed respectively to Agni (1), Indra (2), Vayu and

Savitar (3), heaven and eartli (d), the Maruts (5), Bkava and

<s„_va s> /g\ Jjfifcva Varnnn. (71. and evei*v verse concludes

sing xrom gum
pal in p- than one mis

1
)

*) Ath. IV. 15, 6, translated by E. T. H.

become lean on account of scanty food. Now tbe herdsman inns, »« ,

better times will oome for the cattle (Weber, Ind. Stud., Vol. 18, p. )

s) Names or forms of Budra, a god who plays a prominen pai m

the magic songs of the Atharvaveda, while he occupies a more subordm

hymns of the Bgve&a,

Ciu Ull-Cii W r&jjfjiou. ULIX1 X KJObl XXJ OiJ VXX^ l ivxtvwu

the earth.” Parjanya himself is invoked with the words :
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disturbances of the married life

round about sleep

J, b#© above, pp« 107 ahe marriage prayers as also the love*oharms of the
Atharvaveda hare been translated and explained by A. Weber, Ind. Stod., Yol. Y.

3
) Bloomfield {S BE., Yol 42, p. 105) oalls the hymn a “charm at an assignation,”

Whitney (HOB., Yol, 7, p. 151) an inc&nt&tion to pot to sleep,” See also Th. A.infrecht9

tnd. Stud, 4, 337 ft, on the two sleeping*spells, Rv. YXI, 5j5 and Ath, IY, 5.

1 _ 0 * 1AH arifl
m

i q nr1 til (Ck T1J'!i nl p> Q
lecfJ.OQ. or marric O t/IwJcJo A&j UJLI Lilt/ VV JLi vib
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«

sail 17 enilar<red edition ()£ the marri,a"e verses of
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' l
) The god of death., AV':-.

*) Probably names of farnons wizards.

*) Translated by M. Bloomfield . (SBE., Yol. 42, p. 107) who was the first to give a

correct interpretation of this difficult charm (fib. pp. 252.fi.) Whitney (HOS., Yol. 7, p. 15)

describes it as an “ imprecation of spinsterhood on a woman.”
4
) See above, pp. 120 f.
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ertain beauty. In any case, in some ot these curses and

sorcisms of the Atharvaveda, there is more good[popular

metry than in most of the sacrificial songs and piayers o

Igveda. An example of this is the song for averting evil

nagic, Ath. V, 14. of which a few verses may here he

An eagle found thee i with hie snout a wild boarj^
_

Harm thou, O Plant, the misehievous, and drive the soreeret

Beat thou the Yatudhanas back, drive thou away the sorcerer ;

. A pVvnqp afar 0 Plant, the man who fain would do us injury.

And chase afar, U Plan
of a wbite-footed antelope,

As 'twere a strip cut lound
. n qorparer

Bind like a "olden chain, O God, his witchcraft on the sorcerer.

Take thou his sorcery by the hand, and to the oree

T nv it before him, face to face, that it may kill the so
^

Back on the wizard Ml hie craft, opon the outset light ^h.s

Let witehcraft, like a

Utah te oft«'a harm bath dealt-woman ^^
To him we lead the eereery hack, even as a eouteer with a rope.



s, came

•eeation, thousand-eyed,

ing my cursor, as a wolf the home of one who owneth sheep,

d us, Imprecation ! as consuming fire avoids the lake,

e thou the man who curses us, as the sky’s lightning strikes

the tree.

curses us, himself uneursed, or, cursed, who curses us

again.
V*' *

cast 1 as a sop to Death, as to a clog one throws a bone.” 2
) [3]

dte we may mention the magnificent hymn to Varuna
16), the first half of which celebrates the almighty

and omniscience of God in language which is familiar

uir,3) and verses 6-9

men do

1
} Translated by R. T.

*) Translated by R. T. H. Griffith.

8
) Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers p 163

4
)
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of the woman N. N

den Atharvaveda, Tfibingen 1850, PP* ^
For other translations of the hymn see

t. wnerew ny mm: *»

Whitney, HOS». Vol* 7S
*) Abhandinng uber

translated into (3-erman.
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1 him belong those vast i
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• • *
'

magic formulae. As a fragment of this kind the first five

or even six verses of our hymn may be considered.” I

fully agree to these words. The supposition of Bloom-

field,^ that the whole poem, just as it is, was composed

from the first for magic purposes, does not seem to me at all

probable.

There exists a rather large class of magic songs

which are intended for the needs of the kings

exorcism formulas against enemies and partly benedic-

tions. Every king was compelled, in India, from the earliest

times, to have his Purohita or family priest, and this family

priest had to be familiar with the magic rites which

refer to the life of a king (* rajakarmani,’ ‘ kings’ rites ’) and

also with the songs and charms belonging to these rites. The

Atharvaveda therefore is closely connected with the warrior

caste. Thus we here find the songs which refer to the conse-

cration of a king, when the king is sprinkled with the

holy water and steps upon the tiger-skin
; we find spells

which are intended to ensure for the king mastery

over other princes, and power and fame in general, prayers

for the king when he girds on his armour, when he

ascends his war-chariot, and so on. There is an interest-

ing prayer (Ath. Ill, 4) at the election of a king, in which

the heavenly King Varuna appears as the one who chooses

; the king, the name of the god being brought into etymologi-

cal connection with the verb var
,
“ to choose.” A remark-

able magic formula is that for the restoration of a banished

king, in Ath. Ill, 3. Among the most beautiful hymns of

this class are the battle-chants and magic songs of war, in

particular the two songs to the drum, which is to call

fighters to the battle and to victory (Ath. Y.,

!
few verses of V, 20, follow as an example :

>) SBE
,
Vol. 42, p. 389,



in much later times*

regarded with the .same veneration

the armies of Europe,” H- A,

l
) Translated by E. T. H. Griffith. In Southern India,

the Battle Drum was an object of worship

that regiments used to bestow upon the regimental flag in

Popley, The Music of India, Lottdon,1921, p, 11*

8
) See above, pp* 125 f.
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“Kuntapa hymns,” 15 Ath., XX, 127-136. They, too, form

part of the sacrificial ritual as liturgies, while in content they

'*)

** 'W

coincide partly with the Danastutis of the Esrveda 25 by

praising the liberality of certain princes
;
partly they are

riddles and their solutions,'35 but partly also obscene songs

and coarse jokes. At certain sacrifices, which lasted for many
days, hymns of this kind constituted the prescribed conversa-

The last class of hymns of the Atharvaveda which have

still to he mentioned, are the hymns of theosophical and
cosmogonic contents, which doubtlessly belong to the latest

parts of the Atharvaveda. Nothing, indeed, seems further

from magic than philosophy, and one might well wonder at

the fact that the Atharvaveda-Samhita, contains, besides

magic incantations, spells and benedictions, also hymns of

philosophical content. However, if we look more closely at

these hymns, we shall soon find that they, like the magic

songs, mostly serve only practical purposes.55 It is not the

yearning and searching for truth, for the solution of dark

riddles of the universe, which inspires the authors of these

hymns, but they, too, are only conjurers who pose as philo-

sophers, by misusing the well known philosophical expressions

in an ingenious, or rather artificial, web of foolish and non-

sensical plays of fancy, in order to create an impression of

the mystical, the mysterious. Wb at at the first glance

*) What the name “ Kantapa” signifies is nob known.

3
) Like those of the Bgveda. Bee above, pp. 117 f.

4
) A detailed account of the Kant&pa hymns has been given by M. Bloomfield, The

Atharvaveda (Grtmdriss, II, I B), pp. 96 fit They were probably part of the jollification on

the occasion of the bestowal of the dak§ina, which |
e
inv

many instances mast .ha?© led

gormandizing and drunkenness, followed .by shallow witticisms, by obeee&e-talk,

and worse” (l.c., p. 100).

*) Of. F. Bdgerton,
The Philosophical Materials of the Atharva Yeda (Sfcudiea in

Honor of Maurice Bloomfield, New Haven, 1920, pp. 117 ft).
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') Bloomfield compares this with Hesiod,

/^S’aynjeXiou rma/i/u^rib^t::ty&p* (%pyhx.ai nupm 725)

Gf. Protagoras (Diog. Laert, VIII, 1, 19)

irpos rj\iov Ttrpapptvov pyj 40^0^:
l

) Translated R. T, H. '
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*) See A. Weher and Thu in Ind. Stud, I, I860 j A. Hillebrandtt
E,itu.B,b

III, 2)j pp. 139: f. j . M.Bloomfield, The Atharvavecla (Grundriss, 1 1,

®) PP' ff
, ; Ghas. Bakman

f
liOS*, Yol*

^

8, pp. 769 fit .
' Macdomll a nd \ Keith ,

'

' Yedic Index,;:;

II, pp. 341 ft. BajSrlm RSmkmhna Bhagavat, JBRAS., 19, 1896, 357 ft. considers

the YrSiyas to be non-Aryans. J. Charpentier (WZKM. 23, 151 &.
j 25, 355 ff.) considers

the Vratyas to be early worshippers of Rudra Si^a, see Keith, JRAS. 1913, 155 fit

According to J, W. Hauer, Die Anf&nge der Yogapraxis, Berlin 1922, pp. 11 ff. 172 they

were eestatics of the K$atriya class and fore-runners of the Yogins. (/. Wintered
in Festschrift fOr L. Scherman. ^
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and asked who has created themman

openings

caps abo 1

*) AGPh., I, 1, pp. 209 ff.

Of. also Lucian Scherman, Philosophiscbe Hymnen

verglichen mit den PhilosopLatnen der alteren Gp

2Y Deusgen. £oc. ct’L. pp. 284 ff. 'aeSiYi:©

aus der Rig-und Atbarva;\

mishads, Strassburg, 1887.
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placed water into the body, blood into the veins, whence man

has obtained stature, height and name, who has endowed him

with gait, intelligence, breath, truth and untruth, immortality

and death, clothing, long life, strength and speed, and so on.

Then further is asked whence man obtains his mastery over

nature, and all these questions are answered with the reply

that man as Brahman (world-soul) has become what he is,

and attained all his power. So far the hymn is not exactly

beautiful, but at least fairly clear. But now follows the

usual mystical humbug in the closing verses 26-33, where,

for instance, it is said :

“ Having sewn his heart and his head together, the Atharvan being

above the brain as a purifier stimulated (him) from above the head. [26]

To the Atharvan forsooth this head belonys, a firmly-locked box of

the gods, and this head is protected by the breath, by food and by the

mind” [37]

I think one would be honouring this kind of verses too

much by seeking deep wisdom in them. Therefore, I cannot

find such deep sense in the hymn Ath. XI, 8
, as Deussen does,

who tells us that it describes “ the origin of man through

the contact of psychic and physical factors which themselves

are altogether dependent upon Brahman.” Just as the liar

must sometimes speak truth, in order that one may believe his

lies, so the pseudo-philosopher, too, must introduce here and
there into his fabrications a real, philosophical idea which he
has “ picked up ” somewhere or other, in order that one may
take his nonsense for the height of wisdom. Thus, the idea

of Brahman as the first cause of all existence and of the one-

ness of man with the world-soul* is certainly at the basis of the

hymn XI, 8. However, I do not think that the author had any
idea in his mind while composing the words :

“ Whence was Indra, whence Soma, whence Agni born ? Whenee
“ Whenee was Indra, wl

originated Tvastar (“the f;

Creator ”) born ?

nee was Dhafcar (“ the

fife;"

' ’•

' t- \ ..



ocean

She whom the Amins

for himself/

May Earth pour out her milk for us, a mother unto

O Prithivf, auspicious be thy woodlands, auspicious

snow-clad mountains*

Unslain, unwoiinded, unsubdued, I have set foot

On Earth, brown, Hack, ruddy and every-coloured, on tl

ss and tdessimg aiid
;

protec

ses R. T. XT
JnL a Griffi

Tnifch, high and 1

O J

potent: Law, tlie Conseerating Rit

Pervour*, Brahma, and 5Sacrifice uphold the Earth,
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men sms and.

Supporting both the foolish and the weighty she bears the death

both of the good and evil.

'

.
In friendly concord with the boar, Earth opens herself for the wild

swine that roams the forest. [48]

0 Earth, my Mother, set thou me happily in a place secure,

that of the Rgveda, by the side of much that is of little value

or absolutely worthless, there are rare gems of the oldest

Indian poetic art. Only both works together give us a real

I] e two Sam oil liSi've so far been discussed have

in common the fact that they were not compiled for special

Kot

I.V|9J
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magic purposes, yet me collection and arrangement
hymns in these Samhitas have nothing to do with the '

liturgical and ritualistic purposes. The hymns were cc

for their own sake and arranged and placed, in both

collections, with regard to their supposed authors

singer-schools to which they belonged, partly also ac<

to their contents and still more their external form—

i

of verses and such like. They are as we may say, coll

of songs which pursue a literary object.

It is quite different with the Samhitas of the twc

Vedas, the Samaveda and the Yajurveda. In these

tions we find the songs, verses, and benedictions ai

according to their practical purposes, in exactly the c

which they were used at the sacrifice. These are, i

nothing more than prayer-books and song-books \

practical use of certain sacrificial priests—not indeed

books, but texts, which existed only in the heads of 1

and priests and were preserved by means of oral teach

learning in the priests’ schools.15 Now, in order to

the origin of these Samhitas, it is necessary to insert

few words about the cult of the Aryan Indians. Thi

more advisable as a complete understanding of the

literature in general is altogether impossible without a

insight into the ancient Indian sacrificial cult.

So far back as we can trace the Vedic-Brahmar

gion there have always been two varieties of theca

have seen *1 that certain hymns of the Egveda and

number of songs and charms of the Atharvaveda we:

as benedictions and prayers at birth and marriage an

l
) Of. above, p. 36.

s
) Of. above, pp. 95 ff., 107 ff., 135 f,
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Occasions of daily life, at funerals and ancestor-worship, as

well as at the various ceremonies which had to be performed

by the herdsman for the prosperity of the cattle and by the

farmer for the growth of the fruits of the field. The Indians

call these ceremonies, mostly also connected with sacrifices,

” i.e.
“ domestic ceremonies.” Concerning

the Grhyasutras, which will he mentioned later, give us

information. At the sacrifices which this domestic

cult required, the householder himself, who was assisted at

jnost by one single priest, the “ Brahman," occupied the

position of the sacrificial priest.
15 So far as these sacrifices

were burnt offerings, the one fire of the domestic hearth

served as the altar for their presentation. Beside these

sacrifices, which every pious Aryan, whether poor or rich,

whether aristocratic or humble, performed according to ancient

usage, there were also great sacrificial feasts—especially in

connection with the Soma-cult relating to Indra, the god of

the warriors,-*-which could only be celebrated by the aristo-

cratic and wealthy, more especially by the kings. On an

extensive sacrificial place set up according to firmly estab-

lished rules, altars were ereeted for the three saered fires,

which were necessary at every sacrifice of this kind, and a

multitude of priests, headed by four chief priests, were

occupied with the performance of the innumerable, extremely

intricate rites and ceremonies required for sueh a sacrifice.

The Yajamana or “ sacrifieer,” the prince or great man, who
offered the sacrifice, had very little to do ; his chief duty lay

in giving the priests a liberal payment for the sacrifice

(daksina). No wonder that the Brahmans selected these

saerifiee-ceremonies, by which they gained the most, as the

l

) AsvalSyana—Grhyasii fera l, appointment of a Brahman is optional

at domestic sacrifices* Goohila-Grhyasutra I, 9, 8 f. The Brahman is the only priest

at the PSkayajnas (i.e. the “ simple sacrifices ” of the domestic cult) • the sacrjficer

kfmsejf is the Botar (the priest who recites the verses), -
. .
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gifts, the so-called “ verses of sacrifice ” (yajyas), the JEIotar

takes from the Rgveda. He must also know the Rgveda-

Samhita, i.e. he must have memorized it, in order to compile

out of it the so-called Sastras or
“ songs of praise ” which

he had to recite at the Soma sacrifice. Thus the Rgveda

Samhita stands in a certain relationship to the hotar, although

it is in no wise collected or arranged for the purposes of

However, to the Soma-sacrifice belong not only the songs

of praise recited by the hotar, but also so-called stotras or

“ songs of praise,” which are sung by the udgatar and his

assistants.35 Such stotras consist of song-stanzas, i.e. stanzas

(rcah) which had been made the bearers of certain melodies

(saman). These melodies, as well as the song-verses with

which they were connected, were learnt by the udgatar-priests

l
)
Satapatha-BrShmana—XIV, 2, 2, 19. (7/. Ohandogya*Upani§ad IV, 17, 8 f.

35

) Aitareya-Ar&Qyaka, III, 2
f 3, 6* Safcapafcha-BrShmana XI, 5, 8, 7. Only at a later

period was the Brahman brought into relationship with the Atharvaveda, so that the

Atharvaveda was sometimes actually called “ Brahmaveda ” or “ the Veda of the

Brahman ” and the adherents oftheAtbarvaveda declared that the Brahman must be

a knower of the Atharvaveda-S^hitSv/ In reality the office of the Brahman at the Srauta*

sacrifice has nothing to do with the Atharvaveda, However, we can understand that

the two were connected with each other. For, if the Brahman, as remarked above,

officiated as the only priest at G-rhya-sacrifices, he certainly had to be familiar with the

benedictions which occur, for the most part, in the Atharvaveda.
s
) In fact the chants (stotras) come first} and then the recitations (Sastras).
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l
) The H otar recites the hymns, i.e. he repeats them aloud in a kind of sing-song,

the udgStar sings the songs of praise to certain melodies, the adhvaryu mutters the prayers

.

Only the “ Nigadas,” a variation of the Yajus-for^ serve the purpose of

summoning the other priests to their various occupations, naturally had to be uttered

loudly by the adhvaryu.

%
) Later authors also speak of a thousand schools of the Samaveda. Of. E. Simon,

BeifcrSge zur Kenntnis der vedischen Schulen (Kiel 1889), pp. 27, 30 f.

8
) The SamhitS of the Hanayaniyas has been edited and translated by J. Stevenson

,

London, 1842; that of the Kauthumas by Th. Benfey, Leipzig, 1848, and by Satya-

vrata Samasramin, Bibl. Ind., 1871 The Jaiminlya-SamhitS has been edited by W
Caland (Indische Forsohungen, 2, Breslau 1907)*

*) About this and the other two Saiphitas see Caland, l.c.> Introduction. See alsc

Oldenberg, GGA, 1908, 711 M, ^ ’



sion unknown to us, out some

sundry verses of the Egveda

Some of the verses of the Egi

offer divergent readings, and i

ancient text might be recoc

Aufrecht,

2)

has already show:

the Samaveda are due only to

l

) This is proved by the verynames“Oayatn ” and (t Pragatha,” which are derived

from the,verb “ ga ” (resp. pragS) “ to sing.” See H . Oldenberg, ZDMG, 38, 1884,.439 ff.,

484 ft -

. y .

;

:

3
) In the preface to his edition of the hymns of the Rgveda (2nd ed., Bonn 3 877)

II, pp. xxxviii E. See also J. J5mne, Znr Textkritik der dem Samaveda mit dem achten

Hftndala des Rgveda gememsamen Stellen, Diss, Kiel, 1909, who comes to the same con-

clusion as Aufrechtj l.c„ and Oldenberg
,
Hymnen des Rigveda 1, pp. 289 f. ,

.
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) See Oldenberg, GGA, 1908, 712 A.
^
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the gods to which they are addressed (in the sequence : Agni,

Indra, Soma), the chants in the Uttararcika are arranged

according to the order of the principal sacrifices .

11 A stotra

then, consists of several, usually three stanzas, which are

all sung to the same tune, namely to one of the tunes which

the Areika teaches. We may compare the U ttararcika to a

song-book in which the complete text of the songs is given,

while it is presumed that the melodies are already known. It

is usually assumed that the Uttararcika is of later origin

than the Areika. 8) In favour of this assumption is the fact

that the Areika contains many “ yonis,” therefore also many

melodies, which do not occur at all in the chants of the

Uttararcika, and that the Uttararcika also contains some songs

for which the Areika teaches no melody. On the other

hand, however, the Uttararcika is an essential completion

of the Areika : the latter is as it were, the first, the former

the second course in the instruction of the udgatar.

Both parts of the Samhita give us only the texts as they are

spoken

.

The melodies themselves, in any case in the earliest

times, were taught by oral, and probably also instrumental

rendering. Of later origin are the so-called Gan as or “ song-

books ” proper (from ga “ to sing ”), which designate the

melodies by means of musical notes, and in which the texts

are drawn up in the form which they take in singing,

i.e. with all the extensions of syllables, repetitions and

interpolations of syllables and even of whole words—
the so-called “stobhas,” as hoyi, huva, hoi, and so on,

which are partly not unlike our huzzas and other shouts of

l
) On the stotras of the S aveda and their use at the sacrifice, see A. Hillebrandt,

Rituallifcteratur, “ Grundriss,” III, 2, pp, 99 ff.

s
) Galand (De wording van denS&inaveda, Amsterdam (Akad.), 1907 ; Die Jaixni*

niya-SamhitS, pp. 4f. and WZKM, 22, 1908, 436 if.) endeavours to prove that the UttarSrcika

is older, Qldenberg, GOA, 1908, 713, 722, disputes this on good grounds. For the

question of the origin of the Samaveda, see Caland, Eene unbekende Recencie van den

SSmaveda, Amsterdam (Akad.), 1906.
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ook of forest songs ”). In the latter those

collected, which were considered as dan-

and therefore had to be learnt in the

the Tillage.
2

’ There are also two other

the Uhagana and the Uhyagana. These

or the purpose of giving the Samans in the

aey were employed at the ritual, the Uhagana

with the Gramageyagana, the Uhyagana with

3)

of known melodies must have been a very

already at a very early period every melody

ne. Not only are they often mentioned by

he ritual-books, hut various symbolical mean-

abed to them, and they play no insignificant

mbolism and mysticism of the Erahmanas,

Upanisads, especially a few of them, such

lodies “Brhat” and “ Rathantara,” which

l the Egveda. The priests and theologians

invent all these melodies themselves. The

rere presumably popular melodies, to which

es semi-religious songs were sung at solstice
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:
l
) More details about this the most ancient musio of the he- found, in

A, 0. Burnell
,
The Arsheya Br&hmana ...... of the Sama Veda (Mangalore 1876), Introd.,

pp. xxviii, xli-xlviii.

2
) See W. Qaland, Die Jaiminlya.SamhitS, p. 10 j H. OUenberg, GGA, 1908, pp. 722 f

8
) See Caland

t
Die Jaiminfya-SamhitS, pp.2 ff -

*) A later author gives the number of SSmans as 8,000 1 (B, Siman, loc, cit,
f p. 81.)
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celebrations and other national festivals, and yet others may

date back as far as that noisy music with which pre-brakma-

nical wizard-priests not unlike the magicians, shamans and

medicine-men of the primitive peoples—accompanied their

wild songs and rites.
1

* Traces of this popular origin of the

saman-melodies are seen already in the above-mentioned

stobhas or shouts of joy, and especially in the fact that the

melodies of the Samaveda were looked upon as possessing magic

power even as late as in brahmanieal times. 2
* There is a

ritual-book belonging to the Samaveda, called Samavidhana-

Brahmana, the second part of which is a regular handbook

of magic, in which the employment of various Samans for

magic purposes is taught. We may also see a survival of the

connection of the Saman-melodies with the pre-brahmanieal

popular belief and magic, in the fact that the brahmanieal

law-books teach that the recitation of the Rgveda and the

Yajurveda must be interrupted as soon as the sound of a

saman is heard. Especially distinct is the rule in Apastaraba’s

law book,3
* where the harking of dogs, the braying of

donkeys, the howling of wolves and jackals, the hooting of

the owl, the sound of musical instruments, weeping, and

the tone of samans- are enumerated as sounds at which the

Yeda-study must he interrupted.

Thus, then, the Samaveda-Samhita is not without value

x
) Bee A, Billehrandt

,
Die Sonnwendfeste in. Alt-Indien (Sep. axis der Festschrift

far Konrad Hofmann), Erlangen 1889, pp, 22 ff. 34 M. Bloomfield, The god Indra and the

S&ma-veda, in WZK.M, 17, 1903, pp. 156 ft

a
)
The primary meaning of Saman is probably tv

propitiatory song,” “ a means for

appeasing gods and demons.’* The word sSman also occurs in the sense of “ mildness,

soothing words.” In the older literature, when the SSmaveda is quoted, it is usually with

the words; “The Gbandogas say.” : Ohandoga means ^Uhandas-singer,” and chandas

combines in itself the meanings and “ metre.” The funda-

mental meaning of the word must be something'like “ rhythmical speech ”
j it might be

connected with the root chand “to please, to; satisfy, or to; cause to please,” {cf. ohanda,
“ pleasing, alluring, inviting”),

3
) i, 3,10,19.

'
1

^
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The Samhitas op the Tajtjrveda.

ust as the Samaveda-Samhita is the song-book of the

%r, so the Yajurveda-Samhitas are the prayer-books for

ihvaryu priest. The grammarian Patanjali 2) speaks of

schools of the Veda of the Adhvaryus,” and it is eon-

ile that many schools of just this Veda existed ; for with

nee to the separate sacrificial acts, such as the Adhvaryu

) execute and accompany with his prayers, differences

inion and sectarian divisions could easily arise, which

the formation of special manuals and prayer-books,

least deviation in the ceremonial or in the liturgy was

ent cause for the formation of a new Vedic school. Up

e present we know the following five Samhitas and

Is of the Yajurveda
: _

The Kathaka, the Yajurveda-Samhita in the xecen-

of the Katha-school.3)

i) Oldenberg concludes his investigations of the SSmaveda (GGA, 1908 734) with

the remark that these literary investigations “after all only touch "pen the prob emB

lying on the surface of the SSmaveda”; for, in order to penetrate to greater depths,

the philologist would have to be a student of the history of music as weH. Sl

J

ce

^
we have gained an idea of the present-day mode of reciting the Samans m B. F

(Die indische Musik der vedischen and der klassisohen Z,em, m

sen von B Geiaer SWA, 1912), based on the records of the Phonogramm-Aich.v of the

gen von B. Geiger,
’ however whether this necessarily teaches us how

Vienna Academy. It is still doubtful, however, woenubi

,

*
v o y n Riman Die '

Notafcionen der vedis-

tbe ancient Udg&tars sang 3,000 years ago. See also R, r ,e

chen Lieder-bdcher (WZKM, 27, 1913, 305 ff.).

*) In the ^troduotion to his MahSbhS?ya
Verborum by K. Simon,

3
} Eaifced by L. v. Sc

I

I9“-
stufl * ;

for the text

1912. For the contents of the ^

;

1912, 1096 f£. ;
Oaland, ZDMG, 72,

and its interpretation s. Keith, JRAS, ly <

1918, 12 ff.
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2. The Kapisthala-Katha-Samhita, which is pre-

served only in a few fragments of manuscript. 15

3. The Maitrayanl-Samhita., i.e. the Yajurveda-

Samhita in the recension of the Maitrayaniya school.25

4. The Taittii-Jya-Samhita, i.e. the Yajurveda-

Samhita in the recension of the Taittirlya school, also called

“Apastamba-Samhita” after the Apastamba-school, one of the

chief schools in which this text was taught.35

These four recensions are closely inter-related, and are

designated as belonging to the “ Black Yajurveda,” Differ-

ing from them is

5. The Vajasaneyi-Samhita or the Samhita of the

“White Yajurveda,” which takes its name from Yajna-

valkya Vajasaneya, the chief teacher of this Veda. Of this

Vajasaneyi-Samhita there are two recensions, that of the

Kan? a and that of the Madhyandin a-school, which however,

differ very little from each other,45

The chief difference between the Samhitas of the “ black ”

and the “white” Yajurveda lies in the fact that the

Vajasaneyi-Samhita contains only the Mantras, i.e. the

prayers and sacrificial formulae which the priest has to utter,

while the Samhitas of the Black Yajurveda, besides the Man-
tras, contain a presentation of the sacrificial rites belonging

to them, as well as discussions on the same. That is to say,

in the Samhitas of the Black Yajurveda there is that which

*) See L. r. Schroeder, WZKM, 12, 362 f.

s
) Edited by L. v, Schroeder, Leipzig, 1881-1886. Numerous passages from this

Samhita have been translated into German by L. v. Sch'/oedcr, Indians Literatur und

Kultur, Leipz.g 1887, pp. 110-162. See also Schroeder, ZDMG, 33, 1879, 177 B.;

Oalnnd, ZDMG, 72, 1918, 6 S.

3
)
Edited by A. Weber in Ind. Stud. Vols, H and 12, 1871-72; with SSyara’s

commentary in Bibl. Ind., 1860-1899, and in An 88 Nr. 42 ; translated into English by

A. B. Keith, DOS, Vols. 18, 19, 1914

*) Ed. by A. Weber (The White Yajurveda, Part I, The Vajasaneyi-Samhita

with the Commentary of Mahidhara, Berlin-London 1852). Translated into English by

It- T- H- Griffith (The Texts of the White Yajurveda), Benares, 1899.
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The Vajasaneyi-Samhita consists of 40 sections, of which,

however, the last 15 (perhaps even the last 22) are of

later date. The first 25 sections contain the prayers for the

most important great sacrifices. The first two sections

give the prayers for the New and Full Moon sacrifices

(Dars'apurnamasa) with the oblation to the Fathers

(Pindapitryajna) belonging to them. In the third section

follow the prayers for the daily fire-cult, the laying of the

fire, and the fire-sacrifices which have to be offered every

morning and evening (Agnihotra), and the Sacrifices of the

Seasons (Caturmasva) which take place every four months.

The prayers for the Soma-sacrifice in general, 0 including

the animal-sacrifice belonging to it, are to be found in

sections IV to VIII. Among the Soma- sacrifices there are such

as last one day, and such as last several days. To the one-day

sacrifices belongs the Vajapeya or “Drink of Strength,” a

sacrifice offered originally probably only by warriors and

kings, which was connected with a chariot-race, and at which,

besides Soma, brandy (sura) also was offered, a drink other-

wise proscribed according to brahmanical law. 2) Intended

exclusively for kings is the “ King’s inauguration sacrifice ” or

Raj asu.y a, a sacrificial feast connected with many a popular

usage : a symbolical military expedition, a play at dice, and all

sorts of magic rites. The prayers for these two kinds of Soma-

sacrifices are contained in sections IX and X. Then in

sections XI to XVIII follow the numerous prayers and

sacrificial formulae for the Agnicayana or the “ Building of

*) The sacrifices of the Ancient Indians fall into two great sub-divisions ; food

sacrifices (in which principally milk,bufcfcer, cake, palp and grain were offered) and Soma

sacrifices (whose chief component part is the soma-libations). The separate sacrifices

may be classed under these two chief groups. The animal sacrifice is connected with

sacrifices of the first division, as well as those of the second. In connection with every

kind of sacrifice is the fire-cult^ which is, to a certain extent, the preliminary of every

kind of worship of the gods.

8
) According to the law books, the drinking of brandy is as great a sin as the

murder of a Brahman*
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Barth a cripple to Heaven a bald-headed man,” and so on.

Surely it is hardly conceivable that all these classes of people

should have been brought together and killed. We have

to deal here probably only with a symbolical rite representing

a kind of “ human sacrifice ” by which even the great horse-

sacrifice was to be outdone, hut which probably existed only

as part of sacrificial mysticism and theory, and in reality hardly

occurred.
x) With this agrees also the fact that section XXXI

contains a version of the Purusasfikta, known to us from

the Rgveda

—

i.e. of the hymn Rv. X, 90, in which the origin

of the world through the sacrificing of the Purusa and the

identification of the world with the Purusa are taught, Purusa,

“ Man,” being conceived as the Highest Being,—and that

this section, which the Brahman is to recite at the Purusa-

medha, is also called an Upanisad, i.e. a secret doctrine.

Section XXXII, too, is in form and contents nothing but an

Upanisad, The Creator Prajapati is here identified with

the Purusa and the Brahman. The first six verses of section

XXXIV are similarly counted amongst the Upanisads, with

the title &ivasamkalpa-Upanisad. 2) The prayers of sections

XXXII to XXXIV are to be employed at the so-called

Sarvamedha or “ All-sacrifice.” This is the highest sacrifice

which exists at all, and which ends with the sacrifieer’s

presenting the whole of his possessions to the priests as sacri-

ficial fee and then retiring as a hermit into the forest there

sacrmcer s

J

) So also Oldenberg
,
Religion des Veda, 2nd Ed., pp. 362 f, and Keith, HOE, Vol 18,

pp. cxxxviii, who says; “There can he no doubt that; the ritual is a mere priestly

invention to fill up the apparent gap in the sacrificial system which provided no place

for man.” Eillebrandt (RitualHtteratur, Ertmdriss III, 2, pp.J53), however, considers the

Purusamedha to be a real human sacrifice. There can be no doubt that human sacrifices

ocourred in ancient India, though notinthe Brahmanic^^ survivals of ikcam be

traced in the rite of building the brick^altar for fc,he fire, and in the Sunahsepa

just as cruel human sacrifices occurred even m modem times among certain sects. But

this does not .prove that the Purusamedha was such a sacrifice.

*)V*j. Samh. 34, 1 -6
,
Is found as an Upanisad in the Oupnekhat of Daperron, and

translated bjr E$u$pen, Sechzig Upanishads des Veda, p. 837» See above pp. 19 f«
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to spend the rest of his days. Section XXXV contains a

few funeral verses, which are mostly taken from the Rgveda.

Sections XXXVI to XXXIX contain the prayers for the

ceremony called Pravargya, at which a cauldron is made

red-hot on the sacrificial fire, to represent symbolically the

sun ; in this cauldron milk is then boiled and offered to the

As'vins. The whole celebration is regarded as a great mystery.

At the end of it the sacrificial utensils are so arranged that

they represent a man : the milk-pots are the head, on which

a tuft of sacred grass represents the hair
;
two milking- pails

represent the ears, two little gold leaves the eyes, two cups

the heels, the flour sprinkled over the whole the marrow,

a mixture of milk and honey the blood, and so on. The

prayers and formulae naturally correspond with the mysterious

ceremonies .

11 The XL and last section of the Vajasaneyi-

Samhita again contains an Upanisad, the very important

Isa-Upanisad, occurring in all Upanisad-collections, to which

we shall have to refer in the chapter on the Upanisads.

If it is already clear from the contents of the last sections

that they are of a later date, it is confirmed still more by

the fact that the prayers contained in the Samhitas of the

Black Yajurveda only correspond to those of the first half

of the Vaiasanev i-Samhi ta.
2)

4* #

Now as regards the prayers and sacrificial formulae them-

selves, which form the principal contents of the Yajurveda-

Samhitas, they consist partly of verses (rc), partly of prose

sentences. It is the latter which are called “ Yajus,” and

from which the Yajurveda takes its name. The prose of

these prayers is occasionally rhythmical and here and there

l

) For details about all these sacrifices and festivals see Rillehrandt
,

“ Rituallit-

teratnr (Grandriss, III, 2), pp. 97-166; H. Oldenlerg, Religion des Veda, 2nd Ed,

pp, 437-474; E, Hardy
,
Die vedisch-brahmanische period© der Religion des Siten Indiens,

Munster i. WM 1893, pp. 154 'ft and Keith
,
DOS., Vol. 18, pp. ciii ft.

s
) Only the first 18 Adhy&yas of the V&jasaneyi-Sarahita are completely given,

word for word, and explained, in the Safcapatha*Br$hmana of the White Yajurveda.
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>) V«j. IV, 1. VI, 12. 11,14.1,1. Ill, 9. X, 23.
s
) The ancient fire and magic-priests, conceived as semi-divine beincrs.
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lovers, Pururavas and Urvasi,40 already known to us, who

Thou art Urvasl touches the frying pan with

') VSj. I, 30. IV, 10 . V, I. vr, 30.

*)' This consists b£ the two * Aranis ” or friction-sti

small board, the other a pointed stick which is turned rout

a flame results. This in the fire-producing implement si

many primitive peoples, e.g. the Eskimos,—doubtless one of

of mankind.

*) The Malays of Indonesia still to-dayeallthe small

fire drill is turned,
li mother ” or “ woman,*’ while the twirlii

The ancient Arabs, too, had two sticks for producing fire

conceived as female, and the other

*) See above, pp. 103 f.

5
) Vsj., V. 2. Satapatba-Br. lit, 4, 1

,
20 £E. Of. i

Weber, Ina. Stud., 8, 1863, pp. 8 ff., 28 fi., and above, pp. 61 f.
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Formula-like turns of this kind, which often convey

little or no meaning, are extremely numerous in the Yajur-

veda. Comparatively rarely do we come across long prose

prayers, in which the sacrifice! expresses his desires to the

deity in simple words, as in the above-quoted beautiful prayer,

which was spoken at the horse-sacrifice. More frequent are

the formula-like prayers, which, however, still convey a

reasonable meaning, as the following :

“ Thou, Agni, art the protector of bodies
;
protect my body ! Thou,

A gni, art the giver of life; give me life ! Thou, Agni, art the giver of

strength, give me strength ! Thou, Agni, make complete that which is

incomplete in my body,” (Taj-, HI, 17.)

“ May life prosper through the sacrifice ! May breath piosper through

the sacrifice ! May the eye prosper through the sacrifice I May the ear

prosper through the sacrifice ! May the back prosper through the sacrifice !

May the sacrifice prosper through the sacrifice! ” (Vaj, IX, 21.)

> But still more frequently we find endless formulae, the

meaning of which is very doubtful, for example :

“ Agni has gained breath with the mono-syllable ; may I gain it! The

Aivins have gained the two-footed people with the two-syllabic, may I gain

them ! Visnu has gained the three worlds with the three-syllabic, may I

gain them ! Soma has gained the four-footed cattle with the four-syllabic

;

may I gain them ! Pusan has gained the five regions of the world with the

five-syllabic
;
may I gain them ! Savitar has gained the six seasons with the

six-syllabic; may I gain them ! The Maruts have gained the seven tamed

animals with the seven-syllabic ; may 1 gain them ! Brhaspati has gained

the Gayatrl with the eight-syllabic ; may I gain it ! Aditi has gained

the sixteen-fold Stoma with the sixteen-syliable ; may I gain it ! Prajapati

has gained the seven tt'en-fold Stoma with the seventeen-syllabic ; may I

gain it!” (VSj,, IX, 8I-:j4.)

However, one of the chief causes of the fact that these

prayers and sacrifice-formulae often appear to us to be nothing

but senseless conglomerations of words, is the identification

and combination of things which have nothing at all to do with
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monotonous variations of one and the same idea are parti-

cularly characteristic of the writings of persons in the stage

of imbecility.” He then gives a few examples of notes written

down by insane persons which have been preserved by psychi-

aters, and these do indeed show a striking similarity with many

of the prayers of the Yajurveda. 11 We must not forget that

here we are not dealing with very ancient popular spells, as

we find them in the Atharvaveda and in some cases even

still in the Yajurveda, but with the fabrications of priests

who had to furnish the countless sacrificial rites subtilised by

themselves with equally countless spells and formulae.

Some prayer-formulae of the Yajurveda are indeed noth-

ing hut magic spells in prose. Even exorcisms and curses,

quite similar to those with which we have become acquainted

in the Atharvaveda, confront us also among the prayers of the

Yajurveda. Eor there exist also sacrificial acts by which one

can injure an enemy. Thus the priest says to the yoke of the

car on which the sacrificial utensils are kept :
“ A yoke thou

art, injure the injurer, injure him who injures us, injure him

whom we injure.” (Vaj., I, 8.)
2)

The following examples of such sacrificial prayers are

given by L. von Schroeder,s) from the Maitrayani-Samhita

:

“ Him who is hostile to us, and him who hates us, him who reviles us

and him who wishes to injure us, all those shalt thou grind to dust !

”

“ 0 Agni, with thy heat, glow out against him who hates us and

whom we hate ! 0 Agni, with thy flame, burn against him who hates us

and whom we hate ! 0 Agni, with thy ray, radiate against him who
hates us and whom we hate. O Agni, with thy powerful strength, seize

who hates us and whom we hate !

”

“ Death, Destruction, shall seize the rivals !

”

x

) L. v. Schroeder, ILC., pp. 113 f.

a
) At the same time an example of the play of words, which is very popular in the

Ta jus -formulas. The text reads r dhur asi, dhurva dhurvanfcara, dhurva tarn yo’smSn

dhurvati, tam dhurva yam dhurvamah,
3
)

' ILC., p. 122.



Who is constantly born anew f

What is the remedy for cold?

What is the great corn-vessel called

The Adhvaryu : “The sun wanders lonely on its way,

The moon is constantly born anew,

Fire is the remedy for cold,

The earth is the great corn-vessel.
?J

The Adhvaryu :
“ What is the sun-like light ?

What is the oeean-like flood ?

*) On the Br&hmodyas sse Ludwig ,
Der Rigveda. Koeqel

,

III.

Geschichte der deufeschen Litteratur, I I, 1894, pp. 5, 64 ff includes the

which he compares the Old Germanic riddle poetry, in the poetic h

European period.

2
) Similarly aUo in Taittirfya«Samhit&, VII, 4, 38,
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But it is the cow, of which no measure is known

And what things are contained in the Purusa ?o •

What answer hast thou now to make? ??

The five, it is, into which the Purusa has penek

And these are they which are contained in the

Part

That is the answer I have thought out for thee

In the magic strength of knowledge thou art

These riddle games form an equally important part oi

worship of the gods as the prayers and sacrificial formulae

rever, the term “ worship ” of the gods

.equately the purpose of the prayers and fc

tie sacrifices themselves. The majority o

monies, as also the Yajus formulae do not

ping ” the gods, but at influencing them, at compelling

n to fulfil the wishes of the sacrificer. The gods too, lov<

nem et circenses,” they, too, wish to be not only fed, bu

srtained as well : the Vedic texts very frequently assurt

hat the gods take a particular pleasure in the mysterious

enigmatic, the barely hinted-at.s)
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performance of the sacrificial ceremonies and the discussions

on the meaning of ^
Black Yajurveda were ydireotly connected with the Mantras

themselves, it was just these which one Vedic school after

another made the subject of individual works* Boon it was

regarded as a rule that every Yedic school must possess a .

.

,

Brahmana. This explains on the one hand the large number

nf Brabmanas. and on the other land the ..circumstance !&&---
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Gopatha-Brahmana of the Atharvaveda. The latter is one

of the latest works of the whole of Yedic literature. There

was obviously no Brahmana at all belonging to the Atharvaveda

in early times. It was not until a later period, when a Veda

without a Brahmana could not be imagined, that an attempt

was made to fill this gap.
15

The most important of the old Brahmanas may here be

enumerated.

To the Rgveda belongs the Aitarey a- Brahmana. It

consists of forty Adhyayas or “lessons,” which are divided into

eight Pancakas or “ fifths.” Tradition names Mahidasa

Aitareya as the author of the work. In reality he was prob-

ably onlylhe compiler or editor of it. This Brahmana deals

chiefly with the Soma-sacrifice, besides which with only the ire-

sacrifice (Agnihotra) and the feast of the consecration of a

king (Rajasuya). It is supposed that the last ten sections

are of later origin.
25

Biausitaki or Sankhay ana-Brahmapa, ab

the Rg-veda, and consisting of thirty Adhyayas

The first six Adhyayas deal with the food-

laying, fire-sacrifice, new and full moon sa<

sacrifices of the seasons), while Adhyayas VII

with the Soma-sacrifice fairly agreeing with

*) For detailed treatment of tlie Gopatha-Brahmana see M. Bloomfield, The Atharva-

veda (“ Grandma,” II, I B,), pp. 101-124. The Gopatha-Brahmana has been edited by 1).

Gaastta, Leyden, 1919. Whilst Bloomfield considers the Gopatha-Brahmana later than

the YaitSnasutra (Der Atharvaveda, 101 ff., GGA. 1912, No. 1), Qaland (WZKM
1904, 191 ft) and Keith (JRAS, 1910, 934 ff,) consider it earlier.

®) Edited and translated into English by Martin Hang, Bombay, 1863. A much
better edition with extracts from Sayana’s commentary, by Th. AufrecM

,
Bonn, 1879.

Edited with Sayana’s commentary in SnSS No. 32. Translated into English by, A. B#
Keith, HOB, Yol, 25, 1920. According to Keith (1. c., pp. 44 ff.) the Aitareya-Brahmana
is probably older than the Brahma^^pa)r^;;ol-.the Taittinya-SamhitfS, and certainly older

than the Jaimintya-and §;ifcapatha-Brahmana;.

Liehich
, Partial, pp. 23 E. On M ihid^sa Aifeart

pp. 16 £,



Brahmaiia/' Tne liaufataki-Branmana is later than the

Aitareya-Brahmana. However, while the latter is not the

work of one hand and of one period, the Kausitaki-Brahmana

is a uniform work.

To the Samaveda belongs the Tandya-Maha-Br&h-
mana,2) also called Paneavimsa, i.e. “ Brahmana consisting of

twenty-five books.” This is one of the oldest Bra.hmap.as and

contains some important old legends. Of special interest are

the Vratyastomas, and the description of sacrificial cere-

monies by means of which the Yratyas were received

into the community of the Brahmans .
85 The Sadvimsa-

Brahmana, i.e. “ the twenty-sixth Brahmana,” 4)
is only a

completion of the Tandya which consists of twenty-five

books. The last part of the Sadvimsa is the so-called “Adbhufca-

Brahmana,” a Yedanga-text on miracles and omens.*5 The

Jaiminiya-Brahmapa of the Samaveda is even older than

the Tapdya-Maha-Brahmana. This work is of special interest

for the history both of religion and legend, hut unfortunate-

ly the manuscript material is so fragmentary that it

*) The Kaugifcaki-BrShmana is edited by B. Lindner, Jena, 1887, also in AnSS No. 65,

translated into English by A. B. Keith, HOS, yoI. 25, 1920 ;
chapter X translated into

German by B. Lbbbecke, Uebor das Verh&ltnis von Brahmanas und Srantasntren, Leipzig,

1908. Apastamba mentions the Kau§ltakins, but bis quotations from a “ Bahvpca-

Brfihmana/ 7 that is “a Brahmana of the Rgvedins 55 do not ooonr either in the Aitareya

or in the Kausitaki-Brahmana
5 they must therefore refer to another Rgveda-Brahmana

which hag not come down to us (Keith, 1. c,, p. 48). For critical and exegetical notes on

Ait. Br. and Kau§. Br. see W. Galand, ZDMG 72, 1918, 23 ff.

'

*} Edited in Bibl. Ind. 1870-1874. An analysis of it has been given by E. W,

Hopkins, u Gods and Saints of the grqa^ (Transactions of the Connecticut

Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. 15, 1909, pp. 20-69). Critical notes on it by Cqlandf

Z'DMG 72, 1918, 19 ff.

3
) See above p, 154, and -Weber, HIL, pp. 67 f -v ^

*) Edited' by H. F. Melsingh, Leyden, 1908, and the first Prapathaka by Kurt

Klemm
,
with extracts from SSyana’s commentary, and a German translation (GuterslSh

1894). LieUck (Indogermanische Anzeiger, 1895, pp. 30 f.) has shown that

the language of the Sadviipsa is pre-pSninean. '
'

* 5
) Edited and translated into German by A. Weber, “ Zwei vedische Text& fiber

Qniina und Portents,’ 7 ABA 1858,
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cannot be edited. Hitherto only portions of it' have been made

known. i;

The Tait tirly a- Brahmana of the Black Yajurveda is

nothin0' but a continuation of the Taittivlya-Sambita,2) for

the Brahmanas were already included in the Samhitas of

the Black Yajurveda. The Taittiriya-Brahmana, therefore,

contains only later additions to the Samhita. We find here

only a description of the Purusamedha, the symbolical

“ human sacrifice ;

” 3) and the fact that the sacrifice is miss-

in0* in the Samhita is one of the many proofs that it is only

a rather late production of the science of sacrifice.

To the white Yajurveda belongs the Satapatha-Brah-

map j
“the Brahmana of the Hundred Paths,” so called because

jk « « » _ 1... -.j. A js! "I/** ££ **fa1'! « 1 rrii 1 &k i n

it consists of one hundred Adhyayas or “ lessons.” This is

the best known, the most extensive, and doubtless, also on

account of its contents the most important of all the

Brahmanas.4) As in the case of the Viijasaneyi-Samhita,

there are two recensions of this Brahmana, that of the Kanvas

and that of the Madhyandinas. In the . latter the hundred

Adhyayas are distributed among II books (Kandas). The

first nine hooks are simply a continuous commentary on the

exg sections of the Vajasaneyi-Samhits. They

l
) A selection from the JaiminTya- Brahmana, texts with German translations, has

been edited by W. Qaland (VerhandeHgen der kon, A lead, van Wotonschappen te Amster-

dam, Afd. Lett. Deel I, N, E, D. XIX, No. 4) 1919. Legends from the Jaim. Br. have

been made known before by A. 0. Burnell and W. D. Whitney, Imi Ant. 33, 1884, 16 fit,

21 and by H. Oertel in JAOS, vols. 14, 15, 18, 19, 23, 26, 28, in OC XX, Paris 1897, I,

225 ff. and in Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. 15,

1909. See also Caland
,
WZKM 28, 1914, 61 ff. and u Over en nit hot Jaiminiya-BrShmana ”

^Verslagen en Mededeclingen dor kon. Akademie van Wetenscls,, Afd* Lott., 5, 1) Amster-

dam, 1914. The SafcySyana-Brahmana of the S&mave&a is only known by quotations

(especially in Sayana’s RgvedabMgya), see H> Oertel, JAOS 18, 1897, pp. 16 ff.

Editions in Bibl. Tnd. 1856-1890, and ILnSS No. 37, For the contents of the

Taitt. Br., see Keith, HOB, vol. 18, pp. texvi f.*

See above, pp. 174 f.

*
) The text was published by A. TTefar (The White yajurveda, Part II. The 9ata*

patha-BrShmana. Berlin and London, 1855). There is an excellent English translation

.
.

'

•
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are decidedly older than the last five books. Probably

also Books I to Y are more closely connected. In them

Yajnavalkya, who at the end of Book XIV is called the

author of the whole Satapatha-Brahmana, is often mentioned

as the teacher whose authority is conclusive. On the

other band, in Books VI to IX, which deal with the fire-

altar building (Agnicayana), Yajnavalkya is not mentioned

at all. Instead of him another teacher, Sandilya, is

quoted as an authority ;
and the same Sandilya is also

regarded as the proclaimer of the Agnirahasya, i.e. of the

“ fire-altar mystery,” which forms the contents of Book X.

Books XI to XIV, besides appendices to the preceding books,

also contain a few interesting sections on subjects which are

otherwise not dealt with in the Brabmanas, thus upon the Upa-

nayana, the initiation of a pupil or the taking of the pupil

to the teacher who is to instruct him in the sacred texts (XI,

5, 4j), upon the daily Veda study (svadhyaya), 1
* which is look-

ed upon as a sacrifice to the god Brahman (XI, 5, 6-8), and

upon the death-ceremonies and the raising of a burial mound

(XIII, 8). The horse-sacrifice (Asvamedha), the “ human

sacrifice (Purusamedha) and the “ sacrifice of all ” (Sarva-

medha) are dealt with in Book XIII, and the Pravargya

ceremony in Book XIV. At the close of this extensive work

with important introductions and notes, by Julius EggeMng in five volumes, (SBE, Vols,

12, 26, 41, 43 and 44). The Satapatha-Brahmana is generally considered as one of the

latest Br&hmanas ;
see Keith, HOS, Vol. 18, pp. cii f. According to P. Oltramare

« Xj ’ histoire des idees theosophiques daBsl,Inde,
,,

l, p. 96, many passages in the Satapatha*

Br. show the trace of the influence of the doctrines of the Upani§ads. Wachernagel, Altind.

Grammatik I, p, xxx declares that as to languagej the ^atapntha-Br. ; and the Aitareya*

Br, too is “comparatively modern,” whilst he considers the Paficavimsa-Br. and the

Taittiriya-Br. as the most ancient BiAhmanas. (For the opposite view, see Keith, EOS,

46 f.). Oldenberg, “ Zur Geschiehte der altindischen, Frosa,” pp. 20 ff., gives the

examples illustrating the “earlier ” BrShmana period from the Taittiriya-Samhita, and

those for the “ later ” period from the Satapatha-Brahmana.

') The “learning ” or reciting of the Veda by the Indians as a religious duty has an

exact parallel in the Thora-reading or learning of the Jews,
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is the old and important B?hadaranyaka-Upanisad with which

we shall become acquainted in the next chapter.

The difference between the Brahmanas which belong to

the separate Vedas lies chiefly in the fact that the Brahmanas

of the Rgveda, in the presentation of the ritual, emphasize

that which is of importance to the Hotar-priest, who has to

recite the verses and hymns of the Rgveda, while the Brah-

mapas of the Samaveda are chiefly concerned with the duties

of the Udgatar, and those of the Yajurveda with the sacri-

ficial acts to be performed by the Adhvaryu. In the essen-

tials of their contents the Brahmanas all agree fairly well with

one another. In the main the same subjects are always dealt

with ;
and all these works bear the same stamp. This is the

more noticeable, as we are compelled to assume a period of

several centuries for the origin and propagation of this litera-

ture. If we could believe the tradition which, in the so-called

Vamsa !) or “ Genealogies,” specifies genealogical trees of

teachers with fifty to sixty names, then not even a thousand

years would suffice to locate all the generations of teachers

f
whose names are mentioned. These genealogies have indeed

I the object of tracing back the origin of the sacrifice theory to

some deity or other—Brahman, Prajapati or the Sun—but

they also contain so many names which have certainly the

appearance of being genuine family-names, that it is difficult

‘) Connected with the Samaveda, there is a special so-called “ Br&hmana,” the

Yamsa.BrShmapa (edited and explained by A. Weber, Ind. Stud. 4, 371 ff.) which

contains only a list of 53 teachers, the last of whom, Kasyapa, is said to

have received the tradition from god Agni. There are four different Vamsas in

the Satapatha BrShmana, The one given at the conclusion of the work begins

with the words: “ We have this from son of Bh&radv&jf

from the son of Y&tsImSntfavf,Y eta a# only mention-

ed by their maternal names. Only as the 45th in the list does Y&jhavalkya appear.

Udd&iaka, who is known to us from the tTpani§ads, being mentioned as his teacher. The

last (55th) human teacher is KaSyapa Haidhruvi, to whom the BrShmana is said to have

been revealed by V&c (the goddess of speech). She is said to have received it from

Ambhyni (the voice of thunder) and the latter from JLditya (the sun).
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to look upon them as pure fiction. However, even quite

apart from these lists of teachers, there still remain the

numerous names of teachers who, in the Brahmapas them-

selves, are quoted as authorities, and the fact remains that the

collectors and compilers of the Brahmanas shift the beginnings

of the science of sacrifice as laid down in them, back to a far-

distant past. This sacrifice-science itself, however, requires

centuries for its development.

If we ask in which period we are to locate these centuries

of the development of the Brahmana- literature, there can he

as little question of any definite dates as there is in determin-

ing the period of the Samhitas. The only certainty Is, that

the Samhita of the Bgveda was already concluded and that

the hymn-poetry already belonged to a far-distant past, when

prayers and sacrifices were first made the subject of a

special “science.” It is probably certain, too, that the great

majority of magic incantations, spells and formulae of the

Atharvaveda and of the Yajurveda, as well as the melodies of

the Samaveda, are much older than the speculations of the

Brahmanas. On the other hand it is likely that the final

compilation of the Samhitas of the Atharvaveda and of the

liturgical Samhitas was about contemporaneous with the

beginnings of the Brahmana literature, so that the latest

portions of these Samhitas might he of the same date as the

earliest portions of the Brahmanas. At least the geographical

and cultural conditions indicate this, as they are represented to

us on the one hand in the Samhitas of the Atharvaveda and

Yajurveda, and on the other hand in the Brahmanas, in

comparison with those of the Bgveda. We have seen how, in

the period of the Atharvaveda-Samhita, the Aryan tribes of the

Indus land, the home of the Bgveda, had already spread

themselves further east into the region of the Ganges and the

Jamna. The region which is indicated by the Samhitas of

the Yajurveda as well as by all the Brahmanas, is the land

of the Kurus and Pancalas%
those two tribes whose, mighty
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whether the ghee is to be poured iato the northern or the

southern half or into the centre of the fire, at which instant

the repetition of a certain spell, the singing of a certain song

has to take place, 1)—these are questions upon which genera-

tions of masters of the art of sacrifice have meditated, and which

are treated in the most searching manner in the Brahmanas.

Upon the correct knowledge of all these details does the

weal and woe of the sacrifieer depend. * Such, indeed, are

the wilds and ravines of sacrifice, and they (take) hundreds

upon hundreds of days’ carriage-drives ;
and if any venture

into them without knowledge, then hunger or thirst, evil-

doers and fiends harass them, even as fiends would harass

foolish men wandering in a wild forest ; but if those who

know this do so, they pass from one deity to another, as from

one stream into another, and from one safe place to another,

and obtain well-being, the world of heaven.” 2)

But “those who know,” the guides through the wilder-

ness of sacrificial art, are the priests, and it is no wonder

that the claims of the priestly caste—< for of such a caste we
must now speak, as the caste system is already fully deve-

loped—in the Brahmanas (as already in some parts of the

Atharvaveda) exceed all bounds. Now the Brahmans are

frequently declared to be gods. “ Yes, they are the very

gods, the Brahmans.” 3) One Brahmana states plainly

enough

:

l

) Eggeling (SBE., Vol. 12, p. X) recalls the fact that among the Ancient Romans,

too, the Pontifices gained their power and influence through being the only people who
understood all the details of the sacrificial ceremonial, which details, though small, had
yet been declared tremendously important. It happened in Ancient Rome, that a sacrifice

had to be repeated thirty times, because some little mistake had been made at one of the

ceremonies
;
and in Ancient Rome, too, a ceremony was regarded as null and void, if a

word was mispronounced or an act was not performed quite correctly, or if the music did

not cease playing at the right moment. 0/. Marquardt and Mommsen
,
Handbuch der

rfimischen Altertumer, VI, pp. 172, 174, 213.

a
) Sat. XII, 2, 3, 12. Translated by J. Eggeling, SBE., Vol, 44, p. 160.

3
) Taittiriya-Samhita, I, 7, 3, 1. v
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“ Two kinds o£ gods there are, indeed, namely the gods are the

gods, and the learned and studying 1
! Brahmans are the human <?ods.

Between these two is the sacrifice divided : the sacrificial sifts are foro
the gods, the presents (Daksinas) for the human gods, the learned and

studying Brahmans: by means of sacrificial gifts he pleases the gods, bv

presents he pleases the human gods, the learned studying Brahmans:

these two kinds of gods transfer him, when they are satisfied, into the

blessedness of heaven.” 2 *

Four duties lias the Brahman : Brahmanie descent,

corresponding conduct, fame (attained through erudition)

and “ ripening of the people ” (i.e. offering of sacrifices, by-

means of which people are made ripe for the Beyond).

But the “ ripened” people also have four duties towards the

Brahmans : They must show them honour, give them presents,

may not oppress and not kill them. The property of a

Brahman may under no circumstances be touched by the

king; and if a king gives his whole country with all that

is in it, to the priests as a sacrificial fee (daksina), then it

is always understood that the property of Brahmans is

excepted. A king can certainly oppress a Brahman, but

if he does so, evil will befall him, At the consecration of

a king the priest says “ this man, ye people, is your king;

Soma is the king of us Brahmans,” to which the Satapatha-

Brahmana observes :
“ By this formula he makes the whole

nation as food for the king; 8
* the Brahman alone he excepts;

therefore the Brahman must not be utilised as food ; for he

has Soma as his king.” 4
* Only the murder of a Brahman

is real murder. In a quarrel between a Brahman and a

non-Brahman the judge must always decide in favour of

the Brahman, for the Brahman may not be contradicted. 5*

) Literallj :

—

<e who have heard and who repeat (recite what

) Sat. II, 2, 2, 6 ; IV, 3, 4, 4.

) i.e. the king lives by the people, who have to pay him taxes

) Sat. XI, 5, 7, 1 ;
XIII, 6, 4, 24 ; XIII, 1, 5, 4 ; V, 4, 2, 3.

) Sat. XIII, 3, 5, 3 ;
Taittirlya-SamhitS, II, 5, 11, 9.
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Everything which for some reason or another is taboo, which

one may not touch, and cannot use otherwise, as, for

example, the stone and earthenware vessels of a deceased

person or a cow (intended for the Agnihotra milk) which

becomes stubborn or ill, must be given to the Brahman,

especially the remains of sacrifices and food which are taboo

for others, for “ nothing injures the stomach of a

Brahman.”

Thus, at last, the conclusion is arrived at, that the Brahman

is no longer a “ human god ” by the side of the heavenly gods,

but that he raises himself above the gods. Already in the

Satapatha-Brahmana 2)
it is said : “ The Brahman descended

from a Rsi indeed is all deities,” i.e. in him all deities are

incorporated. This presumption on the part of the priests,

the beginnings of which we meet with in the Brahmanas, is

not only of the greatest interest for the history of culture as

an example of priestly arrogance, but it is also the precursor

of a phenomenon which we can trace through the whole of

7 Indian antiquity, and which, I think, is deeply rooted in the

life of the Indo-European mind. While, for instance, the

Hebrew poet says :

“ What is man, that Thou art mindful

of him, and the son of man that Thou yisitest him ? ” and

adds “ Man is like unto nothingness,” a Greek poet uttered

the great saying :
“ There is much that is powerful, but the

most powerful is man.” And a German poet—-the same

who created the super-man 3) Eaust, who knocks violently

2

) Taittirlya SamhitS II, 6, 8, 7. Of* Goethe, Faust

:

“ The Church has a good digesti^^

Has eaten up whole lauds

And yet never over-eaten herself.”

s
) XIT, 4, 4, 6. Later it is said in the law-book of Manu: “ A Brahman, be he learned

or unlearned, is a great deity,” and immediately afterwards, “ The Brahman is the highest

deity.” Manu, IX, 317, ;319^^

3
)
“ What awful horror
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t gates of the spirit- world—-lias sung the song

,
who calls to the gods

:

“ I know nothing poorer

Under the sun, than ye, O gods i

”

Prorae-

'

i «

And in India we see how, already in the Brahmanas

priest exalts himself over the gods through the sacrifice

;

in

the epics we read countless stories of ascetics who, through

asceticism attain to such ascendancy that the gods tremble

upon their thrones. In Buddhism, however, the divine beings,

with Indra the prince of gods, have fully dwindled into quite

insignificant beings, who differ from ordinary mortals only

in that they are somewhat better situated, and even that only

so long as they remain devout Buddhists
;
and infinitely hi

above these gods stands not only the Buddha himself,

every man who, through loop, for all beings and through renun-

ciation of the world, has become an Arhat or saint.
1 *

Thus already in the Brahmanas the way is prepared for

that great movement to which Buddhism owes its origin : for

it cannot he questioned that the old and genuine Brahmanas

belong to the Pre-Buddhist period. While in the Brah-

manas not the least trace is shown of any acquaintance

with Buddhism,2) the Buddhist texts pre-suppose the existence

of a Brahmana literature. We can therefore say upon, g

grounds that the centuries in which the Liturg

and the Brahmanas originated, must fall inti

after the conclusion of the hymn-composition and the Rgveda-
% -

Samhita and before the appearance of Buddhism.

As regards the actual contents of these works, a few

examples will suffice to give the reader an idea. The

>) See A. Weber, SB A. 1897, 1, 594, ff.

-) It is significant that, in the list of human sacrifices in the Viijasaiievi-Sanihicft,

XXX (<•/. above, pp. 147 f.) there is no mention of either monks or nuns, or of Bitdcihiats at

all. And yet this list is probably later than the oldest BrShmaijas,

' / A. Vh
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Indians themselves usually arrange the contents of the Brah-

manas in two principal categories, which they call Vidhi

and Arthavada. Vidhi means “rule, precept,” Arthavada

“explanation of meaning.” For the Brahmanas first give rules

for the performance of the single ceremonies, and to these

the interpretations and explanations of the purpose and

meaning of the sacrificial acts and prayers are afterwards

attached. Thus, for example, the Satapatha-Brahmana begins

with the precepts upon the vow of abstinence, which the

sacrifieer has to make on the day before the new-moon and

full-moon sacrifice. There we read :

“ He who is about to enter on the vow, touches water, whilst stand-

ing between the Ahavanlya and Garhapatva fires, with his face

turned towards east. The re; son why he touches water is, that, man is

(sacrificially) impure on account of his speaking untruth ; and because by

that act an internal purification (is effected),—for water is indeed

(sacrificially) pure.
‘ After becoming sacrificially pure, I will enter

on the vow,’ thus (he thinks)
;

for water is indeed purifying.

‘ Having become purified through the purifying one, I will enter on the

vow,’ thus (he thinks, and) this is the reason why he touches water. ” D

anationsTo such simple explanations there are often attached

discussions of the views of various teachers upon some question

of ritual. Thus here the controversy is raised whether, at the

making of the vow in question, one should fast or not, and

it is said : TT

“Now then of the eating (or) fasting. And on this point AshS.'ha

Savayasa, on the one hand, was of opinion that the vow consisted in

fasting. For assuredly (he argued), the gods see through the mind of man •

they know that, when he enters on this vow he means to sacrifice to them

next morning. Therefore all the gods betake themselves to his house, and

abide by (him or the fires, upa-vas) in his house : whence this (day) is

called upa-vasatba. m
Now, as it would even be unbecoming for him to take food, before

cnee tins

l

) Sat. I, 1, 1, 1. Translated by J. fueling, SBE. v0l. |2
) pp, % £
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men (who are staying with him as his guests) ') have eaten
; how

much more would it be so, if he were to take food before the gods (who

are staying with him) have eaten : let him therefore take no

at all.

YSjfiavalkya, on the other hand, said : “ If he does not eat, he thereby

becomes a sacrilieer to the Fathers
;

-> and if he does eat, he

before the gods have eaten : let him therefore eat what,

counts as not eaten.” For that of which no offering is made, even though” * ©
it is eaten, is considered as not eaten. When he therefore eats,

does not become a sacrifieer to the Fathers
; and by eating of that of which

no offering is made, he does not eat before the gods have eaten. [9]

.Let him therefore eat only what grows in the forest, be it forest

ts or the fruit of trees.” 3 '

Etymologies, such as that of U pavasafctia in the above-

quoted place, are exceedingly frequent in the ifrah in anas.

Moreover, it is regarded as a special advantage if an ety-

mology is not quite accuiate, for “ the gods love that which

is hidden.” Thus, for instance, the name of the god Indra

is derived from inclh, “ to kindle,” and it is said : he is,

therefore, actually named Indha, and he is called “ Indra
”

only because the gods love what is concealed. Or the word

“ ulukhala which means “ mortar,” is derived from uru

hay at, it shall make wide,” and “ ulukhala ” is declared to

be a mystical designation for “ urukara.” i} Like the ety-

mologizing, identifying and symbolizing play an even greater

part in the Bralxmanas than in the Yajurveda-Samhitas: 5; the

most dissimilar things being put together and associated

*) The sentences in brackets have been completed from the context. It is

impossible to render the original - accurately in English without such completions. The

are hoi written for reader

s

y but spoken tohearers, hence much is omitbedwhich.

the (speaker/ can express by means of emphasizing certain words, yinanual i gestures*

and so.f on.: . 'y.,: ((;.

2
) Because fasting is ordained for sacrifices to the fathers.

3
) Sat. I, 1

,
1

, !, 7-10. Translated by J. Eggeling
,
SBE., Voi. 12, pp. 4 f.

*) Sat. VI, 1, I, 2; VII, 5, 1, 22, cf. above, p. 184,

A
) See above, p. 181. On identifications in the BrShmanas see Oldenherg ,

Vorwha*

senschaftliche Wissenschaft, pp. 110 if.
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with one another. On every page of the Brahraanas we

find explanations like the following :

“He now strews sacrificial grass all round (the fires), and fetches

the utensils, taking two at a time, vis . the winnowing basket and the

Asnihotra ladle, the wooden sword and the potsherds, the wedge and the

black antelope skin, the mortar and the pestle, the large and the small

mill-stones. These are ten in number ;
for of ten syllables consists the

Virij (metre), and radiant (viraj) also is the sacrifice; so that he thereby

makes the sacrifice resemble the Viraj. The reason why he takes two

at a time is, because a pair means strength; for when two undertake

anything, there is strength in it. Moreover, a pair represents a produc-

tive copulation, so that a productive copulation (of those respective

objects) is thereby effected.” l)

“Now the sacrifice is the man. The sacrifice is the man for the

reason that the man spreads (performs) it; and that in being spread

it is made of exactly the same extent as the man: a
> this is the reason

why the sacrifice is the man. [1]

* The juhu 3) (spoon) further belongs to that (man-shaped sacrifice

and so does the upahhrt

;

and the dhruva 3
)

; represents its trunk.

Now it is from the trunk that all these limbs proceed, and for this reason

the entire sacrifice proceeds from the dhruva. [2]

The dipping-spoon
.

4
> (sruva, masc.) is no other than the breath.

This breath passes through (or, goes to) all the limbs, and for that reason

the dipping-spoon goes to all the offering-spoons (sruc, fem.).

That jubu further is to him 5 ) no other than yonder sky, and the

upabhrt this atmosphere, and the dhruva this same (earth). Now it is

from this (earth) that all the worlds originate: and from the dhruva

therefore, the whole sacrifice proceeds.
j
41

*) .Sat. I, X, 1, 2% Translated by I,

3
)
Because; in such measurements as “ man*s

length,” “armV length,” “span ” and so on; ar0^
of different sacriffcial spoons^^^^^^^^^^^^ .

) VVith this spoon ^Sruva) theghee is talren out' of /the ghee-pot and. poured into
the sacrificial spoons with which

5
)
“He 55 means Furnsa, “man” But Purusa also means “ spirit” and designates

the “Great Spirit” too, which is one with PrajSpati, the creator of the universe. Hence
the sacrifice is not only identified with man (the saerifioer) but also with the Universal
Spirit and PrajSpath Cf» above, p. 184, note 2.
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The dipping-spoon then is no other than that blowing one (the wind)

it is this that sweeps across all these worlds: and for that reason

sruva goes to all the offering-spoons.”

111 countless places in the Brahman as the sacrifice is

identified with the god I'i&nu and equally frequently
_
with

the creator Prajapati, But the year
, too, is identified with

Prajapati countless times, while on the other band Agni,

as the fire-altar, is also regarded as the year, because the

building of the fire-altar takes a whole year. Thus we read:

“ Agni is the year, and the year is these worlds,” and imme-

diately afterwards: “Agni is Prajapati, and Prajapati is

the year. ’ Or, “ Prajapati, indeed, is the sacrifice and

year, the new moon night is its gate, and the moon is

bolt, of the gate.” 3) A prominent part is here played

the symbolism of figures. Thus we read, for exampler

“ With four (verses) he takes (some of the ashes) ; he thereby supplies

him (Agni) with /w-footed animals; and animals being food, it is with

food lie thus supplies him. With three (verses) he takes (the ashes)

down (to the water),—that makes .seren, for of seven layers consists the

fire-altar, seven seasons are a year, and the year is Agni: as great as

Agni is, as great as his measure, so great does this become.” 3)

Here and there these barren explanations gain a little

interest through the fact that they throw some light upon,

the moral views and social conditions of the period to which

the Brahmanas belong. Thus, for example, at the soma-

sacrifice one of the soma-libations is dedicated to Agni

Patnlvat, i.e. “Agni accompanied by his wives.” 4) This

• libation differs in certain details from other soma-gifts, and

these deviations in the offering of the same are explained by

') Sat. I, 8, 2, 1-6. Translated by J. Eggeling, SBE. Vol. 12, p. 78 f.

*) Sat. VIII, 2,1, 17-18; XI; I, 1, 1.

“) Sat. VI, 8, 2, 7. Translated by J. Eggeling
,
SBE., Vol. 41, p. 295.

4
) 0/. above, p. 88.

’A
-



ladder is leaned against the sacrificial stake, and the sacrifice^

with his wife, ascends it :

“ When he is about to ascend, he addresses his wife in the following

words :
f Wife, let us ascend to heaven/ and the wife answers :

‘ Yes, let us

ascend/ The reason why he addresses his wife thus is this : She the wife,

is indeed his own half; therefore as long as he has no wife, so long he does

not propagate his species, so long he is no complete individual ; but when

he has a wife, then he propagates his species, then he is complete. £ As a

complete individual will I go this way (to heaven)/ he thinks; therefore he

addresses his wife in this manner.” (Sat. V. 2, 1, 10.)

The place of sacrifice or the altar (Yedi, fern.) is re-

presented in the symbolism of the Brahmanas as a woman.

The following rule for the erection of the altar gives us in-

formation upon the ancient ideal of feminine beauty

:

*) W© also read in the Brahmanas such sentences as: “Verily, the sacrifice is right

and truth, woman is something wrong” ( tfaitrayanlya- ^amhita, 1, 10, 11), “ Nirrti (t.*.

Evil personified) is Woman.” (Maitr. 1, 10, 16), “Woman, the Sudra, the dog, and the

blackbird (the crow) are something wrong.” (Sat
, 14, 1, 1, 31), etc. See Levi

,
La

doctrine da sacrifice dans lea Rr&hmanas, pp. 156 ff,
;

Oldenberg
,

Vorwissenschaftliohe

Wissenschaft, pp. 41 f.
;
and Winternitz, Die Erau in den indischen Religionen, T, pp. 4 f.,

10 ft., 43.
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“It (the altar) should be broader on the west side, contracted in the

middle,, and broad again on the east side
;

for thus shaped they praise a

woman: * broad about the hips, somewhat narrower between the shoulders,

and contracted in the middle (or, about the waist).’ Thereby he makes it

(the altar) pleasing to the gods.” 15

A glaring light is thrown upon the sexual morality of

that period by a brutal sacrificial custom which occurs at one

of the sacrifices of tbe seasons, and is described as follows

:

a Thereupon the Pratif rastha'r 25 returns (to where the sacrificed

wife is seated). When he is about to lead the wife away
,

35 he asks her,

f With whom boldest thou intercourse ? ’ Now when a woman who belongs

to one (man) carries on intercourse with another, she undoubtedly commits

a (sin) against Vanina. He therefore thus asks her, lest she should

sacrifice with a secret pang in her mind
;
for when confessed the sin

becomes less, since it becomes truth; this is why he thus a.*ks her. And

whatever (connection) she confesses not, that indeed will turn out

injurious to her relatives.” 45

This, by the way, is one of the few places in the Brah-
*

manas where morality is thought of. It is only very occa-

sionally that we come across moial reflections, as for instance,

when the Asuras defeated the gods by falsehood, hot the gods

gained the ascendancy in the end, we are told that in like

manner when men speak the truth, they may suffer adversity

at first, but will prosper ultimately, while though the liars

may have success for a time, they will surely perish in the

end.6) Generally speaking, however, it is very characteristic

of these texts that there is hardly any mention of morality in

them at all. The B rah manas are a splendid proof of the fact

j that an enormous amount of religion can be connected with

*) Sat-. I,- 2, 5, 16. ' ij 1

2
) One of the priests, an assistant of the adhvaryn.

*) Namely to the altar, where she is to offer a gift to Varava.

*) Sat. II, 5, 2, 20. Transl&tedb^ 12, pp. 396 f.

s
)

Sat. IX, 6, 1, 10 & 'Qldenber# (Vorwisaenschaftliche Wi^ensohaft, :

pp# .

1*24 fL, 184 ff.) lias taken great pains to collect all that can be foand on ethical ideas in the

Brahma gas. It does not amount to §ife V
. ;
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(b
1

,

• •

infinitely little morality. Religious acts, sacrifices and

ceremonies, are the one and only subject of all these extensive

works, but morality is a thing with which these works have

nothin!? to do.
1
’ On the contrary, sacrificial acts are not only

performed in order that the gods may fulfil the very

materialistic wishes of the sacrificer, but also very frequently

in order to injure an enemy. Indeed, the Brahmanas give

directions for the priests, how, by means of the sacrifice,

they can injure the sacrificer himself by whom they are

employed, if, for instance, he does not give them enough

presents. They need only perform the prescribed ceremonies

in reverse order, or employ spells at the wrong place, and

the fate of the sacrificer is sealed.

But enough of this intricate science of sacrifice which

forms the chief contents of the Brahmanas. Fortunately,

one of the component parts of the Arthavada or the ** explana-

tion of- meaning,” consists of the so-called Itihcisas, Akhyanas

and Puranas, i.e. narratives, myths and legends, which are

narrated in order to explain the reason for some ritual act or

other. As in the Talmud, to which the Brahmanas have some

similarity, the blooming garden of the Hagada (so beautifully

described in song by Heine) stands beside the theological

jugglery of the Halacha, so also in the Brahmanas the desert

of desolate theological speculation is now and then pleasantly

relieved by an oasis, in which the flower of poetry, a poetical

narrative or a deeply thoughtful legend of the creation,

*) “ Morals have found no |laee m this aAshem- the sacrifice which regulates the

relationship of man with the gods is a mechanical operation which acts by its innermost

energy * hidden in the bosom under the magic action of the

•priest.” is indeed difficult.^ to concei^:bf an^thihg more brutal or more material than

the theology of the Brahmanas
;
the notions, which custom has slowly refined and clothed

with a moral aspect, surprise us by their savage realism.” Sylvain Urn, La doctrine dd

sacrifice, p. 9 ; cf, 164 ff.
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The very old myth, already known to the singers of the

Egveda, of Pururavas and Urvasi, narrated in the

Satapatha-Brahmana,1
* is such an oasis in the desert. It is

there related how the nymph (Apsaras) Urvasi loved the king

Pururavas, how she stated her conditions when she became
his wife, and how the Gandharvas caused him to violate one

of these conditions. Then she eluded him, and Pururavas,

wailing and lamenting, wandered throughout the whole of

Kuruksetra until he came to a lotus-pond, where nymphs
were swimming about in the form of swans. Among them

was Urvasi and there ensued the dialogue which is already

known to us from the dialogue verses of the Egveda.

“ Then her heart took pity on him. She said, * Come here the last

night of the year from now : then shalt thou lie with me for one night,

and then this son of thine,

2

! will have been born/ He came there on the

last night of the year, and lo, there stood a golden palace ! They then

said to him only this (word), ‘ Enter !
? and then they bade her go to him.

She then said,
6 To-morrow morning the Gandharvas will grant thee

a boon, and thou must make thy choice/ He said,
s Choose thou for me !

J

She replied,
* Say, a Let me be one of yourselves \

n 3 In the morning the

Gandharvas granted him a boon
;
and he said,

e Let me be one of

yourselves !

} 8 *

Thereupon, the Gandharvas taught him a particular

form of fire-sacrifice, through which a mortal becomes

changed into a Gandharva. To the description of this

sacrifice we owe the insertion in the Brahmana of the old

wonder-tale from which not even the doctors of the sacrificial

art could strip all the magic of poetry.

In the -Satapatha-Brahmana;
:

we also find' the . Indian

l
) XI, 5, X, Translated by Bggeling, SpE,

i
-Vol. 44, pp. 68 ffg German translation by

K. Geldner, Vedisohe Studien, I, 244 ff. See above, pp. 103 f.

*) Literally: “ This tby son here/* One of the many expressions which are only

explicable in the oral presentation. Similarly, “ this here* 1 in the BrShmanas often means

” earth/* 6i that yonder ” means ** sky,” and so on.

3
) Translated by J. Bggeling, SBE., Vol. 44, pp. 72 £-
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legend of the floods which in all probability is derived from

a Semitic source, in its oldest form :

“ lo the morning they brought to Mami water for washing just as

now also they (are wont to) bring (water) for washing the hands. When

he was washing himself, a fish came into his hands. (1)

It spake to him the word, £ Rear me, 1 will save thee !

7 * Wherefrom

wilt thou save me ?
1 c A flood will carry away all these creatures : from

that I will save thee !

* c How am I to rear thee ?
7

(2)

It said, i As long as we are small, there is great destruction for us :

fish devours fish. Thou wilt first keep me in a jar. When I outgrow

that, thou wilt dig a pit and keep me in it. When I outgrow that, thou

wilt take me down to the sea, for then I shall be beyond destruction/ (3)

It soon became a jhasha (a large fish)
;

for that grows largest (of

all fish). Thereupon it said,
c In such and such a year that flood will

come. Thou shalt then attend to me (i.e. to my advice) by preparing a

ship ; and when the flood has risen thou shalt enter into the ship, and I

will save thee from it/ (4)

After he had reared it in this way, he took it down to the sea. And

in the same year which the fish had indicated to him, he attended to

(the advice of the fish) by preparing a ship
; and when the flood had risen,

he entered into the ship. The fish then swam up to him, and its hhrfi

he tied the rope of the ship, and by that means he passed swiftly up to

yonder northern mountain, / (5)

It then said, * I have saved thee. Fasten the ship to a tree ; but

let not the water cut thee off, whilst thou art on the mountain. As the

water subsides, thou mayest gradually descend !

y
Accordingly he gradually

descended, and hence
:

ivtlie northern mountain is called

VManu’s descent/ y The flood then swept away all these creatures, and

Manu alone remained here. 1 >

Thus far goes the old legend which must have related

further how the human race was renewed through Manu.

The Brahmana, however, related that Manu, in order to

obtain descendants, offered a sacrifice ; out of this sacrifice

arose a woman, and through her the human race was propa-

gated. This daughter of Manu is called Ida—and the

) Sat. I, 8, 1. Tx&nsl‘Ated. hy Eggeling, SB®., VoL li, pp,
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narrative is inserted only to explain the significance of a
sacrificial gift designated by the name of Ida.

These narratives are also of importance to us as the

oldest examples of Indian narrative prose which we possess.

It has already been mentioned that this prose of the oldest

epic compositions frequently alternates with verses. But
while in the story of Bururavas and IJrvasi the verses appear

not only in the Bgveda-eollection, but in language and metre

belong to the oldest Yedic compositions too, we find in the

Aitareya-Brahmana an Akhyana in which the Gsthas or

verses scattered among the prose approach the epic in langu-

age es well as in metre. This is the legend of Sunahsepa
,

15

interesting in more ways than one. It begins as follows

:

fi< Hariscandra, son of Vedhas, a king of the race of the Iksvabus, was

childless. He had a hundred wives, bat by none of them did he have

a son. Once Parvata and Narada 2
* visited him, and he asked Narada

“ As all men desire a son, wise men as well as fools

Tell me, O Narada, what a man gains by having

a son.
??

Asked thus in one verse, he replied wibh ten :

“ The father, who looks upon the face of his son, bom

:

living him.,

Discharges his debt in him, attains to immortality

through him. 3)

*) Aifcareya-Br&hmana, VII, 13-18, English translation by Max Muller, “History of

Ancient Sanskrit Literature,’’ 2nd ed,,London,T860,pp. .408. if., by liis-. and by

.Av. B. Keith in their respective 'translations'of the Aitareya -Brahmana.
,

1,1533,11 translation

by R. Both, Ind. Stud., I, 467 ff. SeealsoRoth, Ind. Stud., 2. 112 ft.
;

A. Weber, SBA.,

1891, pp. 776 ff. ; Keith
,
HOS., Vol. 26, pp. 61 ff/j Charpentier, Die Supar^asage, pp. 68 t

/The story . is; called'

.

2
) Two R§is

'
or saints, who dwell now in : heaven, now on earth, and .often serve .the

gods as messengers.
"

®) The best explanation of this verse .:is/" given. ..in-'two
;

Brabmana passages, Taittiriya-

SamhitS, VI, 3, 10, 5 : “From the moment of his birth the Brahman is burdened with

three debts t to the he owes the vow of learning the Veda, to the gods he owes the
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Of all the joys there are for creatures ob this earth,

In fire, and in water, greatest is the father’s in his son.

Always through the son have fathers conquered

' darkness;

He himself is again newly-born, the son is to him

a rescuing boat.

What avails the dirt, and what the goat-skin, what the

beard, and what asceticism !

Brabmans, desire a son for yourselves : in him ye have

the blameless world of heaven.

Food is life, clothing is protection and gold ornaments

are beauty

;

Marriage means cattle : a friend is the wife, a sorrow

the daughter, 4 *

Light in the highest regions of heaven is the son to his father,

V

The husband entereth his wife, becomes the embryo

.

in her womb,

And is by her brought forth again, in the tenth moon,

as a new man.”

After he had uttered the verses, he said to him ! / Approach

King Varuna and say: 1 May a son be bom to me; I will sacrifice him to

acifice and to the Fathers, offspring
;
he who begets a son, offers sacrifices and keeps the

row of learning the Veda, is freed from his debts;” and Taitfcinya-Brahmana I, 5, 5, 6

:

‘ In descendants dost thon propagate thy race ; that, 0 mortal, is thy immortality.”

Already in the Rgveda V, 4, 10, it is said :
“ May I, O Agni

descendants !

”

attain to immortality through

*) The verse is directed against the forest-hermits and ascetics.

3
) Because the purchase price for daughters was, among the ancient Indians as

among the ancient Greeks, paid in cows. Of. the “ oxen-bringing maidens ” in Homer.
3
) At the marriage, in Ancient Ind^^ bridegroom took seven steps

together, whereupon tize tTbi« seventh step become a friend (masc.).”

*) Female infanticide and ..jeM the dismal consequences of the

view that the birth of a daughter is a calamity. See Winternitz, Die Frau in den indischen

Keligionen, I, pp. 21 ff. The view that a daughter is “ a misery ” is, however, spread all

over the world.

5
) Here follow four verses raore

t
in which the same ideas are varied.

I



cows

x
) These strange names, which mean “ dog’s hinder part,” “ dog’s pizzle” and

" dog’s tail,” are probably chosen for the purpose of making the ,R§i Ajigarta—the name

means “who has nothing to eat ^appear in the worst possible light, Nevertheless these

names also prove the more popular than priestly character of the narrative

1 1R nil i tji li *
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father. And as Varuna agrees 'that Sunahsepa shall he

sacrificed to him,—for “a Brahman is worth more than

a warrior,” said Varuna,— he is to be offered in the place

of the sacrificial animal at the sacrifice of the consecration

of the king (Rajasiiya). Everything is prepared for the

sacrifice, but no one is found who will undertake the

binding of the sacrificial victim. Then said Ajlgarta, “ Give

me a second hundred, and I will bind him.” And fora

second hundred cows he binds his son Sunahsepa to the

sacrificial stake; for a third hundred, however, he offers

to slay him. The further hundred cows are given to him, and

with a sharpened knife, he steps towards his
. son. Then

thought the latter :
“ They want to slaughter me as though I

were no human being ; well, I will take refuge with the gods.”

And he praised in turn all the most prominent gods of the

Vedic pantheon in a number of hymns which are found in

our Rgveda-Saxnhita. But when, finally, he glorified Usas,

the Dawn, in three verses, one fetter after another fell from

him, and the dropsical stomach of Hariscandra became

smaller, and with the last verse he was free of his fetters and

Hariscandra was well. Thereupon the priests received him

into the sacrificial gathering, and Sunahs'epa saw (by intuition)

a particular kind of soma sacrifice. Yisvamitra, however,
.

the rsi about whom there are so many legends, who occupied

the position of hotar at the sacrifice of Hariscandra, adopted

Sunahsepa as his son. and neglecting his own hundred sons,

solemnly appointed him as his heir. Finally it is said :

“ That is the tale (akhyana) of Sunahsepa which contains over a

hundred Rgveda-verses and also stanzas. 1

5

This the hotar relates to the

king, after he has been sprinkled with holy water at the Rajasuya. Seated

on a golden cushion he tells the story. Seated on a golden cushion (the

Adhvaryu) gives the responses. Gold, indeed, signifies glory. Thereby he

causes his glory to increase.
r Gm 9

is the response to a Rg-verse, f yes
?

l

)
“ GrathSa/’ epic verses, as those quoted above, -*-*

:
'

'
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1

that to a Gatha. 1 ^ For “ Om ” is divine, and “yes ” is human. In

way he releases him through the divine and the human word from misfor-

tune and sin. Therefore a king who desires to be victorious, even though

he be no saerifieer, may have the Sunahsepa legend related to him
; then

not the least sin remains attached to him. A thousand cows shall he give

to the narrator, a hundred to the priest who makes the responses, and to

If
ft:

f

each of the two the golden cushions upon which he sat; moreover, also a

silver chariot harnessed with mules is due to the hotar. Those, too, who
desire a son, shall cause the story to be related to them ; then they will

assuredly obtain a son.” .

But if this Sunahsepa legend was already a time-honoured

ancient myth for the editors or compilers of the A itareva-
m . . w

Brahmana, and the narration of it at the consecration of the

king s) actually formed part of the ritual, how old must the

legend itself be ! It must be very old, also because in it is

preserved the memory of human sacrifice, which must have

been offered at the Rajasuya in pre-historic times, although

nowhere else either in the Brahmanas or in the ritual-manuals

(Srauta-sutras) is there any mention of human sacrifices at

the consecration of the king. Yet the Sunahs'epa legend is

late in comparison with the Rgveda. For the hymns,8) which,

according to the Aitareya-Brahmana, Sunahs'epa is said to

have “ seen ” are partly such as possibly a Rsi Sunahsepa might

have composed as well as any other rsi, although there is

not the least matter contained in them which might .relate

l
) i.e.

}
always when, the Hotar recitesa Bg-verse, the Mhvaryu cries at the

conclusion of it: “Om,*” when he has recited an epic verse, he cries “Yes.” Of. above,

») As an SkhySna belonging to the Hajasuya it is also related in the SSnkh&yana.

Srantasutra, 15, 17 In the same Srautasutra, 16, 11, 1-3, it is mentioned as one of the

akhyanas to be told at the Puru§amedha. It is also referred to in the Srautasotras of

Katyayana, Apastamba, and BaudhSyana* :See.7 Tol. 26, pp, 29 i, 40 f.,

eif., m.
;

I) -Namely By, I, 24-30 and i Sunalisepa-Skhyfina .

:are,fiof ;

course, much later than the Yerses^ tit 'the;; Rgteda.f : Y
they are older than the metrical portions of the Upanigadf®

;
see Keith, H0S7 Yol. 25,
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to our legend
;
partly, however, they are hymns which are not

at all fitting for the lips of the Sunahsepa of the legend, as,

for instance the song Eg-veda 1, 29, with the refrain ;
“ Let

us hope, 0 generously-giving Indra, for a thousand shining

oxen and horses,” or which like Ev. 1, 24, even contain verses

which cannot possibly have been composed by the &uiiahsepa

of the Aitareya-Brahmapa. Por it says here: “He whom
Sunahsepa invoked when he was seized, the king Varui„ia,

may he deliver us !
” and :

“ Sunahsepa, indeed, when he was

seized and bound to three stakes, invoked the Aditya.” These

are verses which must refer to another much older Sunahsepa

legend. If the Aifcareya-Brahmana places these hymns in the

mouth of Sunahsepa, then it can only be because the same

* tradition, in nowise reliable, which we have in our Anukra-

manls 1} at the time of the Aitareya-Brahmana already

ascribed those hymns to a Esi Sunahsepa. We have here

again a proof of how much earlier the Egveda hymns are,

chronologically, than everything else which belongs to the

Veda. ?

Unfortunately few narratives have come down to us jin

such entirety in the Brahmanas as that of $unaljtsepa. Mostly,

the stories are prepared for the purpose which they are to

serve, namely the explanation or justification of a sacrificial

ceremony, and it is sometimes not easy to extract from them

the nucleus of an old legend or an old myth. Moreover, by

no means all the narratives which we find in the Brahmanas
*

are derived from old myths and legends, but they are

often only invented for the explanation of some saerifioial cere-

mony. Sometimes, however, even these invented tales are not

without interest. To explain, for instance, why, in the case of

sacrificial gifts which are dedicated to Prajapati, the prayers

are only to be uttered in a low voice, the following pretty alle-

gory is related :

) See above, pp. 57 f, and below in the section on Ixegetio YedSftgas
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place between Mind and Speech as to whichonce

Mind said, ‘Surely I am better than thou, for thou dost not speak

anything that is not understood by me
;
and since thou art only an imitator

of what is done by me and a follower in my wake, I am surely better than

Speech said, * Surely I am better than thou, for what thou kaowest,

I make known, I communicate/ (10)

They went to appeal to Praj.Apati.for his decision. He, Praj&pati, de-

cided in favour of Mind, saying (to Speech), ‘Mind is indeed better than

thou, for thou art an imitator of its deeds and a follower in its wake; and

inferior, surely, is he who imitates his better’s deeds and follows in his

Then Speech (v&e, fem,) being thus gainsaid, was dismayed and mis-

carried. She, Speech, then said to Prajapati, ‘ May I never be thy obla-

tion-bearer, I whom thou hast gainsaid !
* Hence whatever at the sacrifice

is performed for Prajapati, that is performed in a low voice; for speech

would not act as oblatiou-bearer for Praj&pati.” G (13)

Vac, speech, also forms the subject of many narratives,

in which she is represented as the prototype of women. Thus

we meet with her, for example, in the legend of the soma-

theft, which frequently occurs in the Brahmanas. The soma

was in heaven, and GayatrJ, in the form of a bird, fetched it

down. But as she carried it away, it was stolen from her by

a Gandharva. Now the gods took counsel together how they

could get back the stolen soma.

“ They said, ‘ The Gandharvas are fond of women: let us send V&c

(speech) to them, and she will return to us together with Soma.’ They

sent Vie to them, and she returned to them together with Soma. (S)

The Gandharvas came after her and said> * Soma (shall be) yours, and

Y&e ours !
’

* So be it !

*

said the gods; ‘but if she would rather come hither,

do not ve carry her off by force : let us woo her 1
’ They accordingly woo-

) Sat. I, 4, 5, 8-12. Translated by J. S9geim, SBE., Vol. 12, pp. ISO f.
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The Gandharvas recited the Vedas to her, saying*,
f See how we know

it, see how we know it

!

3 ^ (5)

The gods then created the lute and sat playing and singing, saying,

* Thus we will sing to thee, thus we will amuse thee !

? She turned to the

gods; but, in truth, she turned to them vainly, sinee she turned away from

those engaged in praising and praying, to dance and song. Wherefore

even to this day women are given to vain things
; for it was on this wise

that V&e turned thereto, and other women do as she did. And hence it is

to him who dances and sings that they most readily take a fancy.
3" 2 >

Just as this little story is invented to explain an attribute

of women, there are numerous narratives in the Brahmanas

which deal with the origin of some matter or some institution.

Such legends of origin, to which also the creation-legends be-

long, the Indians designate as Puranas, 3) in order to distin-

guish them from the Itihasas (or Akhyanas), as the stories

of gods and men are called. Among these narratives, too, there

are such as were merely invented by Brahmana theologians,

while others date hack to old, popular myths and legends, or

at least are founded upon a tradition independent of the sacri-

ficial science. Thus, the origin of the four castes is frequent-

ly related in the Brahmanas. Already in one of the philoso-

phical hymns of the Rgveda, the Purasasukta,4)
it is reported

how the Brahman arose out of the mouth, the warrior out

of the arms, the Vaisya out of the thighs and the Sudra out

of the feet of the Purusa sacrificed by the gods. In the

Brahmanas it is Prajapati who produced out of his mouth the

Brahman together with the God Agni, out of his breast and
his two arms the warrior as well as Indra, out of the middle

1
) As the Veda is the knowledge par excellence . See above, p. 52.

2
) Sat., Ill, 2, 4, 2-6. Translated by J. Eggeling, SBB., Vol. 26, p. 53. ef. Sat. Ill,

2, X, 19 fi.
: i -^v

A'
:

T

*) Parana means “ old,” then “ old legend,” “ old story,” especially cosmogonic and
cosmological myths. At a, later period a peculiar class of works was designated as Puranas,

with which we shall have to de&lma later section.

i) X, 90, 12, cf. above, p. 175. Veussen, AGPb., 1, 1, pp. 150 ft.
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the £udra. 'With the Sudra no deity was created
j therefore

he is incapable for sacrifice. In consequence of this kind of

origin the Brahman performs his work with his mouth the

warrior with his arms ; the Vaisya does not perish, however

much he is “ consumed,” i. e. exploited, by priests and war-

riors, for he is created out of the middle of the body, where

the reproductive power reposes
; but of religious ceremonies,

the Sudra can perform only the foot-washing of members of

the higher castes, for he arose out of the feet.10 The follow-

ing two suggestive tales of the creation of the night and of the
<

winged mountains, found in the Maitrayanl-Samhita, are

more pleasing.

“ Yama had died. The gods tried to persuade Yam *> to forget him.

Whenever they asked her, she said: “ Only to-day he has died/ 1 Then

the gods said :
“ Thus she will indeed never forget him ; we will create

night ! For at that time there was only day and no night. The gods

created night ; then arose a morrow; thereupon she forgot him. Therefore

people say: “ Day and night indeed let sorrow be forgotten ! ” (Maitr.

I, 5, 12.)
'

'.' '
.. i.v

, \
|

“ The oldest children of Prajapati were the hills, and they were

winged. They flew away and settled down just where they wished. But

at that time the earth still swayed to and fro. Then Indra cut off the

wings of the hills and made the earth fast with them. But the wings be-

came storm-clouds ; therefore these always hover in the direction of the

mountains. (Maitr. I, 10, IS.) 8 *

Pie creation-legends are very numerous in the Brah-

manas. An example will show how metaphysical thought

here unites with desultory explanations of sacrificial directions.

The daily fire-sacrifice (Agnihotra) 4) consisting, in the offer-

ing of a gift of milk to the fire every morning and every

*) Taittirlya-SarahitS, Ylh 1, 1, 4-6. Tfi^dya-BrShraaga, VI, 1. 6-11. Of. Weber,

Ind. Stud., X, 7-10. jV.;:
'

Twin-sister of Yama. See
3
) The myth of the winged hills is already known to the singers of the Rgveda, and

is still a favourite subject with later poets. Of Bischel, Vedische Stndien, I, 174,

4
) See above, p. 172. WWS.
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evening, is one of the most important sacrifices. Upon the

origin and significance of this sacrifice a Brahmana 1} has the

following to say

:

In the beginning only Prajapati was here alone. He thought to him-

self : ‘How can I obtain descendants ?
3 He tortured himself and morti-

fied himself. 2
> Out of his mouth he produced Agni. And because he

produced him out of his mouth, therefore Agni is a consumer of food.

And truly, he who knows that Agni is a food-consumer, he himself be-

comes a consumer of food. Him, then, he produced first, agre, among the

gods, and therefore he is called Agm> for the name Agni is really Agri^

N ow thought Prajapati to himself
:

/This Agni I have produced as a

food-consumer. But there is indeed no other food here than myself, would

that he may not eat me up !
’ For at that time this earth was quite bare

;

there existed neither plants nor trees. About this Prajapati was troubled.

Hereupon Agni turned to him with open (mouth) and from (Prajapati),

because he was afraid, his own greatness fled. But his own greatness

was his speech, and this his own greatness fled from him.’ (It is

then further related that Praiapati desires a sacrifice for himself, and

through rubbing his hands obtains an offering of butter or of milk, out of

which the plants arise. As the result of a second offering of butter or of

milk, there arise Surya, the sun, and Vayu, the wind.) “ And Prajapati,

in offering sacrifice, on the one hand propagated his species, and on the

other hand also saved himself from Agni, from death, when the latter was

about to consume him. And he who, knowing this, offers the fire-sacrifice,

on the one hand propagates his species by means of descendants as

l
) Sat. II, 2, 4.

*) Moat of the creation-legends in the Br<£hmanas begin in the same way. As

magician most prepare himself for his magic, and the priest must prepare himself for

the sacrifice, by means of self-torture and mbrti|lcatioa, so Prajapati, too, has to prepare

himself in the same way for the great work of creation. From the root sram “ to exert

oneself,” is derived the word Sramnna “ the ascetic ” which later occurs frequently, parti-

cularly iu the Buddhist literature. The word Tipis actually meaus “heat,” then “ ascetic

fervour,” then asceticism itself. “In fact, if by the designation Tapas the manifold

forms of mortification are understood, then, especially in the earlier periods, the reference

to heat as the vehicle of mortification stands in the foreground.” (Oldenberg, Religion des

Veda, 2. AufL, pp. 401 Sc.) According to oat. X, 4, 4. 1 Prajapati once mortified him-

self for a thousand years until, as a result of the “ heat ” of the mortification, lights issued

from his pores,—and these became the stars.

3
) See above, p. 203.
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n Kins

it is warm already at the milking, for it is

one occasion it is the gods who offer this sacrifice, on another

occasion Agni alone shows this favour to Prajapati, and on

yet another occasion he regains his strength, “after having

sung hymns and tortured himself,” by creating the sacrificial

animals and sacrificing them.s)
It is indeed remarkable

plays a rather pitiful part. Once he i3 actually even offered

as a sacrifice himself by the gods !
4) In a legend which is

referred to in several places, he is accused of incest, which he

') One of the few places in the BrShmapas where mention is made of life after

) Cf. above p. 65,

) Sat. IV, 6,4, 1 ; VII, 4. 1
, 16 j and frequently. Vi, 1, 2,

) Sat. X, 2, 2.
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created man, out of his eye the horse, out of his breath the

organs

) Aitareya-Brahmana III, 33, Of. Sat. I, 7, 4, 1; II, I, 2, 8

) Sat, II, 6, 1, 1-3.

) Sat. VII, 5, 2, 6.

) This refer® to the sacrificial animalsiii particular.

in i;he same work,s)
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only Creator, from whom the world and beings derive their

origin. But, already in the Brahmanas, there are places

where Prajapati himself is regarded as created, and the

creation begins with the primeval water or with the non-

existing or with the Brahman. Thus there is the following

creation-legend ;

“ In the beginning there existed here, nothing but water, a sea of

water. These waters desired to propagate their kind. They tortured

themselves, they mortified themselves. And when they had mortified

themselves 15 a golden egg originated in them. The year did not

yet exist at that time
;

but as long as the duration of a year, this

golden egg swam about. After a year a man arose out of it
; that

was Prajapati. Therefore a woman or a eow or a mare gives birth

within a year, for Prajapati was born after a year. He broke the golden

egg open. But at that time there did not yet exist any standing-

place. So this golden egg, which bore him, swam about as long as

the duration of a year. After a year he tried to speak, and he said:

“ lliuh” and this (word) became this earth; (he said:) “ bhuvah” and

this became yonder atmosphere, (he said) “ mvar and this became

the sky yonder. Therefore, a child tries to talk after a year, for after a

year Prajapati spoke. When Prajapati first spoke, he uttered monosyllabic

and bi-syllabie words, therefore a child, when it first speaks, utters mono-

syllabic and bi-syllabie words. Those (three words) form five syllables.

Out of these he made the five seasons of the year, therefore there are five

seasons here. 3 ^ This Prajapati rose up above the worlds created in this

manner after a year; therefore, after a year^ a child tries to stand, for after

a year Prajapati rose up. He was born with the life of a thousand years.

As one perceives the other bank of a river from a distance, so he perceived

the other bank of his life. 4 * And, singing praises and torturing himself

1

) As the term Tapas not only means mortification, but also heat, it is pos

the case of the words “ 'when they had mortified themselves,” which, might ah

“when they had become heated,” to think of “ hatching-beat ” and it is quite poss

there is an intentional ambiguity in the Sanskrit words. Cf. above p. 99. and 220,

and Demsen
,
AGFh., I, 1, p. 182; 2, pp. 60 f£.

s
) 0/. above p. 186, on the three sacred words bhu^, bhuvalj, suvar (or svar)

s
) Namely : Spring, summer, rainy season, autumn, and winter,

*) As Prajapati was born, he must also be mortal.
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be lived on, as be desired to propagate his species. He placed reproductive

energy into himself, and with his month he created the gods .....After

he had created them, he saw that there was, as it were, daylight (diva)

for him, and that is the divinity of the gods (deva) ,
that after he had

created them, he saw that there was, as it were, daylight for him. Now
be created with the breath of life which is below, the Asuras (demons)

And after they were created, he saw that there was, as it were, darkness.

He knew: “ Truly, I have created evil for myself, as there was darkness

as soon as I had created them/- And even at this early stage he smote

them with evil, and their day was then already done. Therefore it is

said :
“ It is not true what is reported of the battles between gods and

Asuras, partly in narratives (anvakhyana), partly in legends (itihasa), 1 ^

for at that time already Prajapati smote them with evil, at that time

already their day was done/* After he had created the gods, he made

the day out of that which was light, and after he had created the Asuras, he

made the night out of that which was dark. So there now existed day

and night/* ($at. XT, 1, 6, 1-U.)

S Another, .' creation-legend is still more remarkable, though

also much less clear ,^6^ beginning, with the

words :
<£ In the beginning there was here only the non-

existent (Asai)/
5 But it is at once added that this

non-existent was really the Rsis, for these, by means of self-

torture and self-mortification have brought forth everything.

These Bsis, however, were the Pranas or life-spirits, and

these—how they did this is quite unintelligible—created first

seven*Purusas or “ persons ” and then united these to a single

purusa, to PrajapatiZy

“This purusa (person) Prajapati desired to multiply himself, to pro

pagate his species. He tortured himself, he mortified himself. After

had tortured and mortified himself, he created first the Brahman, nam

the three-fold knowledge (tray! vidya). This was the foundation for him.

Therefore it is said :

r The Brahman is the foundation of the All/ There-

fore one stands firm, when one has learnt the Veda; for this, the Brahman

(i*e. the Veda) is the foundation/*

*) This is tantamount to declaring all the numerous legends of the BrShmartas,

which tell of the battles befct^iygpds Asaraayto be lies!
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even on the evidence of the Rgvedie hymns, the futile

hair-splittings on the purpose and meaning of sacrificial

ceremonies should have occupied the entire thought even

of the priests, to say nothing of the warriors and the re-

maining classes of the people. As a matter of fact we do find

in the Brahmapas themselves, as Sayana has already empha-

sized, and as we have partly seen above, beside ritual-pre-

cepts (Kalpa) and the discussions on the same, also myths

and legends (itihasa), cosmogonic myths (purana), epic

song verses (gatha) and songs in praise of heroes (nara-

samsi.1) In other words : the beginnings of epic poetry

reach back into the period of the Brahmapas. It is a matter

of course that the great and costly sacrifices, with which

the Brahmapas deal, were only possible on the supposition

of an active and industrious people
;
and it is unthinkable

that the warriors and merchants, the farmers and herd owners,

the craftsmen and labourers of that time should have sung

no songs, related no stories. A little of what was sung

and narrated in India at that early period, is preserved in

the Vedic texts themselves (as, for example, the legend of

Sunahsepa), but much is preserved in the later epics and

Purapas. Moreover, the Brahmanas presuppose the begin-

nings of grammar, phonetics, astronomy, i.e.
}
of those

sciences which were later on pursued more independently

as Vedahgas 2)
; neither does the “ awakening of philoso-

phical speculation ” come after the period of the Brahmanas

:

'It comes before this period. We have seen how in some

hymns of the* Bgveda doubts and scruples already arose

concerning the popular belief in gods and the priestly cult.

l
) Max Muller, “ History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature,” 2nd ed., London, I860,

p. 344. Of. §at. XI, 5, 6, 8 : 7, 9. “Knowers of the narratives” (AkhySnavidas) are men-

tionedj in the Aifcareya-BrShma^a, III, 25, aB a special class of literary men.

~) On the beginnings of the Ved&ngas in the BrShmanas, ef. Max Muller
,

“ History

Of Ancient Sanskrit jLiSar^
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These sceptics and thinkers, these first philosophers of ancient

India certainly did not remain isolated. That they, too,

founded schools of thought, that their teachings were

diffused, is proved by the “ philosophical ” hymns of the

Atharvaveda and isolated portions of the Yajurveda-Sam-

hitas, in which, it is true, the teachings of the philosophers

often appear only in caricature. 1
’ But even these carica-

tures prove that philosophical speculation was further pur-

sued also during the centuries in which the sacrificial science

flourished.

We are not, however, likely to find these oldest philoso-

phers of ancient India among the priests, who were engaged

in the science of sacrifice. For their teachings, which were

directed against the plurality of gods, were in obvious contra-

diction to the interest of these priests. We can scarcely

imagine that the Brahmans, who lived by the sacrifices, had

many men amongst them who doubted the existence of Indra

himself, and raised the question whether there were any sense

in sacrificing to the gods. 2
’ It is much more probable that

such sceptics and thinkers were to be found among those who

were the most obnoxious to the priests, among the “misers,”

who did not believe, i.e., who did not sacrifice and gave no

gifts to the priests.

The fact that the warrior-caste was closely connected with

the intellectual life and the literary activity of ancient times,

is proved by numerous passages in the Upanisads, in fact

already in the Brahmanas. In the Kausitaki-Brahmana

(XXVI, 5) a king Pratardana converses with the priests

concerning the sacrificial science. In Book XI of the &ata-

patha-Brahmapa there is repeated mention of King Janaka

of Videha, who confounded all priests by his knowledge. The

passage in which Janaka questions the priests Svetaketu,

*) Of. above pp. 98 ff., H9 ft., 183 f,

3
) t/, above, p. 98.



) Sat. XI, 6, 2 ; cf, XI, 3, I, 2-4; XI, 6, 3

) Sat. XI, 4, 2, 17-20.

) Aifcareya^BrShmaga, II, 10.
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3
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*) Ohaudogya*Upani§ad, IY, 1-3.
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2. She said to him :

C
1 do not know, my child, of what family thou

art. In my youth when I had to move about much as a servant (waiting

on the guests in my father's house), I conceived thee. I do not know of

what family thou art. I am Jabala by name, thou art Satyakama (Phila-

lethes). Say that thou art Satyakama Jabala/

3. He going to Gautama Haridrumata said to him/I wish to become

a Brahmaearin with you, Sir. May I come to you. Sir ?
’

4. He said to him :
‘ Of what family are you, my friend ?

’

He” replied :
‘ I do not know, Sir, of what family I am. I asked my

mother, and she answered :
“ In my youth when I had to move about

much as a servant, I conceived thee. I do not know of what family

thou art. I am Jabala by name, thou art Satyakama, JJ
I am therefore

Satyakama Jabala, Sir/ ....

5. He said to him :

£ No one but a true Brahmana would thus

speak out. Go and fetch fuel, friend, I shall initiate you. You have

not swerved from the truth.’
” 1

The passage proves how lightly brahmanical descent

was treated at that ancient period, while later—in the law-

books—it is again and again emphasized that only the

Brahman may teach the Veda, and only a member of the

three highest castes may' he instructed in the Veda. In the

Upanisads, however, we are repeatedly told that kings or

warriors are in possession of the highest knowledge, and

that Brahmans go to them for instruction. Thus the Brah-

man Gautama, father of Svetaketu, goes to King Pravahana

in order to be instructed by him concerning the Beyond.

And it is related that the desire of Gautama was very awk-

ward for the king : for the doctrine which he had to proclaim,

had never before penetrated to the Brahmans, ** and therefore

it is that in all the worlds the mastery has fallen to the

share of the warrior-class.” Finally, however, the king does

') CMndogya-Upamsad, IV, 4. Translated by Max Muller, SBE., Vol. I, p. 60. In

the Vamsas or lists of teachers of the Satapatha-BrShmana numerous teachers are only

mentioned by their maternal name. Cf. above, p. 194 Note 1. Satyakama means :

u truth-

loving.” The passage has also been translated (into German) and explained by H» LudeYs
,

SBA., 1922, pp. 227 ff.
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This is, however, by no means tantamount to saying

that the Brahmans took no part in philosophical speculation
;

for warriors and members of the higher castes in general

were educated in the Brahmans’ schools, and there must

have been a brisk exchange of philosophical ideas between

the Brahmans and the other educated classes at all times .
15

Moreover, not every Brahman was a priest or an adept in

the art of the sacrifice. There were Brahmans, both rich and

poor, who pursued worldly professions
,

25 and there must

have been many of these who sympathised with the scep-

tics and the exponents of new doctrines. Lastly, as has

so often been the case in the history of Indian thought, the

Brahmans had the knack of bringing into line with their

own priestly wisdom and orthodoxy even such ideas as were

in opposition to them. They succeeded in doing this by

means of the doctrine of the four Asram as (stages of life),

x

) Of. A, HUlebrandt, Aus Brahmanas und Upanisadeu, pp. 10 ff., with whom
I quite agree when he says that the philosophy of the Upani§ads should be

called neither a ” Brahmanical ” nor a “ Ksatriya philosophy^ But it should not be

doubted that non-Brahmans, especially K§atriyas, had a considerable share in the

spiritual and intellectual life of ancient India. See P. Deussen, System des Vedanta,

Leipzig, 1883, pp, 18 f., AGrPh. I, 1, 166 $ 1, 2, 17 ff. ; B, Garbe, Beitr&ge Zur indig*

Chen Kulturgeschichte, Berlin, 1903, pp. 1 if.; B. fick* The Social Organisation in

North-East India in Buddha’s Time, transl, by S. Maitra, Calcutta, 1920, pp. 90 if.

The view that the K§atriyas had an essential share in the development of the Upa*

ni§ad ideas, has been contested by H. Oldenberg
,

Die Lehre der Upanishaden und

die Anfange des Buddhismus, Gdttingen, 1915, pp. 166 f.j P. Oltramare

,

L’hisfcoire

des iddes theosophiques dans I, Inde, 1, 96 T.
;

A. B. Keith
,

Aitareya Aranvaka, p. 50

and JRAS., 1915, p. 550 ; also by S. Dasgwpta
, A History of Indian Philosophy, I

Cambridge, 1922, pp, 33 ff., though he admits (p. 31) “ that among the K§atriyas

in general there existed earnest philosophic enquiries which must be regarded as

having exerted an important influence in the formation of the Upam§ad doctrines.”

The fact is that the ancient Upani§ads as literary compositions were arranged in the

Brahmanio schools and were <e Brahmanical ” in this sense. But it does not follow

from this, that all or even the most essential ideas contained in these texts

were first conceived in priestly circles. It is worth mentioning that even the

Apastamblya-Dharmasutra (II, 2, 4,25) permits a Brahman] to learn under a K?atrj-

ya or a Vaifya teacher c<
in time of need ” (Spadi).

s
) Of. Oldenberg, Die Lehre der Upanishaden, eto,f p. 5.
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brahmanical ideal of life, these “ forest texts ” naturally came

to be the prescribed portions of the Veda to be studied by

forest-hermits .

15 Now, the oldest Upanisads are in part

included in these “ forest texts,” and in part appended to

them ;
and it is often difficult to draw the line between the

Arapyakas and the Upanisads. These texts formed, in more

senses than one, the Vedanta, i.e., “the end of the Veda.” 2)

Firstly most of these texts are of later origin, and fall

chronologically into the end of the Vedic period. Further,

we must never forget that the whole of this Vedic literature did

not consist of written books, but was only transmitted by

word of mouth. What we find in the individual Brahmanas,

therefore, and usually call “works” or “books ” is nothing

but the subject of instructions of various priests’ schools.

The subject was taught to the pupils within a certain period

embracing a number of years during which the pupil had to

live with the teacher and serve him. The teaching of that

which was the most difficult to understand, the mysteries,

the mystical and philosophical doctrines, as they are contained

in the Aranyakas and Upanisads, naturally fell into the end

of this period of instruction. These texts form the end,
too,

of the Veda-reeital, as a sacred act and religious duty. The

later philosophers, listly, saw in these doctrines of the

Upanisads not the end, but the final aim of the Veda.s)

*) 0/. Oldenberg, Die Hymnen des Rigveda, t, Berlin, 1888, p. 291 and

NGGW„ 19i5, 382 fL Bam^niija (SBE., ¥ol. 48, p, 6 £5) states that certain mantras

:andjsaci*ipuial\;ui£es/;are': dlscassed at the beginning of Upanisads “owing to their.' '.'having,'

like the latter, to be sfcndiedviavthe fore^ Aruni-Upani§ad, 2 (The Minor

Upani?ads, ed. F. 0. Schrader
, T, p* 7 ;

Deu$/ien, Sechzig tJpanishads des Veda, p«

693) it is said that the hermic should study of all the Vedas only the Aranyaka

and the Upantjad. Mann, VI, 29, snys that the hermit should learn “the Upanisad

texts ” (anpani§adih erutih). Strict rules of austerity are prescribed at the reading

of the Upanisads, r. Baudhayana-Dliarraasatra, II, 10,18, 15 Cf. also Max M tiller,

History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, pp. 313 fif

2
)

5
‘ Vedanta 57 means originally only the Upanisads. The word was only later

used to mean the system of philosophy based on the Upanisads.
s
) 0/. P. Veussen, System des Vedanta, pp. 3 f. AGPh., 1, 2, p. 5.
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As Vedanta or “ Veda-end,” the Aranyakas, as well as

the older Upanisads, belong to the various Vedic schools
; they

form, in fact, only component parts of the Brahmanas. Thus

an Ai ta rey a- A rany a k a, in which the A i t a r e y a-U p a-

nisad is included, is tacked on to the Aitareva-Bmliraam of
* * & *

the Rg-veda. The Ivausitaki-Brahmana, which also belongs to

the Rg-veda, ends with the K a us i t a k i-A ranv a k a, of which

the Kausitaki-U panisad (also called the Kausitaki-Brak-

mana-Upanisad) forms only a part. 11 In the Black Yajurveda

the Taittirly a-Aranyaka 2)
is only a continuation of the

Taittiriya-Brah mana, and the conclusion of the Aranyaka is

formed by the T a 1 1 i r I v a-U panisad and the Maha-

Narayan-Upanisad. In the great ^atapatha-Brahmaija of the

White-Yajurveda, the first third of Book XLV is an Aranyaka,

while the end of the book is formed by the greatest and most

important of all Upanisads, the T5 r hadaran v a k a-U pani-

sad. The Oh an do gy a-U pan is ad, the first section of

which is nothing but an Aranyaka, belongs to a Brahmana of

the Samaveda—probably the Tapdya-Maha-Brahmana. The

so-called Jaiminiy a-U p a n i s a d-B r ah in a n a s)
is an

Aranyaka of the Jaiminlva- or Talavakara-school of the

Samaveda, and the Ken a-U panisad, also called Talavakara-

Upanisad, forms a part of it.

With the exception of the Maha-Narayana-Upanisad,

which was only added to the -Taittirfya.Aranyaka at a later

l

) The Aifcareja»Ara nvaka has been published and translated into English by

Aryan Series, Part IX, Ox ford 191$)

appendix to it a portion of the fis&khayana-Aranyaka (Yi I*XY). Adhvflyas— I and II of

this Aranyaka are published and translated by W, Friedlmidery Ber rnahEvrata Abschhitt

des (Jahkhayana-Aranyaka, Berlin 1900, Adhvayas III to VI, by Cowell
,
Calcutta 1901,

On the title, antiquity and contents of the Sflftkhayam^

JRAS., 1908, 363 ff. The SflfikhSyan* Aranyaka, with an Appendix on the Mahavrata,

:

|trahslated): by :;,.A^. 3^.
;

;

ciii

*) Ed. with Sdyana’s Comm, .in Bibl, Ind, and in An* SS, No. 26.

») The Jaimimya or TalavakSra Upanisad BrAhmana, Test, Translation and Notes

by Hanns Oertel
,
in JAOS., Vol. XYI, 1896.
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period, all the above-named Upanisads belong to the oldest

works of this kind. In language and style they resemble the

Brahmanas, component parts of which they are, or to which

they are immediately attached, it is the same simple, slight-

ly clumsy prose
,
but—especially in the narrative portions

—

by no means lacking in beauty. Only half of the Kena-

Upan isad is metrical, and it is the latest of the U panisads

enumerated. Although each one of the great Upanisads

contains, as Deussen 15 says,
t;
earlier and later texts side hv

side, hence the age of each individual piece must be deter-

mined separately,” yet even the later portions of the above-

mentioned Upanisads may claim great antiquity, if only on

linguistic grounds.2
' We may take it that the greater Upani-

sads, like the Brhadaranyaka- and the Chandogya-Upanisad,

originated in the fusion of several longer or shorter texts

which had originally been regarded as separate Upanisads.

This would also explain the fact that the same texts are some-

times to be found in several Upanisads. The individual texts

of which the greater Upanisads are composed, all belong to

a period which cannot be very far removed from that of the

Brahmanas and the Aranyakas, and is before Buddha and

i ^ i * I^ >r this reason the six above-mentioned

Upanisads,—Aitareya, Brhadaranyaka, Chandogya, Taittiriya,

Kausitaki and Kena— undoubtedly represent the earliest stage

of development in the literature of the Upanisads. They
contain the so-called Vedanta doctrine in its pure, original

*) A&Ph.j X, ' p»;

') On the language of the Upanisads see B Liebich, Panini, Leipzig, 1891, p, 62

ff. ;
Otto Weaker. Der G©branch der Kasns in der Upani§adliteratnr, Gottingen, 1905

(Bezz Beitr.) • W. Kirjel, Beitriige zur Geschichte der Nominalkomposition in den

Upanisads nnd im Epos, Diss, Bonn, 190S; A. Fiirst
,
Der Sprachgebratich. der alteren

Upanisads verglicheri m.ifc dem der froheren veclischen Perioden und des klassischen

Sanskrit, Diss. (Tubingen), Gofctingen, 1915 ; also Oldenberg
,

Znr Geschichte der

altxndischen Prosa, pp. 28 H
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A few tlpanisads which are written entirely or for the

most part in verse, belong to a period which is somewhat

later, though still early, and probably pre-Buddhistic. These,

too, are assigned to certain Yedic schools, though they have not

always come down to us as portions of an Aranyaka. In this

category we may include the Katha- or IvaThaka-U pani-

sad, 15 the very name of which points to its connection with

a school of the Black Yajurveda (see above p. 169). The

§vetasvatara-U panisad, 25 and the Maha-Narayana-
Upanisad which has come down to us as an appendix to the

Taittirlya-Aranyaka, are also counted among the texts of the

Black Yajurveda. The short, but most valuable Isa-Upani-

sad,

3)

which forms the last section of the Vajasaneyi-Samhita,

belongs to the White Yajurveda. The Mundaka-U panisad, 45

and the Prasna-U panisad, 5) half of which is in prose, half in

verse, belong to the Atharvaveda. Though these six Upani-

sads, too, contain the Vedanta doctrine, we here find it inter-

woven to a great extent with Samkhya and Yoga doctrines

and with monotheistic views. We must, however, leave it

to future scholars to decide to what degree the various philo-

sophical doctrines mingled, and to what degree this mingling

l
) Edited with Sankara’s commentary by Srldhara-Sastri Pathaha

,
Poona, 1919

j

translated^^ Oi-.'.. American Philological Association,

'Yob 21» :

' On test-criticism ,s.
: K. ffiiiz&che, ZOM(3k, 66,-' ..1912,- 727. f.

;
Hillebvctncltt

ZI)M G,,

;.68y\1914,; .579' ff.

j

:
and Bertel, .Die Weisheit der Upanischaden, pp, 42 ft. ; A A'‘

A

*) On this Up; see Weber
,
Ind. Stud. I, 420 ft, and E. G% Bhandarkar, Yaisnavism,

;SaiYism:and Minor 'Religious Systehis.v(Orua<lriss>III,;; 6, 1913), pp.
;

.i;.

®) Translation (with text) and analysis by Aurobindo Q-foose, Calcutta (Ideal and

Progress Series, No. 5). Metrical translation by H. Baynes, Ind. Ant,, 26, 1897, 213 ft* On

text critipisna, s, Baynes^ Ivc-band

*) J, Bertel ( M tuidaka-Upani^ad, kritisolie Ausgabe, Leipzig, 1924) has tried to

restore .'the;
1

original'text':op'.tl:iis'.:Upahi^ad--:' Itsconneotion with the;, .A.tharYaveda. ij&i 7and

8) has been perinted oitt by Bertel,

\

1. c., pp»45ft. yThec.title-pr^ably meaij s the .•Upani|ad

.

of.'the bald-headed,” that is, ofsomesectofasceticsw^ Bertelll-
. c., PP*:

64ft.)sugge8tasptneconnect^
5
) In this Upanisad the sage Pippulada, the founder of the Paippalada school of the

:Atharvaveda,. appears as teacher. On text criticism s. BillebranM, ;
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was consequent upon retouched versions of the text ; for all

these texts show distinct signs of having been touched up.

There are for instance, as many as three separate recensions

of the Malia-Narayap.a-Upan isad ,
and this shows how uncer-

tain the text is.
1}

The M aitrayaplya-U pamsad,2) which, by reason of its

title, is attributed to a school of the Black Ynjurveda,®

belongs to a considerably later period which must have been

post-Buddhistic. It is again written in prone, like the earliest

Upanisads. This prose, however, no longer shows any Yedic

traces. On the grounds of language, style and contents, we

may place the work in the period of classical Sanskrit litera-

ture. The Mandukya-U panisad 4
’ of the Atharvaveda

probably also belongs to this same later period . Sankara,

who quotes the twelve Upanisads previously enumerated as

sacred and authoritative texts in his commentary on the

'*) C/- R. Zimmermann, Die Quellen der Maha-nMyana-Upani§ad and das Verb Sit-

nis derYersehiedenen Rezensionen zu einander, Diss,, Berlin, 1913, and Ind. Ant., 44, .1915,

130 ff„ Barth,, RHR. 19, 1889, 150 f.« Oeuvres, II, 23. Edition by G. A. Jacob,

BBS Nr. 35, 1888.

*) Other titles are : Maitrayana- Br&h mana-Up., Maitrayana-Up., Maitr5yanl-Up.,

and Maitri-Up., s. Mas Mailer, SBE., Vol. 15, pp. xliii ff. There are several lecensions of

the text. The text (ed,, with the commentary of RSmatirfcha, by E. B. Cowell, 2nd ed.

revised by Satischandra Vidyabhusan, Bibl. Ind, 1913 ff.) which has hitheito been tran-

slated consists of 7 Prapathakas. But the two last Prapsthakas (declared to be supple-

mentary by Deussen, Secbzig Upanishads, p. 330) are missing in the edition of Mahadeva

(BimSnya Vedanta UpanishadS, pp. 388 £f) t where Pra p., IV, 5 corresponds to the

5th Prap&thaka of the older editions. A different work is the metrical Maitreya-Upanisad

(Minor Upanisads, ed. Schrader, I, pp, 105 2.), which only in the prose introduction partly

agrees with our Maitr£y,-Up.> :

:* ) In some MSS. ii is given as :;part. of ih^ &
*) On -V-'iei-. a JBti-.. in'dL;- -jftLiiti.,- -20^ 1897, 169 ££. The Gandktpadiya-

KSrikSs, one of the most important works of Indian philosophy is based on the Mand.-Up.

Pandit Vidhusehhara Bhattacharya(Sir Asutosh Mnkherjee Silver Jubilee Volume, pp. 103

ft? ) has proved that Sahkara is not the author of the commentary ascribed to him on this

Up, The same learned Pandit thinks, as he writes to me (in a letter dated 27th August,

1924) and as he intends to prove, chat the ManJukya-CJp. is later than GaudapSda’s KarikSs,

and was even unknown to Sankara.
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Brahmasutras, mentions neither the Maitrayaniya- nor the

Mawjukya- UpanisadV

Though the two last-named texts must be among the

latest offshoots of Vedic literature, they too may still be

classed together with the twelve earlier texts as Vedic

Upanisads

;

and these fourteen Upanisads only can be

used as sources for the history of the earliest Indian

Though the remaining Upanisads—and there are over 200

texts which have come down to us either independently as

Upanisads or in larger collections—are also attributed by

tradition to one or other of the Vedic schools, only a few of them

have any real connection with the Veda. Most of them are

religious rather than philosophical works, and contain the

doctrines and views of schools of philosophers and religious

sects of a much later period. Many of them are much more

nearly related to the Puranas and Tantras chronologically as

well as in content, than to the Veda. This latest Upanisad litera-

ture may be classified as follows, according to its purpose and

contents : (1) those works which present Vedanta doctrines, 2)

3
) Cf. Deicsxen, System des Vedanta, pp. 32 f., on the Upam§ad& quoted by

Sa&kara. As - regards the chronological order of the fourteen Vedic Upanisads,

absolute certainty cannot be obtain ?d. Keith (The Aitareya Aranyaka, pp, 45 £f.) has

tried to prove that the Aifcareya-Upani$ad is the oldest, dating back to about 700-600 B.C,

Others consider the Bj-hadtanvaka-Up, to be the oldest. S. Radhakrishnan
,

Indian

Philosophy, I, pp, 141 f., says that ‘‘the accepted dates for the early TJpani§£ds are 1000 B.C,

to 300 B.C.” By whom are these dites “accepted ”? Cf. Deussen in Transaction's of the

‘Spot Jpfeerhatibnal the History of Heligion, Osford, 1908, II, pp« 19 ft ,*

Qldenberg, Die Lehre der Upanishaden, pp. 288 f., 341 ;
Killebrandt, Aus Brahmanas usd

Upanisaden, p* 170. Benimadhab B-irua, A History of Pre-Buddhistio Indian Philosophy,

Calcutta, 1921) has made a remarkable and creditable, though not always successful,

attempt;, at establishing a ; chi onology of the philosophical ideas contamed in .the. Upanisads,

'apart from''
:

the:'dh'ronolo:gy of the literary works, But his designation of the philosophy of

*) The S*mftnya Vedanta Upailishads with the commentary of Sri Cpanishad-

Brahma.Yogin, ed. by Pandit A. Mahadeva 8as^i. Adyar Library (Theosophical Society),

1921. ; S C? Jv;' : .V‘ K ;

i
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(2) those which teach Yoga, 1}

(3) those which extol the

ascetic life (sannyasa),2) (A) those which glorify Visnu,8>

and (5)
those which glorify £iva as the highest divinity, and

(6)
Upanh^ds of the Silktas and of other more insignificant

sectsp> These Upanisads are written partly in prose, partly

in a mixture of prose and verse, and partly in epic Slokas.

Whilst the latter are on the same chronological level as the

latest Puranas and Tankas, there are some works among the

former which may be of greater antiquity, and which might

consequently still be associated with the Veda, The following

are probably examples of such earlier Upanisads : the Jabala-

Upanisad5) which is quoted by Sankara as an authority, and

which closes with a beautiful description of the ascetic named

Paramahamsa; the Paramahamsa-U panisad,6) describing the

path of the Paramahamsa still more vividly; the very extensive

Subala-U panisad,7) often quoted by Ramanuja, and dealing

with cosmogony, physiology, psychology and metaphysics

;

!) Tk0 Yoga Upanishads with the Commentary of Sri Upatiishad- Brahma-Yogin, ed.

by A. Mahadeva Sastri. Adyar, 1920. The CulikS-Up., and AmrtanSda-Up. have been edited

and translated into German by A. Weber, Ind. Stud., 9, pp. 23 ff.

2
}
Yhe Minor Upanisads critically edited by F. Otto Schrader

,
Yol. I : SamnySsa-

Upanisads. The Adyar Library, Madras, S. 1912. The Mrtyulangala-Up. (ed. by A.C. Burnell,

Ind. Ant. 2, 1873, pp. 266 f.) is a purely Tantric work.

sj' (jbe Yaishnava-Upanishads with the Commentary of Sri Upanishad*Brahma-

Yo^in ed. by A. Mahadeva Sastri
,
Adyar 1923. The E5ma-T<Xpaniya-Upani§ad, text and

German translation by A. Weber, ABA.* 1864, pp. 271 ff. ;
the Nrsimha-TSpaniya-Up, by the

same scholar, Ind. Stud., 9, 63*173. On Niralamba-Up. and Garuda.Up. s. Weber, Ind.

Stud., 3, 324 ff. j 17, 136 ff., 161 ff.

Edition of the Saiva and Sakta Upanisads by Pandit Mahadeva Sastri of the

Adyar Library are iii jnrepamtibn; This classification of the non-Yedic Upanisads was

first proposed by Deussen
,

Sechzig Upanishads, pp. 542 f,, and then adopted by F. 0.

Schrader, Minor Upanisads, pp. ji f. ip ah amplified form. It is useful* for practical

purposes, though not always strictly applicable. For some Upanisads teach brahmavidyS by

means of Yoga, and might be classified as well with the YedSnta as with the Yoga

Upanisads ;
and some Yoga Upanisads might as well be classified as Yai§oava, etc.

5
)

^jinor Upanisads. ed. F. 0. Schrader, I, pp. 57 ff. Deussen

,

Sechzig Upanishads,

pp. 706 ff.

s) %\nor Cpani^ads, I, pp. 43 ff. ; Deussen, 1. o., pp. 703 ff.

7
)
S&manya YedSnta Upanishads, ed. Mahadeva Sastri, pp, 460 ff.
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the Garbha-Upani^ad,0 part of which reads like a treatise

on embryology, but which is obviously a meditation on the

embryo with the aim of preventing rebirth in a new womb ;

and the Sivaite Atharvasiras-U panisad, 2) which is already

mentioned in the Dharmasutras s) as a sacred text, and by
virtue of which sins can be washed away. The VajrasucikS-
Upanisad,^ which teaches that only he who knows the

Brahman as the One without a second, is a Brahmin, is not of

very late origin. Another factor which makes it difficult to

determine the date of these Upanisads is the fact that they

are often to be found in various recensions of very uneven

bulk.5)

These non-Fedic Upanisads, as we may call them, have

come down in large collections 0) which are not ancient as

such. For the philosopher Sankara (about 800 A.D.) still

l
) S 5manya Vedanta Upanishads, pp. 168 f¥.

;
Deussen

,
Sechz ig Upanishads, pp.605 ff.

a
) Deussen

,
1. c., pp. 716 if, See also Bhandarhar, Yaisnavism, Saiviem, etc., pp. Ill f.

3
) Gautama XIX, 12 j

Baudhayana, 111,10,10 : Yasi§fcha, XXII, 9j XXYIII, 14

Yi§nu, 66, 22.
*

*) SSm&nya YedSnta Upanishads, p. 416 f£. In some MSS. this Upani? ad is ascribed

to (Sankara. One version of it, expanded into an attack on tie caste system, is ascribed to

the Buddhist poet A§vagho§a. Cf. A. Weber, ABA. 1859, 259 ff.

s
) Thus Deussen, Sechzig Upanishads, pp. 743 JL, translates a Mah5-Upam§ad which

is so short, that it does not deserve its name “ the Great Upanisad ” at all, while in the

Sonth-Indian recension (Samanya Yedanta Upanishads, pp. 284 £f.) it is indeed one of the

longest Upani§ads.

«) The collection translated into Persian in 1656, called Oupnek’hat (s. above, p. 19)

contains 50 Upanisads. An analysis of these Upanisads from Duperron'g Latin translation

has been given by A. Weber, Ind. Stud,, Vols. 3, 2 and 9, On a list of 52 Upanisads of the

Atharvaveda s. Colebrooke, Misc. Essays, I, pp. 93 if., and Bhandarhar, Report, 1883-84, pp,

24 f, 'For another list s. Weber, HSS., Yerz., p. 95. Editions: Eleven Atharvana-

Upanishads, ed. by G. A. Jacob, BSS. Nr. 40, 1891. At the NSP., Bombay, a collection of 108

Upanisads has been published in 1913, one of 112 Upanisads in 1917, one of 28 Upanisads

in 1918, the eleven (principal) Upanisads (EkSdaiopanigadal.)), with commentaries, by

Swami Achintya Bhagawan, ib. 1910. The most important Upanisads have been edited,

with' Sahkara’s commentaries, in '.the. Bibl, Ind. and in
^

AnSS, Nbs. . 5-l7, 29-31, 62*64.

Brhadaranyaka-Up. and Ch§ndogya-Up. have been, critioally edited and translated into

German by O. Bohtlingk, St. Petersburg and Leipzig, 1889, the Katha-, Aitareya-, and

Pralna-Up. by the same scholar in BSGW., 1890, and critical notes on these Upani§ads by

the same scholar in BSGW., 1891. Kena-Up. with comm, ed. by grldhara-sSstri Pathaka,
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quotes the UpanisadIs as parts of the Yeda texts to which they

belong ; and even Ramanuja (about 1100 A.D.) speaks of the

“ Chandogas,” the “ Vajasaneyins ” or the “ Kausitaking ”

when quoting the Upanisads of the schools in question

:

the Subala-Upanisad is the only one which he quotes by

this title. In the Muktika-Upanisad, which is certainly

one of the latest, we read that salvation may be attained

by the study of the 108 Upanisads, and a list of 108 Upanisads

is set forth, classified according to the four Vedas: 10

Upanisads coming under the Rgveda, 19 under the White

Yajurveda, 32 under the Black Yajurveda, 16 under the

Samaveda and 31 under the Atharvaveda. This classifica-

tion, however, can scarcely be based on an ancient tradition.11

All these Upanisads which are, properly speaking, non-Vedic,

are generally called “ Upanisads of the Atharvaveda.” They

were associated with the Atharvaveda, because the authority

of this Veda as sacred tradition was always dubious and it

was therefore no difficult matter to associate all kinds of

apocryphal texts with the literature belonging to the Atharva-

Poona, 1919* Translations :
(Twelve principal) Upanisads translated by Max Muller

,
SBE.,

Yols. 1 and 15. The Thirteen Principal Upanishads translated by R. E. Hume
,
Oxford,

1921. Sechzig Upanishads des Veda ubersetzt von P. Deussen
,

Leipzig, 1897. Selections

in German translation by A. Hillebrandt, Ans Brahmanas nnd Upanisaden, Jena,

1921, and J. Hertel
,

Die Weisheit der Upanischaden, Munchen, 1921. Translations of

IaS-, Kena«, and Mundaka-, and of Kafcba- and Prasna-Up. with Sankara’s com-

mentary by S. Sitaram 8astri
i

Madras, 1898 ;
the Chandogya-Up. with Sankara’s

Comm, translated by Qanganath Jha
,

Madras, 1899; Aitareya-Up. with Sankara’s

Comm, transl. by H, M. Bhad/mm^aV', Bombay,1899* Amritabindu and Kaivalya-

Upanisbads with Comm, transl* by A. Mahadeva Sastri
; 2nd ed,, Madras, 1921. The

principal Upanisads with Madhya- s commentary ^ transl, by Rai Bahadur Srlsa Chandra

Yidyarnava
,

Isa aud Kena according to Sankara by the same, and Svetasvatara transl,

by Siddhesvarl Prasad tarma Sacred Books of the Hindus,

Panini Office, Allahabad. A tt^efuT^ Upanisads is G. A. Jacob’s

Concordance, BSS., 1891. A selected and classified bibliography of the Upanisads is

given by R. E. Hume
,

l. c., pp. 459 fir.

*) Ramanuja quotes the Garbha-Up. and the MantrikS- (
= Oulika-) Up. as

Atharvaveda-Upani§ads, although the list in the MuktikS-Up. counts the one as belong-

ing to the Black, and the other to the White Yajurveda,
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fiermore, the Atharvaveda, as we have seen, was

above all the Yeda of magic and the secretiveness connect-

ed with it.
1
' The real meaning of “ Upanisad

meaning has never been forgotten—was “ secret doctrine

What was more natural than that a large class of works

which were regarded as Upanisads or secret doctrines, should

be joined to the Atharvaveda, which itself was indeed no-

thing but a collection of secret doctrines !

The word “ Upanisad ” is, in fact, derived from the

verb “ upa-ni-sad,” “ to sit down near some one,” and it

originally meant the sitting down of the pupil near the tea-

cher for the purpose of a confidential communication, there-

fore a “ confidential ” or “ secret session.” Out of thus

idea of the “ secret session,” the meaning “ secret doctrine ”

that which is communicated at such a confidential session

—

was developed. 2
' The Indians generally give as a synonym

of the word “ upanisad ” the word “ rahasyam which

means “ mystery, secret.” In the Upanisad texts them-

selves the expressions “ iti rahasyam ” and a 99

l

) See above, p. 149 f. '/
^

.

2
) See Deussen, AG-Pli, I, 2, pp. 14 fl, with whom I fully agree in rejecting

Oldenberg’s explanation of Upanisad (ZOMG-. 50, 1896,458 f£,; 54, 1900, 70 fE. - Die

Lehre der Upanishaden, etc., pp. 36 f., 155 £E., 348 f.) as
££
a form of worship/'

Upanisad is used frequently enough as a synonym of rahasyam
,

but never synonymous

with upasand. Besides, E. Senart (Florilegium Melchior de Vogue, Paris, 1909, pp.

575 ff.) has shown that even the verb upas in the Upanisads does not mean “ to

worship,” hut ** to have a profound knowledge, to know or to believe for certain.” But

even his translation of upanisad by £< knowledge, belief ”
(
“ connaissance, croyance ”)

does not hit the meaning of the word as well as <f secret doctrine/’ M.KBodas
(JBRAS,, 22, pp. 69 f.) takes the original meaning of to be u sitting down

near the sacrificial fire,” as the conversations contained in the Upanigads are said to have

taken place at the great sacrifices. This is not more probable than the explanation of

J. W. Hauer (Anffinge der Yoga-praxis, p. 27), who gives “ mysterious wisdom

obtained by Tapas and meditation ” as the original meaning of upanisad
,
connecting it

with the quiet sitting as part of the Yoga practice. Nar&yana in his commentary on

Manu, VI, 29, defines upani§ad as “ that which is recited seated near, ” i.e, “ (a text)

which is recited (while the pupils are) seated near (the teacher)”
;

s. Biihler. SBE„ Vol.

25, pp. 203 n, Cf, also Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index, I, pp. 91 f.
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are frequently used side by side in the sense of “ thus says

the secret doctrine.” Often enough we find in the Upanisads

themselves the warning against communicating some doctrine

to an unworthy one. “ This doctrine of Brahman,” it is

said for example ,

15 “ may a father impart to his eldest son

or to a trusted pupil, hut not to another, whoever he may he,

even if the latter should give him the whole earth, surround-

ed by the waters and filled with treasures.” Yery frequently

it is also related in the Upanisads how a teacher is entreated

to communicate some knowledge or other, but only after

repeated entreaty and urging of the pupil, gives way and

reveals his doctrine to him. 2)

According to this original meaning of the word “ TIpani

•

sad,” the oldest Upanisads already contain very heterogene-

ous matters. An Upanisad was above all else a “mystery,”

and every doctrine which was not intended for the masses,

huh was only communicated within a narrow circle of privi-

leged persons—he it a profound philosophical doctrine or

some futile symbolism or allegory, a symbolical sacrifice

serving as magic, puzzled out by a Brahman, or some would-

be wisdom serving as a magic formula—was called Upanisad.

All this we actually find already in the old Upanisads side

by side and jumbled up but particularly so in the so-called

“ Atharvaveda-Upanisads.” 3)

*) Ghandogya-Upani.?ad, 311, 11, 5 f. 0/. Deussen
,
loc. cit

, pp. 12 £.

2
) The word upanisad occurs in the Upani$ads themselves in three senses ;

it

means :^(1) “ mystic setiSe,” ^ ^, the secret significance of the syllable Gm
$ (2) “ secret

word,” certain expressions are only to the initiated, as

tajjalan, “in him growing, passing away, breathmg,” or satyasya satyam, “ the truth of

truth,” as designation of the highest being j (8) “secret text,” t.e,, “esoteric doctrine

V

and “ secret knowledge,” cf. Demse^ Ue. cii., pp, 10 i
3
)
According to Asvalayana-Gphyaautra, I, 13, 1, certain rites connected with con*

ception, procreation of male children, ey., are taught in an “ Upanisad/’ The charm in

Bv. 1, 191 is called an “ Upanisad” by K&tyayana in his SarvSnukramanikS. In the manual

of politics (Kaufciliya-Arthasastra, XIV) all kinds of magic rites for the purpose of ar^on,

assassination, blinding, etc., and in the manuals of erotics all sorts of secret prescriptions

relating to sexual intercourse and to in an “ Upani§adic chapter”
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Thus the Kansltaki- Upanisad contains, besides psycholo-

gical and metaphysical expositions and a detailed eschato-

logy, !) also descriptions of sacrificial rites, by which one can

attain some good or other, or effect a love charm, ceremonies

for the prevention of the death of children, and even an “ Upa-

nisad,” i.e., a secret doctrine, the knowledge of which serves

as magic for the annihilation of enemies. Similarly the

Chandogya- Upanisad contains deep philosophical thoughts

upon the creation, the universe and the soul, but among these

also mystical speculations upon the- syllable Gin, secret rites

for the healing of diseases and so on. In the Atharvaveda-

Upanisads, indeed, we find for instance a whole Upanisad

—

“the Garuda-Upanisad,” 2)—which is nothing but a snake

charm that might just as well be included in the Atharva-

veda-Samhita.

This should be borne in mind when a “philosophy of the

Upanisads” or even a “system of the Upanisads” is spoken

of. A philosophy of the Upanisads exists only in so far as,

in these collections of all sorts of mysteries, the teachings

of the philosophers were also included. A system of the Upani-

sad philosophy can only be said to exist in a very restricted

sense.8> Tor it is not the thoughts of one single philosopher

or of one uniform school of philosophers, that might be traced

hack to one single teacher, which are before us in the Upani-

sads, but it is the teachings of various men,4> even of various

(s, Kautillya-Artha&Istra, XIV ; VstsyAyana’s KSmasutra, VII
j
and R, Schmidt

, BeitrEge

zur indischen Erotik, Leipzig 1902, pp/817 ff.). RSmSnuja (on Brahmasutra II, 2, 43, s.

SEE. ;
Vol. 48, p, 628) calls the PSnearatrasastra a great Upanisad. 5 ’

*) On this chapter of the Kau§itaki-Up , compared with another version of it in

the Jaiminfya-BrShmana, s E.

a
)
peus&eM', Sechzig Upanishads des Veda, pj>: 627

3
)
“That the Upanisads teach not one but various systems, must follow from the

fact that they are compilations just as the Rgveda-Samhits is, “R. G. Bhandarkar
,
Vai§nav-

ism, Saivism, etc,, p. \. Of. G. Thibauf
,
SBE

,
Vol. 34, pp, ci ff.

*) How far the persons mentioned by name in the Upanisads, such as Vajnavalkya,

S&ndilya, Bal&ki, Svetaketu and others, were really the teachers of the doctrines ascribed
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periods, which are presented in the single sections of the

Upanisads.

There are, it is true, a few fundamental doctrines, which

lend an appearance of uniformity to the philosophical thoughts

which stand out in the genuine Upanisads, and it is only of

these that we wish to speak here : with respect to these funda-

mental doctrines alone is it possible to speak (as Deussen

does)—though always with reserve—of a “ system of the

Upanisads.” We must therefore not seek deep wisdom in every

chapter of the Upanisads, or expect a Platonic dialogue in

every Upanisad. It is indeed remarkable enough that in

the very oldest and most beautiful portions of the Upanisads

we find the same form of dialogue as in the works of the great

Greek philosopher. 1
* And just as Plato’s dialogues reveal to

us a wonderfully life-like picture of the life and doings of the

Ancient Greeks, so the dialogues of the older Upanisads

frequently afford us a surprising insight into life at the ancient

Indian princely courts, where priests and famous wandering

teachers, including learned women, flocked together, in order

to hold their disputations before the king, who not

infrequently entered into the theological and philosophical

conversations and confounded the learned Brahmans by his

knowledge ;
as well as insight into the school-life of those

ancient times, when travelling scholars undertook long

journeys in order to “ hear ” some famous teacher, to whom
pupils came from all sides “as waters precipitate themselves

to : tlaNBiCL'-
1

lii : i- ^

.

IndianPhiiosophy ” takes them to be), is not

quite certain. YajSavalkya Is said iq fee |he^ BrtedSraiayaka-Up., as of the

whole White Yajurveda (s. III, 110) j but In

the Brh,»TJp. itself other teachers also are mentioned. Besides, so many different doctrines

both of ritual and of metaphysics are ascribed to YSjuavalkya, that it seems difficult to

credit him with all of them. On the other hand it is quite possible that Sar*<Kiy& to
instance was really the teacher of the famous doctrine ascribed to him,

l

) On the dialogues of the Upanisads, cf. Olderiberg
,

Die Lehre cler Upanishaden,
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siaes

saas, a Dove i

s all the
g

1 up in the sei

he Brahman
ical expression

is my soul.”

jhilosophers r<

'/ and Atman ;

conceptions, ii

r of the Up?
’ is doubtful.3)

-

| M

) i aiKinya> u partiHaa, i,

2
) See A. E, Gough, The Philosophy of the Upanishads, London, 1882; P

The Philosophy of the Upanishads. Authorised English Translation by A.

Edinburgh, 1919 (from AGPh., X, 2) ; G. Thibaut
,
SEE., YoL 34, pp. cxv ft ; P.

L’histoire des idees theosophiques dans I’Xnde, t, I, Paris, 1906, pp. 63 if. ; H, Sat

II, p. 801 ; E. Oldeuberg

,

Die Lehre der Upanishaden und die Anfange des

mus, Gottingen 1915; B. Barua
,
A History of Pre-Buddhistic Indian Philosophy,

1921 ; R. E. Hume. The Thirteen Principal Upanishads, Introduction ; S, D
History of Indian Philosophy, I, Gambridge, 1922, pp. 28 ft; B, Radhahrishni

Philosophy, I, London, 1923, pp. 137 ft

®) The most probable etymology is; that suggested by H. Ostkoj? (Bezz.

1899, 113 ft) who connects brahman with Old Irish brioht, “ magic, magic

Oldenburg (Lehre der Upanishaden, pp. 44 ft, and “Zur Geschiohte des Worts

NGGW., 1916, pp. 715 ft) and Hillebrandt (Em, 1L pp. 796 ft) have also acc

etymology. An older etymology is that from the root brh “to grow” (I

BWebrandt and Basgupta (l. c., p. 36) follow M. Hang in explaining brahma

HM
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turn to the St. Petersburg Sanskrit Dictionary we find

“ Brahman ” explained as “ the devotion which appears as the

craving and fulness of the soul/’ and strives after the gods,

while according to Deussen/ 1 the Brahman is supposed to

be “the will of man, striving upwards to that which is sacred

and divine.” These explanations may correspond to Jewish-

Christian ideas of divinity, but are diametrically opposed to

the Indian conception of the relationship between gods and

men, as we know it in the Samhitas and Brahmanas.2) What

the word signifies etymologically is not certain. But in the

Veda itself “Brahman” occurs countless times in the meaning

of “ prayer ” or “ magic formula there is nowhere any

thought of devotion or exaltation to the divine, hut it always

means mere formulae and verses containing secret magic

power, by which man desires to influence divine beings, or to

obtain, or even to force something from them. When a later

period united these magic formulae and prayers in “ books
”

or school texts as the three Vedas these were called trayl

vidya or “ threefold knowledge,” also briefly “ the Brahman.”

But as divine origin was ascribed to this Veda or Brahman

—

the two words being used with exactly the same meaning

—

and as the sacrifice, which, as we have seen, was itself

conceived as a superhuman, nay superdivine power, was,

according to the Indian view, derived from the Veda or

contained in the Veda,3) so at last this Brahman or sacred

knowledge, came to be called the first created thing (brahma

magical force which is derived from the orderly co-operation of the hymns, the chants,

and the sacrificial gifts/’ X Bertel (“ Das Brahman/’ m Indogerman. Forscimngen, 41,

1923, pp. 185 if.) connects brahman etymologically with Greek Latin flagro,

and tries to prove that the original meaning of was u
file,” rh, both the internal

fire in man and the cosmic fire. I, however, am not convince arguments.

; ^ System des Vedanta* p, 128. AGFh., l, i,

s
) Of. above, pp. 79 f., 200 t, 221.

3
) Sat. V, 5, 5, 10 j

“ The whole sacrifice is as great as the three-fold Veda.” Accord-

ing to Chandogya-ITp VII, 4, 1. “ the sacrificial acts are contained in the mantras (i.e. in



contrast to the limbs, but most frequently the soul, the true

self, in contrast to the body.3 ’

These two conceptions Brahman and Atman have become

united in the philosophy of Upanisads. Thus the famous

doctrine of Sandilya begins with the words : “Truly,

this All is Brahman,” and ends, after a description of the

*) Cf, above, pp. 224 f, A. Weber already has compared Brahman with the logos-idea

in Neo-Platonism and in Christianity. Thus also Deussen, System des Vedanta, p. 51 and

Max F. Sucker, Schopenhauer unci die indische Philosophie (Cologne, 1897), p. 3. Deusien

desires to bring Brahman into accord with the “ will” of Schopenhauer, but, as Hecker

(p. 82) mildly expresses it, is forced “ to offer some violence to the conception of

Brahman.” A comparison which is more justifiable is that with the {t mana ” of the

Melanesians, which has been emphasised by N. SoderUom, in his “Das Werden des

Gotterglaubens,” 1916, pp, 270 ff.

*) AGPh., I, l,p. 285.

8
) On the term Atman s. Demsen, ERE. II, 195 ff. ; Jacobi

,
ERE. XI, 801 ;

Dasgupia
,

History of Indian Philosophy, I, 25 f. According to Deussen, Atman is “the most

abstract, and therefore the best name which philosophy has found for its sole and eternal

theme.”. Schopenhauer named his white poodle “Atman,” whereby, following the

Vedantic doctrine, he desired to acknowledge the inner being as equal in man and beast”

( Keeker,
loc. cit

,, p. 8.)
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Atman, with the statement that Brahman and Atman

are one

:

“ This my Atman in my inmost heart is smaller than a grain of rice,

or a barley-corn, or a mustard seed, or a millet grain.. This my

Atman, in my inmost heart is greater than the earth, greater than the

sky, greater than the heavens, greater than all spheres. In him are all

actions, all wishes, all smells, all tastes ; he holds this All enclosed within

himself; he speaks not, he troubles about nothing ;

—

this my Atman in my

inmost heart is this Brahman. With him, when I depart out of this life,

shall I be united. For him to whom this knowledge has eome, for him,

indeed, there exists no doubt. Thus spake Sanc|ilya yea Sandilya.-’-’ 1 >

Deussen expresses this fundamental idea of the TJpanisads

briefly and pertinently in the words :
“ The Brahman, the

power which presents itself to us materialised in all existing

things, which creates, sustains, preserves, and receives back

into itself again all worlds, this eternal infinite divine power

is identical with the Atman, with that which, after stripping

off everything external, we discover in ourselves as our real

most essential being, our individual self, the soul.” 2) This

doctrine has found expression most pointedly and clearly in

the Upanisad dictum which later became the confession of

faith of millions of Indians, in the “ tat tvam asi ” (so often

quoted by Schopenhauer), “ that art thou,” i.e., the universe

and the Brahman, that art thou thyself, or in other words

:

The world exists only in so far as thou thyself art conscious

• of it. Let us hear in what manner the poet-philosophers of

the Upanisads endeavour to make clear this doctrine of the

unity of the world with the Brahman and of the Brahman

with the Atman

:

3)

“ Svetaketu was the son of Uddalaka Aruni. To him said his father

:

\
Svetaketu, betake trbjrsislf

- to a teacher. For, my dear

2
)
Deussen, 11 The Philosophy of the TTp&nj§bacls

,

!fi
translated by A. S, Gfeden,

Edinburgh, 1906, p, 39,

3
) ChSndogya-Upanifad, VI

?
I f£,
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one, in our family it is not customary to be a Brahmin in name only

without having learnt the Veda/ So at the age of twelve years he was

initiated as a pupil. And at twenty-four years of age, after he had learnt

everything in all the Vedas he eame home—proud, haughty, and regard-

ing himself as a learned man. Then said his father to him :
5 As thou

art now, my dear Svetafcetu, so proud and haughty, and regardest thyself

as a learned man, tell me, hast thou also * inquired into that doctrine by

which that which is unheard becomes heard, that which is unthought

becomes thought, that which is unknown becomes known ?
5 s Venerable

one, of what does this doctrine consist ?
* c 3 list as, ray dear one, through

*
jj

one lump of clay everything that is of elav is known and the difference

lies only in the word, is merely a name—but in truth it is clay—; and just

as, my dear one, through one copper trinket everything which is of copper

is known and the difference lies only in the word, is merely a name—

-

but in truth it is copper— ; and just as, my dear one, through one pair

of nail scissors everything which is of iron is known and the difference lies

only in the word, is merely a name—but in truth it is iron— ; so, my clear

one, it is with this doctrine/ 6 Surely my honourable teachers did not

know this
;
for if they had known it, why should they not have fold it to

me? Then, venerable one, do thou expound it to me/* ‘Very well, my

dear one/ said his father.

‘ Only the existent
,
my dear one, was here in the beginning, and this

only as One without a Second. To be sure, some people have said : Only

the non-existent was here in the beginning, and this only as One

without a Second, and out of this non-existent arose the existent. But

how, my dear one, could this be so ? How could the existent arise out

of the non-existent ? Only the existent, my dear one, was here in the

beginning, and this only as One without a Second ! * (He then

demonstrates further, how this existent had created heat, which had

created water, which, in its turn, had created food ;
and how the

existent, penetrating those three elements, developed the material

world out of itself. In the phenomena of sleep, of hunger and of thirst,

he then explains how everything leads back to the three elements, heat,

water, food—or, as we would say : fire, water, earth—while these three

elements in their turn rest only upon the existent. But as this existent

has, with the Atman, its soul, penetrated into all beings, so it is also the

soul in us. When, therefore, a man dies, he becomes again that which

he originally was y he unites out of which he was

produced. Now follow a number of similes which are all intended to
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preparing honey, collect the juices of the. most diverse we

combine the juice in one unity as in this unity those mi

retain any difference, so that they could say : I am the
,

I am the juice of that tree—so, my dear one, all the

when they have become absorbed' in the evident have no

the fact that they have become absorbed in the existent,

may be here, whether tiger or lion, wolf or boar, worm

gnat,—this (namely, the existent) they become. And

minute thing which constitutes the being of the All,

that is the Atman, that art thou, 0 Svetaketu.’ ‘Venera

me yet further/
‘ "Very well, my dear one...

| f Fetch roe a fruit from yonder fig-tree!’ ‘ Here .t —
l^tie/ ‘ Split it.’

‘ It is split, venerable one/ * "What dost thou see

therein?’ ‘Very tiny grains, venerable one !

’
‘ Split one of these ! It is

split/ ‘What seest thou therein?’ ‘Nothing, venerable one. Then

fed* the father to him: ‘My dear one, it is as a result of that very

® *• tessenee which thou dost not perceive, that this big fig-tiee

ds here. Believe me, my dear one, it is this very minute thing which

.tutes the being of the All, that is the truth, that is the Atman,

art thou, 0 Svetaketu!’ ‘ Venerable one, instruct

j well, my dear one.’

s Place this piece of salt in water and come to m

ma/ He did so. Then his father said to him :
‘ f

a thou didst place in water last night/ He felt for

it; it had vanished.
1 Just taste the water froi

it taste?’ ‘Salty/ ‘ Taste from the middle, Ho'

§/ ‘Taste from the other side. How does it

; Rnmp.thing with it and then return to me/ He d

emained,

(in the b
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louici one investigate, that Atman should one endeavour to

10 has found and known this Atman, attains to all worlds

Imenfc of all wishes.? Thus spake Prajapati. This was

5
gods, as well as the demons, and they said :

f
It is well,

;igate this Atman—the Atman, through the investigation

obtains all worlds and the fulfilment of all desires/ From

jods, Indra arose, and from among the demons Viroeana

>tb. without having communicated with each other, came

W
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to Prajapati with firewood in their hands. !) They stayed with him as pupils

for thirty-two years. Then said Prajapati to them : 'What is your desire

in living here as pupils?
? and they said :

f The Atman, from which all evil

has fled, which is free from old age, free from death and free from care,

which is without hunger and without thirst, whose wishes are the true,

whose intentions are the true, that Atman shall one endeavour to know : he

who has found and known this Atman, gains all worlds and the fulfilment

of all desires. This thy speech, venerable one, we have heard. Our desire

is for this Atman; therefore we have lived with thee here as pupils.

(Prajapati now first explains to them that the Purusa in the eye or in the

reflected image is the Atman. Viroeana is satisfied with this, returns to the

demons and proclaims to them the doctrine that the body is the Atman,

and Miat one has only to please and care for the body in order to obtain all

worlds. Indra, however, soon understands that the explanation given by

Prajapati cannot have been meant seriously. Dissatisfied he returns and

again stays with Prajapati as his pupil for thirty-two years.) Then the

latter said to him :

c He (the spirit) who roams about blithely in

dreams/2 ^ he is the Atman, that is the Immortal, the dangerless, that

is the Brahman/ Then Indra departed thence with a quiet heart,” (But

even before he had reached the gods he comprehended that the vision in

dream could not be the true Atman, either. Once again he returns to

Prajapati and stays with him as a pupil for thirty-two years. Now Praja-

pati declares the soul in dreamless, profound sleep to be the true Atman,

With that also Indra is not satisfied, he returns, and Prajapati suffers him

to live with him for another five years, when at last he reveals to him the

doctrine of the true Atman.) f O Indra, mortal indeed is this body, of

which death takes possession. It is the dwelling-place of that immortal,

incorporeal Atman. Possessed by pleasure and pain is the (Atman) which

*) The pupil has to live with the teacher and serve him, and especially tend the

sacred fire. “ To come with v?pod in one’s kand” therefore means “to go to someone as

a pupil for instruction.”

s
) As in the Upani^ads the development of the Atman conception is traced to the

true Atman through the preliminaryy purusa in the eye, in the reflected

image, in the shadow and in the dream-picture, to which the prSna or breath of life is

often added, so we findy in remarkable agreement also among the primitive

races, the breath, the <{
little dweller in the eye,” the reflected image, the shadow, and

visions, as preliminary steps to the belief in a soul. (0/. E. B. Tylor
,
“ Primitive Culture,”

London, 1903. I, pp. 430 ££. Fritz Schultze
,

Psychologie der Naturvdlker, Leipzig, 1900,

pp. 254 fi.)
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but that you may love the Self, therefore are creatures clear,

‘ Verily, everything is not dear that you may love everything

that you may love the Self, therefore everything is dear,
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8. Speech went off. Having remained away a year, it came around

again, and said :

£ How have you been able to live without me? J

6 As the dumb, not speaking, but breathing with the breath, seeing

with the eye, hearing with the ear, thinking with the mind. Tims/

Speech entered in.

9. The Eye went off. Having remained away a year, it came arourii

again, and said :

£ How have you been able to live without me ?
?

£ As the blind, not seeing, but; breathing with the breath, speaking with

speech, hearing with the ear, thinking with the mind. Thus/

The Eye entered in.

10. The Ear went off. Having remained away a year, it came

around again, and said :

£ How have yon been able to live without me ? *

f As the deaf, not hearing, but breathing with the breath, speaking

with speech, seeing with the eye, thinking with the mind. Thus/

The Ear entered in.

11. The mind went off. Having remained away a year, it came

around again, and said :
£ How have you been able to live without me ?*

i As simpletons, mindless, but breathing with the breath, speaking

with speech, seeing with the eye, hearing with the ear, Thus/

The Mind entered in,

1*2. Now when the Breath was about to go off—as a fine horse

might tear out the pegs of his foot-tethers all together, thus did it bar out

the other Breaths all together. They all came to it, and said :

£ Sir S

Remain. You are the most superior of us. Do not go off/

15. Verily, they do not call them ‘ Speeches/ nor e Eves/ nor 1 Ears/'

nor e Minds/ They call them c Breaths
3
(prana), for the vital breath is

all these/’

D

Just as the doctrine of the Pr&na and the Pranas is con-

nected with the fundamental doctrine of the Atman, the same

doctrine also affords the poet-philosophers of the Upamisads a

motive for magnificent philosophical poems, as they can best

be called, on the fortunes of the individual Atman, i.e., the

human soul, in the conditions of waking and of dreaming, of

sleep and of death, and in its wanderings in the Beyond up to

its final “ emancipation,” *.<?., its cprhplete absorption in the

») ChAndogya-TTp. V, I. Translated by K. 13. ffume, “The Thirteen Principal

Upanishads/ pp. 227 f. 0/. Brhad3ranyaka-TJp, VI, 1, 7-14.

m



Brahman. Thus, above all, the Bt-hadaranyaka-Upanisad

(IY, 84) sketches a picture of the fortunes of the soul, which,

as Deussen rightly remarks, “ for richness and warmth of

expression surely stands alone in Indian literature, and per-

haps in the literature of all nations.” Here we find also the

doctrine of the transmigration of souls, and in the closest con-

nection with it, developed clearly and distinctly for the first

time, the ethical doctrine of Karmcin, action, which, with the
/

unerringness of a law of Nature, must have its consequences.

This great doctrine of action ,
which was later, especially in

Buddhism, preached in every street and hy-wav, is still a great

mystery in the Upanisads. Artabbaga asks Yajnaralkya

:

“ ‘ Yajnavalkya)’ said lie, ‘ when after the death of this man here his

voice enters into the fire, his breath into the wind, his sight into the sun,

his organ of thought into the moon, his hearing into the quarters of heaven,

his body into the earth, his soul (Atman) into the ether, the hairs of his

body into the herbs, the hairs of his head into the trees, and his blood and

seed are laid down in the water,—where then is this man

?

J ‘Take me by

the hand, my dear one !
’ said Y5j&avalkya. ‘ Artabbaga, let us two only

know of this ;
let this discussion of ours not be in public.’ And the

two went out and discussed together ; and it was Action of which they

spoke ;
it was Action which they praised. Verily, he becomes good

through good action, bad through bad action.” 2 )

This doctrine is then treated in a more detailed manner

along with the magnificent description of the departure of the

soul out of the body. It says there :

“ The point of his heart begins to shine, and by this light the Atman
departs, bo it out of the eye or out of the head, or out of other

parts of the body. And while he is departing the breath of life

(prSna) follows him ; and behind the deputing breath of life depart

all the vital organs, the consciousness also follows them. But he, the

cognitive one (the Atman) is endowed with cognition. Knowledge and

the actions, the experiences of the former life, remain attached to him.

Just as a grass—leech,3) when it has arrived at the end of a

*) Sechzig Upanishads, p. 463.
' '

"

*) BrhadSranyaka-Up., Ill, 2, 23 f* A

*) See Barua, Pre-Baddhis&ic Indian Philosophy, p. 175,
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;

' s
) See above, pp; 249 £,

3
) On the ethics of the Upam$ads, s. Hume,, The Thirteen

pp. 58 3. John Mackenzie, Hindu Ethics, London, 1922, pp. 67 ff. ; S

Philosophy, I, pp. 207 8
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. j it for the £ods and lathers. A god
rvff Nea cct not the ceremonies ior uic

.

.1 . tii... „ .Tod be to thee thy

be to thee thy mother, a god be to thee thy father, a *0(1

teacher, a god be t,o thee the guest, and ^.o on.
_ , . , find

here is another passage referring to ethtes which we find

m uie Brhadarapyaka-tTpanisad (V, 2) which is more mterest-

in. and much more Upanisad-liko than these moral precepts

°
.. Three kinds of sons of Traiepeti, the gods, hum., beings, „d .1

demons, sojourned with their father Prejapati a. pnp*- After the gods

had sojourned there es pupils, they said 1 Tell ns something, O master

And he uttered the srllbl. «* and said: ‘Mfo.-* "
• We understood it,’ they said :

‘ thou didst say to us ^*9***^
vourselv. s)

’ * Yes,’ said he; ‘you understood it. Then the huma

beings said to him: ‘Tell us something, O master 1 And he utte«

the same syllable ‘ da ’ and said : ‘Did you understand that? We

understood it/ they said, ‘ thou didst say to us : Haifa ’

said lie, ‘you understood it/ Then the demons said to him Jell u

something, O master 1
’ And he uttered to them the same syllable da

and sail; ‘Did you understand that?’ ‘.W.e understood it they said,

« thou didst say to us ‘ dayadhmm (have pity). les, saiu , j

understood it/ And it is just this which yonder divine voice, the thunder,

proclaims: da-da-da, that means damyata, datta, dayadhvam. Therefore

shall he learn these three things : self-restraint, generosity and pity.

It is easy enough to see why we meet but seldom with

such ethical doctrines in the XJpanisads. According .

to- t e

doctrine of the XJpanisads the highest object to be aimed at

is union with the Brahman, and this union can be attained

only by living up non-knowledge, by cognition. Only he

who has recognised the oneness of the soul with the Divine

will obtain deliverance, i.e., complete union with the Brahman.

But in order to attain this highest object it is necessary to

give up all works, good as well as bad. Bor sacrifices and

pious works only lead to new re-births, knowledge alone leads

from this maze to the One and Eternally True, “As no

water remains attached to the leaf of the lotus blossom, so no

bad deea remains attached to him who knows this.”
11

*) OhSndogya-Up. IV, 14> 3. Gf* Kau§itaki*TJp. I
5 4 5

III, 8 V
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Already in the Brahmanas and Aranvakas there is repeated

mention of the advantages which accrue to him who knows

some secret doctrine or other of sacrificial science ,
—

“

who

knows this.” Nothing is more characteristic of the Upanisads,

however, than the ever-recurring promise of happiness and

blessedness, of earthly possessions and heavenly joys as a

reward for him “ who knows this.” The idea that knowledge

is not only power, but the highest object to be aimed at, is

traceable throughout all the Upanisads. Not only Indra

serves Prajapati for 10 i years as a pupil, but it is also often

reported that human beings serve a teacher for years as pupils

in order to receive from him the transmission of some know-

ledge or other. Kings are prepared to present thousands of

cows and piles of gold to the Brahman who can proclaim to

them the doctrine of the true Atman or Brahman. But

Brahmans also humble themselves before kings, rich people

before beggars, when these, as is not seldom the case, are in

possession of higher wisdom. 1
' This yearning for knowledge

has found its most touching expression in the beautiful poem

of Na ciketas, which we find in the Kathaka-U panisad.

The youth Naciketas has descended into the lower world

and the god of death has vouchsafed him three wishes. Naci-

ketas wishes, firstly, that he may return alive to his father,

secondly he wishes for heavenly bliss. When he is to express

his third wish he says

:

“ This doubt that there is in regard to a man deceased :

‘ He exists ,

5
say some; ' He exists not,’ say others

—

This would I know, instructed by thee

!

Of the boons this is boon the third.”

Thereupon Yama replies that this question of what hap-

pens to man after death, is so difficult to investigate that even

the gods were once in doubt about it, and he begs the youth

to give up his wish. '

.

) Of, above pp. 227
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“ Choose centenarian sons and grandsons,

Many cattle, elephants, gold and horses.

Choose a great abode of earth.

And thyself live as many autumns as thou desirest.

This, if thou thickest an equal boon,

Choose—wealth and long life !

A great one on earth, 0 Naeiketas, be thou.

The enjoyer of thy desires I make thee.

Whatever desires are hard to get in mortal world— ;

-

For all desires at pleasure make request.

These lovely maidens with chariots, with lyres

—

Such (maidens), indeed, are not obtainable by mem

—

By these, from me bestowed, be waited on !

0 Naeiketas, question me not regarding dying (marana) !

”

Naeiketas, however, will not be deterred from his wish by

these promises of earthly possessions :

“ Ephemeral things! That which is a mortal’s, O End-maker,

Even the vigor (tejas) of all the powers, they wear away.

Even a whole life is slight indeed.

Thine be the vehicles (vaha) ! Thine be the dance and song !

Not with wealth is a man to be satisfied.

Shall we take wealth, if we have seen thee?

Shall we live so long as thou shalt rule?

—This, in truth, is the boon to be chosen by me

This thing whereon they doubt, O Death :

What there is in the great passing-on—tell us that

!

This boon, that has entered into the hidden

—

No other than that does Naeiketas choose.”

Then. Yama, the god of death, praises Naeiketas "for hav«

ing chosen knowledge and not ..pleasures, and at last imparts

to him the. doctrine of the immortality of the Atman. 1*

But how this high, esteem of' knowledge leads not only to

the 'disregard of earthly pleasures, but to contempt of the

J

) The above ver&es (KSth.-Up., I, 20, 23-25, 26, 27, 29) are given in the translation

of Hume
,
Thirteen Principal TJpanishads, pp. 344 f. A fine poetical* but very free transla-

tion of the legend is given by J. Muir
,

Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers*
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Upanisads. For the Maitrayana- u ^ o-—
style, nearer to the classical Sanskrit literature than to the

Veda and is decidedly post-Buddhist,
1

' The old Fedic

Upanisads contain but the germs of pessimism in the doctrine

of the non-reality of the world. Only the Brahman is real,

and this is the Atman, the soul, “ which passes beyond hunger

and thirst, sorrow and delusion, old age and death.” “ That

Which is different from it is full of suffering.”-ato’nyad

'irtam
2) But “ that which is different from it, does not

exist at all in reality, and therefore also the suffering and

misery of the world are not real. The knowing one, who has

comprehended the doctrine of the Unity, knows no fear, no

pain. “He who knows the joy of the Brahman, for him

there is no fear.” “ Where is delusion, where sorrow, for

him who knows the Unity ? ” Joy (ananda) is a name of the

Brahman. “ Consisting of joy (anandamava) is the Atman.

And like a song of triumph of optimism sound the words of

mSm A* the khman. Fo, My, out of joy

arise all these beings, by joy they live after they have arisen,

and when they pass away they are again absorbed into joy.

Thus the doctrine of the Upanisads is at bottom not

pessimistic. Certainly it is only a small step from the belief

in the non-reality of the world to contempt of the world.

The more extravagantly the joy of the Brahman was praised,

the vainer, the more worthless did earthly existence appear .
45

Therefore, after all, the pessimism of later Indian philosophy

In fact the whole of the later philosoph

rooted in the Upanisads. Their docti

>) Miufcr.-TJp., VII, S f„ contains distinct allusions to

the style of the Maitrilyaniya.TJpaniead, see Olderiberg, Zur Geaohichte dor alt

Prosa, p. 33, ^

a) B|*badSrapyaka-Up. Ill, 5.

3) Taittirfya-Up., II, 0, 111,56 j
Kft-tjp.,

*) jfl, p, Keeker, Schopenhauer und die indische PhilosopMe, pp. 1 10-190*
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with the oldest of all views of life, namely, the Vedas.” He
calls the opening up of Sanskrit literature “ the greatest gift

of our century,” and prophesies that Indian pantheism might

become the popular belief in the Occident also. The agree-

ment of his own system with that of the Upanisads appears

to him absolutely marvellous, and he tells us £
‘ that each of

the separate and detached sayings which constitute the Upa-

nisads might be taken as a conclusion from the idea communi-

cated by himself, although on the other hand the same is by

no means to be found there already.” It is well known that

the Oupnek’hat used to lie open on his table and that before

retiring to rest he performed his “ devotions” in it. And he

says of this book :
“ It is the most satisfying and elevating

reading (with the exception of the original text) which is

possible in the world
;

it has been the solace of my life and

will be the solace of my death.” 1] The fundamental doctrine

of the Upanisads, however, is the same which, according to

Schopenhauer, “ was at all times the ridicule of fools and the

endless meditation of sages,” namely, the doctrine of Unity,

i.e. the doctrine “that all plurality is only apparent, that in

all the individuals of this world, in whatever endless number

they may present themselves after and beside one another,

yet only one and the same, truly existing Being, present and

identical in them all, manifests itself.”
2) And if Ludwig

Stein, who once said :
“ The philosophy of the present is

Monism, that is the interpretation of all that happens in the

universe,” as one unity 3)
is right, then this “ philosophy of

the present ” was already the philosophy of the ancient Indians

three thousand years ago.

J
) Parerga and Paralipomeua, published by J. Frauenstadt, II, p. 427. (§

Seeker
, loc, cit., pp, 6 ff.

3
) Schopenhauer, G mucilage der Moral, § 22 (Works, publ. by J. Frauen sfc&dfc,

pp. 268 ft). ^ : .

*) Supplement to the “ Neue Freie Pre*se,” July IQfch, 1904,
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tion, which had to be learned in the Yedic schools themselves,

in order to understand the Yedic texts. The beginnings of

the Vedasigas may therefore already be sought in the

Brahmanas and Aranyakas, where along with the explanations

of the sacrificial ritual we also occasionally find discussions

on matters of phonetics, grammar, etymology, metrics and

astronomy. In the course of time, however, these subjects were

treated more and more systematically, and separate special

schools, though still within the Yedic schools, arose for each

of the six supplementary sciences of the Veda. These then

evolved special school texts, “manuals,” the Sutras, composed

in a peculiar prose style intended for memorization.

The word sutra originally means “ thread,” then a “ short

rule,” a precept condensed into a few words. As a fabric is

made out of several threads (thus the transition of meaning

might he explained), so a system of instruction 3) is woven

*) Mundaka-ITp,, I, 1, 5: rgvedo yajnrveda^ samaveda ’tharvaveda^l kalpo

vy&karanam nirukfcaip ©hando jyoti§am.
||

*) Cf. above p. 56, and Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, pp. 74 ft.

3
) Similarly, the word tantra originally signifies “ web/’ then a system of instruct

tion, a literary work, a book. In Chinese, too, the word “ ling ” means “ originally the

warp of a texture, then standard, canon, and finally, in a metaphorical sense, any book

which is considered as a rule or canon,” s. W, Gmbe, Gesohichte der ©hinesischen Litteratur,

Leipzig, 1902, p, SI,
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together out of these short precepts, A larger work consist-

ing of a number of such sutras strung together is then also

called Sutra} ] These works serve a purely practical

purpose. They are to present some science systematically in

concise brevity, so that the pupil can easily commit it to

memory. There is probably nothing like these sutras of the

Indians in the entire literature of the world. It is the task of

the author of such a work to say as much as possible in as

few words as possible, even at the expense of clearness and

intelligibility. The saving of the grammarian Patanjali has

often been quoted that the author of a sutra rejoices as much
over the saving of half a short vowel as over the birth of a

son. An idea of the unique sutra style, the aphoristic prose

of these works, can only be given by means of examples.

The words in brackets in the two following passages in our

translation must be supplemented in order to make the sense

of the detached words intelligible :

Apastambiya-Dharmasuira 1

,

1
, 2,

4-8 ;

(There are) four castes : Brahmans, Ksatriyas, Vahlyas and

Sudras.

Of these the preceding one (is) always better, according to birth

(than every succeeding one).

For (them who are) not iSudras and have not committed bad

actions, (is prescribed :) initiation as a pupil, Veda-study, fire-

laying ;
and (these sacred) acts (are) productive (in this world

and the next).

Obedience towards the other castes (is the duty) of the Sudras.

With each preceding caste which he serves the bliss is greater

(i,e. the higher the caste which a Sudra serves, the greater is the

bliss which shall fall to his share in the next world).

l
) Compare the word brahmana> which originally means * ! dictum of a theologian

”

%hlch :

';signifies,:firfit'a
:secret ''doctrine, th©h :1a|dr;;TOeaBs a larger work* a^colIeofcioB.. of aeoret

doctrines.
.

(See above pp, 187 1 and JM3'
=-.^v

J
’

Sutra 4:

Sutra 5

;

Sutra 6 :

Sutra 7 :

Sutra 8 :
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:

Sutra 5

Sutra 8

:

Sutra 9 :

evening; iwmgut no

omti (teachers say) J
on tl

ses shortly after sunset, he

urthermore (he shall fast) on th

not seen, (regarding) this day as the clay oi me new moon.

At the end of the half-months one shall fast, at the begim

of the half-months one shall sacrifice (i.e. a day of fasting f

always precede the sacrifices on the day of the new moon oi

the day of the full moon).

But the day on which the moon is not seen, shall be tnad<

day of the new moon {i.e. is to be celebrated as the day of

new moon).

Even if (the mooD) is seen only (a little) once (in the

(this day can be celebrated as the day of the new moon

then one says) that (the moon has already) completed her cc

a!
r i

ill*

:

‘.'a v

The

brackete

sentence
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be unintelligible to us
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ward
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instructions. (Furthermore,

towing m av

taken as a matter of course m
tion. remains unsaid, while



») See above, p. 203, Note 1.

!
)
Thus certain sections of the Sa&k

character to the Brahmanas (Weber, HII*., P

Of the SfthkhAyana-Srautasutra). In the Bi

passages which read just like Brahmanas.

on the basis of the Brahmans, but on that

das Verhfiltnis der Brahmanas nnd Sraut*sn

=>-> Cf. Kmc Muller, History of Ancient
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form for the practical purposes of the priests. Kalpasutras

dealing with the Srauta-sacrifices taught in the Brahmanas

are called Srautasutras, and those dealing with the domestic

ceremonies and sacrifices of daily life, the Grhya-rites, are

called Grhyasutras. 1 *

The Srautasutras thus contain directions for the laying

of the three sacred sacrificial fires, for the fire-sacrifice

(Agnihotra), the new and full moon sacrifices,
2

* the sacri-

fices of the seasons, the animal sacrifice 8> and especially

for the soma-sacrifice with its numerous variations. 4
* They

are our most important source for the understanding of the

Indian sacrifice-cult, and their significance as sources for

the history of religion cannot be estimated highly enough.5*

The contents of the Grhyasutras are still more manifold,

ti

d
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fflir
*8

K3 If rf*m
|i» n aiwW i i t-flj iHC

y t 1
ftiTiJ m

M iTVS CTKf^Ta

b||j3 STiV Bojj 1^1
‘

- $

fMg Kraftn»|H

Uh»M«b 7*l!i StStS
jiri -V” Sj

See above, pp, 56 and 360 f.

e
) Of A. HiUebrandt

,
Das altindische Neu-nnd Yollmondsopfer, Jena, 1879.

®) Of. Julius Schwab, Das altindische Tieropfer, Erlangen, 1886.

*) See above pp. 172 ffi., and Of. W. Caland, et V. Henry
,

L’Agoi.?$om a, description

complete de la forme normal© du sacrifice de '. Soma^- I, Paris, 1906,

v;-/.:- entire riittal-Kteratiiure* besides ^iihse A'tearf^3p©s/V.oiv! the ritual itself,

Sraeta as well as Gyhya ceremonies, has been treated in detail by A , HiUebrandt in the

“ Grundriss,” 111, %
^

(Bitaanitteratal'. Yedischd;^ farther, Strassburg, 1897). The

significance of the Srautasufcras in the general science of religion was first fully appreciated

by H. Hubert and 31. Mauss in their “Essai sur la nature et la fonction du sacrifice/*

(Annie Sociologique, ?aris, 18974898, pp. 294 38.)
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kalpas)

.

Thus, then, these Grhyasutras, insignificant though they

may he as literary works, afford us a deep insight into the

life of the ancient Indians. They are in truth a real treasure

for the ethnologist. One need only remember how laboriously

the student of classical antiquity has to collect the reports

on the daily life of the ancient Greeks and Romans from the

most diversified works. Here in India we have the most

reliable reports, we may say reports of eye-witnesses, upon

the daily life of the ancient Indians, in the form of rules and

precepts in these apparently insignificant suira-texts. They

are, as it were, the “Folklore Journals” of ancient India. It

is true, they describe the life of the ancient Indian father of

the family only from the religious side, but as religion per-

meated the whole existence of the ancient Indians to such

an extent that actually nothing could take place without an

attendant religious ceremony, they are for the ethnologist

most invaluable sources for the popular customs and usages of

that ancient period. The numerous parallels in the manners

and customs of other Indo-European peoples, which have been

discovered long ago, with the usages described in the Grhya-

sutras, make these documents all the more important. In

particular, the comparison of the Greek, Roman, Teutonic and

Slavonic marriage customs with the rules contained in the

Grhyasutras, has shown that the relationship of the Indo-

European peoples is not limited to language, but that these

peoples, related in language, have also preserved common
features from prehistoric times in their manners and customs .

21

*) In the investigafeioE of funeral oastoms atiid ancestor-cult based on Indian ritual

literature, W. Galand ' has rendered signal aerv-iee b^ fiber Tofcenverehrung

bei einigen der indogermanischen Yolker. Amsterdam, 1888. Altindischer Ahnenkult.

Leyden, 1893. Die alfcindischen Todten—und Bestattungsgebrauche, Amsterdam, 1896.

Of. Winternitz, Notes on Sraddhas, WZKM., 4, 1890, pp. 199
2
) Cf. E. Haas and A. Weber, Die Heiratsgebrauche der alten Inder, nach den Gfibya*

sutra (in Yol. 5. of“Indlsehe Studied’); L, y, Schroeder, Die Eochzeitsgebr&uche der
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succeeded in transforming the law of ancient India to their

own advantage, and in making their influence felt in all

directions. We shall deal with these Dharmasutras in detail

in the section on legal literature. They are mentioned here

only because, like the Srauta and Grhyasutras, they origin-

ated in the Vedic schools, and with these form a component

part of the Kalpasutras or text-hooks of ritual

.

Lastly the Sulvasutras, which are directly attached to

the Srautasutras, should be mentioned in connection with

these Kalpasutras. They contain exact rules for the measure-

ment (!§ulva means 4i measuring-string ”) and the building of

the place of sacrifice and the fire-altars, and as the oldest

works on Indian geometry, are of no little importance for the

history of science.

The Srauta and Grhyasutras are also of great importance

for the interpretation of the Yedas. They contain not only

Esfcen nnd einiger anderer finnisch-ugrischer VSlkerschaffcen in Yergleicliuug mit denen

der indogermanisehen Vdlker, Berlin, 1888. B. W, leist, Altarisches Jus gentium. Jena,

1889 j
M. Winternitz, Das altindisclie Hockzeitsritueli nacli deni Apastambiya-Crrhyaautra

nnd einigen anderen verwandten Werken. Mii> ^ei^Ieic^ang der HoehzeitsgobrSuehe

bei den tbrigen mdogermanischen Yolkern. (Denkschriffcen der kais. Akademie

der Wisseusohaften in Wien, phil—hisfc. Kl, Yol. XL. Vienna, 1892) 5
, M. Winternitz, On a

Comparative Study of Indo-European Customs, with special reference to the Marriage

Customs (The International Folk-Lore Congress, 189 1, Papers and Transactions, London,

1892, pp. 267-291). O. Schrader ,
Beallexikon der indogermanischen Altertumsknnde,

Strassbnrg 1901, pp. 353 if- Th. Zacharw, Zum aitmdisehen Hochzoitsritnal, WZKM«, Yol.

XVII, pp. 135 fc,. 211 if.
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in special prayer-books ; these are the Mantrabrahmapa, 2)

1
) See Winternitz The MantrapStha, pp. xxix f. and Edwin W. Fay, The Rig-Voda

Mantras in the Gfhya Sutras, Diss. Roanoke. Ya. 1899.
2
) Edited, with commentary, by Satyavrata Samasrami in the “ U§3,” Calcutta

J890 ;
the first Prapafchaka with German translation by Heinrich Stdnner. Halle a S. 1901

(Diss.); the second Prapifchaka, with Sayana’s Comm, and German translation, by Hans
Jorgensen

,
Darmstadt 1911 (Diss. Kiel).



kn

pa 3) Both the Srauta and the' Grhvasutra 4) of

x

) The MantrapStha, or the Prayer Book of the Apastambins. Edited by M.

Winter n itz. Oxford (Aneedota Oxoniensia) 1897.

2
) The Baudhayana-Srautasutra has been edited by W. Galand

t
Bibb IndM 1904-1924;

the Baudhayana-G rhyasutra by L. Srmivasacharya, Mysore 1904 (Bibliotheca Sanscrita,

No. 32) ;
selections from the Grhy asutra translated by P. Harting

,
Amersfoort 1922; the

Bandhayana-Sulvasutra has been edited and translated by G. Thihaiit in the “Pandit,

Yols. IX ft On the Bandlulyana-Su tras s. Caland

,

Das rifcoelle Sutra des BandhSyana,

Leipzig 1903 (AKM«, XII, 1),—The Apastambiya-Srantasutra has been edited by B. Garbe,

Bibb Ind. 1882-1903, and Books 1-7 translated into German by W. Galand, Gottingen 1921 j

the Apastambiya-Grhyasutra ed. by M. Winternitz, Yienna 1887, and translated, with the

Apastamba-Paribh5§5sutras, by Ql&enherg, SEE., YoL 30 ;
the Apastamblya-Snlvasutra

ed. and translated into German by Albert Burfe, ZDMG., Yols, 55, 56, 1901-2. Critical and

explanatory notes on the 1918, pp, 27 ff. On the

Srantasntras of the Black Yajurveda s.alsoA.B . Keith
,
HO S

. „
Yob 18, pp, xlii ff.

3

)

I By Henriette J;
'

W", '

'

t

4
) H iranyake§I-§rautas5tra ed. with Comm, in AnSS No. 53 j H1ra.9yakesi-G.rhya*'

sutra ed 4 by I* Kirde
}
Yienna 1889, and translated by Qldenberg in SBE., Yob 80.

M

"M



of the Manava school,
4

* and

a,
5) which is related to the M

*) On some fragments of the Yadhula-Sutras, which are related to those of BaudhS-

s. Caland, Acta Orientalia I, pp. 3 ff. ; II, pp, 142 ff,

2
) On the Vaikhanasa-Sutras s. Th. Bloch

>
Uber clas Grhya*und Dharmasutra der

iSnasa, Leipzig 1896, The YaikhSnasadharmaprasna has been published by Ganapati -

in TSS, No. 28, 1913.

3
) This is also confirmed by BaudhSyana'g style, which is sometimes intermediate

an BrShmaria and Sutra style. BaudhSyarials sometimes called a pravacanahdra^ and

ms that pmvaama is the term for a literary type which forms a transitory stage

en Br&hmanas and Sutras-, s. Winternitz, WZKM, 17, 1903, pp. 289 ff,

4
) M&nava-Srautasutra, Books I-Y, edited by F. Knmier, St. Petersburg 1900

3 Cayana of the Manava* Srautasutra by J, M. van Qelder, Leyden 1921 (Diss.)
j
the

m-Gfhyasutra by F. Knaum^Bt, Petersburg 1897. The Manava-Srautasutra is

3s the oldest Srautasutra. Ga rbe (Spastamba Srauta Sutra Ed., Yol. Ill, pp xxii

|p[tl

Swl

'

iKltH
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to be sun 0* to the various stanzas ai- tut? uuma woi

i\ sd. by A. Weber, The White Yajurveda, Vol. III.

tt

) Ed. with a German translation by A. F. Stenzler
,

Inclische Hausregeln

I 2 and 4, 1876-78 ;
with Harihara’s comm, by LMharam Harman, bornbay 1890

Lted bv H. Oldenberg, SBE.. Vol. 29.

.) A Pari§i§ta to this (Katlyam gulbaparisistam) ed. by G. Thibant in

r o TTn] 4

’

Edition in Bib!. Ind. Cf. Keith
,
HOS., Vol. 25, pp. 51 ff. s P. Sabbathier, 1

oma d’apres le Qrauta-sutra d’A^valSyana, JA. 15, 1890, 1 ff., 186 ff.

s) Ed with commentary of Gargya NSrayana in Bibl. Ind 1869; with coir

,f Haradattacarya, by GanapaU Sa*m in TSS. No. 78, 1923 ;
will German tranal

. TT »„ a tzm III 4 1864 and IV, 1, 1865; trar.sk

A. F. Stenzler, Indische Hausiegeln, AKM, lli, i, iaoi ami , ,

English by H. Oldenberg, SBE., Vol. 29.

o) SaftkhSyana-Srautasutra ed. by A BiUebrandt in Bibl. Ind. I88f

Keith JRAS 1907, pp. 410 ff. and HOS., Vol. 25, pp. 50 f. SsnkhSyana-Grhyasutra,

and German by H. OUenber,, Ind. Stud., Vol 15 * English translation by the sam

SBE Vol. 29 SSmkhyftyanagrihyasamgraha by Pandita Vasudeva ed. by Som.

dhyaya, NySyopSdhySya and Kavyatirtba, and Kaushltakigrihyasutras ed. 1

GopalaBfcaM^BenSS^l^^
^^ chapters translated into German by R. SU

Vol. 2, 1923, pp. 1 ft

«\ Ed. bv J. N. Reuter, Fart I, London 1904.
.

, r ... 6

» D Gaastm, Bijdrage tot de Kennis van het vedische ntueel, Ja.min.ya.Sr,

sutra Leyden 1906, being text and translation of the Agnistoma chapter ;
tot o

LutakSrL, ib. pp. 36-60. The Jaiminigrhyasntra ed. and translated by W. Ca

Lahore 1922 (Punjab Sanskrit Series, No. 2).
. ,

Ed with Comm by Chandrakanta Tarkalankar, 2nd Ed., m Bibl. Ind.,

1908. Critically edited, with German translation, by F. Knauer, Dorpat 1884,

Translated into English by H. Oldenberg, 30.

ml Text and English translation by H. Oldenberg m SBE., Vol. 29.

1S
) Bd by w, Caland, AKM. XII, 3, Leipzig 1908. Masaka .e the name ,
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This sutra « intimately connected with the PancavhnSa-

Brstaana and is earlier than the Mtyayana-hr—a.

Lastly, among Atharvaveda literature we have a Yaitana-

grautasutra ,

15 a work which originated very late,

and which was added to the Atharvaveda in order to make it

of eaual value with the remaining three Vedas, and the much

older and more important Kausikasutra. 2
* This is only

partly a Grhyasutra, which, like the other Grhyasutras, treats

of domestic ritual ;
but it is much more extensive and also

contains the most minute directions for the performance of

those magic rites for which the songs and spells of the Athar-

vaveda were used. This Kausikasutra is thus a most valuab e

complement to the Atharvaveda-Samhita and an inestimable

source for our knowledge of ancient Indian magic. The

Samavidhana-Brahmana,
3) too, attached to the Sama-

ved“ is an interesting book of magic, belonging, in spite of

its title, to the Sutra literature.

The Grhyasutras are followed up by the Sraddha-

kalpas and Pitr medhasutras, which contain rules

for the graddhas and the ancestral sacrifices. Some of

these texts may be classed in the categories of the ritual

texts of the Vedic schools after which they are named,

are later productions .

45 The sutra texts,

i
)
Edited and translated into German by Goxbe, London and Strassburg 1878;

the translation is superseded by that of W. Galand, Amsterdam (Akad.) 1910. On the

position of the YaitSnasutra in the Atharvaveda literature s. Oaland, WZKM. 18, 1904,

185 Keith, JRAS, 1910, 934 fi.; Bloomfield, GG&> 1912, No. 1.

' a) Edited by M« Bloomfield, New Haven 1890, Numerous extracts from., this

Sutra have been given by the same scholar in the Notes to. .his .English translation of

selected hymns of the Atharvaveda (SHE .

>

The most important sections of the

Kausikasutra referring to magic, have also been translated into German by W, Galand

in his work : Altindisches Zauberriinal
,
Amsterdam, 1900,

3
)
Edited by A. 0. Burnell, London 1873. Translated into German by Sten Konoiu,

Das S&mavidh&nabrahmana, ein altindisches Handbuch der Zauberei, Halle a.S. 1893.

*) MSnavasrSddhakalpa ed. by W. Caland, Altindischer Ahnencult, pp. 228

grSddhakalpa of the Saunakins, ib. pp. 240 flc., fragments of a FaippaladasrSddhakalpa,

ib. pp. 243 fL. KAty&yanasr&ddhakalpa, ib. pp. 245 £L On the GantamasrSddhakalpa s.

in Biidragen tot de taal, land en volkenkpnde van Ned. Indie, 6e Volg. deel I ?
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however, do not exhaust the literature on ritual by any

means. Just as the Upanisads of the Veda are followed

up by the post-Vedie Upanisad literature, so the Vedie

ritual literature is followed up by literary activity in the

realm of ritual, which has continued down to the most recent

times. Next after the Srauta and Grhvasutras follow the
- Mf

.

Parisistas or “ addenda,” In which certain things are treated

in greater detail, which have merely been briefly indicated in

the Sutras. The Parisistas appended to the Gobbilagrhyasutra

are of importance, namely the Grhyasamgrahaparisista of

Gobhilaputra, !) and the Karmapradipa .

21 The Pari-

sistas of the Atharvaveda, 3i which throw light more

especially on all kinds of magical practices, omens and

portents and the like, are of great value from the point of view

of the history of religion. One of the oldest Parisistas is the

Pravas'citt asutra/’ which has come down as part of the

Vaitanasutra, and treats of the expiatory rites. Later ritual

works are the Prayogas,“ practical handbooks,” the Pad-

d hat is, “outlines,” and the Karikas, versified presentations

of the ritual. All these works deal either with the complete

ritual of some Vedic school or, which is more often the

1894 The Pitrmedhasutras of BandhSyana. Hiranyakesin, Gautama ed. W. Qaland

AKM, X, 3, 1896 ;
the 2nd and 3rd Prasnas of Baudh.-Pitymedhasutra by C. H. Baabe «

Bijdrage tot de kennis van hefc hindoesche toodenritueel, Leyden 1911,

l

) See M. Bloomfield in ZDMG., Vol. 35. Edited by Ch. Tarhalankar
,

Bibl. Ind.

1910. Other Gobhilya- Paris i§fcas (Sandhyasutra, Snanasiitra, SrSddhakalpa,. etc.), ed, by

the same scholar, Bibl. Ind. 1909.

*) The first part of the Karmapradipa ed. and translated into German by F. Schrader

Halle a.S. 1889, the second part by A.v. StaeUHolstein
,

Halle a.S. 1900 (Diss.)

Of. Billefo andt, Eituallitteratur, pp. 37 f„ and Caland, Alfcm&ischer Ahnencult, pp. 112

3
) Ed* by G. M. Bolling and J. von Negelein

,
Leipzig 1909-10. See also J>. Negdein,

Orientalististche Literaturzeitnng 1908, 447 £f., WinternUzy WZKM. 23, 1909, 401 £f., '.and

Keith, JEAS. 1912, 757 The §&ntikalpa of the Atharvaveda (ed, by G .

M

Bolling,

Transactions of the.' American Philological Association, Yol. 35,.. 1904, 77 ff. , JAOS, 33,

1913, 265 £f.) treats of rites for driving away the evil consequences of portents. The

A th.-Parisistas sometimes give a clue to the explanation of the h^n? of the Atharvaveda

where the KauSikasatra fails ; s, F. Bdgeiton, Studies in Honor of M, Bloomfield, p. 118.

4
) The AtharvaprayascittXni have been edited by J v Negelein. New Haven 1915

(reprinted from JAOS. 1913-14), See also Galand, WZJ&M. 18, 1904, 19f ff.
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case, with some special rites. The special works on marriage

customs, burial of the dead and ancestral sacrifices (Sraddhas),

are of particular importance, though most of these works are

known only through manuscripts and Indian prints.

The Enegetic Vedangas.

Those Sutra texts which deal with Siksa, or “ phonetics”

are at least as old as the Kalpasutras. While the Kalpasutras

are supplementary works to the Brahmana portion of the

Veda, the sutras of the Vedanga Siksa are very closely related

to the Samhitas of the Yedas.

« Siksa ” actually means “ instruction,” then in particular

“ instruction in reciting,” i.e. in the correct pronunciation,

accentuation, etc., of the Samhita texts . The earliest mention

of this Vedanga is to be found in the Taittiriya-TJpanisad

(I, 2), where the teaching of the letters, the accents, the

quantity (of syllables) the stress, the melody and the combina-

tion of words in continuous recitation, are enumerated as the

six chapters of the Siksa. Like the doctrine of the ritual,

the Siksa also arose out of a religious need. For in order

to perform a sacrificial act correctly it was not only necessary

to know the ritual, but also to be able to pronounce the sacred

texts accurately and recite them without errors, just as they

were handed down in the Samhitas. This presupposes that,

at the time when the text-books of the Siksa originated, the

Yedic Samhitas were already established as sacred texts, that

they had already obtained a definite form by the agency of

editors trained in phonetics. It can actually be proved that,

for instance, the Rgveda-Samhita does not give the hymns in

the form in which they were composed by the ancient singers.

Though the editors did not alter the words themselves, yet

in the matter of pronunciation, the initial and final sound of

the words, the avoidance of the hiatus, and so on, they were
led by their phonetic theories into deviating from the original

manner of recitation. Thus, for instance, we read in our
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l
) On the PadapStha of Sskalya s. B. Liebich,

Zur Binffthrung in die iudijsobe

einheimiffche Sprachwissenschaft II, Heidelberg 1919, pp. 20 ff. On the PadapStha of the

Talfctirlya-Sai$ihit8 s, A. Weber, Ind. Stud. 13, 1-128, and A. B, Keith, HOS^VohlS,;:ppytx& fL
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the Samhita, Every Sakha or recension of a Samhita had a

text-book of this nature, hence the name Pratisakhyas, i.e.

“text-books, each intended for a Sakha.” First of all we have

a Fgveda-Pratisakkya,
1
’ which is ascribed to tiaunaka, who

is supposed to have been a teacher of Asvalayana. This work

is in verse, and is probably a later revision of an earlier Sutra-

text : it is even called “ Sutra ” in manuscripts and quotations.

The Taittirl ya-Pratisakhy a-sutr a,
3) belongs to the

Taittiriya-Samhita; a Vajasaneyi-Pratis'akhya-Sutra, 3)

ascribed to Ratyayana, belongs to the Vajasaneyi-Samhita, and

the Atharvaveda-Samhita has anAtharvaveda-Pratisakhya-

sutra, 4) which is supposed to be of the school of the

Saunakas. There is also a Samapratisakhya, 5) and the

Puspasufcra 8)
is a kind of Pratisakkya to the Gttaragana of

the Samaveda. A further work dealing with the manner of

singing the Samans at the sacrifice, is the Pancavidha-

sutra. 7>

These works are of twofold importance : firstly, for the

history of grammatical study in India, which, as far as we

know, commences with these Pratisakhyas. Though they are

*) Edited, with a translation into German, by Max Muller
,

Leipzig 1856*69. On the

metrics of the Egveda-Pratisakhya, s. H. Oldenberg, NGGW. 1919, pp. 170 £f,

*) Text, Translation and Notes by W. D. Whitney, New Haven 1871 (JAOS., Vol. 9).

On the relation of the ^ttii^a*Pi^ Taitt.-Samhita, s. Keith, HOS., Yol. 18,

pp, xxxi S. It is certainly older than PSnini.

3
) Edited by P. Y. Paihaba. Benaresl883-88; text with German translation by

A, Ifeter, Ind, Stud, 4, 65-160, 177-331. The Pratijndsu tra (edited and explained by Weber

in ABA, 1871, pp, 69 ff.) is an appendix PrStiS&khya/

.*) Critically edited by Vishva Bandhu Vidyurthl tSastri
,

Part -

1, Punjab 1

University

1923. This is different froth the Saunakiya Oaturadhyilyika;, which has been edited and

translated as an “ Atharvaveda-PrfitisSkhya ” by W. D. Whitney, New Haven 1862 (JAOS.,

s
) Ed. by Satyavrata Samasrami in “ Us3,” Calcutta 1890.

«) Ed. and translated into German by R. Simon, ABayA. 1909, pp. 481*780. On the

mutual relation between Puspasatra, Arseyakalpa and Uttaragana, s. Smoa, l.c. 499 ff.;

2DMG. 63, 1909, 730 ff. and Oaland, ZDMG. 64, 1910, 347 f.

') Ed. and translated into German by R. Simon
, Breslau 1913 (Indiscbe Forsehungen,

Nr. 5).
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1

*) Qf, H, Liiders
,
Die Vyasa-yiksha besonders m ihrem ‘ Verna

Pr&fci0khy», : Kiel 1895..

'

*) On the Sik?Sa s. F, Kielhorn, Ind. Ant. 5
;
187fl, HI ff , 193

Sik§S s. A. Weber, Ind. Stud. 4, 435 ff. and B. ijetict, Znr Eiufiih

emheimische Sprachwissenschaffc II, p* 20, who says that though h

contents. The Naradiya*Sik§a is edited in Batymmia Bammrmd's
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Samiaha and Katyayana, who are mentioned as auth

of Pratisakhyas, are also considered to be the authors of wo

very closely connected with the Yedanga literature beca

they deal also with the texts of the Vedic Samhitas, thoi

they are not called Yedangas. These works are

Anukramanls, i.e. “ catalogues,” “lists,” “indexes,” wh

give the contents of the Yedic Samhitas with regard

different items.
1
' Thus Saunaka composed an Anukram

or a catalogue of the Rsis of the Rgveda hymns, ;

a catalogue of the metres, one of the deities and a furt

one of the hymns. Katyayana is the author ol

SarvanukramanI 2)
i.e. a “ catalogue of all things ” for

Rgveda. This work gives, in the form of stltras, the 1

words of every hymn, then the number of verses, the name i

family of the rsi to whom the hymn is ascribed, of the dei

to whom the single verses are addressed, and the metr<

metres in which the hymn is composed. The two metr

works Brhaddevata and Rgvidhana are again ascri

however, th

shook T

ods wors

r it contains

SEME:

U2

[12311

U U ir*aDPfl l»|P

1890; the BhSradv&ja-bikp (cum versione latma, excerptis ex commentario etc.) by E.

Sieg, Berlin 1892. A collection of SiksSs (Siksiisamgraha) has been published in BenSB.

*) The AtharvavedlyapancapatalikS (ed. by Bhagwaddatta, Lahore 1920) is an

Anukramanl of the Atharvaveda-sanshita. The so-called Arseya-brflhmana of the SSmaveda

(ed. by 4* P.»:
BwrneU

7
Mangalore 1870, and with commentary by Satyavrata Sdmasrami

in ** UsS,” II, 1, Calcutta 1892) is also air AnukramanT. '

*) Edited by A, A. M^cdonelk Oxford {Anecdota Oxonieosia) 1886, On a Kashmirian

recension of the Sarv&nukrama?i s. Scheftelowitss, Zll. 1, 1922, 89 ft
3
) Ed. by Rajendralala Mitra in Bibl. Ind. 1892; critically edited and translated into

English by A, A. Macdonell, HOS., Yols* 5 and 6, 1904.
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were composed by the descendants of the ancient sages

*J See A, Kuhn, Tnd. Stud, I, 101 ft,; Keith
,
JRAS, 1906, pp. I ft. : 1912, pp. 769 ft

WZKM. 20, 1906, pp. 1 ft.
;
Liebich, Zur Einfiihrung in die ind. einh. Sprachwiss

II. 30 ft.

2
) Rgvidhanam edidit cum praefatione Rudolf Meyer, Berolini 1878.

The Nirukta was first edited by R . Roth ,
Gottingen 18528

) See above p

with commentaries and useful indexes by Satyavrata -Samasrami in Bibl

commentary of DurgSc&rya, Yob 1, Adby, 1-6, edited by V. K. Rajavade
,

Qn L. Sarop’s edition s. above.
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three lists, in which Vedic words are collected under certain

main ideas. For instance, there are quoted 21 names for

earth,” 15 for “ gold,” 16 for “air,” 101 for “ water,” 122

verbs for “ to go,” 26 adjectives and adverbs for “ quick,”

12 for “ much,” and so on. The second section (Naigama-

kanda or Aikapadika) contains a list of ambiguous and

particularly difficult words of the Veda, while the third

section (Daivatakanda) gives a classification of the deities

according to the three regions, earth, sky, and heaven. 1 ’

Veda-exegesis probably began with the compilation of such

glossaries ;
the composition of commentaries to these glossa-

ries after the style of our Nirukta, with explanations of diffi-

cult Yeda verses interwoven, was a further step in the

development, and, at a still later period, detailed and conti-

nuous commentaries to the Vedic texts were written.

Certain it is that Yaska had many predecessors, and that his

work, though certainly very old and the oldest existing Veda-

exegetie work, can nevertheless only be regarded as the last,

perhaps also the most perfect, production of the literature of

the Vedanga Nirukta.

Of the Vedangas of metrics and astronomy, too, it is only

the latest offshoots of an earlier scientific literature that remain.

For the Samaveda there is the Nidanasutra, containing

not only metrical but other investigations into the various

component parts of the Samaveda (Uktha, Stoma, Gana). It

is also important from the grammatical point of view, and

some of the ancient teachers ascribe it to Patanjali. 2
’ The

*) On these Nighantus as the beginnings of Indian lexicography see Th. Zachariae
,

Die indiachen Wfirterbfipher {* GrTthdciss,'* I, 3 B ), Strassbnrg 1897, pp. 2 t 8, K,

Belvalhar (Proc, SOO., pp. lift.) has shown that it is possible, with the help of the

Nighantus, esp. the Aikapadika list, to distinguish literary strata in the Rgveda. Belvatkar

dates Yaska’s Nirukta from the 7th century B. 0. This is likely enough, though not

certain. But we have no idea how much earlier the Nighantus may be.
2
) C/% Weber HIL,, pp. 81f., E. 8ieg

y
Die Sagensfcoffe des Rgveda, Stuttgart 1902,

pp. 29, 35, 65 ; and Galand, Ar§eyakalpa, pp. xvii ff, A NidSna of the Samaveda is quoted
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2
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The age of the Veda,

We have traced the whole of Yedic literature to

latest off-shoots and stragglers, and can now no longer ev;

the question of the age of the whole of this great literati

If it were possible to determine, even within a few centur

the period into which the oldest hymns of the Egveda i

of the Atharvaveda reach hack, then it were unnecess

to devote a special chapter to this question. It would sub

to give, in a few words, the approximate age of the Ve

Unfortunately, however, it is a fact, and a fact which it

truly painful to have to admit, that the opinions of the b

: centuries, t

rega

the very great divergence m the opinions of the speciali

it is not enough, even in a hook intended for the gene

reader, merely to give some approximate date, for even

general reader must have an idea of the circumstan

supporting the various opinions on the greater or les

antiquity of the Veda. This is the more necessary, as

question of the period of the oldest Indian literature coincii

with the question of the beginning of the Indo-Aryan civ

zation, a question which is of the utmost importance

every historian, archaeologist and philologist. If, inde

it is at all possible to determine the periods of the deveL

ment of Indo-Aryan culture, and, going still further ba

those of Indo-European culture, it can only be done ha

in hand with investigation as to the period of the earli

monuments of Aryan culture in India.

Under these circumstances, then, it seems to me ab

kUely necessary to render account of the whole Question
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songs and chants contained in them arose as popular or

religious poems. This period, Mas Muller concluded, must

have been before 1000 B. C. And as he had already assumed

200 rears for the “ Bi ahmana period ” and 200 years for the

period he called the “ Mantra period,” he now also assumed

200 years for the arising of this poetry (though without laying

much stress on this figure), and thus arrived at 1200 to 1 000

B. 0. as the period of the beginning of Vedic poetry.

Now it is clear that the supposition of 200 years for each

of the different literary epochs in the origin of the Yeda is

purely arbitrary. Even Max Muller himself did not really

wish to say more than that such an interval at least must be

assumed, and that in 1000 B. 0. at the latest, our Rgveda-

Samhita must already have been completed. He always

considered his date of 1200-1000 B. C. only as a terminus ad

queu, and in his Gifford Lectures on “Physical Beligion ” in

1889, 15 he expressly states “ that we cannot hope to fix a

terminus a quo. Whether the Vedic hymns were composed

1000, or 1500, or 2000, or 3000 years B. C., no power on earth

will ever determine.” It is remarkable, however, how strong

the power of suggestion is even in science. Max Muller’s

hypothetical and really purely arbitrary determination of the

Vedic epochs in the course of years, received more and more

the dignity and the character of a scientifically proved fact,

without any new arguments or actual proofs having been added.

It became a habit, a habit already censured by W. D.

Whitney,2
! to say that Max Muller had proved 1200-1000

B. C. as the date of the Rgveda. It was only timidly that a

*) Published, Loudon, 1901, p. 91.

®) Oriental and Linguistic Studies, First Series, New York, 1872, p.
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few scholars like L. von Schroeder 0 ventured to go as far

back as 1500 or even 2000 B. C. And when, all at once, H.

Jacobi attempted to date Vedio literature back to the third

millenary B. 0. on the grounds of astronomical calculations,

scholars raised a great outcry at such heretical procedure, and

even to-day most of the Western scholars shake their heads

wondering how Jacobi could venture to assert so exaggerated

an opinion on the age of the Yeda. Strange to say, it has

been quite forgotten on what a precarious footing stood

the “opinion prevailing hitherto,” which was so zealously

The idea of drawing conclusions on the chronology of the

earliest Indian literature with the assistance of astronomical

data, is no new one. A. Ludwig already undertook an

attempt of this nature on the basis of the eclipses of the

sun. 21 The priests of ancient India, who had to determine

the times of sacrifice, were, like the pontifices in ancient

Home, at the same time almanac-makers. They had to

observe the firmament, in order to regulate and predetermine

the times of sacrifice. Hence we find numerous astronomical

and calendar data in the Brahmaiias and Sutras. In these, the

so-called Naksatras or “lunar mansions ” play a particularly

prominent part. The ancient Indians had observed that the

moon requires about 27 days and nights for its siderial orbit

and stays in a different constellation every night of

sidereal month. These stars or constellations, which all

not far distant from the ecliptic, were combined into a kind

of zodiac, a succession of 27 Naksatras embracing the spheres,

and this lunar zodiac was employed for the purpose of

estimating the position of the moon at a particular time.s)

*) Indiens Literatur and Knltur,^
3
) Uber die Erwahnung von Sonnenfinsternissen im Rigvetla. (Sitznngsberichte

der KjBnigb bdbmischen Gesellschaft der Wisseri8&h&ftffl
y*Tn£gk' 1885.

3
) The lunar zodiac has been preserved in India down to the present day,, side

by side with the solar zodiac, whM- wai probably not introduced into India until the
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) A.,
:

. Ludwig, Der Bigveda III, Prag l878, pp. l83 S. and R. G

1883-84, p. 39, have already pointed . out the chronological significa

heading the'.' list of the Nahsatras in the BrShnmnas; But Bln

Brahmanas between 1200 and 900 B.G. Violent discussions were aro

papers in “ Festgruss an Rudolf vonRoth,” Stuttgart, 1893, pp. 68-

pp. 105-116, and in OC X, Geneva 1894, I, pp. 103-108, and the book
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”
*> Jacobi

prayer, as iqi- example, ±se constant,

?e,” whereto she replied: “Constant

instant in the house of my husband.”

in which a “constant” star figures as

eable constancy, must have originated

rigliter star stood so near the celestial

Orion or Researches into the Antiqnifcy of ' the Vedas, Bombay 1893. Of. G Biihler, Tud*

Ant. 23, 1894, pp. 238 ft. ; W. D, Whitney in JAOS Proceedings, March 1894 (reprinted Tnd.

Ant. 24, 1895, pp 361 ff.)
;
G. Thibant

,

Ind Ant. 24, pp. 85 ££, • and Astronornie (Grandriss

III, 9) pp. 18 1 5 A. Barth
,
JA 1894, pp. 156 ff. ; Oeuvres II, 248 ft.

;
A. Weber

,
SBA 1894,

pp. *77$ ft*
:

.B , Oldenberg in 2DMG 48, 1894, pp. 629 ffi. j 49, pp. 470 ff.
; 50, pp. 450 ft.

}

Jacobi in ZDMG 49, pp. 218 ft. : 50, pp, 69 ff. j E. W. Uoplcins, The Religions of India, Boston

189$, pp, 4 ft
$
A. A, Maedonell, History of Sanskrit Literature, London 1900, p. 12.
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most ancient times were concerned only with the position of

the Naksafcras in relation to the moon and not to the sun, and

that there is not a single trace of any observation of the

equinoxes to be found in the most ancient times. The

passage x) in which we read that the Pleiades “do not swerve

from the East” should probably not be interpreted as mean-

ing that they rose “ due east ” (which would have been the

case in the third millenary B. 0., and would point to a

knowledge of the vernal equinox): the correct interpretation

is more likely that they remain visible in the eastern region

for a considerable time—during several hours—every night,

which was the case about 1100 B. C. 2) Coming to the

argument of the New Year in various millenaries, it is most

difficult to decide these questions, primarily because in our

texts the year sometimes begins -with spring, sometimes with

winter, and sometimes with the rainy season, and moreover

the number of seasons varies between three, five and six. 3)

The argument of the Pole Star, too, provoked serious

')' II, 1, 2, 3, See Oldeiiberg and Jacobi, ZDMG 48, p. 631 note
j 50, pp, 72

aad 452. Sankar B. Dikshit (Ind. Ant. 24, 1895, pp. 245 f.), B. Y. Kamesvara Aiyar (The

Age of the Brahmanas, in the Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society 1922, and previously

in Proc. POC I, pp. 1 if. and Dhirendranath Muhhopadhyaya, The Hindu Nakshatras, pp. 41

f. (.Reprint from Vol. VI of the Journal of the Department of Science, Calcutta University,

1923), have concluded from this passage, that the Satapatha-Brahmana was written about

3000 B. C.

a
) I am indebted for this explanation to Professor A. Prey, the astronomer of our

University, who informs me that, in about 1100 B. C. the Pleiades rose approximately 13°

to the north of the east point, approachmg nearer and nearer the easi line, and crossing

it as late as 2 h
11w after their rise, %i;tLheight of 29°, when seen from a place situated

at .25^ North latitude. They thus remain almost due east long enough to serve as

a convenient basis for orientation. This interpretation of the passage is proved to

be the correct one, by Baudhayana-Srautasufcra 27,5 (cf. W. Galand, Uber das rituelle

Sutra des Baudhayana, Leipzig 1903, pp. 37 ff.), where it is prescribed that the supporting

beams of a but on the place of sacrifice shall face the east, and that this direction shall be

fixed after the Pleiades appear, as the latter “ do not depart from the eastern region.” It

is.', true ' that, about 2100 B» 0. pf about 3100 B. G.ythe Pleiades touched the east line

earlier,,but they proceeded sputhw^ds jo rapidly'

ation. :

"
:

;

,

*) In the $afc.-Br« XII, 8,2,35, it is said*. *AJU seasons are the first, all are the

intermediate, all are the last.”
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objections. We cannot deny the possibility of one of the lesser

stars in the Little Bear having been visible (about 1250 B. 0.

and even later still) as the Pole Star in the clear Indian

firmament. 1
’ At any rate it is not permissible to draw

any conclusion from the non-mention of this custom in the

Rgveda : for by no means all of the marriage-customs are

mentioned in the marriage hymn in the Rgveda. and

there is no reason why this particular custom should have

been singled out for mention in preference to another.

Though the astronomical arguments of Tilak and Jacobi

did not succeed in proving what was to be proved, they have

stimulated the enquiry whether there are no other grounds

for assuming a greater antiquity of Vedie culture. And

indeed, from the point of view of Indian history, nothing

speaks against the assumption that Vedic literature extends

back into the third millenary, and ancient Indian culture

to the fourth millenary, while the supposition of 1200 or

even 1500 B. 0., traceable to Max Muller, for the commence-

ment of the Yedic period no longer agrees with the present-

day state of our knowledge of the political history, as well as of

the literary and religious history of ancient India. This

has, I believe, been convincingly proved, especially by G.

Buhler.2)

Inscriptions prove that in the third century B. C.

Southern India was conquered by the Aryan Indians and

invaded by brahmanical culture. The fact, however, that

some Yedic schools, such as those of Baudbayana and Apas-

tamba, originated in the south of India, makes it probable

that the conquest of the south by the Aryans must have taken

place much earlier, perhaps as early as in the 7th or 8th

*)... Professor Brey believes that Groombridge 2001 and 2029* ,.stars of the fifth to

the sixth magnitude In the iiifctle Beaj’i the first of which approached the pole as far as 17,

in about 1250 B. C., and the second of which approached the pole as far as S
5

in 1500 B. O.,

are easily visible in view of the favourable atmospheric conditions of India*

s
) Ind. Ant.* 23, 1894, pp. 245 ff.
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Brahmanas, Aranyakas and Upanisads pre-suppose not only

the hymns of the Rgveda, but also the spells and prayers of

the other Samhitas as sacred texts of hoary age. Indeed,

these old hymns and spells were often no longer understood.

The old legends had fallen into oblivion. I will recall only

the distance separating the Sunahsepa legend of the Aita-

reya-Brahmana from the hymns of the Rgveda .

11

Oral tradition, too, pre-supposes longer intervals of time

than would be necessary, had these texts been written down.

Generations of pupils and teachers must have passed away

before all the existing and the many lost texts had taken

definite shape in the Vedic schools .

21 On linguistic, literary

and cultural grounds we must therefore assume that many

centuries elapsed between the period of the earliest hymns

and the final compilation of the hymns into a Samhita or

“collection,” for the Rgveda-Samhita after all denotes only the

close of a period long past
,

31 and again between the Rgveda-

Samhita and the other Samhitas and the Brahmanas. The
# *

Brahmanas themselves, with their numerous schools and

branch schools, with their endless lists of teachers and the

numerous references to teachers of antiquity, require a period

of several centuries for their origin .

11 This literature itself,

as well as the spread of brahmanieal culture, theological

knowledge, and not least, the priestly supremacy which went

hand in hand with it, must have taken centuries. And when

we come to the Upanisads, we see that they, too, belong to

different periods of time, that they, too, pre-suppose generations

l

) See above, p. 57, p. 60, pp. 62 if., pp. 69 f., p, 75
, pp. 79 f., p, 104, pp. 196 ff., pp. 215 f.

£
) The circumstance that the texts were written down when they were no longer

completely understood and after a gap had occurred in the tradition, also explains

the fact that so frequently passages of diverse contents and different periods occur in

all Vedic texts, so that, for instance, some Tfpani?ads are to be found among the Saiphit&s

and Br&hmanas. See above pp, 124,

*

s
) The Aitareya-Aranyaka already pre-supposed the Kgveda Samhita in its division

into. ten books, (Max Muller, History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, pp. 340 f.)

4
) See above, pp.
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) See above, pp. 235 ft.

3
) Of. Hopkins, JAOS 22, 336 n. Rapson, Ancient India

3
) Die Lehre der Upanisbatlen und die AnMnge des Bud*

*) It is noteworthy that the Buddhists, too, call tb<

although these are by no means composed in the “ Si tra

pp, 268 f. They took “ Satra to mean didactic text,”

>p. 28
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leas to chronology, that we^ .... regard with some

confidence a report winch places the life of the first founder of

this sect about 750 B.G. Biihler also thought he could prove

that other sects antagonistic to the Veda and to Brahmanism

went back to a much more hoary antiquity than had hitherto

been supposed. 11 Unfortunately he did not live to demonstrate

this proof.

The discoveries made by Hugo Winckler in Boghazkdi

in Asia Minor in the year 1907, gave an impetus to more

recent discussions on the question of the age of the Rgveda

and of Vedic culture. 21 The clay tablets from the archives

of the capital of the ancient. Hittite kingdom, which were

found in Boghazkdi, included records of treaties concluded

by the king of the Hifctites and the king of Mitani at the

beginning of the 11th centurv B.G. The gods of both

kingdoms are invoked as guardians of the treaties, and in the

list of gods there appear, beside numerous Babylonian and

Hittite deities, the names of Mitra, Vanina, Indra and

Nasatyau among the gods of Mitani. 31 How did the names

*) R. Garbe, too (Reitnige ziir indischen Kiilfcurgeschiebte, pp. 27 ff ), is inclined to

date the origin. of the sect of the B'hJgayatas or Panoarafcras back to pre- Buddhist times,

*) Ct. FA, Meyzr, SBA 1903, pp. 1.4 if.; Zeitschriffc fu vergleiehende Spiachwis-

senschaft, 42, 1909, pp. 1 ff, ;
Geschichte des Altertums, 2. Anfl., I, 2 (1909), §§ 551, 574;

H* Jacobi, JRAS 1909, 721 ff. • 1910, 456 ff. ;
Internals. Woehenschriffc, 5, 1911, 387;

A, B. Keith, JRAS 4909, 1100 ft : 1910, 464 ff. j Bhandarkar, Com. Vol., pp. 81 ff. and HOS.,

Vol. 18 Introd, (where the wholedeTelopmetstof Vedic literature is crammed in, ^between

1200 and 350-B.C,, see esp.' pp,.x4zr
:

f.);;- AvA. Macdonell in Vedic Index I, pp. viii f and

IRE 7, 1914, pp. 49 ff. ; H. Ol&enlerg, JRAS 1909, pp. 1095 ff. ; 1910, pp. 846 fir.
;
L.de la

ValUe Poussin, Le Vedisme, 3 ieme ed. Paris, 1909, pp. 29 f.
;
Winternitz, Oesterreichische

Monatschrift f3r 'den Orient, 41, 1915 pp. 168 ff.
;
Calcutta Review, Nov,, 1923, pp. 1 19 ff.

;

Stem Konow, The Aryan Gads of the Mitani People (Royal Frederik University Publications

of
,

' the. Indian E. Sfsto^Ofltl

Tradition, London, 1922, pp. 800 ff.
;

P. Giles
,
Cambridge History of India, I, pp. 72 f.

3
) At least, nearly all scholars agree with Winckler ( Mitteilungen der Deutschea

Orient-Gesellschaft No, 35, 1907, p. 51, s, Boghazkdl-Studien VIII, Leipzig 1923, pp. 32 L,

•54 .. f, }.
.

that;
: these : names of gods hays fco be recognised in "the following''' cuneiform test i

ilAni Mi-it-ra as-si-il ilSni U*ru-wa*na-a§«si*el (in another text . A-ru-na —as-sidl) ;
In-dar

(other text ; In»da-ra) ihlni Na*sa*at*ti*ya-an»na. Doubts against this Identification have

only been raised by J. Ealivy in Revue Semitique, 16. 1908, pp. 247 ff.





ards chrono

are to be found in the Boghazkoi texts.8)

The idea of so early a date as the third millenary B.C.

for the Veda would certainly be out of the question, if it

were proved that the individual Indo-European peoples had

not yet separated from the primitive Indo-Europeans in the

1
) See A. Hillebrandt, Aus Alt-trad Neuindien, Breslau, 1922, pp. 1 ff. and ZII 3, 1924

pp, 1 f£. who points out traces of relations to Western countries especially in the eighth

Book of the Rgveda. For other views about the Aryan Indians in Asia Minor see R. G.

Bhandarlar
,
JBRAS 25, 1918, pp. 76 ft., and E. Forrer

,
Die aeht Sprachen cler BoghazkSi-

Inschriften, SBA 1919, pp. 1036 f.

2
) Konaiv suggests that the NSsatyas are mentioned in the Mitani treaty on account

of their playing a role in the ancient marriage-rites, because the treaty, following upon

a war between the Hittite king Subbiluliuma and the Mitani king Mattiuza, was confirmed

by a marriage of the latter with the Hittite king’s daughter. As this connection of the

Afving with the marriage-ritual, however, occurs only in the late SurySsukta, Konow
concludes that the extension of Indo-Aryan civilization into Mesopotamia took place

after the bulk of the Rgveda had come into existence ” so that the oldest portions of the

collection would M have to he considered as considerably older than the Mitani treaty/8

I cannot see the force of this argument, Indra and the XSsatyau (IndranSsatya) are

invoked together in Rv. Till, 26, 8, where they have nothing' to do with marriasre. K.
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ell (ERE, Yol. 7, 1914, pp. 49 n.) says, that “ it seems impos

that the Indians cannot have separated from the Iranian.

) B. C,”

roc. FOO I, pp, xvii ff, j II, p. 20 ff.) who rightly says “ that at
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Iso B, Y. KameSvara Aiyar. Quarterly Journal of the Mythi(
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h8) It is a cycle of ballads dealing

patha-BrShmana, XIII, 4, 3; SSfikhSyana-Grbyasutra, I. 2

y ana»G fhyasutra, I, 14, 6 f., IT, 6,6; Paraskara-Grhyasutra, I, 15, 7 f
. ; Apastambly

phyasutra, 14, 4f. Of, also A. Weber, Episches im vedisohen Ritual (SBA 1891) and

iiders, in ZDMG, Yol. 58, pp. 707 ff, Afc the Puru§amedha, too, the recitation of

y&nas forms part of the ritual, 9, Sankhayana-Sraufcasiitra 16, 11,

) The text, which has come down in very bad condition, was first edited by E.

Berlin, 1875 (reprinted in Ind. Stud., Yol, 14) ; newly edited, translated into

i and annotated by J. CMrpentier, ^^

ilie Suparaasage, Uppsala 1920, pp. 190 £f.

;

v, Negelein in GGi, 1924, pp. 65 5., 87 & J. Bertel considers this work to be a

to poem after the sfcyle pf the Swang described by R. Temple (WZKM 23, 1909,

24, 1910, 117 ff. ; Indisohe Mdrchen, pp. 344, 367 £.) ; and he has translated it

•man as a drama (Indisohe Marchen, Jena 1919, pp. 344 Winterniiz, Oester-

nsche Monatssohriffe far den Orient 41, 1915, pp. 176 f.
, Oldenberg, Zar Gesohichte

altindischen Prosa, pp. 61 ff. and XGGW19l9,pp, 79 fL This SuparnSdhySya has aa
©otion with the Saparpa songs belonging to the Khilas of the Rgveda, which are also

d w SnparnSdhyaya ” (s. abore p, 60, and Schefteloioitz, ZDMGr 74, 1920, p. 203).

) Charpentier, 1. o. pp. 196 t, J. v, Negelein (1. c. pp. 196, f.) doubts the justifies,-

i «TtjT



They are genera

) Qharpentier
,

1, c., pp

after the three Tedas and the

same relationship to the

According to the Kau-tilTya -Arthas ;Xstra, p. 7, the Atliarvaveda and

together with the trayl, “the threefold knowledge, J> form the Vedas,

and M. Bloomfield
,
SBE., Vol. 42, pp. xxxvi f

.

4
) The theory that there was a boolc called “ ItihSsaveda or

WZKM 23, 1909, p.295; 24, p. 420, B. Pischel KG 168; H, Oertel, WZKM 24, p. 121;

H. Jacobi, SBA 3911, p. 969; But-., the very passagein Kanfciliya ... I, 6
S p, 10, which is

quoted by these scholars, proves that “ Itihasa ” should be a single

work, but as a class of literary productions;, for u Veda ” only means a ' certain kind of

learning, not a book : Ayurveda is
s< medioal science/9 Gandharvaveda is “ music/ 9

Kgveda, SSmaveda, etc., are classes of texts, and not single books. Thus si
ItihSg&veda 79

is

not any particular book, but that branch of learning which consists of legends, stories, etc,

after the Alfinal:vavedas
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vedft and the Kuntapa hymns of the Atbarvaveda,

sped into epic poems or considerable icngtn,

and into entire cycles of epic songs, centring

or one great event; for the only two national

3 come down to us, the Mahabharata and the

ssent hut the last remnants of a long past

ietry. Long before these two epics existed as

b have been sung of the great combat of

vhich the Mahabharata centres, and of the

:he hero of the Bamayana. Neither is it

the battles of the Kauravas and Pandavas and
* *

f Rama should have been the only subjects of

ther heroes and great events in other royal

n sung. These old heroic songs,

alee for granted, have not all vanish-

"alayana*0^3ras,
:
;:; III, 3. : The fact; that,, in these

than historical trhih*
. ;

is : evident from' the
.

Yedie

Gr&thas to be “ lies
”

( Maitr&yaoi-SamhitS I, XI, 5 ;

rlorenes Heldengedicht der Sindhu-SauvTra, in

poetry, jMany ot;ner neroe

houses alsio must 1hiave bee



But what we know as the popular epics of the Indians* the

tahharata and the Ramayana* are not the old heroic

songs as and tray

the law-book of Maim (X, 11 and 17), the Sutas are a mixed caste

,ermarriage of warriors with Brahman women, while the MSgadhas,

tas, are usually called singers, are said to be descended from the

as with K§atriya women. In war, the Sutas are also the charioteers

idhas were undoubtedly bards from the land of Maga-

e Sutas, too, y, ere probably inhabitants of a country situated to the east of

Of. F. E. Pargiter
,

Ancient Indian Historical Tradition, London 1922, p. 16.

er
f Das Weib im altindischen Epos, Leipzig, 1915, p. 62 note, compares the modern

the RSjputs to the Sutas. On the Bhats arid other kinds of singers in the India of

a. 0. Temple, the Legends of the Fanjab, yolV I (1884), p. viii
;
and A.

ty (Grundriss II, 5, 1912), pp. 85 ff.

. A. Boltzmann
,
Das MahSbharata I, p. 54 f., 65 L

H. Jacobi
,
Das Ramayana, pp. 67.
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ancient India sang them, compiled into unified poems by

great poets or at least by clever collectors with some talent

for poetry, but accumulations of very diverse poems of un-

equal value, which have arisen in the course of centuries

owing to continual interpolations and alterations. Though

ancient heroic songs do indeed form the nucleus of both these

works, the more devotional Itihasa literature was included in

them to so great an extent, and such long poems of a religi-

ous-didactic nature were inserted, that the Mahabharata, in

particular, has almost completely lost the character of an

epic.
dm

What is the Mahabharata ?
X)

It is only in a very restricted sense that we may speak of

the Mahabharata as an “ epic ” and a “ poem.” Indeed, in a

certain sense, the Mahabharata is not one poetic production

at all, but rather a whole literature.

*) For information on the contend of the epic, the best help is H. Jacobi, MahS-

bharafca, Xnhalts-Angabe, Index und Konkordanz der Kalkuttaer und Bombayer Ausgaben.

Bonn 1903. For the problems of the Mahabharata see especially E. W. Hopkins, The Great

Epic of India, Its Character and Origin, New York 1901. A rich, though unfortunately not

handy, bollection of materials, is contained in A. Boltzmann
,
Das Mahabharata nnd seine

Teile, In 4 vols. Kiel 1892-95. The value of this great work is considerably prejudiced

by the untenable theories of the author upon the remodellings of the Mahabharata. Un-

tenable, too, are the opposite theories upon the origin of the epic as one work, which Joseph

Dahlmann has upheld in his books “ Das MahSbhSrata als Epos und Rechtsbueh,” Berlin,

1895, “ Genesis des Wah^b^tE,*’ Berlin 1899, and
u Die S&mkhya-Philosophie als Nator-

lehre und Erl8sungslehre, nach dem MabSbh&rata,** Berlin 1902, The first of these books,

however, has the great merit of having given new life to studies of the epic; it has given

rise to a veritable “ Dahlraann-iiterature ” Gf. H. Jacobi in GGA 1896. No. 1 and 1899,

No. 11; A. Ludwig in Sitzungsber. der kgl. bohmischen Ges. der Wiss. cl, f, Phil Prague

1896; 0. H. Tatoney
,

Asiatic Quarterly Review 1896
, pp» 347 ff.; J. Jolly, Ind. Ant. 25, 1896,

343 f. A, Barth in the Journal des savants, April, June and July, 1897, and RHR, t. 45,

1902, pp. 191 ft (Oeuvres II, 393 ff.) ; m.WirdernitzitinJRkS, 1897, pp. 713 ft and WZKM
XIV, 1900, pp. 53 ft, E. W. Hopkins in the American Journal of Philology, 1898, XIX, No, 1

1

W. Cartellieri in WZKM, 13, 1899
, pp. 57 ft; Jt Kirste in Ind; Ant., 31, 1902, pp, 5 ft

Among the older literature on the MahftbhSrata (it is summarized by Boltzmann, loc, cit.,

IY, pp. 165 ft) the following deserve special notice: Monier Williams, Indian Wisdom, 4th



desselben zram

1915, 325 if. and H. Oldenberg
,
Das Mahabharata, seine Entstehung, s«

6dttmgen,1922,

•*) Bharata means M battle of the Bharatas ’/-{bhSratalj . sa !

2, 56), In the Mahabh&rata itself we find mah&bhfirata-ynddha (X

Bharata battle/’ and Mah&bharat&khyanam (I, 62, 39),” ** the great i

battle ” the title “ Mah&bharata ” being an abbreviation of the latter,

*) See above p. 196.
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324 IKDIAN LITERATURE

commences with, the R§is, who are assembled at the

twelve-yearly sacrifice of Saunaka in the Naimisa forest, en-

treating the Suta Ugrasravas to tell them the story of the

Mahabharata as he has heard it from Vaisampayana. The

Suta declares himself willing, and tells the story of the snake-

sacrifice of Janamejaya, before proceeding to the repetition of

the narrative of Vaisampayana.

The fact that the Mahabharata consists almost entirely

of speeches is certainly a trait of antiquity. Ugrasiravas is

the reciter of the outline story, and in the poem itself Vaisam-

payana is the speaker. Within the narrative of Vaisam-

payana innumerable inserted tales are put in the mouth of

various persons, this insertion of stories within stories being

a very popular device in Indian literature. In most cases

the narratives, as well as the speeches of the persons appear-

ing, have no introduction but the prose formulae :
“ Vaisam-

payana spake,” “ Yudhisthira spaken, “ Draupadi spake,” and

so on.

Fantastic as is all the information imparted to us in the

introduction to the Mahabharata about its supposed author,

yet we find a few noteworthy statements in it. Thus we
are told that the K,si Vyasa narrated his work in a short

summary as well as in detailed presentation ; further, that

different reciters begin the poem at three different places, and

that its length was not always the same. Ugrasravas says

that he knows the poem as consisting of 8,800 verses, while

Vyasa declares that he composed the Sarnhita of the Bharata

poem in 24,000 verses, “and without the secondary stories

J
) “We may observe in the Iliad, too, that the old epics all contain very much

dialogs® ; only in the later epics does this dramatic element recede further into the

bachground.,i v But th* epic poem only reaches completion ."when,", in addition to the

speeches the outline of the narrative, too, is composed in metrical form. The final stage is

the withdrawal of the speeches, and the narration of events only in the form of verse”
Ernst B indisch, MSra und Buddha (Abhandl. der philolog.—histor, Klasse der K,

sachsischen Ges. der Wise. Leipzig 1895), pp. 222 ff. The MahSbhSrata is still a long way
from that M

final
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of immortal poetic art and profoun

that the Mahabharata represenl

1

) Dharma, “ law and custom ” or “morality,” artha {t
utility,” “advantages”

“ practical life” and Jcama, “ sensual gratification ” are the three aims of life, to a certain

extent the be-all and end-all of human existence, according to Indian ethics. The final

deliverance,” to which the various sects and phi-f all striving, however, is moh§a
,

“

deal systems indicate different paths.

) I, I, 261 f. ; 2, 382 f., 393 ; 62, 20 t
} 23, 25, 52 i To the last verse compare the

di saying :

a Whatever is not in the MahSbhSrata is not to be found in Bharata*

” (Le, in India).
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*) The whole of the Mahabharata has been translated into English prose by Kisori Mohan

Gangu

U

and published by Protap Chandra Roy (Calcutta 1884-1896), and by Manmatha

Nath Datt (Calcutta 1895-1905). A fine poetical rendering, partly in metrical transla-

tion*, partly in prose extracts, has been given by Romesh Butt in his “ Maha-Bharata, the

Epic of Ancient India condensed into English Yerse,” London 1899. Extracts from the

M&Mbhfirata will also be found in John Muir9
s “ Original Sanskrit Texts ” (1858-1872),

and “Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers” (London 1879), and in Monier

am Si Indian Wisdom,” 4th ed., London 1893. A Summary of the 18 Parvans

been given by Monier Williams, Indian Epic Poetry, London, 1863 ; an outline of the

story and extracts by J. C. Oman, The Great Indian Epics, London 1899, pp. 93 ff.

Books I-X have been translated into French by H Faucke^ Paris, 1863-1870, a collection

of larger extracts by Ph. E. Foucaux
,
Le Mahabharata, onze episodes tires de ce poeme

epique, Paris, 1862. Several episodes have been translated into Italian by P. E. Pavolini
,

1902, and into Gezrnan by
,
F. Bopp (Berlin, 1824), by the poet Friedrich Riickert (s. ft,

Bowberger
,

“ Riickeit-Studien,” 1878, pp. 84-122 and / Ylluckert-Nachlese ”
.1, .270 j II

315 ff.), by A. Boltzmann
,

Indische Sagen, 1845-1847 (new edition by M, Winternitz.

Jena, 1912, and 1921), by J. Bertel
,

Indische Mfirchen, Jena, 1919, No. 10-14, and by

W. Porzig in the series “ Indische Erz&hler ” (Yols. 12 and 15, Leipzig 1923, 192 f£). Tin

philosophical texts of the Mahabharata have been translated into German by (). Strausi

and P. Dewtsen
,

Yier philosophise!]© Texte/'tfes Mahabhstratam : Sanatsujataparvan

BhagavadgitS, Mokshadharma, Anugit&, Leipzig 1906.

2
) Indische Sagen. Part 2; Die Kuruinge, Karlsruhe 1846,

iM
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) the saint Vyasa begets

x
) The god of death, and at the same time the god of Justice.

2

) See above, pp. 322f,
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without however being able to harm him. The boys grew up, and two

famous Brahmans, skilled in the use of ..weapons, Krpa and Brona, were'

a s sons

were to

the queens and numerous heroes are
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were growing rmg

younger

Duryodhana engaged a skilful builder to construct a hous

of other highly inflammable materials, in which the Pandava

At night when they would all be asleep, the house was to fo

so that the Pandavas would meet their doom. But Vidurj

ihira privately of the treacherous plan, and for this

nafees use of a Mleceha language, i.e. the laoguao

commum

assassins

.sons* While everyone believes that the Pandavas have been burned with

their mother Kuntl, and the funeral ceremonies are being performed at

l^bitarastra’s court, the five brothers are wandering about with their

mother in the forest on the other side of the Ganges. At dead of night

they are in the midst of dense jungle, weary, hungry and thirsty. Kuntl

11
0 ! 3 iyj

ts of the Pane
* «

lxietjr as to tl
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m toe mrcn. mamma answers rnai ne may awaken his relatives

means, and she will save them all. Bhlma retorts, however, that 1

not dream of awakening his mother and brothers from their sweet t

Rlksasas, Yaksas (elves), Gandharvas and sueh-like riff-raff do nc

him in the least, and he will find a way of dealing with the n

himself. At this juncture the giant Hidimba, thinking that h

is too long away, appears in person, and would slay the love-sick

in his anger. But Bhlma confronts him and challenges him to fight.

After a terrible conflict, during which the brothers awake, Bhlma slays

the giant When he is about to despatch Hidimba likewise, Yudhisthira

exhorts Mm not to slay a woman. At her earnest entreaties, he at last

agrees to be united to her until a son is horn to her. Yudhisthira arranges

that Bhlma may stay with the giantess all day, but that he must always

return before sunset. So HidimbS flies through the air with Bhlma to

the pleasant hill-tops, where they give themselves up to the pleasures of



i/isguiscu as asueuus, me raiiQ avas new wanaer rrom ioresc to rarest,

experiencing many an adventure, and come at last to a city Ekaeakra

where, without being recognised, they stay at a Brahman’s house. During

the day they beg for their food and in the evening they bring it homo,

where Kunt! divides all the food into two halves, the one for Bhlma, and

the other for all the rest. One day Kuntf is alone at home with Bhlma,

Loud groans and lamentations are heard proceeding from the apartments

of the Brahman whose .hospitality they are enjoying. First of all they

hear the Brahman give vent to bitter lamentations over the lot of humanity

In general, and declare that it would be best for him to perish together

with his family, for he would never have the heart to sacrifice his faithful

wife, his beloved daughter or his dear little son, and yet on the other

hand, were he to die alone, he would be leaving his dear ones to sure

distress. Then the Brahman’s wife begins to speak, and says that he

must live on, so as to provide for his children and to preserve the racer

she herself, having borne him a son and a daughter, has fulfilled the

purpose of her life, and can die in peace. Were he to die, she, could

never nourish and protect her two children single-handed; she would

be able neither to protect her daughter from unworthy men nor to

give her son an education worthy of a Brahman. Whereas he could

take a second wife, she herself, as a widow, would lead but a pitiable

existence. “ As birds swoop greedily down upon a piece of flesh that is

east away, thus do men abuse a woman who Is bereaved of her

husband/* .
Therefore she will sacrifice her life. The daughter, who

has listened to what her parents have said, now has her say, and, seeks

to prove, that for her alone js ^ for the family. u
Is it

not said : A son is as one’s own se^ is a friend, but a daughter

is misery. Rid thyself of this.'.misery, therefore^ me fulfil my

duty/* While these three converse in '
this.; fashion, and finally burst into

tears, the little son, his eyes wide open, approaches each one individually,

and says, smiling, in his sweet, childish voice :

st Do not weep, father

!

Do not weep, mother !
--

:

-

:

:;

v'And[. the little fellow gaily

takes a blade of grass from the ground, saying t
w I am going to kill the

fisiiisliteiiii



Brahman will not hear of a Brahman, and a guest at that, sacrificing his

life for him. Then Kunt! explains to him that her son is a great hero,

which fact is not to be disclosed, and that he will surely slay the Raksasa,

Bhlma is prepared to carry out his mother’s proposal immediately, and the

next morning he drives into the forest haunted by the monster, with the

he reachescart containing the rood intended tor the Jttaksasa. As soon as

the forest, he begins to eat the food himself (this is most humorously

described), and is in no wise perturbed by the stormy approach of the giant.

Even when the infuriated Raksasa showers blows on him with both hands,

he calmly continues eating. It is not until he has eaten everything up that

he prepares for

and hurl them at ensues, the result

lis knee. Bhlma

he relatives and

the giant m across

extracts a promise rr

subjects of Baka, tha

he then returns to his

never again kill a human

lere is great joy in the ei

The self-choice and marriage of Branpadl

After a time the Pandavas decide to leave Ekaeakra and to migrate to

Pancala. On the road thither they hear that Brnpada^ king of the Pificalas,

is about to hold a “ self-choice
” *1 for his daughter. The brothers decide

*) Svayamvam? i.e. bride’s self-choice,” is -a. .form . of ... .engagement or betrothal

in which the king’s daughterherself chooses ber husband .from, amongst the assembled

princes and heroes (after her father has issued a solemn invitation), placing a garland

around the neck of the chosen one, whereupon the marriage takes place. While the

Svayamvara is very frequently described in epic poetry
,
this custom is not mentioned at all

•
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in the brahmanical law-books, which otherwise treat the various kinds of betrothal in great

detail, Of. J. J. Meyer, Das Weib im altmdischen Eposy pp. 60
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at the Svayamvara. Princes of all lands, among them the Kauravas
Duryodhana and his brothers and Karya, accept King Drupada’s invitatioi

and assemble in the festively decorated hall in which the self-choice of ;

husband is to take place. Innumerable Brahmans, too, flock in as speeta

tors, and among them are the five Paudavas. There are brilliant festivitie

for several days, and the foreign kings and the Brahmans enjoy splendh
hospitality as guests. At last, on the sixteenth day, attended by the tisua

ceremonies, the radiant Krmia, beautifully dressed and adorned, steps int.

the hall, holding the garland of flowers in her hand. Pier brother Dfirqta

dywtima proclaims in a loud voice :

iviaiK tins now, assemmeci monarcns, ana the target hung on high,
Through yon whirling pierced discus let five glitt’ring arrows fly !

Whoso horn of noble lineage, hits the far suspended aim,

Let him stand and as his guerdon Drupad’s beauteous

maiden claim !
” *

)

After this he fells his sister the names of all the kings present, beginning
with Duryodhana. All of them are at onee enamoured of the charming
Ireraa, each is jealous of the other, and. every single individual hopes t<

win her. One after the other nowf attempts to bend the bow, but non.
succeed. Then Karya steps forward

; he has already bent the bow, and i,

prepared to hit the mark, when Krsyu. calls out in a loud voice : Alp choie.

shall not be a charioteer.” With a bitter laugh and a glance towards th<

®on
,
Karya throvvs the how down again. In : vain do the mio,hty king!

iSisupala, Jarasandha and Salya strive to bend the bow. Then Ariun:
arises from the midst ot the Brahmans. Amid loud murmurs of applausi
from those who admire the stately youth, and amid the sounds of dis

approval of those who are angry at the presumption of a Brahman in enter
mg the lists with warriors, he strides to the bow, bends it in tbi

twinkling of an eye, and shoots the target down. When Krsna sees th<



hero who had won his sister for his

>rotner spreading a mattress ot irnsa grass woereon tin

stretch themselves in t irn, each one on his antelope-skin

and he hears how the brothers still regale one another with

asleep. Then Dhrstadyumna hastens back to his father, to tell him that.

)
“ the black one” is usually called Draupadl, i.e daughter of Drapad*,
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Wn<, from their conversation, the supposed Brahmans must be warriors,

rt which the ting rejoices exceedingly. The next momrng, Drnpad.

incites the PSndavas to the palace, in order to celebrate his daughter

wedding with due festivity. It is only now that Tn«h» mfonn

him that they are the sons of Pandu, whom people had thought dead,

Drupada is mneh rejoiced at this, for it had always been his wish to have

fhelave Arjuua as a son-in-law. Just when he is about to pattern

n 1 marriage of his daughter with Arjuua, he is, however,

astonished °and disillusioned to learn from Yudhisfehira that

M must become the common wife of all five brothers. The scruples

;:;h he puts forward are, however, appeased when he learns of the ancient

tody custom of the Paujavas, and Dra.padt is wedded before the sacred

be fat to Y»dhi9thira as the eldest brother and then to the other

fa, brothers in order of agc.» Knot, blesses her d.nghter-m-I.W and

K«a sends rich and most costly wedding presents to the newly-wedded

people.

——"
'

:
-TT—v the epic has indubitably faithfully preserved an

*> In this marnage,to£ ^ group.raarriage, of which the marriage

old feature of the legem tj
though still occurring in certain regions of India at

of the Pandavas affords -

’ legitimate form of marriage in ancient

the^

^

a, m, *>

.

India, and is directly op
p one^ neyer heard that one woman

“ The law teaches that one mail

gives expression to the general Indian opinion.

has many men ns hei us

“e principal heroes of the epic have only one wife between

When, in spite ot this, the ^ ^^ interwovett with the whole legend and

them, it is a proof that
ime wlien the JtahibMrata acquired a more and

the ancient epic, that, even a _ a
’

religious text booh, the elimination of this

more brahmamcal charac er an
d was to try to justify the marriage

feature could not be dreamed d
inserted stories . 0n one occasion Vyasa

to five husbands by
whQ oould not obtain a husband, and implored the

relates the silly stoiy o
‘ Now because she had cried five times “Give me

god Siva to procure a husband t ‘
-

n ^ future birth , This maiden is reborn

a husband,” Siva promises iei v

fore reoeivea the five Panovas as husbands.

asW, Drupada s daughter ^ The pandavas, who live in the potter’s

A second story is not nine 1
° Draupadi, and announce to their mother

oortsc** ** out begging. With-

to her custom, « *** * -
looking up, Ki y

.
,, .

s a woman ,
and is very much perturbed; but the

does she notice tha
„_true and therefore the five brothers must enjoy

ord of a mother may not e m
a ^^ related to Drupada, is the sivaitio “ Five

iraupadi m common. A th 5
, „ most fantastic and confused account, according
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s,„, „
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The report that me raugavas are sum anve ana iimu it was Arjuna

who had won Draupadl at the self-choice, is soon noised abroad. Duryo-

dhana and his friends return sadly to Hastinapura, and they are much

east down by the Pandavas 5 having gained two mighty allies by their

marriage, namely, Drupada and the Panealas, and Krsna and the ladavas.

Duryodhana is of opinion that they should be on their guard against the

Pandavas, and suggests that they should get rid of them by treachery,

Karga, on the other hand, is for open combat. But Bhlsma, supported by

Vidura and Drona, advises Dhrtarastra to cede one-half of the kingdom to

the Pandavas and to live peaceably with them. Dhrtarastra agrees to this

proposal and cedes one-half of his kingdom to the Pandavas, and it is ar-

ranged that they shall settle in the desert of Khandiavaprastha. Yudhis-

fchira gladly accepts the offer, and, accompanied by Krsna, the Pandavas

journey to Khandavaprastha, where they found as their residence the great

city and fort of Indraprastha (near modern Delhi).

Arjwmh banishment and adventures .

The Paocjavas live happy and contented in Indraprastha with their

common wife. In order to avoid any jealousy among them, they had

mutually agreed (on the advice of the divine sage Marada) that if any

one of the brothers should intrude on a private interview of any other of

the brothers with Draupadl, the former should go into banishment and

lead a life of chastity for twelve years. Owing to this understanding they

lived at peace with one another.

One clay some robbers steal some cattle from a- Brahman, who comes

running into the palace violently reproaching the king for not protecting his

and an incarnation of Lafe$ml or Sri (goddess of good fortune and beauty) is destined to

be bis wife. The five Bincfavas are iiicamations bf the cme Xndra. Draupadl is an incar-

nation of Lak§mT, so that Draupadl has actually only one husband ! There is not even an

attempt made to bring these three justification stories into accord with one another or

with the principal narrative. On the other hand, it is repeatedly distinctly emphasized

that it was an ancient family custom, not indeed-, a' general .-/Indian custom, but a special

family, usage of the Pandavas. In Buddhist and Jain stories, Draupadi’s self-choice of

a husband is so described that she chooses, not Arjuna, but all the five PSndavas simul-

taneously. Strangely enough, even a few European scholars have tried to interpret and

justify the marriage to five husbands mythologically, allegorically
. and: symbolically, in-

stead of accepting it as an ethnological fact. (Of. my “ Notes on the M&habhSrata,”

#RASs .

1897, pp. 738 flf.).
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INDIAN LITERATUllE340

of the Vrsnis and Andfaakas—elans of the Yadavas—on the hill Raiva-

taka. Noblemen and citizens go forth with music, singing and dancing,

and there is great merriment. Baladeva, Krsna’s brother, gets drank

with his wife Revatl; Ugrasena, king of the Vrsnis, comes with his

thousand wives, and many other princes with their wives. On this

occasion Arjuna sees Subhadra, Krsna ?

s beautiful sister, and becomes

enamoured of her. He asks Krsna how he can obtain her, and the

latter advises him to carry her off by force after the fashion of

warriors, as a self-choice is always an uncertain affair i

). Then

Arjuna sends a messenger to Yudhisthira to ask his permission for the

abduction of Subhadra. Yudhisthira gives his consent, and Arjuna goes

forth in his chariot in full battle array, as though he were going to the

chase. Subhadra is taking a stroll on Raivataka, and just as she is about

to return to Dvaraka, -\rjuna seizes her, places her on his chariot and

drives off with her in the direction of Indraprastha. Great excitement

prevails in Dvaraka
;

the drunken Raladeva is furious at Arjuna’s having

violated the laws of hospitality. But Krsna pacifies his relatives by telling

them that Arjuna has not offended them at all. On the contrary, lie had

not considered the Yadavas so avaricious that they would sell a maiden

like a head of cattle, and he had not wanted to take the chance of an

uncertain self-choice, so his only course had been to carry Subhadra off.

There was no objection to the marriage itself, but they should recall

Arjuna, and effect a reconciliation. This actually takes place, and Arjuna

and Subhadra are married. He stays in Dvaraka for another year,

enjoying the society of Subhadra. He spends the remainder of the twelve

years at the sacred place of Puskara, after which he returns to Indra-

prastha. Draupadl reproaches him for his marriage with Subhadra, but

is appeased when Subhadra offers herself to Draupadl as a maidservant.

Thenceforth Draupadl, Subhadra and Kunfci live happily together, Subhadra

bore Arjuna a son, Ahkimanyu
, who became a favourite with his father and

his uncles, but Draupadl bore one son to each of the five Pan^avas.

Yudhisthira becomes the Ruler of the World

King Yudhisthira reigned justly 'and piously in his kingdom, and his

subjects, who loved him devotedly,." .lived in' peace and happiness. The
Wng ?

s brothers, too, led. a happy life. But Arjuna enjoyed a still more

*) Obviously the Yadavas were a rough shepherd -tribe, with whom marriage by theft
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intimate friendship with Krsna. Once when the two friends were convers-

ing in the groves by the Jumna (where they had veritable orgies with

many beautiful women, and in which even Draupadl and Subhadra parti-

cipated) the god Agni approached them in the form of a Brahman, and

besought them to assist him in burning the Khandava forest, The fact

was that the god had indigestion after eating the numerous offerings at

some great sacrifice, and Brahman had told him that he must bum the

Khandava forest if he wished to recover from it: but every time he had

attempted to set the forest afire, the forest animals extinguish it again,

Arjuna and Krsna are to prevent this, and Agni procures heavenly weapons

for them for the purpose : for Arjuna the mighty bow Gandiva with two

inexhaustible quivers and a splendid chariot with silvery-white horses and

recognisable from afar by a monkey banner; and for Krsna a sure discus

and an irresistible club. With these weapons they support Agni and kill

all creatures which attempt to escape from, the burning forest. They spare

only the demon Maya, who is a great artist among the heavenly host. 1 *

In thankfulness at the sparing of his life, the demon Maya builds for

Yudhisthira a marvellous palace with all kinds of most ingenious devices.

After some time Yudhisthira, in agreement with Krsna, decided to offer

the 'great sacrifice for the consecration of a king (rajasuya). Now only

a ruler of the world, a great conqueror, is entitled to offer this sacrifice.

But as Jarasandha, king of Magadha, is the mightiest ruler for the time

being, he must be removed. He is killed in a duel with Bhima. After

this, Arjuna, Bhima, Sahadeva and Nakula go forth on victorious cam-

paigns of conquest in the north, east, south and west respectively, on the

strength of which Yudhisthira becomes possessed of a world-kingdom. ' Tbe

kings
1 consecration sacrifice may now be offered, and it is celebrated with

great pomp. Numerous kings, including the Kauravas, are invited to it.

At the close of the sacrifice, gifts of honour are distributed. At Bhlsma’s

suggestion, Krsna is to receive the first gift of honour. Sisupala, king

of Cedi, objects to this. A quarrel ensues, ending in the death of Sigupala

at the hands of Krsna,
.

.

When the sacrifice is accomplished, the foreign kings take their depar-

ture* Krsna, too, returns to his home. Only. Duryodhana and his uncle

Sakuni stay on in the palace of the Paaclavas for some time. When view-

ing the superb building Duryodhana' meets with all kinds of mishaps*

J

) Here ends the Actiparwn, or First booh of the Mah$ bhfir&ta.
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Dns^asana repairs to the women’s apartments, and soon drags the struggling

Draupadl into the assembly by the hair; she is unwell and therefore

clad only in scanty garments. She laments bitterly that no one takes

her part, not even Bhlsma and Drona, and she easts a despairing glance

at the Pandavas. Now the loss of their possessions and of their kingdom

does not pain them so deeply as this glance of Draupadl’s, filled with

shame and anger. Then Rfafma can restrain himself no longer, he re

-

proaches Yudkisthira violently for having staked Draupadl, and is about

to lay hands on him. 1

)
But Arjuna admonishes him : Yudhisthira must

always be recognised and respected as the eldest. Now Vikarna, one of

Duryodhana’s youngest brothers, calls on those assembled to reply to

Draupadi’s question whether she has been gambled away by right. As

they are all silent, he himself answers the question in the negative . Raima,

however, retorts that the Kauravas have won everything
, and that therefore

the wife of the Pandavas also belongs to them. He adds that the Panda-

vas, and Draupadl too, should be stripped of their very clothes, as the

Kauravas have won their clothes from them. The Pandavas take off their

upper garments, while Dussasana, at a sign from Karna, proceeds to tear

Draupadi’s garment from her. She, however, prays to Krsna, the incar-

nation of the god Visrrn, and by his help she remains clothed, however

many times Dussasana seizes her draperies. 2 * But Bhima now pronounces

the terrible' oath

:

“Give heed to my oath, ye warriors of the whole world, an oath

such as has never before been uttered by men, and such as will never again

be uttered by a man. May 1 never attain to the resting-place of my ances-

tors if I do not fulfil the words which I have spoken—if I do not tear

open the breast of this evil, foolish outcast of the Bharatas in the fight,

and drink his blood l

33

5

) Bhima says he will burn both of Y udhi?fchira\s arms, and asks Sakadeva to

bring fire for this purpose (If, 68, 6; 10). J. J. Meyer (“ Das Weib irn altindischen Epos,”

p. 226) translates differently, interpreting the passage as meaning that Bhima wishes to

bum his own hands, and Meyer calls this “ a typically Indian method of revenge and

branding,” similar to the “ prayopavesa !5
(threat of suicide by hunger, in order to force

aiight). Nllakantha’s commentary (fce fcava pura iti se§ah) would confirm this interpreta-

tion. Even if the usual translation be accepted, Bhima’s threat sounds very strange.

s
) Not only the Southern Indian '^tthoscripts, but also the play “ DutavSkya ”

ascribed to BhSsa, make it seem probable that ..this miracle of the garments is a very

late interpolation; s, Wirrternim in. Festschrift.
:

;Kuhn, pp, 299 ff. Oldenberg f'Ras
Mababharata,” pp. 45 C) makes an attempt to distinguish generally between the earlier

and later, parts in the present narrative .'of the
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above pp. 183 t The riddle there quoted from the V&jasaneyi-Samhit&

ecurs (MahSbh. Ill, 313, 65 f.) s

tere is no word in any European language which is quite synonym<

it word dharma. Dharma signifies “^ norm of action” and mclu

3
« Iaw and custom, morality and religion, duty and virtue .» It is t

to translate the word in the same way in each case. Cf. above p. 326.

INDIAN LXTEBATTJBE

»D,Uin. Now when he approaches .he late, he to. he.™ the voice

of L yaksa warning hie not to drink before he h.e

questions. Yudhisthira declares himself willing to answer the quest o »,

and there ensues a most intending ping of “d

which, with the exception of a few riddles in the style of the ane.ent Vedrc

bmhmodjnn,.) almost the whole of Indian eth.es » reeled. Only

few examples will be quoted here
: ,. ,

Thevafesa: “What is weightier than the earth? What is higher

than the shy ? What is swifter than the wind ? What is more numerous

mother is weightier than the earth.

higher than the sky. The spirit is swifter than the wind. Thou0

The yaksa :
“ Who is the friend of the traveller ? Who is the friend of

him who remains at home? Who is the friend of the sick? Who is the

friend of the dying ?
,

.«

Yudhinthira: “ A caravan is the friend of the traveller. The wife »

the friend' of him who remains at home. The doctor is the fr.end of the

sick. Charity is the friend of the dying,
. .

The yaksa :
“ Who is the foe who is difficult to conquer and which is

the never-ending disease? Which man is considered good, and which bad ?”

Yudhisthira :
“ Anger is the foe that is difficult to conquer. Greed is

the never-ending disease. He who is friendly towards all creatures is

considered good; he who knows no mercy is considered bad._
• The yaksa :

“ What, O king, is called delusion, , and wha. is pride.

, What do we mean by idleness, and what is sorrow ?”

Yudhisthira To be deluded with regard to Dharma,*) is delusion;

to be proud of oneself is pride. Inactivity with regard to Dharma is idle-

ness, and ignorance is true sorrow.”
.

- The yaksa: “ What do the rsis call constancy, and what is known as

bravery ? What is the best bath ? What is charity ?”

Yudhisthira: “Steadfastness in the fulfilment of one's duty is con-

stancy; bravery is the control of the senses. The best bath is getting rid

Jm
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uade Duryodhatia to accept the peaee terms.

himself w

He does

Dhrtarasb

nnnn Yud

order to avoid bloodshed among relatives, ne even ueciai.es uis wimugueoo

to accept the peace on condition that Duryodhatia will place five villages

at his disposal. The Kauravas now confer upon this reply which Sanjaya

brings back. Bhlsma, Drona and Viduia vainly strive to persuade Duryo-

* dhana to yield and make peaee. As Dbrtarasfcra shows himself entirely

feeble and powerless, even this conference breaks up without the achieve-

ment of any result.

The Pandavas, too, again debate on the peace, and Krsna offers to

make another attempt, and to go in person to the Kauravas as a messenger

of peaee The Pandaws gratefully accept this offer. Even the defiant

Bhlma speaks in favour of the peace in words whose mildness is so

astonishing, “ as if mountains had grown light and fne cold,” that Krsna

/ himself is surprised. On the other hand some of the heroes, and more

|;!iA
especially Draupadi, the wife of heroes, are impatient of any negotiations

for peace, and would much prefer to declare war at once ; but Yudhisthira

insists upon the message of peaee. In tender words he remembers their

mother KuntI, and he begs Krsna to visit her, as she is living with

Yidura at the court of the Kauravas, and to ask after her welfare.

Krsna repairs to the Kauravas, taking benedictions on his way. He

|v
:

1

i8 received splendidly by Dbrtarastra, but only accepts Vidnra’s hospitality.

Ijy".: He immediately visits KuutI and gives her Yudhisthira’s greetings. The

mother of heroes laments the separation from her sons in bitter words,

but she is still more pained at the insult offered to Draupadi, and

reproaches Yudhisblnra with weakness. She asks Krsna to tell her sons that

they should not forget their duty as warriors, and should not hesitate to

stake their lives. She says that the moment has now come “for the sake

of which a warrior’s wife brings children into the world.” The next

Krsna «-oes to the assembly of the Kaurava princes in festive

array, and makes a speech as to peace. Dbrtarastra announces that he,

for his part, desires nothing better than peace, but that he is powerless to

y thing against his son Duryodhana. Then Krsna turns his peace

ations to Duryodhana, arid Bhlsma. Drona and Yidura also do their
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The story goes, however, that in reality he was begotten by Surya, tne

sun-god, and Kunfci, when the latter was as yet a virgin, in a marvellous

fashion, so that KuntTs virginity was not violated. But after she had

given birth to Karna, she was ashamed, and put the boy out on the river

in a little water-tight basket. There he was found by a charioteer, who

brought him up. Karna is therefore really an elder brother to the Pandavas.

Krsna refers to this, and tries to persuade him to seize the throne and

to appoint his younger brother Yudhisthira as his successor, as the Panrlavas

would agree to this. Karna, however, refuses to listen to such treachery

to his friend Duryodhana; and when Kuntl, supported by Surya himself,

tries in similar fashion to persuade him to go over to the side of the

Pasadavas, Karna only answers her in hard words : he says that she has
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Arjuna, who still reveres Bhlsma as his “grandfather,” 1
) shows too

much consideration in fighting. When Krsna observes this, he rushes

himself upon Bhlsma to kill him, but Arjuna holds him back forcibly,

reminding him of his oath not to fight. Put to wild flight by Bhlsma,

the Pancjava warriors return to their camp at nightfall.

The Pandavas use the night for a council of war. As they know that

Bhlsma will not fight against Sikhandin, they decide 2 to place the latter in

the van the next day ;
but Arjuna is to be concealed behind Sikhandin, and

direct his arrows against Bhlsma, It is only unwillingly that Arjuna agrees

to this treachery, and he remembers with pain and shame that, as a boy, he

had played on Bhlsma’s lap and called him “ daddy.” Krsna, however,

succeeds in persuading him that only he can conquer Bklgma, and it is only

by killing the mighty opponent that he will fulfil his warrior’s duty.

Thus dawn breaks on the tenth day of the battle, and Sikhandin is

placed in the van by the Pandavas, while the Kauravas advance with

Bhlsma at their head. All day long the conflict rages between the Panda-

vas and the Kauravas around Bhlsma. Thousands and thousands sink to the

around on both sides. At last Sikhandin, behind whom Arjuna is concealed,

succeeds in coming up with Bhlsma. The latter smilingly awaits bikhanrjin’s

arrows, without defending himself against him. But however violently

the latter aims at Bhlsma, the arrows do not hurt him. But soon Arjuna,

hidden behind Sikhamlin, begins to shower arrow upon arrow on the

venerable hero. And Bhlsma, turning to Dussasana who is fighting

beside him, says :
“ These arrows, which are completely destroying my

life-spirits like messengers of Yama, are not Sibhandin’s arrows ; these

arrows, which penetrate into my limbs like raging, writhing serpents dis-

tended with venom, are not ^ibhandin’s arrows, they are shot by Arjuna.” 3
)

Once more he pulls himself together, and hurls an arrow at Arjuna,

l

) The great-uncle Bhl§ma is usually called thus by the sons of Pandu.

58

) In the old poem it was probably Krsna who gave this ad?ice. The version given

in our present “ Mahabh§ratan is simply absurd. The sons of Panda, we are told, betake

themselves at night time to Bhx§ma in the hostile camp, and ask him quite naively how

they can best kill him. Bhl§ma himself then advises them to place Sikhandin opposite

him, and to let Arjuna fight behind him. So it is narrated at the beginning of Canto VI,

107; in the middle of the same Canto we have the beautiful speeches in which Arjuna,

full of tenderness, lets his thoughts dwell on his “grandfather ” Bhi§ma, who had rocked

him on his knees as a child
;
and at the end of the same Canto it is the same Arjuna

who comes forward with the plan of killing Bhlsma in so unfair a manner. Cf, Ad. Holtz-

mann, “Das MahSbhSrata,” II, 172 f.

») VI, 119, 63 f.

46
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which the latter catches and shivers into three pieces. Then he takes his

sword and shield to defend himself; but Arjuna smashes his shield into a

hundred pieces. Then Yudhisthira orders his people to attack Bhlsma, and

the Pandavas rush from all sides on the warrior who is standing alone,

until, just before sunset; bleeding from innumerable wounds, he falls

headlong from his chariot .
1 And there are so many arrows sticking in

his body on all sides that he does not touch the ground in his fall, but

rests on a bed of arrows.

Loud is the jubilation among the Pandavas, but boundless the

lamentation in the camp of the Kauravas. It is agreed to call a truce in

honour of the fallen hero, who had been so closely related to both the

belligerent parties. And Pandavas as well as Kauravas stand around the

dying hero, filled with admiration and sorrow. He greets the warriors,

and tries to speak to them. The head of the dying man hangs feebly

down. He begs for a cushion. They hasten to bring fine cushions, but he

waves them aside smilingly. Then Arjuna takes three arrows from his

quiver and supports Bhlsma's head on them.

Bhlsma declares contentedly that this is what he wanted, and that this is

a fitting bed for a hero. The dying hero exhorts Duryodhana in impressive

words to conclude peace :
“ Let this battle end with my death, O my son,”

he says. “ Make peace with the Pandavas.” But like a man sick unto

death who refuses medicine, Duryodhana refuses the wise counsel of

Bhlsma. '

/ ;

The defiant, but noble Karna also approaches to pay his respect to

the dying hero. With dim eyes, the aged chief embraces him with one

hand and exhorts him also to make peace with the Pandavas, the more

so as, being the son of KuntI, he is their brother. But Karna declares that

he must remain faithful to Duryodhana and do his duty as a warrior in the

fight against the Pandavas, H e says that he; cannot do otherwise. Recon-

ciled, Bhlsma gives the brave warrior permission to fight, though it is

x
) The foolish tale (VI, 116) in which Bhlsma explains to Yudhi§thira In the midst

of tb© battle that he is weary of lifet whereupon the latter, with cheap courage, exhorts

his men to fight against the hero, is just as much in contradiction with this description

(VI, 120, 58 ff.) as the childish story (VI, 120, 32 €,) which tells how Vasus (divine beings)

and Efis appear in the sky and approve of Bh?§ma#

s determination to die. These are later

interpolations, which pursue the two-fold aim of whitewashing the Pandavas and making

Bhi?ma himself into a demi-god. In the old poem Bhi§ma was surely only a mighty hero,

whom the F&gdavas brought low In an tmbhw But the story of VI, 116, is

known .in the " DSt^hatotkaca'-";^
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truly painful to him that all his efforts towards peace have been in

vain.

1

)

Now that Bhlsma has fallen, Karna again participates in the battle,

and at his suggestion the old teacher Drona Is consecrated as commander-

in-chief .
2 ( The fight is carried on under his command from the eleventh

till the fifteenth day.

On the thirteenth day
.

of the battle there is a sad event for the

Pandavas. The youthful, but valiant son of Arjuna, Abhimanyu, ventures

too far into the ranks of the enemy, is separated from his protectors by the

Sindhu king Jayadratha, and is killed by Dussasana’s son. Arjtina swears

to take a terrible revenge on the murderer of his son, meaning Jayadratha.

So the principal event of the fourteenth day of the battle is the combat

between Arjutia and Jayadratha, which drags on all day, and ends in the

death of the latter. As Arjuna swore, he is killed before sundown. At

the same time Bhlma has been raging in the Kaurava army, killing many

of Dhrtarastra’s sons.
• m 0

But on this day the fight is not interrupted as usual when the sun

goes down. ‘The combatants on both sides are so embittered that they

can brook no interval, in spite of the approaching darkness. They fight

on, by the light of torches and lamps. Individual heroes perform astound-

ing feats. But Karna bears down especially hard on the Pandavas, and

on Krsna J

s advice the rakaasa Ghafcotkaea is sent out against Karna.
01

' • • V— • Jft

The hero wrestles manfully with the giant monster, and the raksasa does

fearful damage in the Kaurava host, until he is at last killed by Karna.

But even in his very fall the giant Ghatotkaea tears an entire army of the

Kauravas to the ground and crushes it. The Pandavas are very sorrowful

l
) In the old poem Bhi§ma surely did not live longer after his downfall than was

necessary to address a few words to Duryodhana and Karna. Our MaliSbharata relates

the carious story that Bhigma fell in the sun's southerly course, .*;«?, in the half-year

before the winter solstice, but postponed his death until the time of the sun's northerly

course (uttarayana) i,e. the half-year before the summer solstice. The Upanigads teach

that the soul, which traverses along the path of the gods to the world of Brahman, must

pass the uttarayana (ChSnd, Up. V, 10, .1 j
Bxh. Up. YI, 2, 15). Out of this the theologians

have derived the rule that a saint or yogin, who desic&a to be united with the Brahman,

most die in the uttara,yar}a. (Thus Bhagavad-gitS, Fill, 24.) The philosopher Sankara

(on Fedanta-sutra IF, 2, 20 f.) already speaks of the fact that Bhi?ma had chosen the

uttarSyana for his death. At that time therefore, (8th century A.D.) the story of

Bhlgma’s death must already have been related as in our present Mahabharata.

2
) The battle under the leadership of Drona forms the contents of the seventh

book (Dronajparvan)

.
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at the death of Bhlma’s sod Grhafcotkaea, only Krsna rejoices
;

for the fact

is that Kama had used the spear given him by Indra, which he had saved

up for Arjuna
,

1 against the raksasa. This was the very thing that

Krsna had intended.

The fight rages on, until the warriors of both sides are overpowered

by sleep. It is only with difficulty that the most conscientious of the

warriors keep up. Many of them, weary and drowsy, drop on their ele-

phants;, chariots and horses, whilst others, blinded by sleep, reel about and

even slay their own friends. Then Arjuna the warrior takes pity, and in a

resounding voice gives the combatants permission to devote some time

to sleep. The foes, too, joyfully welcome this proposal, and both gods and

men bless Arjuna for these words. And in the midst of the field of battle,

steeds, elephants and warriors lie down to slumber,

(The following literal prose translation of a. few verses can only give a

feeble impression of the poetic beauty of the nocturnal scene here describ-

ed
;
the style recalls in some places the lyrics of a Kalidasa. 2 )

“Then, overpowered by sleep, all the great chariot-fighters grew

silent, And they lay down, some on their steeds
5

backs, others in. the

body of their chariots, yet others on the necks of their elephants, and

many others stretched themselves on the ground. With their weapons,

with clubs, swords, battle-axes and lances, fully armed, they lay down to

sleep, some here, others there The elephants, lying on the ground

breathing heavily, looked like mounds, over which giant snakes hissed

by And this slumbering host, lying there unconscious, in its deep

repose, resembled a wondrous picture painted on the canvas by a skilful

artist... Then the sublime moon appeared suddenly in the East with its

ruddy beams of light.. Jo the twinkling of an eye the earth was flooded

with light, and the deep, unfathomable darkness sped swiftly away...

But in the radiant moonlight this host of warriors awoke, as a grove of

hundred-leaved day lotus blossoms awakens at the touch of the sun’s rays.

And as the tide of the ocean arises when the moon shines forth, so this

sea of troops awoke at the rising of the constellation of night. But then,

OKing, the fight for the annihitation of the world began afresh among
these people, who longed for the highest region of heaven/’ 3 )

And the bloody strife lasts .uninterrupted till the grey dawn. The

fifteenth day of the battle is at hand. The sun rises in the East, and the

}

) He might only use it once, see above p. 351.

-) Even apart from a few verses inserted by a later writer of ornate poetry.

*) VII, 185, 37 ff.
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warriors of both armies dismount from their horses, elephants and chariots

;

crazing upwards towards the sun-god, they perform their morning devo-

tions with folded hands. This interlude only lasts a moment, however,

and the battle rages on. Two of the most excellent* heroes, Kings Drupada

and Virata, fall by Drona’s hand. The Pandava heroes try in vain to cut

down this knight. An astonishing hand-to-hand fight between Drona

and Arjuna, teacher and pupil, which even the celestial ones watch with

admiration, leads to no result, as the pupil is not inferior to his teacher in

any of his feats of arms. It is now again Krsna who conceives a devilish

trick. At his instigation, Bhlrna kills an elephant which happens to answer

to the name of Asvatthatnan, and then calls out loudly, approaching Drona,

that Asvatthatnan, which is also the name of Drona’s son, has been killed.

Drona is frightened, but does not yet believe the report. It is only when

Yudhisthira, who is famous for his love of truth, repeats the lie, at the

persuasion of Krsna, that Drona is compelled to believe it. Overcome

with sorrow, he easts his weapons aside and stands, lost in deep meditation.

This is the moment utilised by Drupada’s son Dhrsfcadyumna to cut off

the head of the eighty-five years old Drona. Vainly does Arjuna shout

that the venerable teacher must not be slain. Dhrsfcadyumna has accom-

plished the deed, and thrown the commander-in -chief’s head in the midst

of the Kauravas, who, horror-stieken, take to flight. It is only now that

Asvatthatnan hears the news of the death of his father, and he swears

bloody vengeance on the Panealas and the Pandavas.

After the fall of Drona, Kama is chosen as commander-in-chief of the

Kauravas, but he is in command for only two days. 1
) On the sixteenth

day of the battle, Rhlma and Asvatthaman, Arjuna and Karna perform

marvels of bravery, but there is no decisive result. On the morning of the

seventeenth day of the battle, Karna demands that £§alya, king of the

Madras, be given to him as his charioteer, for only then could he be

a match for Arjuna, who had so excellent a charioteer in Krsna. At first

fialya is unwilling to render service to a man of lower rank, but he finally

consents on condition that he may be allowed to say what he pleases in

Kama’s presence. He then makes full use of this concession. While

he is driving Kama’s chariot, he heaps insult and scorn on the latter. It

is true that Karna is not outdone by him : be abuses the Madras, Salya’s

people, in cutting words, and describes them as being false, hypocritical,

addicted to drunkenness, immorality and incest. On toe other hand Salya

1 This fight forms the contents of the eighth book (Karnaparvan).
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tells Karna that the Ahgas, over whom he rules, sell their wives and

children. 1 ^ At length Duryodhana restores the peace between the two,

and they go forth, to the battle.

While Arjuna seeks to get at Karna, Bbima causes dreadful slaughter

among the sons of Dhrtarasbra, again killing many of them. With his

weighty club he hurls Dussasana down from his chariot, springs at him,

tears open his breast and drinks his warm life-blood, as he had once

sworn ,
2

<
,

The foes retreat shuddering at this sight. Meanwhile

Arjuna and Karna have come to close quarters, and a terrible duel is

fought, in which even the gods take part : Iudra for Arjuna, and Surya for

Karna. Like two wild elephants goring each other with their tusks, the

two heroes shower each other with arrows. In vain does Arjuna endeavour

to bring Karna to earth. Then one wheel of KarWs chariot begins to

sink into the ground. 3
) Karna now tries to pull the chariot out,

and asks Arjuna to make a break in the combat, in accordance with the

rales of warfare. Krsna, however, persuades Arjuna to have no regard to

this; and Arjuna, generally a model of chivalry, kills Karna treacherously,

while the latter is still busy with his chariot. A light radiates from the

body of the fallen hero, and he retains his beauty even in death.

There is great joy in the camp of the Pandavas, but the Kauravas flee

in fear.

It is only with much trouble that Duryodhana succeeds in assembling

and inspiriting his troops for further fighting. Salya is the commander-

in-chief on the eighteenth day of the battle .

4 ( Yudhisthira is selected to

undertake single combat with Salya. After a long and fierce contest,

Yudhisthira slays Salya at about midday. The Kauravas flee. Only

Duryodhana and Sakuni with a small band still offer desperate resistance,

Sabadeva kills Saturn*. Arjuna and Bklma cause fearful carnage. The

host of the Kauravas is now entirely annihilated.

r!:.
l

)
;

Tit© whole of the very remarkable section (Will, 83-45) is extremely , interesting
'

from the point of view of ethnology and the history of civilization.

®) See above, p. 344.;

®) Although we already know (see above p. 356) that this happens in, consequence

of the treachery of Saiya, the matter is here presented as though this mishap had befallen

Karna as the result of the curse of a Brahman whom he had offended (Till, 42, 41 and

90, 81). The entire narrative of the fight between Arjuna and Karna (VIII, 88-94) has

been touched up to a great extent. Gf. Olderiberg, Das Mahabharata, pp. 50 ff., where he

says;tiah'
;

in .this instance' oofhing^l8.Ieft;pf thAoW'''pqem;,but that 4t
,a>new;poem'wascreated;"

on the old theme.”

4
) This day of battle forms the contents of the ninth book (Salyaparvan).
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Duryodhana flees alone to a pond, where he hides himself. Besides

him, there are only three surviving heroes, Krtavarman, Krpa and

Asvafcthaman. The sun has already set The camp of the Kauravas lies

there, empty and forsaken. The Pancjavas seek the fugitive Duryodhana

and at length find him. Yudhisthira challenges him to single combat.

Duryodhana says that he is not prepared to fight until the following

morning, and that he has fled to the pond from fatigue and not from fear.

But Yudhisthira insists upon the duel being fought on the spot, and he

promises him that he shall remain king, even if he kill only one of them.

The duel is to be fought between Duryodhana and Bhfma. The fight

with clubs is introduced by the usual duel of words. Baladeva, Krsna’s

brother, who had not taken part in the battle, comes from a long distance,

in order to be a spectator of the club fight. The gods, too, watch the

spectacle in astonishment and admiration. As two bulls butt each other

with their horns, so the two heroes rain blows on each other with their clubs.

Covered with blood all over they both continue fighting. They lacerate

each other with their clubs like two eats which are quarrelling over a piece

of meat. They both accomplish marvels of valour, and the issue remains

indecisive. Then Krsna tells Arjuna that Bhlma will never be able to

defeat Duryodhana in fair fight, for though Bhlma is the stronger fighter,

Duryodhana is more skilful But he reminds him of the words of Bhlma,

when on the occasion of the insult to Draupadl, 1
* the former had sworn to

smash Duryodhana’s thigh. Then Arjuna slaps his own left thigh, before

Bhlma's eyes, Bhlma understands this hint, and whilst his opponent is

taking a leap preparatory to striking, Bhlma smashes his thigh, so that

he breaks down like a tree uprooted by the storm. But Baladeva, who

has been watching the fight, hurls angry words at Bhlma, accusing him

of fighting dishonestly

,

for in an honest club fight it is forbidden to strike

one's opponent below the navel. His brother Krsna has some difficulty

in restraining him from chastising Bhlma; but in vain does Krsna seek to

persuade his brother by his sophistry that Bhlma has acted rightly.

Honest Baladeva mounts his chariot in anger and drives away, promising

that Bhlma shall always be known in the world as a dishonest fighter, but

Duryodhana as an honest one.

Thereupon Yudhisthira sends Krsna to Hastinapura to console and

pacify Dhrtarastra and Gandharl, and Krsna performs his errand to the

*} See above, p. 345.
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best of his ability. The Pandavas decide to spend the night outside the

camp, on the bank of a river.

No sooner do Aivatfchaman and his two companions hear the news

of the fall of Duryodhana, than they hasten to the scene of the fight, and

lament the hero, who lies there with his thighs smashed. But Asvatfcha-

man swears that he will annihilate all the Pandavas, whereupon the dying

Duryodhana solemnly appoints him commander-in-chief, though it is not

quite obvious os what, as there is no army left.

The nocturnal daughter in the camp of the PandavasA*

The three surviving Kaurava heroes, having taken leave of Duryo-

dhana, have repaired to the shade of a tree at some distance from the

field of battle, in order to spend the night there. Krpa and Krtavarman

have fallen asleep, but Asvattharnan is kept awake by rage and thirst for

revenge. Then he sees a flock of crows nestling in the branches of the

tree beneath which they are resting, and how suddenly, in the middle of

the night, a dreadful-looking owl comes along and kills all the sleeping

birds. 2
) This sight suggests to him the idea of falling upon his foes in

their sleep and murdering them. He awakens the two other heroes, and

tells them of his plan. Krpa seeks to dissuade him, as it is wrong to fall

upon the sleeping and the defenceless. Asvattharnan, however, retorts that

the Pandavas have long ago “ broken the bridge of right in a hundred

fragments/ 5
that they need now only obey the dictates of revenge, and

that no man living shall prevent him from carrying out his intention.

“ I shall kill the Panealas, the murderers of my father, in the sleep-time

of night, even though I be reborn as a worm or as a winged insect for the

deed! 553
) With this resolve, he mounts his chariot and drives to the

hostile camp. Like a thief he creeps in, whilst the two other heroes keep

guard at the gate of the camp, so as to kill any who might attempt flight.

He breaks into the tent of Dhrstadyumna (who had killed his father)

awakens him with a kick, and strangles him like a head of cattle. Then

he passes like the god of death from tent to tent, from bed to bed, and

murders without mercy all the sleeping and drowsy heroes, one after

another, including the five sons of Draupad!, and Sikhandin. Before

L
) This forms the contents of the tenth book (Sauptikaparvan).

2
) Cf, with this scene Th. Benfey, Das Pantsehatantra 1, pp. 336

3
) X, 5, 18.27.

" :y'
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Ahasuerus—alone, avoided by all human creatures, spreading the odour

of blood and festering discharge, and laden with all diseases.

It is difficult to say whether any of all this belongs to

the old poem. Certainly the lament for the dead still

belonged to it.

The women's lament for the dead, 1 }

In vain do Sarijaya and Vidura endeavour to console the old, blind

King Dhrtarastra in his unspeakable grief. He breaks down again and

again, and at length Vyasa also comes to give him consolation. The

funeral ceremonies for the dead must now, however, be performed. The

kins therefore sends for his consort Gandbarl and the other ladies of the

court, and, lamenting loudly, they wend their way out of the city towards

the field of battle. On the way they meet the three surviving Kaurava

heroes, who tell them of the terrible carnage which they have made in

the night in the hostile camp. They do not stay, however, but make

good- their escape, as they fear the vengeance of the Pandavas. Soon

afterwards, indeed, the five sons of Panda come along with Krsna, and

fall in with the procession of the mourners. After some difficulty* Krsna

succeeds in effecting some kind of reconciliation between the Pandavas

and the aged king and queen, though it is very difficult for Gandhari

to forgive Bhtma who has not left alive a single one of her hundred sons.

But Draupadl, too, has lost all her sons, and community of grief con-

tributes towards the reconciliation.

Here fallows the Lament of Gandharl, which is one of

the most beautiful parts of the whole epic, as a masterpiece

of elegiac poetry, as
;

well as for the clear descriptions of the

battlefield, recalling: the pictures of a Weresehagin. The

whole scene becomes so much the more impressive, owing to

the fact that the' poet; does ' not himself tell the story, but

lets the aged mother of heroes recount what she sees with

her own eyes. 2)

*) It forms the contents of the eleventh book (Striparvan).

2
) Although it is expressly stated (XI, 16,10 f.) that DhrtarSsfcra and the women

have arrived at Kurak§efcra and see the bloody battle-field before them, yet it is related
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' TLe procession of the mourners reaehes the battlefield. Awful Is the

si"ht of the mangled corpses, around which birds of prey, jackals and

flesh-eating demons swarm, whilst the mothers and wives of the fallen

heroes wander about, lamenting, among the corpses. All this is seen by

Gandhar! who begins her lament addressed to Krsna. She also espies

Duryodkana, and painfully remembers how he had said farewell to her

on the eve of the battle. “ He, whom once lovely women cooled with

their fans, is now fanned only by the birds of prey with their wings.”

But still more than at the sight of her valiant son, at the sight of all

her hundred sons lying there in the dust but nevertheless assured of a

place in heaven, she is moved with compassion toward her daughters-in-law

who are running hither and thither among the corpses of their husbands

and sons, in wild despair, and with their hair flying. She sees her

intelligent son Vikarna lying, with dismembered limbs, in the midst of

slain elephants
—“as when the moon is surrounded by dark clouds in the

autumnal sky.” Then she sees the youthful Abhimanvu, Arjuna’s son,

whose beauty even death has not been able entirely to destroy. Mis

unfortunate young wife draws near to him, strokes him, lemoves his

heavy armour, binds his bloody curls together, lays his head on her lap,

and speaks to the dead hero in the tenderest words : she begs him to

remember her sometimes, when he is taking delight in beautiful heavenly

women in the divine regions. Then her gaze rests on Karna, the hero

who had once been so much feared by all, and who now lies therejike a

tree brought low by the storm. Theu she sees her son-in-law, the bindhu

king Jayadratha, whose wives vainly strive to chase the greedy birds

of prey from the corpse, whilst her own daughter Dussala is seeking her

husband’s head amid lamentations. There, again, she sees Salya, the

Madra king, whose tongue is just being eaten by vultures, while his

lamenting wives sit around him, “like passionate female elephants

around an elephant that has sunk into the mire.” She sees Bhfsma,

too, reposing on his bed of arrows-“this sun among men goes to his

rest as the sun sets in the sky.” And after she has lamented also for

Drona and Drupada and all the great heroes who have fallen, she turns

with angry words to Krsna and reproaches him with not having prevented

the beginning of the canto that Mndhfcl, by her pious austerities, has received divine

vision b/the mercy of VySsa, enabling her to survey the battle-field from a groa stance.

This is certainly a feature which is foreign to the old poem, the clumsy idea Uj

pedant.

at

vision
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the annihilation of the Pandavas and the Kauravas. And she pronounces

a curse upon him, that after thirty-six years he shall cause the destruction

own race, and that he himself shall perish miserably in the

mess,

Then Yudhisthira gives orders for the performance of the funeral

ceremonies for all the fallen. Pyres are erected and butter and oil are

poured over them. Sweet-scented woods and costly silk garments, broken

chariots and weapons are burned with the corpses. After the rites

lamentations for the dead have been completed, at which the strangers

the friendless are not forgotten, they all repair to the bank of the Ganges,

in order to offer the usual libations for the dead.

This is probably the point at which the old poem ended,

Our Mahahharata continues the story of the heroes*

The hone-sacrifice ,
1 >

It is only on the occasion of the offering of the gifts to the departed,

that KuntI first tells her son Yudhisthira that Karua, too, was one of her

sons, and asks him to offer the • libation for Kama as his eldest brother.

Yudhisthira is no v sad, not only at having caused the downfall of so

many relatives and friends, but at having been guilty even of fratricide

to Karna. Inconsolable, he announces his intention of going into the

forest and becoming an ascetic. In vain do his brothers and Krsna

endeavour 10 persuade him to take over the reins of government—he insists

upon his resolve, until at length Vyasa comes and advises him to offer a

horse-sacrifice, thereby purging himself of all his sins. Yudhisthira acts

on this advice. Arrangements are made for the great sacrifice. As required

by the ritual, the sacrificial horse is let loose, to wander about at will for

one year. Arjuna is selected to accompany and protect the horse. He

follows the horse from land to land throughout the world. In these wander-

ings he has to fight many a battle, for everywhere he' encounters tribes

whose warriors have been defeated- in the Kura battle, and which tak

a hostile attitude, towards him. He feats of great heroism,

avoids unnecessary bloodshed as far as possible, and invites all the defea

tgs to the horse-sacrifice. At the end of a year he returns with the

*) This forma

Books XII and XII

the contents of the fourteenth book (Ah'amedhikaparvan), Regarding

I see below.
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two elans fall to quarrelling, in which they are soon joined by others. A

general club fight ensues, Krsna transforming sedges into clubs, and the

men of the Yadava elans kill each other. Krsna looks around for his

brother Baladeva, but is just in time to witness his dying hour. A white

snake runs out of Baladeva’s mouth, and hastens to the ocean, 1 1 where

it is received by the most famous snake demons. Then Krsna lies down

in the desolate forest, and becomes absorbed in deep meditation. Here he

is mistaken by a hunter named Jara
(
i.e.

“ Old Age ??

) for an antelope,

and is shot and killed by an arrow in the sole of his foot, the only spot at

which he is vulnerable.

The lad journey of the Pandavas .

The Pandavas are inconsolable for the death of their faithful friend,
* « '

and soon afterwards they resolve to go forth upon their last journey. 2 *

Yudhisthira appoints Pariksit as king, and says farewell to his subjects.

Then the five brothers and their wife Draupadi, all clothed in garments

of bast, and accompanied only by a dog, wander forth to the Himalayas

which they ascend, and reach the divine mountain Meru. On the way

to heaven Draupadi first falls dead, then Sahadeva, next Nakula, soon

afterwards Arjuna, and lastly Bhlma. Then Indra comes driving in his

celestial chariot, to fetch Yudhisthira to heaven. 3
* The latter, however,

does not wish to accompany him, as he does not desire to dwell in heaven

without his brothers. Then Indra promises him that he shall see his

brothers as well as Draupadi again in heaven. But Yudhisthira also

insists upon his dog entering heaven as well, and this Indra will not allow

under any circumstances. At length the dog reveals himself as the god

Dharma, and evinces his great satisfaction at Yudhisthira’s faithfulness.

Thus they reach heaven, but Yudhisthira by no means wants to stay there,

,

) A beautiful example of the idea of the soul assuming the form of a snake,

prevalent among so many peoples. In the German legend, too, of King Guntram, the

soul, in the form of a snake, issues out of the mouth of the sleeping king into a hill.

s
) With this begins the seventeenth book (lfaAaprasiAan^uparraw).

3
) In an essay Points de contact entre Mahabharata et le Shah-nilmah ” JA. s. 8 t. X,

1887, pp, 38 ff., cf. JBEAS 17, Proceed,, pp. ii ff,) J. Darmesteter has compared

Yudhisthira
1

s ascent to heaven with the disappearance of Kai Khosru in the Persian

heroic epic. Kai Khosru, too, climbs a.high monntain and reaches heaven in the flesh.

Like Yudhi^hira’s brothers, the Pehlevans (heroes) accompanying Kai Khosru, also

perish on the way. Nevertheless the two episodes are fundamentally so different that

I cannot believe in any connection. (Cf. also Barth in RHR t. 19, 1889, pp. 162 ff.)
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necessary, of inventing them. Genealogical verses (anuvamsa-

sloka) therefore, form an essential part of the old heroic

poetry. And the first book of the Mahabharata contains a

whole section, entitled Sambhavaparvau or “ section of the

origins,” in which the genealogy of the heroes is traced back

to their first ancestors who were descended from the gods,

and many interesting legends about these old kings of ancient

times are related. Of course, among these ancestors of the

Kauravas and Panclavas belonging to the Bharata race, that

Bharata is not missing, from whom the Mahabharata itself

has derived its name. Bharata is the son of King Busyanta

and of Sakmtalci, so famous from the drama of Kalidasa, and

whose story is also told in the Sambhavaparvau.

Unfortunately, however, this very Sahuntala episode of

the Mahabharata l) has been handed down to us in a much

deteriorated and probably also mutilated, form which seems

to have retained only a few features of the old heroic poem

and could hardly have formed the prototype of Kalidasa’s

poem. The descriptions of the forest, the chase and the

hermitages, are spun out not to “ epic ” hut to pedantic length

partly after the pattern of the later ornate poetry. The story

itself is unattractive and has no artistic basis. The fact that

Sakuutala is not acknowledged by the king is not accounted

for, as in Kalidasa’s play, by a curse and the story of the lost

ring, but by the king’s desire to remove every doubt, on the

part of his courtiers, as to the genuineness of the royal

birth of his son. Therefore he provokes as it were, a divine

judgment. He pretends not to know Sakuntala. and refuses to

1

)
I, 88-75, An English translation of the Sakimtala episode by Charles Wilkins

appeared as early as 1794 in A. Dalrympie-s Oriental Repertory and separately, (London,

1795) ;
a French translation by A. Chezy as an appendix to his edition of Kalidasa’s

Sak tintala drama (Paris, 1830); German translations by B. Hirzel (1833), A. F. Graf

von Schack (1877, Stimmen vom Ganges, pp. 32 3.), J, J. Meyer, Das Weib im altindischen

Epos, pp. 68 3,, and W. Perzig (Indisehe Erzahler, Yol. 12, Leipzig 1923, pp. 50 3.). The
Kumbhakonam edition has enlarged and spoiled the traditional text still more, S.

M. Wintemitz, Ind. Ant. 1898, p. 136 ;
J, J, Meyer

,
l.c., p. 76 note, and Porzig

,
l.c., pp, 123 $.
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wise ones. Therefore shall a man look upon his wife, the mother of

sons, as upon his own mother/’

*) This is proved by their repeated occurrence, for tve find the same verses (I, 74,109 f.)

quoted again as “genealogical verses ’V(anuvamsasiokau) in the MahSbkSrata (I, 95, 29 f ),

and they recur in the Harivamsa (32, 10 ff. ), Yi§nu-Pur&na ( IV , 19), Y&yu-Purfina (99, 135 f,

AnSS ed.), Matsya-PurSna (49, 12 f; JoiSS eq.) ahd (t?» 20, 21 f.) t

2
) Of. the verses translated, above,- on pp. ..'21T'f*/

;

3
) Because of this word “cherish” (bhara ), the boy received the name Bharata.

*) X, 74, 1?.* Translated by J. Muir
,
Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers, p. 8.

5
) Similarly Aitareya-BrShmana YIT, 13 ,* r/. above, pp, 211 f.
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leave the king. Now the latter, in order to appease the priest;, gives ms

daughter to Devayan! as her handmaiden. Soon afterwards Devayan!

becomes the wife of King Yayati, who has to promise to have no inter-

course with her “ servant,” Princess Sarmistha. Bat the king breaks

his promise, marries Sarmistha secretly, and begets three sons with her.

Jealous Devayan! finds it out, and complains to her father Sukra. The

latter pronounces a curse upon Yayati that he shall immediately lose

his youth and become old and decrepit ;
however, at the request of Yayati,

he tones the curse down in as much as Yayati may transfer his old age to

'SO.JB60B6; Bis©. . ,
, •»

Now Yayati, after having become suddenly old and wrinkled and

rey asks his sons, one after the other, to relieve him of his old age and

i mve him their youth, as he has not yet enjoyed life sufficiently. None of

Jelder sons will agree to this exchange, whereupon they are cursed by

heir father. Only the youngest, Puru, declares his willingness. He

.) The story is first told briefly in 4 75, then repeated with many details in I, 76-93.

he last part of the legend, with a few. additions, is then told once agam m V, 120-123,

episode has bee; translated into German by A- (Ind.^ * J
[eyer (Das Weib im altindachen Epos, pp. 8 ff.) and w . r g t ’ ’

n 12 ff ). On the different versions of the story in Sanskrit hteratuie, s. Por i l.c,, pp,

105 ff. On a mythological interpretation of the legend s. A. Ludwg m Sitzungsbenchte

der K. bShmischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, Prague 1898.

m
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relieves his father of the burden of old age and gives him his own youth

in exchange. Then Yayafci rejoiced in another thousand years of the most

blooming youth, and enjoyed the pleasures of life to the very full, Mot

only did he take delight in his two wives, but also in a heavenly nymph,

the beautiful Apsaras Visvael (
u gracious to all ). But however much

he enjoyed, he was never fully satisfied. And when the thousand years

had elapsed, he came to the conclusion as expressed in the following verses

:

u Truly, desire is not satisfied by the gratification of desires ;

Nay, it grows and waxes stronger, as the fire fed by

sacrificial ghee.

The earth filled with treasures, gold, cattle and women too,

Is not enough for one man :—think on this, and seek thy

soul's contentment.

Only he who has never wrought evil to any creature,

In thought, word or deed, only he may dwell with the

Brahman.

He who is unafraid, and who is feared by no creature,

Who has no desires and knows no bate, only he may

dwell with the Brahman.”

Then he returned his son Puru bis youth, took up the burden of his

own old age, and after having instated Puru on the throne, repaired to

the forest, where he lived as a hermit, practising the severest austerities

for a thousand years. On the strength of this he attained to heaven,

where he lived for a long time, honoured by all the gods and saints. One

day, however, he boasted during a conversation with Indra, and was east

out from heaven for this offence. Later on, however, he returns to heaven

with his four pious grandchildren.

*) I, 75
,
49*52, Only the first verse recurs literally in all the other places where

the Yayati legend is related. (It also occurs in Mann II, 94.) The remaining verses are

found again with variations in J, 85, 12-16, Harivamsa 30, 1639-1645, Yisnu-Purana IY, 10,

Bhagavata-Purana IX, 19, 13*15. But only InT, 75, 51-52 and HarivamSa 30, 1642 is

there any talk of union with the Brahman in the sense of the YedSnta philosophy. In all

other places the corresponding verses only talk of the curbing of desires as the worthy

aim of the morality of asceticism, and this morality is the same for Buddhists and

Jainas as for the Brahmanica! and Visnuite ascetics. Hence we find quite similar sayings

amongst all Indian sects which practise asceticism.
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The legend of Nahusa, the father of Yayati, which is re-

lated in the Mahabharata several times, 4)
is also a kind of

Titan legend, which ends with a fall from heaven

:

Nahusa, a grandson of the Pnruravas of Vedie fame, 2

!

was a mighty

king, who annihilated the robber bands (dasyusamghatao). But he levied

taxes on the rsis, too, and commanded them to carry him on their backs,

like beasts of burden. He even overpowered the gods, and ruled the heavens

for a long time in Indra’s stead. He desired Indra’s wife 8ael as his

wife, and grew so overbearing that be joked the divine rsis to his chariot,

treading on Agastya’s head. Now this was a bit too much for this great

saint, and he cursed Nahusa, with the consequence that be fell out of

heaven and was obliged to live on the earth as a snake for ten thousand

years. 3 1

Some of the poems which have found admission into the

Mahabharata are of such proportions, and form a complete

whole to such an extent, that we can speak of them as epics

within the epic. Of this kind is above all the rightly famous

poem of Nala and Damayanti .
41 While the Pandavas are

in banishment in the forest they receive a visit from the Rsi

Brhadasva. Yudhisthira complains to him of his own mis-

fortune and that of his people, and asks him the question

whether there has ever been a more unfortunate king than

himself. Thereupon Brhadasva relates the story of the unfor-

king Nala, who loses all his possessions and

kingdom in a game of dice with his brother Puskara,

then goes forth into the forest as an exile with his

and faithful wife Damayanti
;

pursued and blinded still

further by the wicked demon of gambling, he deserts his

1

) First in I, 75 as an introduction to the Yayati episode, then in greater detail

in V, 11-17 ;
in a short extract also XII, 342 and XIII, 100. A free poetical adaptation by

Adr :roifemaww,;vYhdische^Sagen I, pp. 9-30.;

2
) Pururavas too (cf. above, pp. 103 f., 209 f.) was \ ike Fahii§a, according to the MahS-

bbarata (I, 75, 20 ff.) an enemy of the priests^ oppressing the r§is and being annihilated

by their curse.

3

)

He was then redeemed by Yudhi§thira (III, 179 f.), see above,

*) III, 52-79 : NalopSkhySna.

p. 349.
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)
Nala and Damayantl and other Poems translated from the Sanskrit ink

ferae* ''Oxford,;; 18$5.

2
) Of. the enumeration in A. Boltzmann, Das Mahabharata, II, 69 if.

3
) A. Boltzmann, loe, cit.,. 11, 73 ff.nientions translations into German, rung

French, Italian, Swedish,Czech, Polish, Russian, Modern Greek and Hungarian. I

only mention the translations into English by Mouier Williams (I860), Charles B

(1864), Edwin Arnold, (Indian Idylls, 1883, Poetical Works, 1885) ;
into German b

K
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163), H, C. Kellner (m Reclams Umversalbibiiothek), L.

French by S. Levi (Paris, 1920 in “ Les classiqies tie Torient,

;ext of the Nala story has often been published, with glossary and notes

In Sanskrit, e.g., by G. Rubier (Third Book of Sanskrit, Bombay, 2nd Ed

r Williams (London, 1879), 3. Eggeling ( London, 1913), H. 0. Kellner (Leipzig

and (Utrecht, 1017).

273-290: Ramop&khySna.

xobi (Das RSmayana, (Bonn, 1893), pp. 71 ff.) has giren such good reasons

nption that it seems to me;;tk0^iia'osti probable one, in spite of the objection!

Uber das Ramlyana and die Beziehungen desselben zam Mahabharata, pp. 3(

The Great Epic of India,pp,63f, Cf* also A. Weber, Uber das RSmayana

ibove, pp. 350 f. Probably this story of the rape of Draupadi is itself

imitation of the stealing of Site in the JtamSyana.
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of the Mahabbarata either. I point out only the meeting of

Bhlma with the monkey HanumafcY

A much more valuable remnant of ancient Indian bard-

poetry, unfortunately preserved only as a fragment, is found

in the fifth book of the Mahabharata. It is the episode of the

hero-mother Viclnla ,

2)

Kuntl sends a message by Krsna to

her sons, the Pandavas, telling them not to forget their duty

as warriors,s) and on this occasion relates how the warrior’s

wife Yidula once urged her son Sanjaya on to fight. The latter

was quite discouraged after a . shameful defeat which he had

suffered at the hands of the king of the Sindhus, and lived with

his wife and his mother Yidula in misery. Then, in extremely

forceful language Yidula reproaches him with his cowardice and

inactivity, and with fiery words spurs him on to new deeds of

heroism. In order to give an idea of the racy vigour of the

language of this fragment of ancient heroic poetry, I give a

few verses from this speech in literal prose translation

:

4)

“ Up, coward ! Lie not there so idle, when thou hast suffered defeat,

to the joy of thy foes, to the sorrow of thy friends !

”

“ A shallow brooklet is soon filled, the fist of a mouse is easy to fill.

The coward is soon satisfied, he is contented even with little.”

“ Die not like a cur before thou hast at least robbed the serpent of its

fangs ! Be brave, though it cost thee thy life!
”

“ Why liest thou there like a dead man, like one who has been struck

by lightning ? Up, coward ! Sleep not, when thou hast been defeated by

x
) Above, p. 348.

2
) V, 133-136: Yidalaputr&nusasana. Of. H. Jacobi

,
Uber cin verlorenes Helden-

gedicht der Sindhu-Sauvlra (in Melanges Kern, Leyden, 1903, pp, 53 ££.). A free poetical

rendering of the poem is given by J. Muir, Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers,

pp. 120-133. He justly refers to the women of Raj piitan-3 who “ maintain in more recent

times the character of heroism ascribed to YMulS the Mah&bhSrata.

(he., p. 132). . . .

.

s
) See above, p. 357.

4
) The translation by Muir, he,, pp. 121 f. gives no sufficient idea of the raciness of

the original. .-:A^ ^ y;Y='

49



that he lacks the means for a

a warrior

To all thy Kshatriya instincts true,

Thou dost not yield to love its due

;

Nor seek to guard me as thy one

Supreme delight, thine only son !

But spurr’st me on, devoid of ruth,

—

As if I were an alien youth,

To join again in hopeless strife,

And all in vain to peril life.

"What worth would earth, its wealth, its joys,

Its power, its state, its glittering toys,™

What worth would life—possess for thee.

My mother, if thou hadsfc not me? }? 3 >
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“Like a noble steed when it is chastised, the son, goaded by the shafts

of his mother’s words, did all she asked of him.”

This torso of a heroic poem is one of the few portions of

the Mahabharata which have remained almost entirely

untouched by brahmanical influence. Only too often has the

old hard-poetry, which was inspired by the warrior-spirit,

been quite watered down in form and contents under the

influence of the Brahmin scholars. Thus we find—this is one

of the many instances—an “ old itihasa ” quoted in the twelfth

hook of the Mahabharata, which Narada relates to Srnjaya, in

order to console him after the death of his son. Many kings

of primitive times are named, who all had to die, though they

were famous heroes. But of what do the " heroic deeds ” of

these kings consist ? They offered countless sacrifices, and

what was still more important, gave enormous presents to the

priests. One king, for example, gives the priests as sacrificial

gift “ a thousand times a thousand ” maidens adorned with

gold, each of whom sits on a four-horse chariot ; each chariot

is accompanied by a hundred elephants garlanded with gold

;

behind each elephant follow a thousand horses, and behind

each horse a thousand cows, behind each cow a thousand

goats and sheep.2) It is often difficult to say whether they

are remnants of ancient heroic poetry, spoilt through the

priests’ attempts at recasting, or independent brahmanical

compositions.

Brahmanical Myths and Legends in the Mahabharata.

The fact that the old Indian bard-poetry has not been

preserved in its pure originality is due to the circumstance

that the Brahmans took possession of the Mahabharata,

To the same circumstance, however, we are indebted for the

) V, 135, 12 j 16.

s
) XII, 29. A similar list of ancient kings who were noted for their generosity

is to he found in VII, 56*71.
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preservation in the Mahabharata not only of numerous myths

of gods, and legends, important for the history of mythology

and tradition, but also of some remarkable creations of Brah-

manical poetic art and valuable specimens of Brakmanieal

wisdom.

Interesting from the point of view of mythology and tradi-

tion is the frame-story of the Snake sacrifice of Janame-

jaya,x) into which there is again interwoven a tangle of

stories, snake-legends, myths of the bird Garuda and others.

But what in here called “ Snake- sacrifice ” is in reality a

snake-charm, i.e. an exorcism for the annihilation of snakes.

Janamejaya’s father, Pariksit, had been bitten to death by

the snake-king Taksaka. In order to avenge the death of

his father, King Janamejaya arranges a great sacrifice,2) at

which all the snakes of the earth are compelled, by the ex-

orcisms of the priests, to come from near and far and cast

themselves into the fire. This is described in our epic with

great vividness

:

“ The sacrificial ceremonial now began in accordance with the prescrib-

ed rules for the snake-sacrifice. Hither and thither hurried the priests,

each one eagerly fulfilling his appointed task. Wrapped in black garments,

their eyes iuflamed by the smoke, they poured the sacrificial ghee into the

blazing fire, whilst saying the incantations. They caused the hearts of

s

) I, 3, 13-58
;
XV, 35. Freely rendered in German verses by A. Boltzmann,

“ Indische Sager/ 5

j
literally translated into German prose by W, Porzig (Indische Erza-

bler, Yob 15/ Leipzig, 1924). Similar legends also exist in Europe, especially in the Tyrol;

cfl my treatise ** Das Sohlangenopfer des Mahabharata (in Kulturgeschichtliches aus

der Tierwelfc, Festschrift des Yereins fur Volkskunde und Lingoistik,” Prague, 1904),

2
) The MahabhSrata is supposed to have been recited in the intervals of this sacri-

fice. See above, p. 324,Porzig (be.) suggests that the Asfcikaparvan was originally

much more closely connected with the MahSbhSrata as a frame-story, and that it was not

Yai§ampSyana, bufe Astika himself who, related the- whole of
,
the MahabhSrata, and; thereby

.'Saved:the / snake-king Taksaka.. There 'are ' but : very weak: grounds for this hypothesis.

It is more probable that, the whole of the Jkstfkaparvan was originally an independent

poem, which was only later connected ;%lth
:

';'th
:

e^
;

reoitation ofthe MahSbhSrata, Of. V.

Venkatachellam Iyer, Notes of a Study of the Preliminary Chapters of the MahabhSrata,

Madras,' 1922, p'p. 352
'
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all snakes to quake, and called them all forth into the jaws of the fire.

Then the snakes fell into the flaming furnace, distorting their bodies and

calling piteously on one another. Palpitating and hissing, embracing

one another with their heads and their tails, they hurled themselves m

their masses into the brightly glowing fire great snakes and small

snakes, many, of many colours, terrible biters of mighty strength as that

of a club, snakes full of venom ; driven by the curse of the mother, the

snakes fell into the fire.”
1 )

"Witli this legend of the snake-sacrifice, the ancient myth,

of Kadru and Yinata, occurring already m e ,

here combined. Kadru, “ the red-brown one,
55

is the earth

and the mother of the snakes, "V inata,
et the curved one, is

the vault of heaven and the mother of the mythical bird

Garuda. And there is also interwoven the myth of the twir-

ling of the oceanf which occurs also in the Kamayana and

in the Puranas, and is again and again related, or used for

purposes of illustration and comparison by poets of later times.

How gods and demons, united in ardent labour, twirl the

ocean in order to obtain the draught of immortality, the

mountain Mandara serving as a twirling-stick and the snake-

prince Vasuki as a rope, how the moon then arises out of the

foaming mass, then Laksmi, the goddess of good fortune and

of beauty, the intoxicating drink Sura and other precious

things, until at last the beautiful god Dhauvantari, holding

the draught of immortality in a shining white goblet, appears

from out of the ocean,—all this is described, if one may say

life-like” graphicness,

more of the snake-legends interwoven

story deserves mentioning, namely t

only a duplicate of the legend of t

the story of Kuru

*) Taittiriya SaiphitS, VI, 1,6, i; KOfhaia, 23, 10; Satapatha-Br. Ill, 6, 2. The

mvth of Kadru and Vinata from the Astika-parvan translated by J. Charpentm, Die

Jparnasage, pp. 167 ft On the same myth in the Sapar^dbySya S. above, pp. 312 f.

a
) I, 17-19.



Lamenting loudly, he invokes the gods to have 1

and his pious life, and to give his beloved back to h

er from the gods appears, and announces that Pra

recalled to life if Ruru will yield half of his own

rees at once, and the King of Law, i.e. the god of

snakes in the world, and theneerorth, whenever he saw a snake, he lulled

it. But one day he happened on a non-poisonous snake, which asked him

to spare it. It was in reality a rsi who was compelled to live as a snake

in consequence of a curse, and who was now released from the curse by his

meeting with Ruru. In his human form he admonishes him to desist

from destroying living creatures. 1 *

young again. Tne story

detail in the Brahraanas/*

) be found in the Mahubhara

pare the Vedic form of the

herefore give below the c

2
) Rv. 1, 116, 10, where he is called Oyavana.

3
) Satapatha-Brahmana IV, 1, 5. Translated into German by A. Weber 1

Streifen I (Berlin, 1868), pp, 13 ff. JaiminTya-BrShmana, III, 120 f, C/. the inti

study of a W. Bophins, “The Fountain of Youth ” (JAOS., Vol. XXVI, 1905, t

and 411 ff.), in which the legend of the fountain of youth is traced not only in Inc
also among other peoples.

*) III, 122-125. References to the last part of the narrative also XII 342
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according to the Mahabharata, and draw attention in the

notes to the most important deviations of the Brahmana

narratives.

Cyavana, a son of Bhrgu, practised severe austerity on the shore of a

lake. He stood motionless as a post; for so long that a mound of earth

formed over him* on which the ants crawled about, and he himself looked

like an ant-hill .

1
! Into the neighbourhood of this lake King Saryati

once came with many followers. His young daughter Sukanya, routing

about in the forest with her playmates, came upon the ant-hill, in which

only the two eyes of the ascetic were visible like glow-worms. Out of

wantonness and curiosity the young girl poked about in the two shining

things with a thorn and—poked out the eyes of the ascetic. 2
! Pilled

with anger, the saint caused retention of urine and constipation in the army

of Saryati. 3
! The king for a long time sought the cause of the misfor-

tune, and when it transpired that the great ascetic had been offended, he

went to him to obtain his forgiveness. The latter will only be reconciled

if the king gives him his daughter as his wife. So the young girl becomes

the wife of the frail old man. One day the two Asvins see the young

wife just as she is stepping out of her bath, and try to persuade her to

choose one of them as her husband instead of the ugly old man. She,

however, declares that she wishes to remain faithful to her husband. Then

the two physicians of the gods propose to her that they should make her

husband young, and she should then choose between them both and the

rejuvenated Cyavana. As Cyavana agrees to this, she consents also.

Thereupon the Asvins let the old ascetic step into the lake and they them-

selves also dive into the water, whereupon they all three come out quite

alike and in the dazzling beauty of youth. Now Sukanya is to choose,

and after mature consideration, she decides for her own husband

Cyavana. 4
! The latter, in return for having been rejuvenated, promises

*) The Br&hmanas know nothing of these ascetic practices. GyavSna is there only

an “ oldj ghostly-looking ”
saint.

.

\

2
) In the Brahmanas it is the young lads in the retinue of the king who insult the

old y§i, pelting him with lumps of earth,

3
) According to the Br&hmanas the punishment consisted in the arising of discord

in the retinue of the king. “ The father fought with his son, the brother with his brother.

19t

(Sat-Br.) u The mother did not know her son, nor the son his mother ” (Jaim-Br.)
4
) The §at-Br. knows nothing of the fact that the Asvins also step into the lake.

But the Jaim.-Br. records that CyavSna had already previously given Sukanya a sign by

which she would recognise him,
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In the Jaim. Br. there is, it is true, a 1

r§is create Mada to support them. Bat s

srifice threatens to become an Indra-1<

politely, with prayers and invocations, to

d

Intoxication is transferred only to the Sur& (brandy).

references to this fight are numerous. The legend of

43^ is a duplicate of that of the Yftra-battJe- .



eedom witn regara 10 sexuai intercourse.*" rne

)o, of Agni, is already spoken of in the Teda. The

he Mahabharata relate, however,that in consequence

1

) See ftbovfej p. 381.
;V.'

2
) Til, 126, 2).

3
) Gf. A. Eoltzmann, in ZDMGh 32,1878, pp. 290 about Indra in

*) Bee above, p. 88.

®) II, 31. A similar love-story of Agni, XU I, 2
T
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the Mahabharata,
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Invites Mann to create the world anew, which the latter does

by means of undergoing severe austerities. x)

Less familiar is the profound and beautiful myth of the

Goddess Death, which is related twice in the Mahabha-

rata. 2) “ Whose child is Death? Whence comes Death ?

Why does Death sweep away the creatures of this world? ”

Thus asks Yudhisthira, sorrowing at the departure of so

many heroes who had fallen in the battle. Then Bhlsma

(resp. Vyasa) 2) tells him the story which Narada once re-

lated to King Anukampaka, when the latter was inconsol-

able at the death of his son. The contents of the narrative

are briefly as follows

:

When Grandfather Brahman had created the beings, they multiplied

unceasingly and did not die. The worlds became over- filled, and the Earth

complained to Brahman that she could no longer bear her burden. Then

the Grandfather considered how he could reduce the number of beings, but

he could think of no remedy. This enraged him, and the fire of his wrath

issued from all the pores of his body, flames engulfed the world and

threatened to annihilate everything. But god Siva felt pity for the beings,

and at his intercession Brahman withdrew into himself the fire which had

arisen from his wrath, and ordered the origin and passing away of the

beings; while so doing, however, there came forth out of the pores of his

body, a dark-eyed, beautifully adorned woman, draped in a dark red gar-

ment. She wished to go on her way towards the South, but Brahman,

called to her and said: “Death, kill the beings of this world ! For thou

art born of my thought about world-annihilation and out of my wrath,

x
) At the new creation of the world there is no longer any mention of the “ seeds **

which he took with him !

2
) VII, 52-54, where Vyasa comforts Yudhi§thira, 'who is in deep distress at the

death of Abhimanyu (see above, p. 363), with the story ;
and XII, 256-258, where Bhi§ma

again tells the same story of consolation to Yudhisthira, who is lamenting at the departing

of so many heroes who have fallen in the great battle. Probably the story was originally

only in Book XII, for verses XII, 256, 1-6, in which there is mention of the many fallen

ones in the plural number
,
are found again literally in V II, 52,12-18, although here it is

really only the lament for Abhimanyu which provides occasion for the narration. The

poem has been translated into German by Friedrich RucTcdrt (in Rob. Boxberger’s “RQckert-

Studien,” Gotha 1878, pp. 114 if.), and by Beussen ,
Vier philosoph ische Texte des MahS*

bhSrafcam,” pp. 404-413,
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) Devoted exclusively to the sectarian cult are portions such as the

namakathana (XXIX, 149), the enumeration of the thousand names <

Satarudriya (VII, 202), “ the hundred names of Siva,” and the Sivasahasranc

284, 166:.)
ft Praise of Siva in a thousand names.” Of, above, pp. 185 f.

To mv knowledge it only recurs once again in the Brahmavaivai

of Yama

Dharma also see above pp

*) III, 293-299

;

song in praise of the faitliful wife.” The story is told

many thousand years old, is eternally young, to Yudi§

regard to the fate of Draupa
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offers sacrifices, and takes vows upon, herself
,

15 and

above all, her courageous intercession for the life of

her husband, as well as her knowledge of wise sayings, by-

means of which she even impresses the god of death

—

all this recalls more the women of heroic poetry, such

as Draupadi, KuntI and Vidula, than the brahmanical ideal

of woman .

2
-

1

But whoever it was who sang the song of Savitrl,

whether a Suta or a Brahman, he was certainly one of the great-

est poets of all times. Only a great poet was capable of placing

this noble female character before us so that we seem to see

her before our eyes. Only a true poet could have described

in such a touching and elevating manner the victory of love

and constancy, of virtue and wisdom, over destiny and death,

without even for an instant falling into the tone of the dry

preacher of morality .
31 And only an inspired artist could

have produced as if by magic such wonderful pictures before

ns. We see the deeply distressed woman walking by the side

of her husband who is doomed to death ; the husband, mortal-

ly ill, wearily laying his head on his wife’s lap, the dreadful

form of the god of death, who binds the man’s soul with

fetters and leads it away ; the wife, wrestling with the god

of death for the life of her husband ; and finally, the happily

re-united pair, wandering homewards in the moonlight with

their arms around each other. And we see all these pictures

in the splendid setting of a primeval Indian forest, whose

1

) According to brahmanical precept a woman as such (separate from her husband)

is not entitled to perform sacrifices nor to undertake fasts and other vows. (Manu, V. 156.)
2
) This ideal is, In short, the “ Griielda ideal the unconditionally obedient, sub-

missive wife
,
of whom Mann teaches, V, 154: “Even if a husband is lacking in all virtues,

only indulges in sensual pleasure and' 'possesses no good qualities of any kind, he must ever

be honoured as a god by a virtuous wife.”

3
) The conversation between SSvifcrr;.and 'Tama,'- /the god of death, who is at the

same time Dharma, forms the nucleus ofthe poem.-- Some of the verses may have been

badly transmitted- Yet the fundamental thought of all the verses by means of which
S5vitrl- so greatly pleases the god and,;vanqulshes him, i clear j it is the doc*

trine of wisdom that is one with love and goodness*



“ He who has heard with devotion the

the criticism of the

yas?nga
9

z) the rsi who

\f* Shib Ghunder Bose, The Hindoos as they are, 2nd ed
Ingiish translations by R. T. H, Griffith (1852, and
d 19J2, pp. 113 if.) and J. Muir (Edinburgh, 1880). Oe
F. Ruckert (in “Brahmanische Legenden,” 1836), H. 0. Kellner

bibliofchek, 1895), For other translations s^ JKoltzmayin, Das MahS]
rhe Savitn poem, has also been adapted for the stage by' Ferdinanc
music by Hermann Zumpe, and produced in German theatres,

3
) III, 110-113. Freely rendered into German by A, Holtz

5agen,” and by J. V, Widmann (Buddha,.Bem 1869, pp, 101 ff,). Ter
3y A. Christina Albers in Calcutta Review, 1923

, pp, 231 £P, (
u The

’ ZKM - 18 - 1904 pp. 158 f.) and L. v. Schroeder ,

3

om t

e





was re

orig:

section ;
31

x
) In the Gathas of the JStakas Nos. 523 and 526. These Gaithas are, according t<

Luders (I. c., 1897, p. 38), “ the oldest remnants of a literary setting of the R§yas|*hga

legend,” “ and these verses were, at any rate, partly known to the author of the MahS

bh&rata version, and, translated into Sanskrit and more or less transformed, were included

in his work,”

*) Of, F. W. K. Muller
,
Xkkaku; seunih, eine japanische Oper, trans-

kribiert and iibersetzt, Nebst einem Exkurs znr Einhornsage (in the Festschrift far Adoli

Bastian zu seinem 70. Geburtstag, Berlin 1896, pp. 513-538).

3
) i.e. t

“ section of pilgrimages,” III, 80-156. Sacred places to which pilgrimages

(yatr§) are undertaken, are called Tirthas.

*) See above, p. 348,

D
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l
) King Janaka disputes with the nun Sulabha, XII, 320,

by the verses of the courtesan PingalS, XII, 174.

onally also gods, e.g,, Indra and Brhaspati, 2

King Senajit is comfo:

s 11; 21 j 68; 84]; 1

3
) A selection of moral narratives, especially out of Book 1

ata, is given in French translation by A. Roussel, Legend<

in Bhagavata Parana et au Mahabharata tradnites

opulaires t. 38 et 39). Paris 1900. On fables and

ata, pp. 66

, Winternitz in Calcutta Review. Oct. 1923, do. 1 ft

orales de FI

Sanskrit. (

>ies s. Oldenb
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had neither

h

as well as all

[•Til

moused

The ocean asks the rivers how it is that they uproot stron

to h

ie trees stand, each

eurren

j-wu xccu - AhtJ reeu oends as soon as it sees the

) II. 62. Related to this is the fairy-tale of Suvarnasthmn
( i,e

drops gold out of his month ”), the son of King Srnjaya.’ The lat
jd a son whose entire evacuations should be gold. The wish is fulfilled, an
iulates in his palace. But finally the son is kidnapped by robbers (d
*xed, and all the gold vanishes, tril, 55. Ofm Benfey

,

1, c., I, 3*79*

) V, 64, Gf also the fable of the crow which desires to enter on a flyin
|

the flamingo, VIII, 41, translated by Benfey
, 1. c., I, pp. 312 if., where also otl

fables are indicated.

) XII, 131 ; 138 ; 139 (also Harivamla, 20, 1117 ff.) translated and trace
tures by Benfey

, 1. c., I, 575 if., 545 if., 560 if. Other fables of the Mi
wnicn are part of universal literature, are that of the three fishes XII, 137 /n
I, 243 f.) and that of the saint’s <3og which is changed into a leopard
elenhant. a lion, a Sarabha and finallv aerain into a, rW XTT lift?

|
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A
) Thus Benfey, 1. c., I, pp. 80 fif., and M. Haberlandt

,
Der altindische G-eist (Leipzig

1887), pp. 209 if.

a
) Friedrich Riicherts Werke, publ. by 0. Beyer, Vol. I, pp. 104% The Persian poem

from the second Diwan of Jelal-ed-din Rftmi, translated by Joseph - v. : Hammer,

.

Geschiehte

der schdnen Eedekunste Persiens, Vienna 1818, pp. 183. Cf, also R, Bossberger, Mckerfc

Studien, pp. 85 f., 94 ff.

s
) In the “ Festgruss an 0, v. BShtlingk,” Stuttgart 1888, pp, 68-76.

*) GariySpitaka, I, 8. C/. also the Sivi-J&taka (JStakas ed. V, Fausboll,
IV, 4012.,

No. 499) and Benfey, 1. c., I, 388 ff.

52
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forms the subject of many profound narratives in the

s

pious nr

2 one

1

) The story oan hardly be Buddhistic, as Bud<

suicide* Other sects, e*g,
}
the Jainas, recommend it.

2
) III, 260 f, E. Windiszh (Festschrift Kuhn, p

prototype of the Buddhist Maudgaly&yana who visits the

3
) See above, pp, 258 f.
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uWHi

life, makes

) This Itihasa-dialosfue is so

d as a hermit

op to the most frightful austerities. Clothed in rags

dirt, he wandered through the forest in rain and stoi

the west

178 - J* Muir (Metrical Translations, p. 50) translates:
“ How vast my wealth, what joy I taste,

Who nothing own and nought desire !

Were this fair city wrapped in fire,

The flame no goods of mine would waste/*
lila is the residence of Janaka. Cf. JStaka (ed. FaushSll), Vol. V
f the Sonakajataka No. 529), and Yol. Vf, p. 54 (No. 539). R, 0. Wranke
, pp. 352 f.

'

1

5
) -^tl, 174; 178,7 f. Cf. 0. Bdhtlingjc

f Inaische Spruche, Nos. 1050
Oels are quoted by R. 0. Wranke

,
WZKM., 20, 1906, pp. 346 f.

3
) See above, pp. 228 f,

*) HI, 207-216.

6
) XII, 261-264; translated by Deussen, ‘Tier philosophische Texte c

b,” pp, 418-435,
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beings. Therefore the breeding of cattle is cruel, because it involves the

torturing and killing of animals* Cruel, too, is the keeping of slaves,

and traffic in living creatures. Even agriculture is foil of sin, for the

plough wounds the earth and kills many innocent animals, Jajali objects

that without agriculture and cattle-breeding people could not exist and could

not find food, and that sacrifices, too, would be impossible if animals might

not be killed and plants not be destroyed. Thereupon Tuladhara replies

with a long discourse upon the true sacrifice, which should be offered with-

out the desire for reward, without priestly deception, and without the killing

of living beings. Finally Tuladhara calls on the birds which had nested in

the hair of Jajali’s head as witnesses for his doctrine, and they, too, eonfirm

that the true religion consists in forbearance towards all human beings*

The sharp contrast between the brahmameal morality and

that of Indian asceticism can nowhere be so well observed as

in the Dialogue between Father and Son
5

1} in which the

father represents the standpoint of the Brahman, and the son

that of the ascetic who has severed himself from the priestly

religion. The view of life represented by the son is that of the

Buddhists and the Jainas,2) without, however, being limited to

these. It would be premature to declare the dialogue, of which

a partial translation here follows, or even only single verses of

it, to be “ Buddhistic
53

or ss burrowed from the Buddhists ”
:

A Brahman, who took delight in learning the Veda, had an intelli-

gent son, Intelligent (Medhavin) by name. This son, who was learned in all

things pertaining to salvation, morality and practical life, and saw clearly

into the true nature of the world, spoke in this wise to his father, who took

delight in learning the Veda:

Son . . .

“ Since soon the days of mortals end,

How ought the wise their lives to spend ?

l
) XII, 175, repeated In but slightly different wording in XII, 277 ; translated into

English by J. Muir, Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers, pp. 28*32 j
into German by

Deusseni “ Yier philosophische Texfce des Mahabharafcam,
5
’ pp. 118-122.

2
) Almost every verse which is uttered by the son here in the MahabhSrata could

just as well occur in a Buddhistic or Jainisfcic text. As a matter of fact XII, 174, 7-9
?

53



What course should L to duty true,

My sire, from youth to age pursue ?

Father,

“ Begin thy course with study
;

store

The mind with holy Vedic lore.

That stage completed,—seek a wife,

And gain the fruit of wedded life,

A race of sons by rites to seal,

When thou art gone, thy spirit's weal

Thee light the sacred fires, and bring

The gods a fitting offering.

When age draws nigh, the world forsake,

Thy chosen home the forest make ;

And there, a calm, ascetic sage,

A war against thy passions wage.

That, cleansed from every earthly stain,

Thou may ?

st supreme perfection gain. 1
)

“ And art thou then, my father, wise,

When thou dost such a life advise?

What wise or thoughtful man delights

In formal studies, empty rites ?

Should such pursuits and thoughts engage

A mortal more than half his age ?

The world is ever vexed, distressed ;

The noiseless robbers never rest.

Father .

a Tell how the world is vexed, distressed
;

What noiseless robbers never rest ?

What means thy dark, alarming speech ?

In plainer words thy meaning teach.

does recur in the UttaradhySyana-Sutra (14, 21-2,3) of the Jainas, and XII, 174, 13

corresponds almost literally with the verses of the Buddhist Dhammapada, 47 f, A similar

dialogue occurs also in 'fche Charpetitier, ZBMOr, 62, '4908, 725 ff,

r
) That is the hrahmanieal doctrine of the Asramas, see above, pp, 232 f.
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The Didactic Sections
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gs (Ahimsa,

») III, 32, 61.

s
) The three philosophical poems BhagavadgitS, SanatsujStlya and AnngUf

been translated into English by K&shin&thlTrimbak Telang in SBE., Vol. 8, and into G

by Deussen. “ Tier philosophische Texte des Mahabharatara.

s) The full title is Bhagavadgita upanisadah, “ the esoteric doctrines delive;

the Exalted One.” Bhagavat “ the Exalted One, the Adorable,” is the epithet of tl

ladl, Tudh

Drampad! q

destiny
5
renunciatiion of the

rorld and 1:

jl x
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of the work appearing in India. Countless

i incarnated as Kysna, who recites to Arjuna the doctrines contained ii

es “ Bhaga-radgitS the short title “ Gita ” (i.e. “ the song ” par esocetlence

Alfeeranfslndia, I, p. xxxviii ; II, Index s.v. Gits,

f. Cf* Ges. Werke of W. v. Humboldt, I, pp. 96 and Jl|
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wise man is

2T come again

-j PP* ft. Some less known monographs on the Gifc& are

I., 24, 1911, pp. 395 ft,

s
) 11-13, 18-20, 22. 23. 25, translated by L. D. Barnett
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l
) There is no murder or act of violence which could not be justified by this miser-

able sophistry. It is surprising that the pious readers of the Gita do not see this. On the

unsolved and insoluble contradiction between the principles of the GUS and the morality

of war forming the starting-point of Kr§na*s speeches, see W. L. Bare, Mysticism of East

and West, London, 1923, pp. 159 ff.
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eeply the Ind.

unlike the absorbed ones (i.e. yogins) who are described in it,” (Schriften von Friedrich

von Gentz, published by G. Schlesier. Mannheim, 1840, V, p. 300.)

l

) It is this idea of Bhakti which, more than anything else in the BhagavadgStS,

reminds us of Christian ranges of thought. Elsewhere too, the accord with Christian ideas

is so marked that the attempt of F. Lonnser
,
in the appendix to his translation (Breslau

1869), to prove Christian influence in the Bhagavadglta, must not be repudiated from the

outset. But Lorinser’s thorough investigation in itself proves that this is parallelism of

development, highly interesting for the history of religion, and not a case of borrowing.

Lorinser is convinced “ that the author of the Bhagavadglta not only knew and frequently

utilised the scriptures of the New Testament, but also wove into his system Christian

ideas and views in general/’ and he wishes to prove “ that this much-admired monument of

the ancient Indian mind, this most beautiful and most exalted didactic poem, which can be

regarded as one of the most precious blossoms of heathen philosophy, owes its purest and

most highly praised doctrines for the most part” to Christian sources. Guided by such

tendencies, Lonnser has compared everything which in any way admits of comparison. But of

the more than a hundred passages from the Gospels which Lorinser quotes as parallel with

passages in the Bhagavadglta, I have found twenty-five at the most that are of such a kind

that a case of borrowing could be at all thought of. Not in one single instance, however, is

the resemblance such that the supposition of borrowing were more probable than that of an

accidental agreement. Mystical love towards God, too, is not limited to Christianity. I

need refer only to Sufism, in which it plays no less a part than with the Christian mystics.

The expositions of Lorinser have indeed convinced few Indologists up to the present.

Even A. Weber, who himself (“ Grieehen in Indien,” SBA., 1890, p. 930) traces Bhakti back

to Christian influences, is of opinion that Lorinser goes too far. E. W. Hopkins, India, Old

and New, New York, 1902, 146 ff.) is the only scholar who has expressed a decided opinion

in favour of the theory that the Bhagavadglta was influenced by Christianity. G.

Howells (The Soul , of India, London, 1913, 425 ff.) compares the doctrines of the Gita with

those of the New Testament, and seeks to trace points of agreement, without asserting that

the GltS was dependent on Christianity. Most scholars agree that the doctrine of Bhakti

can be explained by earlier Indian teachings, and that the hypothesis of Christian influence

pn the BbagavadgftA is unlikely, on historical grounds. Of. J.
;

Miiif, l»d. Ant,1;4,;;l:®6r'Vpp.
:

77 ff,
; A. Barth, RHR., 11, 1885, pp. 57 f. (Oeuvres I, 370 1) and The Religions of India,

transL, London, 1889, 220 f.j J. van den Qkeyn, Le Museon 17, 1898, pp. 57 ff. j L. J,

Sedgwick, JBRAS,, 23, 1910, 111 ff.; A. B. Keith, JRAS. 1907, 490 ff.; Grierson, ERE, II

(1909), pp. 547 ff.; and esp, R. Garbe, Die Bhagavadglta (2nd Ed,), pp. 66 ff., and Indies

und das Christeutum, 1914, pp, 227

:
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l
) XI, 55. Tran si. by L, D. Barnett.

8
) Garbe, Die Bhagavadg! ta (2nd Ed,}

, p.

' Ethische Probleme ausdem ‘

‘ MahabhSfata,”

24s, 1911), pp. 309 ft., gives a good summary of the ethics of the GlfcS,

compromise between the contradictory doctrines.
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** Debar die unter dem Namen Bhagavadgits be to

(G-esammelte Schriften V, p, 325), The following

of view; K T. Telang ,
SBB., Vol. 8, pp. 11 f?.;

arabridge History I, 273; L. v. Schroeder in the Introduction to

B. Faddegon
, 9al£kara’s Oitabhagya, toegeli

pp. 12 ff, ; D. van Hinloopen Labherton, ZDM(L 66, ]

avism, Saivisra, etc., pp. 157 ff.; 0. Strauss, Ethische

(G-3AI. 24, 1911), p. 310; ZDMG. 67, 1913, 714 ft; A, B.

S . H. Oldenberg
,
NGGW. 1919, 321 if., and Das

Farquhar
,
Outline of the Religious Literature of

cobi, DLZ. 1921, 715 ff.J; 1922, 266 ff. 5 Eh Edgerton,

1925.
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This didactic poem

of the Gita. Eoplms (Great Epic, pp, 215, 234 f.) speaks of the Gita as

rewritten by a modernising hand.” Oldenberg

,

too, thinks it likely that i

concluded with II, 38, and that Adhyayas XII1-XVIII are an appendix

(NGGW, 1919, 333 f., 338 f,). See also Strauss, Ethische Probleme, pp. 312

s
) H. Jacobi (ZDMG. 72, 1918, 323 ft,) has endeavoured to trace in

verses (of Adhy&yas 1 and II) which belonged to the old epic. But it is

that there was no dialogue whatsoever between Krsna and Arjuna i

poem, and that the whole poem was originally a text independent of the ©pi

104 fe,; B. G. Bha

H, Maychaudhuri,

Ind. AniV 41, 1912, pp. 13
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EPICS AND PPRANAS

'heir origin back to the sun-god. Regardless

etion with this genealogy there is then inserted

’.on about the fathers and the sacrificial service
1J Then follows (1312 ft) the genealogy of the

y, which sprang from Atri, the son of the moon-

One of Soma’s grandsons was the renowned

whose love adventures with UrvoM are related

,rchaic form which rather closely approaches the

’ahmana. 3j Among the descendants of Pururavas

md Yayati. Yadu, the son of the latter, is the

the Yadavas, to whom Vasudeva belongs, as

rsna the god Visnu is horn on earth. After the

f the human Krsna has thus been given, there

3s of songs (2131 ff.) dealing entirely with the

'isnu and thus, to a certain extent, containing the divine

s

The manrul oreat ifionL of the MariJ-IXC
4

^ JL xJLV V JO w UjLa JLJlOvJL I Y CvlJ

i visnupatrvan,3) deals alnaost exciusivelv 1witt

K|||HE
; % 1 1 i 'IP f

Sgj BBH

among me vxsnu-worsnippers nonour nrs]

herald of the pious doctrines of the Bhagava

sna of the legends, as they are related in tl

n the Puranas, who is now honoured ai

.. .sag;*\
,TWm

HitISM

Pitrhalpa, “ ancestral ritual,” Adhy, 16-24, vss. 835-131 L The story of Brain

i, who understands the languages of the animals, is inserted in Adhy. 21, vss. 1185

is translated and discussed by Th. Benfey in “ Orient und Occident,” Vol. II, 11

33-171, and by Leumann
,
WZKM., 6, 1892, pp. If.

.
-yi;:;"

s
) Adhy. 26, vss. 1363-1414, translated by K. Geldner in “ Vedische Studien 55

ii9 ff. Cf . above p. 209.

*) Adhy. 57 ff,~vss. 3180 ff.
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s the mountain Govardhana, Another demon, the giant

not venture to tackle Krsna, but is slain by Rama, the

itter.

umn the cowherds, according to their custom, wish to

feast in honour of the rain god Indra. Krsna will have

>, At this Indra is so enraged tha

t Krsna lifts up the mountain Gov

er the cowherds

sheltered. After seven days roe storm cease

to its place, and' Indra humbly recognises in

'Then the cowherds praise and worship 1 as a g
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0 \ idarbha has promised his daughter

ala, and the wedding was about to be

h his brother Rama to the marriage-

jeply-offended princes pursue him, but

e brother of the kidnapped girl, swears

3 town, unless he lias billed Krsna and

;ht takes place, in which Rukmii? is

eaties of Rukmini Krsna, grants Mm
£& (M til

5 oath, Rukmin founds a new town for

)f Krsna with Rukmini takes place,

.ter marries s ven queens and sixteen

f begets thousands of sons. Pradynmna,

ater marries a daughter of Rukmin,

grand-daughter of Rukmin. At the

lukmin quarrel over a game of dice,

connection with this there is a odori-
O''

fication of the deeds of Rama .
3 >

Then follows the story of the slaying of AarakaJ) This Naraka

ngs of Aditi, and also otherwise gives

Krsna gave to his

m 3j«uVnjififM IPM1 if

3 i A

l and violent battleBBSS?
I t

• j * * :8 , 1 1

ed peaeea

5 a rat!

blj by Ad

her exten

Llfcl, t.

,sive

l

) Into the old legend, in which Kf§na appears as hero later
]

interpolated, in which he appears as god Vi§nu in his full divinity.

.// *) Be is an incarnation of the god of love.

*

*) Namhavadha, Adhyfiyas 12l-123^.67B?-6988.'

*) Pdrijdtaharana
,
Adhy. 124-140= 6989-7956. A hymn to Siva is

d&m$tamna)
f Adhy. 131 = 7415-7455.

6
) PunyaTcamdhi, Adhy. 136-140= vss. 7722-7956,

god s much trou ble. At the rearLest of Jndra Krsna fights against him 1

killIs 1:iim.
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m the wives of Krsna and the wise Narad
& * *

a, the wife of Siva, as his authority) npc

ceremonies, festivals and vows, by means of

iy pleasing to her husband and assure herse

eeremon’es are efficacious only for virtue

ipon the duties of wives (7754 f£.) are given

t section 1
> again relates Krsna’s battles 1

>£ the ss six towns ” (Satpura) steal the

adatta. Krsna comes to his rescue and kill

ksuras, and restores the Brahman his daught

tlows an entirely ^ivaite passage,

2

1 whic

at their head, undertake a pilgrimage to the sea to a sacred bathing-place

in order to celebrate a great joyous festival there. Krsna with his sixteen

thousand wives, Rama with his only wife Revatl, and youths of the

Yadavas with thousands of courtesans give themselves up to playing and

singing, feasting and drinking, and all kinds of enjoyments in the water

and on the sea-shore. 4 During these festivities the demon Mikumbka

kidnaps Bhammatl
,

a daughter of the Yadava Bhanu. Krsna's son

The following cantos 5) deal almost exclusively with Pradyumna,

the son of Krsna. First the story of the marriage of Pradyumna with

Prabhavaii, the daughter of the Asura Yajranabha
,
is related, in which the

heavenly flamingoes intervene in bringing about the bond of love just as in

the Nala-song flamingoes are the messengers of love between Nala and

1
) Satpuravadha

,
Adhy. 141-144=vss, 7957-8198.

2
)
Andhakavadhaf Adhy. 145 f.= vss. 8199-8300.

s
) Bhdnumat/iharana

,
Adhy. 147-149 ~vss. 8301-8549.

*) The brilliant description of these voluptuous scenes fills two cantos (147 f.*»

8301-8470).

|) Adhy. 160 ft. = vss. 8660 tf. Freely rendered into German ia the beautifnl poem
“ Pradynmna ” hy SchacTe

,

“ Stimmen vom Ganges,” pp. 67 ft.
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EfICS AND PUBANA8

Damayaut! . In order to win Prabhavatl, Pradyumna, disguised as an

actor, comes with a whole troupe of actors to the court of Vajranabha,

Then all sorts of plays are performed/) with which the Asuras are

greatly charmed. But Pradyumna uses the lovely nights for secretly

enjoying the pleasures of love with Prabhavatl. Finally Vajranabha hears

of the love-intrigue, and, full of anger, he is about to have Pradyumna

thrown into fetters. But the latter kills the warriors who rush towards

him, and the Asura king himself. Thereupon he enters Dvaraba with his

beloved one.

The second narrative s
> treats of the youthful love of Pradyumna :

how he is kidnapped by Asuras seven days after his birth and grows up in

the house of the demon Sambara
;
how Mayavatl, the wife of the latter,

burns with love for the beautiful youth and enlightens him on the fact that

he is not her son, but the son of Krsna and Rukmiin
; how Pradyumna

then kills Sambara after a desperate fight and finally, united with

May&vatl, returns to his native town, where he is joyfully received by his

parents.

For no reason at all, the daily prayer of Rama, 4 ) a litany consisting

of an enumeration of divine beings, is inserted here.

After a few shorter pieces, legends and speeches in praise of Krsna,

the book concludes with the story of the “ battle of Bana” 5
) and the

love affair of Aniniddha , the son of Pradyumna, with Usa, the daughter of

the Asura-king Bana. The latter is a favourite of the god Siva, Krsna

comes to the aid of Aniruddha, who is hard pressed by Bana ; and the

fighting with Bana leads to a violent battle between Siva and Visnu, by

which the whole world is seriously menaced. But Brahman comes to the

aid of the earth and creates peace between the two gods, by declaring that

x

)
This (8672 ft) is perhaps one of the oldest, certainly one of the most interesting

mentions of dramas and dramatic performances in Indian literature. Not only scenes

from the life of Krsna are here produced, but dramatizations of the great epic Kamayana

and of the story of R§yasy&ga (c/. above pp. 399 ft.) are also expressly mentioned.

Unfortunately the age of this piece called <{ Pradyumnottara,” is quite uncertain. Cf.

Sylvain L4vi>
H Le theatre indien,” Paris, 1890, pp. 327 if., and A. B. Keith. The Sanskrit

Drama, Oxford 1924, pp. 28, 47 f

.

5
) Sambaramdha, Adhy. 163467==;vss, 9208*9487.

3
) In this he is helped by Durg&, whom he invokes in a hymn (Pradyumna-krta

Dnrgastam, Adhy. 16€»» Q4i23--'94i80_).. ..

‘

'

;

'

;

:

*) Baladevahnika, Adhy. I68= vss. 9488-9691.

*) Bdnayuddha, Adhy. 176-190-9806-11062.



Siva and Visnu are one. Here follows a hymn (stotra) glorifying these

two as identical deities.
1

' With the marriage of Aniruddha and Usa,

which is celebrated with great magnificence in Dvaravat!, the book ends.

The intermingling of stotras (hymns) as that of Visnu-

Siva here, shows particularly to how great an extent the

Harivamsa is a collection of texts for religious purposes, and

not an epic poem.2)

But while in Book II there are still some remains of a

Krsna epic which must certainly once have existed, Book III,

called Bhavisyaparvan (11063 if.), is only a loose collec-

tion of Purapa texts. The title Bhavisyaparvan, i.e. “ section

of the future ” refers only to the first cantos of this hook,

which contain prophecies regarding the coming ages of the

world. Here is related the story of a horse-sacrifice which

Janamejaya wished to offer ; but Vyasa foretells him that

this sacrifice would not he successful, for the godless age of

Kali will dawn, which will be followed only a long time later

hy the Krta-age of virtue and piety. This section :i) forms

a complete whole and is even termed an independent poem.

Then follow, without any connection, two different accounts

of the Creation. 4
' A third section deals in great detail with

the incarnations of Visnu as a boar, a man-lion and dwarf. 5 '

*) Rarihardtmakastava
,
Adhy. 184= vss. 10660-10697. This is one of the few places

in Indian literature where there is a mention of Trimurti. For Hari (Visnu) and Hava

(Siva) are not only identical with each other, but also with Brahman .

*) How largely the Harivamsa is regarded as a religious book, is proved by the

circumstance that it is the custom in the courts of justice in Nepal to place a copy of the

Harivamsa on the head of the witness, if he is a Hindu
,

in the same way as the Koran is

placed upon the head of a Mohammedan. /XteHgpLons of India, p, 156 note).

a
) Adhy, 191-196= vss. H063-lI278, H’he passage 4s commended, in 11270 as a

great ornate poem ( mahSkflvyam), But verses 11082 already say clearly that the

Harivamsa is concluded, and that the story of Janamejaya 7
s horse-sacrifice only forms

an appendix to the Harivaipsa, The subsequent sections are most probably only later

additions.

:
*) PauQkaraprddurbhdva, Adhy. 197-222= vs*/11279-12277. " V
5
) Adhy. 223-263 = vss. 12278-14390. Brahman begins a hymn to Visou (Vi§nu-

stotra) 12880 ff. (Adhy. 238). Kasyapa utters a hymn in prose to the “ Great Spirit
”

(MaMpuru§astava) 14114 ff. (Adhy. 259).
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rewar
«

*

i

readers (vacaka)

k II

ship

lorified.”
r,)

e goci oiva coin es mro ms own, ana ii

royed the three castles (Tripura) of i

here a final verse in praise of the “ gr<

^ed.

•
l
)
Kailmayatra ,

Adhy. 264-281- vss,' 14)391-15031, Adhy. 278; Isvarasfcuti, A

279 and 281. Yi§ijustotral
:

«) Paiindmkavadha, Adhy. 282-293 =vss, 15032-15375.

8 .) l* ?sdsp« Adhy. 294-322==vss. 15876- 18 1 39.

*
) Adhy. 823 -vss. 16140*16238: SarvaparvUnuMrttana, The enumeration of

parvans partly contains other names than our editions. The contents of this adh;

coincide with similar songs of praise in Book I of the MahftbhSrata. CL above, up. 326

s
) Verse 16232.

6
) Tripuravadha

}
Adhy. 324= vss. 16239-16324.
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EPICS AND PUBAtfAS

It is still more striking that all the treachery emanates from

Kf’sna. that he is always the instigator of all the deceit and

defends the conduct of the Paij4avas. And this is the same

Krsjia who in many parts of the Mahabharata and more

especially in the Harivamsa, is praised and glorified as an

incarnation of Visnu, the highest god, and as the ideal and

prototype of every virtue.

How can these remarkable contradictions be explained ?

Upon this there can only be conjectures. First, there is

probably justification for the supposition, although we have

only the authority of the Mahabharata itself for it, that a

change of dynasty did actually once take place in the North-

west of India as the result of a great war, and that these quasi-

historical events form the foundation of the epic it self.
1

> Start-

ing out from this, we can well imagine that the original heroic

songs dealing with the fight between the hostile cousins,

were sung among the bards who were still near Duryodhana

himself or the house of the Kauravas, but that, in the course

of time, as the rule of the victorious Pandavas was more and

more firmly established, these songs were transmitted to

hards who were in the employ of the new ruling race. In

the mouths of these bards those alterations were then under-

taken which made the Pandavas appear in a favourable light

and the Kauravas in an unfavourable one, without its being

possible to eradicate completely the original tendency of the

songs. In our Mahabharata the nujlfiua~xfib~the epic, the

*) Even those who find a mythological nucleus in the legend underlying the epic,

admit that there are also historical elements in it. Thus A, Ludwig <c Uber das Yerh&ltnig

des mythischen Elementes zu der historischen Grundlage des Mahabharata,” (Abhand-

lungen der k. bohmischen Ges d. Wissensch. VI, 12.) Prague, 1884. Pargiter and Grierson

(JRAS., 1968, pp, 309 ft, 602 ft) have expressed the opinion that, underlying the war

between the Kauravas and the Pfincjavas there may be the historical fact of a battle of

nations (a fi
fe
ht between the nations of Madhyadesa and the other nations of India) and at

the same time a fight between a warrior party on the one side and a priestly party on

the other. I do not consider that there is any justification of this historical construction,

Of, Hopkins
,
Cambridge History, j, p, 275,
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igh teen-day battle is spun out as long as possible with, dull

lonotony and continual repetitions.

Thus even what we can term the “actual epic,” as it has

Dine down to us, is certainly not the work of one poet. Even
liis “ nucleus ” of the Mahabharata is no longer the old hero-

3 poem; but the latter is contained in it, in a much diluted

ondition.

We have now seen that around this nucleus an enormous

lass of the most miscellaneous poems has accumulated;

eroie songs from various cycles of legends, brahmanical myths

nd legend poetry, ascetic poetry and didactic poems of all

inds from the simplest moral maxims to extensive philoso-

hical poems, formal law-books and complete Puranas.

though J. Dahlmann has applied an enormous amount of

rudition in an attempt to prove that the Mahabharata is one

nified work which was composed by one poet in pre-Buddhist

imes both as an epic and a law-book,^ only few scholars

gree with him. Sylvain Ldvi,2) too, has recently attempt-

d to explain the Mahabharata as “ a deliberate composition

rganically and artistically spread around a central fact and

aspired by a dominant sentiment which penetrates and per-

aeates it.” He compares the Mahlbhl'rata with the Vinaya,

he code of discipline of the Mula-Sarvastivadin Buddhists,

*) In his book “ Das Mahabharata als Epos und Rechtsbuch n
(Berlin,, 1895) (see

above, p, 316, note I), Dahlmann
,
it is true, only speaks of a “ unified diaskeuasis ” but yet

3 ascribes to the 41 diaskeuast ” an activity which could certainly stamp him as a poet ;

id in conclusion (p. 302) he speaks of the MahSbhSrata as the work of
<f one single poetical

’eafcive genius.” In his book “ Genesis des Mahabharata ” (Berlin, 1899) he says directly

:

The poet was a diaskeuast, the diaskeuast a poet.” It is noteworthy that even such a

fiher orthodox Indian as C. V, Vmdya (The Mahabharata : A Criticism, Bombay, 1905),

ho speaks with, reverence., of Yy&sa, '..the.. contemporary- of Krsna, as .the.
11
poet w of the

ahsbhsrata (whom he places high above Ita Shakespeare) and in all

irnestness computes that Vy5sai'iixdv' :Er^a kmight
i;;'-
have lived at the time of the Mah5«.

sSrata war about 3101 B. 0., yet frankly admits that4he Mahabharata in its present form

the extension of an originally much smaller work and contains numerous additions and

terpolations.

Bbandarkar Com. Yob, on. 99 f£, (English in Ann. Bh. Inst. I, 1» 1365)
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s
) See R, Gy Bkandarhar, JBRAS. 10, 1871-2, pp, 81 ft ; K. T,

pp, 28 iff.
;
and especially G-. Biihler and J» Kirste

,
Indian Studies II,

*) See Buhler, 1. a, pp. 5 ff.

*) Har§acarita, introductory verses 4-10. But from this pa£

M Peterson (Kadambari, Introd., p. 68) thinks, that in Sana’s time

as yehcomparatively a fresh wonder in the world,”
^

but rather that

m penetrated the three worlds,” as Bana himself says. On the Ma

of Bnbandhn and Bana s. W. Gartellieri, 1899', 57 S^
:

;"

5
) la another place in the “ Kadambari ” (ed. Peterson, ]

JCadambarl listens to a recitation of the Mahabharata, Narada’s dauj

t its fame 3md aIrftftd

t
•
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:
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that time already a religious text-book and discourse, and if,

a hundred years later, manuscripts of the Mahahharata had

already reached Further India and were read in temples

there, then we are justified in concluding that at least one or

two centuries earlier, that is, in the 3rd or 4th. century A.D.,

it must already have received that form which it still has

to-day. On the other hand, 15 however, it can only have

received this form after the origin and spread of Buddhism,

to which it contains many references, indeed, only after

Alexander’s invasion of India, as the Yavanas, i.e. the Greeks

(Ionians), are frequently mentioned. According to this the

Mahahharata cannot have received its present form earlier

than the 4th century B.C. and not later than the 4th century

A.B.2)

Therefore, a great re-modelling of the Mahahharata, or

even the addition only of one of the great Books, cannot have

taken place after the 4th century A.D. In fact, I cannot

consider the hypothesis of one or indeed several remodellings

to be either at all necessary or probable.35 As in later

periods the copyists deal rather arbitrarily with their text, so,

i
) See Hopkins, Great Epic, pp. 391 fit. If Dio Chrysostomos* statement that even

the Indians sang Homer’s poems and that they were well acquainted with the sufferings

of Priam, etc., alluded to the Mahabharata (as is the view of A. Weber, Ind. Stud. II,

161 ff. ;
Holtzmann, Das Mahabharata IV, 163 ;

Pischel, KG, 195; H. G. Uatvlinson, Inter-

course between India and the Western World, Cambridge, 1916, pp. 140 f., 171), then this

statement would constitute our earliest external evidence of the existence of the Maha-

bharata in the 1st century A.D. It is possible, however (in fact, according to Jacobi

in Festschrift Wackernagel, pp. 129 f., probable), that Dio’s statement, which was repeated

by Aelian, refers to an actual Indian translation of Homer. On various Greek words in

the Mahabharata s. Hopkins
,

1. c,, p, 372 ; Raiolinson
,

1. c., p 172 note.

2
) Hopkins, Epic Mythology (Gvundriss III, 1 B 1915, p. 1) considered 300-100 B, 0.

to be the probable date of the MahSbbarata, but in Cambridge History I, p. 258, he also

gives the limits 4th century B. 0. to 4th century A^ D. B, LSvi (JA. s. 11, t. V, 1915,

p. 122) concludes from the agreement; between the geography of the Buddhist Mah£»

mSyurl with that of the MahSbbSrata, that the latter received its final redaction in the

first three or four centuries A. D.

») But that does not say that separate parts, as for example, the Virata-parvan,

have not been remodelled. Gf. Hopkins in the JAOS. 24, 1903, p. 54,

59
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>) Nilakantba, one of the latest commentators, worked on a text which already

contained a strong admixture of interpolations (s. Utg Hear, VirStaparvan, pp. xii f.).

Arjunamisra is earlier than Nllakanfcha, and the commentary Visamapadavivaran a is still

earlier. Editions of the VirSfcaparvan and Udyogaparvan with several commentaries

have been published in Bombay, at the Gujarati Printing Press, 1915 and 1920,

») Bengali MSS,, though not only Bengali ones, were used for the “Burdwan

Edition.” On the Southern Indian MSS., c/. M. Winternitz, Ind. Ant. 27, 1898, 67 ff.,

92 IE., 122 ff. and H. Imders ,

u Uber die Grantharecension des MahabhSrata,” AGGW, 1901.

Southern Indian MSS, were utilised for the “ Kumbhakonam Edition”; this is by no

means a critical edition of the Southern recension, but a mixed recension, containing the
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) Of. E. Leumann
,
ZDM Gr. 48, 1894, 80 ff. ;

Ludwig
,
Das Mah&bharata als E;

Rechtsbuch, pp, 77 ff. ;
Hopkins in Cambridge History I, 252 f. B. 0. Mazumdar

19C6, 225 f.) suggests that the author of the MahSbhftrata grafted the Kura-!

story upon an older story of a war between Earns and Paocalas.

s
) III, 4, 4. This passage has been much discussed. Cf. Hopkins, Gres

MjMjl shtsbi]tch, pp
1. II, pp. 46WZKM.. 14, 1900, pp. 55 f

MahSbharata, pp. 18, 33. U

t

e pupil of Saunaka, and, according to the frame-story of tli

asravas relates the Mah&bh5rata to Saunaka. The date of the Asv.-

•ever, entirely unknown, and lists of this nature could easily have bee

ny time in AsvalSyana’s school . For this reason we are not justified in

>nologicaI conclusion from; this., passage..

.

*) VIII, 3, 95 ,
III, 2, 162 ; 4, 74 $ YI, 2, 38. But these scanty referent

lit of our drawing any conclusion as to the contents and extents of the

Qj]
Bfwl

S*29^y

*) See above, p. 311. E. WinMsch, Mira und Buddha (ASGW., Vol. X'

5), pp. 222 ff.
}

and T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, London, 1903,

stations of Akhyanas are mentioned in thej Brahia^ai^Iasntfca, as- well as eo

and exhibitions which the monk is to avoid (Dialogues of the Buddha, translated from

the Pali by T. W. Rhys Davids, London, 1899, p. 8). If, as the commentator says,

recitations of the Mahabbarata and of the RamSyana were to be understood by this, the

author would surely have mentioned them by name.
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TENTS OF THE

Oy ll. T. n. Kjtrijjiin.

2
) Kalhana’s RsjataranginT, I, 166.

3
)
Translated into English verse by R,* T. H. Griffith (in 5 vols. 18704874,

vol., Benares, 1895, new ed. with a memoir by M. N. Venhataswami, Benares, 1915

English prose by Manmathanath Dutt
,
Calcutta, 1892-94 ; condensed into English verse

Eomesh Dutt, London, 1900; translated into Italian by G, Gorresio, Parigi, 1847-1

French by H* ffuuche, Paris, .
1854*58, and byA.Doussel, Paris, 1903*1909; only

J. Menrad, Munchen, 1897, and a few extracts by Fr, Riichert, s. 3

Nacblese, I, 271 ff. An outline of the story is given by J, C. Oman ,
The Great

Epics, pp, 19 if. ; a full accounh.:of:/^ H. Jacobi, Das B&mayana

1893. Scenes from the Bamayan, by E. T. H. Griffith, reprinted and published

ce. Allahabad, 1912.
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My feet before thine own shall pass

Through tangled thorn and matted grass...

And as with thee I wander there

I will not bring thee grief or care*

I 3ong
;
when thou, wise lord, art nigh,

All fearless, with delighted eye.

To gaze upon the rocky hill,

The lake, the fountain, and the rill
;

To sport with thee, my limbs to cool,

In some pure lily- covered pool,

While the white swan’s and mallard’s wings

Are playing in the water-springs.

So would a thousand seasons flee

Like one sweet day, if spent with thee.

Without my lord I would not prize

A home with gods above the skies ;

Without my lord, my life to bless,

Where could be heaven or happiness ? J
>
}

«

Kama describes to her all the terrors and dangers of the forest, in

order to dissuade her from her resolve. But she remains firm and will hear

nothing of a separation ;
as Savitii once followed Satyavat, so, she says,

will she not leave him.

Then Rama at last consents that Slta shall go forth with him into the

forest. Nor will faithful Laksmana, of course, be hindered from following

his brother into banishment. Clothed only in garments of bark, the banished

ones go forth into the forest amidst the sympathy of the whole population.

But King Dasaratha cannot overcome his grief at the loss of his son.

A few days after Rama had gone into banishment, the king awakes from

uneasy sleep about midnight. Then he remembers a crime he had

committed in his youth ; he tells Kausalya how he had once killed a young

hermit by accident, when hunting, and how the blind father of the latter

had cursed him, that he should die of grief at the loss of his son. Now

this curse is being fulfilled :

“ c I see thee not : these eyes grow blind,

And memory quits my troubled mind.

*) II; 27, Translated by Griffith,
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Now Bharata, with many ‘ears and reproaches against himself am! his

mother Kaikeyl, reports to Bam a the death of his father, and asks him to

retorn and commence his reign, Rama says he eoold hot reproach either

him or his mother; hot that which his father had commanded, most even

now be dear to him, and he will never depart from his decision to spend

fourteen years in the forest. In vain are all the entreaties of Bharata,

who reminds him of the departure of their father. Rama, with many
lamentations, offers the funeral libation for the departed one, but

remains firm in his resolve. Rama comforts his mourning brother in a

magnificent speech on the natural, necessary transitoriness of existence,

and the inevitableness of death, which makes every lament seem

unreasonable.

“ In scatterings end collections all

;

High towering piles at length must fall

;

In parting every meeting ends;

To death all life of creatures tends.

The early fall to earth is sure,

Of fruits on trees that hang mature.

Of mortals here behold a type

;

They, too, succumb, for death when ripe.

As houses fall when long decay

Has worn the posts which formed their stay,

So sink men’s frames, when age’s course

Has undermined their vital force

As logs that on the ocean float,

By chance are into contact brought,

But, tossed about by wflnd and tide,

Together cannot along abide;™

So wives, sons, kinsmen, riches, all

Whatever our own weAFondly call,—

*

Obtained, possessed, enjoyed, to-day,

To-morrow all are snatched away.

As, standing on the road a man

Who sees a passing caravan,

Which slowly winds across the plain,

Cries,
u I will follow in your train/’

So men the beaten .path must tread
.

On which their sires of yore have led.
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intrigue, such as in reality occurred in India more than once,

the only fabulous element in it being perhaps the exaggerated

generosity of the two brothers Rama and Bharata, Book III

begins the battles and adventures of Rama with fabulous and

demoniacal beings.

When the exiles had lived in the Dandaka forest for a Ions time, the

forest-hermits living there besought Rama for protection against the

Rabsasas. Rama promises this protection, and from that time is incessantly

engaged in battles against these devilish monsters. The man-eating giant

Viradha is the first to be killed. 1} Fateful for the exiles is tl.-e meeting

with Surpanakha (“having claws as big as winnows ??

), the sister of

Havana. This she-devil falls in love with Rama and makes amorous

proposals to him. But he refers her to his brother Laksmana who is not

yet married. 2
) Laksmana scornfully declines her advances. Full of

rage she is about to swallow7 Slta, when Laksmana cuts off her ears and

nose. Howling she flees to her brother Khara. The latter sets out

against Rama, first with 14, then with 14,000 Raksasas, but Rama slays

them all. After Khara too has fallen, Surpanakha hastens to Lanka, a

fabulous land beyond the ocean, 3
) and incites her brother L avana, a

ten-headed monster and ruler of Lanka, to revenge against Rama. At the

same time she describes to him the wondrous beauty of Slta in the most

alluring colours, and incites him to gain possession of her and to make her

his wife. Then Havana arises, drives in his golden chariot through the

air across the ocean and there meets his friend, the demon Marica, who is

living there as an ascetic. With Marlca^s aid he succeeds in parting Slta

from her protectors and stealing her away. He bears her away on his

chariot through the air. Slta cries loudly for help. The vulture Jatayus,

an old friend of Dasaratha’s, comes flying along ; he succeeds in smashing

Ravana ?

s chariot, but finally he himself is overcome by Havana. The

demon again seizes Slta with his claws and flies away with her. As she

^...nn i i rinTiil*.*n*i iri .. 1 .
II1I1.I .
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l
) Here again follow (in Cantos 8-14) all sorts of legends, e,B, off the Bsi Agastya

and others, just as in Book I, and in the Mahabharata.

s
) This passage is one of the many proofs of the spuriousness of the first Book,

in which it is related that the brothers of R&ma were married at the same time as RSma,
3
) Not, as is usually assumed, Ceylon. It was not till a much later time that

Lanka, was identified with Ceylon. See Jacobi, Ram&yana, pp. 90 ff. M. V. Kibe , Rawana’s

Lanka Discovered, 2nd Ed., 1920, attempts to determine the geographical position of
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is borne flying through the air, the flowers fall from her hair, and the

jewelled bands slip from her feet to the ground. The trees, in whose

branches the wind rustles, seem to call to her :

“ Be not afraid !
” the

lotuses droop their heads, as though they were mourning for their beloved

friend; lions, tigers and other wild beasts run behind the shadow of Slta,

as if in rage ;
with tear-washed faces, i.e. the waterfalls, and up-stretehed

hands, i.e. the towering peaks, the hills seem to make moan for Slta.

Even the great sun, whose rays are darkened and whose orb pales at sight

of the stolen Slta, seems to lament :
“ There is no more justice, no truth,

no righteousness, no innocence, if Havana steals Slta, the wife of RSma.”

(III, 52, 84-39). But Havana flies with the stolen lady across

the ocean to Lanka, where he accommodates her in his harem. He conducts

her round his palace, shows her all its splendours, and describes to her the

immeasurable riches and marvels over which he rules. With coaxing

words he tries to persuade her to become his wife. But Slta answers him

full of anger, that she will never break her faith with Rama, and will

never allow herself to be touched by him. Then Ravana threatens that, if

she does not yield herself to him within twelve months, he will have her

cut in pieces by the cooks and will eat her for his breakfast. Thereupon

he has her taken to a grotto, and delivers her to the strict guardianship of

the Rlksasa women.

- Meanwhile Rama and Laksmana have returned, and, to their horror,

find the hot empty. In vain they seek Slta in the forest. RSma raises a

bitter lament, he questions the trees, the rivers, the hills and the animals

—

but none can give him news of Slta. At last they find the flowers and

ornaments which fell from Slta in her flight, soon they find the rains of

Havana’s chariot, scattered weapons and other traces of a fight. Rama

cannot but believe that Slta has been killed by Raksasas, and in mad

passion, he declares his intention of destroying the whole world. He will

fill the air with his arrows, stay the course of the wind, annihilate the

rays of the sun and envelop the earth in darkness, hurl down the summits

of the hills, dry up the lakes, destroy the ocean, uproot the trees, nay more,

even annihilate the gods themselves if they do not give him back his Slta.

Only with much trouble does Laksmana succeed in soothing the raving

one and in persuading him to renew the search. Then they find the

vulture Jatayus weltering in his blood. Dying, he still relates to them

what has occurred, but dies in the middle of his story. Wandering

towards the south the brothers encounter a roaring, headless monster,

Kafawdha, whom they deliver from a heavy curse. In gratitude for this,
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Be advises Kama to ally himself with the monkey-king Sugtiva^
.

who will

be helpful to him in the recovery of Situ.

Book IV} the KisMndha-kanda
, tells of the alliance which

Kama forms with the monkey, in order to win back Slta.

The brothers reach the lake Pampa, the sight of which causes Rama
to fall into a melancholy mood ; for it is spring, and the sight of the

awakening of nature arouses in him great longing for the distant loved

one. !) Here they soon meet with the monkey-king Sugrlva, He tells

them that he has been robbed of his wife and his dominion by his brother

Valin, and driven from his kingdom. Rama and Sugrlva now form a

close bond of friendship. Rama promises to help Sugrlva against Valin,

while Sugrlva promises to aid Hama in the recovery of Slta. Before

Kiskinclha
,

8
> the residence of Valin, a battle takes place between the

hostile monkey brothers. Rama comes to Sugrlva's aid and kills Valin,

The monkey Sugrlva is consecrated as king, and Aihgada
, the son of Valin,

as heir to the throne.

Among the counsellors of Sugrlva, Hannmat the son of the

wind-god, is the wisest. Sugrlva has the greatest confidence in him, and

commissions him to find Slta. Accompanied by a host of monkeys under

the leadership of Angada, the clever Hannmat starts on his way to the

south. After many adventures they meet with Sampdti
,
a brother of the

vulture Jatayus. The latter tells them how once, when he wanted to fly

to the sun in a race with his brother, 4
> his wings were scorched, so

that he had now to stay helpless on the Vindhya hills. But he had seen

how Havana had stolen Slta away and taken her to Lanka, He describes to

them the' position of Lanka, and the monkeys descend to the ocean. But

when they saw the immeasurable billowing sea before them, they simply

despaired of getting across it. Angada, however, tells them not to be

despondent, “ for despondency kills a man, as the angry snake kills a boy ”

(IV, 64 ,9 ), Then they take counsel together, as to who can jump the

furthest, and it appears that none can jump so far as Hannmat. The

i) The whole first canto is an elegy, which might be entitled
4 * Longing for the

beloved in spring,’*, quite in the style of the later ornate poetry.

s
) Hence the title of Book IV.

a) Also Hanumat. The name signifies; “He with the jaws.” According to

IV, 66, 24, he is so called because Indra crushed Ms jaws with the thunderbolt.

*) Like Icarus. This myth is at first briefly touched upon (IV, 58), then (IV.

59*63) related in purana-like diffusiveness.
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a friend and messenger of Rama. She tells him that Ravana has threaten-

ed to devotir her, and" that she must die after two months, if Rama does
not deliver her before then. Hanumat assures her of the certainty of

Rama ?

s coming to deliver her, 1 )

Thereupon Hanumat returns to the hill, flies across the ocean and
relates his adventures in Lanka to the monkeys awaiting him there. Then
he goes to Rama, reports to him how he found Sita, and delivers him her

message.

Booh VI, which describes the great battle between
Rama and R&vana, hence called “ Yuddha-kanda ” “ battle

section/’ is the most extensive of all,

Rama praises Hanumat for the successful .execution of his errand,

and heartily embraces him. But he despairs at the thought of the

difficulty of getting across the ocean. Sugrlva advises the construction

of a bridge to Lanka. Hanumat gives an exact
. description of the city

of Havana and its fortification, and declares that the principal heroes of

the monkey-host would be able to overcome it. So Rama commands that.,

the army shall be prepared for the march, and soon the tremendous

monkey-army sets out southwards towards the sea-shore.

When the news of the approaching army of monkeys had reached

Lanka, Havana summoned his counsellors, all great and powerful Raksasas,:

to a council. Now while all the other relatives and counsellors urge

Havana in boasting speeches to fight, Vibhlsana
,
Ravana ?

s brother, points

to unfavourable omens and advises him to return Sita. Havana is much'

enraged at this, and accuses him of envy and ill will ; relatives, he says,

are always the worst enemies of a king and hero. Feeling deeply offended

by his brother, Vibhlsana renounces him, flies across the ocean with four

*) With this, Haimmat’s mission is fulfilled, and the following narrative (41-55)

is doubtless a later interpolation : in order to test the strength of the enemy, Hanumat

instigates a quarrel by destroying the Asoka-grove. In tremendous battles with thousands*

of Bakgasas he alone remains the victor^ But finally he is put into fetters and taken

before the demon-king. Hanumat introduces himself as the messenger of Rama and

demands the return of Sita. Ravana decides to kill him, but is persuaded to spare him

as an ambassador. However, in order to punish him, he causes cotton rags soaked in

oil to be wrapped round the monkey’s
;
taii - Sita hears of it, and

prays to Agni, the fire-god, that he may not' burn Hanumat. The monkey;,, now leaps

with' his’bburning
,

tail from house to house, aBd sets the whole town on fire, while he

himself escapes uninjured* The spuriousness of this passage has been indisputably

proved by Jacobi , 1. c., pp. 31 if.
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other Raksas&s and allies himself with Rama. On the advice of Vibhlsana

Rama appeals to the Ocean-god himself to aid him in crossing the sea.

The latter calls the monkey Nala, the son of the divine masterbuiider

VIsvakarman, and instructs him to bridge the oeean. At Rama s com-

mand, the monkeys bring rocks and trees, in a few days a bridge is

built over the ocean, and the whole of the great army passes over to

Lanka,

Now Kavaoa’s residence town is surrounded by the army of monkeys.

Havana gives the command for a general sortie. A battle takes place,

also many cases of single combat between the chief heroes of the two

fighting armies, Lak smarm, Hanumat, Angada and the bear-king

Jambavat are the most prominent fellow-combatants of Rama, while on

Havana’s side, his son ludrajit is the most conspicuous. The latter is

versed in all magic arts and knows how to make himself invisible at any

moment.

Thus, on one occasion, he inflicts dangerous wounds on Rama and

Laksmana. But in the night, on the advice of the bear-king Jambavat,

the monkey Hanumat flies to Mount Kailasa, in order to fetch thence

four particularly powerful healing herbs. As these herbs are concealed,

the monkey simply takes the whole mountain -peak with him and carries it

to the battle-field, where, through the fragrance of the healing herbs,

Rama, Laksmana and all the wounded are immediately healed. Hereupon

Hanumat puts the mountain back into its place.

On another occasion, Indrajit, versed in magic, comes out of the city

carrying on his war-chariot a magically produced image of Slta, which he

ill-treats and beheads before the eyes of Hanumat, Laksmana and the

monkeys. Horrified, Hanumat reports to Rama that Slta is killed ; Rama
falls into a swoon, Laksmana breaks into lamentations and utters a

blasphemous speech with bitter complaints against Fate that has no regard

to virtue (¥1, ,83, 4 ff.) but he is soon enlightened by Vibhlsana that

the whole affair is only a delusion produced by Indrajit. Finally,

Indrajit is killed by Laksmana after a violent duel

Furious at the death of his son, Ravana himself now appears on the

field of battle. A dreadful duel between Rama and Ravana takes place,

continuing day and night. The gods themselves come to Rama’s aid,

especially Indra with his chariot and his project But as many times

as Rama strikes off Havana’s heads, so often a new head grows again.

At; last he succeeds in piercing Ravana’s heart with a weapon created by
god Brahman himself. There is great rejoicing in the army of the

monkeys, and wild flight of the Raksasas,
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It was a mistake to call this recension 44 Northern
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tli0 supciseding of tlie genuine by the spurious, and the
penetrating of later elements into the old parts has gone
so far in the IVIahabharata as to pervade the whole work
while in the Ramayana it was cheeked in the beginning and
extends only to Books I and YU and a few parts of the
remaining books.

But if the Mahabharata already had, on the whole, its

present form in the fourth century A. D. (see above, p. 465),
then the Ramayana must have received its “ final” form (the
word “ final ” is to be taken cum grano sails) at least one or
two centuries earlier.

However, this does not by any means answer the question
as to which is the older of the two epics. After all that
we have said about the history of the Mahabharata as well
as of the Ramayana, it is clear enough that this question

*) Mahabh, 1, 2,18; II, 7, 16; V, 83,27; XII, 207, 4; Hariv. 268, 14539.

) Mahabh. XIII, 18, 8. According to the AdhyStma-RitmSyana Vahniki lived
among robbers when he was a young man, though he was a Brahman by birth. The same
tradition is to be (found in the Bengali RamSyana. Cf. Jacobi, I. c., p. 66 note ; D.
IVbetson and A. K. Mojumdar in Ind. Ant., 24, 1895, p. 220; 31, 1902, p. 351 ; JD. Ch.
Sen, Bengali Ramayanas, p. 125 (a similar Mohammedan legend, pp. 127f

) Bslmlk i e
VSlmiki, is worshipped as a kind of saint by the caste of the scavengers in Eastern
Punjab, s. R. 0, Temple. The legends of the Punjab, 1 (1884), pp. 529 f.
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i 1911-12, pp. 244 ff

2
) Cf. R. Gr. Bhandarhar, Early History of the Deccan, 2nd Ed., Bombay, 1

Vai§navism, etc., pp, 46 f,

3
) Jacobi in ERE,, VII, 194 f. R, Chanda, The Indo-Aryan Races, 1, 1916, p$

ff.
; '/if'

4
) Jacobi

,
1. e., pp. 107 f., and before him A. W. v. Schlegel and Monier IP

J. Jolly, Recht nnd Sitte, p. 68.

s
) Gf. Winternitz, Die Frau in den indischen Religionen, I, 1920, pp. 58 f.
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really live.0 But in Eastern India Buddhism originated, and

in Magadha, as in the neighbouring Kosala land, it was first

propagated. So much the more important is the question

:

What is the relationship of the Ramayaua to Buddhism ?

It has already been pointed out above (p. 471) that, in the

oldest Buddhist literature, we still find examples of the

Akhyana or ballad poetry, in which we have recognised a

forerunner of the epic. T. W. Rhys Davids 2> has concluded

from this that the Ramayana could not have yet existed as

an epic at the time of the origin of these Buddha-ballads. Now
it could be objected that perhaps the ancient Akhyana or

ballad poetry might have lived on beside the new literary

form of the epic which had developed out of it, in the same

way as we find ballad and epic poetry side by side in modern

literatures. It is remarkable, notwithstanding, that we find

nothing but Buddha-ballads throughout early Buddhist liter-

ature, whilst a Buddha epic was not written until centuries

later. It is still more important that in the Tipitaka we find

the Dasaratha-Jataka? ) which relates how Bharata brings the

news of the death of Dasaratha, whereupon Rama tells

Laksmana and Slta to step into the water to offer the libations

for the departed. This gives rise to a conversation, in which

Bharata asks Rama how it is that he shows no sign of sorrow,4)

*} Jacobi
t 1. c., pp. 66 £f., 69.

a
) Buddhist India, London, 1903, p. 183.

:

;.7
; f) The Pali text of this Jataka (No. 461) was first published with an. English

translation by V. Fausloll
,
Copenhagen, 1871. It has been treated in detail by Weber

y 1. e.,

1 ff.
;
Jacobi

,
l. c., 84 ff. E. Senart

,

Essai sur la legende du Buddha, 2nd Ed., Paris, 1882, pp.

317 ; HGGW., 1897, l, pp. 40 ff : D. Gh. Sen, The Bengali' Ramayauas, pp. 9 ff.

;

G. A. Grierson, J&AS., 1922, 135 ff.| N. B. Utgikarin Centenary Supplement to JRAS., 1924,

pp. 203 ff. Only the gSthSs of the Jafcaka belong to the Tipitaka. The prose narrative is

the fabrication of the compilers of the commentary (about the fifth century A. D.), and

all conclusions drawn from this story, such as those of D. Oh. Sen and others, are faulty.

4
) Here we see that e^en the JStaka-gSth&s were remodelled with a Buddhist ten-

dency, In the R&m&yana RSma himself laments exceedingly at the news of his father's

death, before making the speech of consolation, s. RSm. II, 102405, and the same thing

probably holds good for the ancient ballad too.
’



verses, but that the Jataka is based upon an ancient Rama
ballad. In the same Jataka book there is also the Sa»ma-

Jataka,2) which we may probably consider as an older form of

the tale about the hermit-boy killed in the chase, which is

told by Dasaratha in Ramayana II, 63 f. There are a few

other Jatakas, too, in which we find passages reminding us of

the Ramayana, but only very seldom literal agreement.31 It is

striking, too, that in the whole of the Jataka, which tells so

many tales of demons and fabulous animals, we hear not a

word of the Raksasa Ravana or of Hanumat and the monkeys.

All this makes it seem likely that, at the time when the Tipi-

taka came into being (in the fourth and third centuries B.C.)

there were ballads dealing with Rama, perhaps a cycle of such

ballads, but no Rama epic as yet 4)

Another question is whether traces of Buddhism can be

proved in the Ramayana. It can probably be answered with

x
) Parallels to other verses in Rama's speech of consolation (Ram, II, 105, 21:

22) have been traced by Luders (ZDMGh, 58, 1904, 7l3f.) in Jataka 328, g5. 2-4. In the

commentary on the Dasaratha-J&taka there is also a verse about the ten thousand years’

reign of Rama, which corresponds to Ha-m. VI, 128 ;
104, An allusion to the RSma legend

also occurs in Jataka 513, gS. 17.

* 2
) JSfcaka 540, also in Mahavastu II, 209 ft. Of. Charpentier

,

WZKM., 24, 1910,

397; 27, 1913, 94. Oldenberg
,
NGGW., 1918, 456ff,; D. Oh. Sen, I. c., pp. 15 ft

3
) There are a few scenes and situations in the Vessantara-Jataka which remind

us of the Ramayana, but there is not a single case of literal agreement between the

Ramayana and the JStaka-gSthSs. In Jataka 519, however, there is a stanza in which a

demon tries to persuade faithful SambnlS to desert her sick husband and to follow him,

uttering the same threat as is used by RSvana to Sits in Ram. V, 22, 9, namely, that if

she is not willing, he will devour her for his breakfast Of, D. Oh, Sen, 1. c., pp. 18 ff.

The Jataka-gSthSs, too, contain earlier and later portions, and some parts may be later

than the RSm&yaJua.

*) Of. T. W. Rhys Davids ,
Buddhist India, p. 183.
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an absolute negative ; for the only place in which the Buddha

is mentioned (see above, p. 486, Note 2) is decidedly spurious.

However, there mav be one. though very distant, relation to

Buddhism. Weber had still believed that the Bamayana was

based on an “ ancient Buddhist legend of the pious prince

Rama, in whom the legend glorified the ideal of Buddhist

equanimity.” l) That is surely not the ease. Nevertheless,

the idea of explaining the exceeding mildness, gentleness and

tranquillity which are ascribed to Rama, by Buddhistic under-

currents, should perhaps not he rejected. At the least, it is

conceivable that, in a land strongly influenced by Buddhism,

an epic was composed by a non-Buddhist, the hero of which,

in spite of all his splendid demon-battles, is more a sage after

the heart of the Buddha, than a hero of war. It appears,

then, that the authors of the ancient Buddhist texts in the

fourth and third centuries B.C. had as yet no knowledge of

the Ramayana, hut that they knew ballads utilised by Yalmlki

for his Rama epic, and that on the other hand the Ramayana

was influenced at least indirectly by Buddhism. From this

we may probably argue that the Ramayana came into being

at a time when Buddhism had already spread in Eastern

India and the Buddhist Canon was in course of formation.

This is in harmony with the circumstance that the metre

(the sloka) of the Ramayapa appears to represent a later

stage of development than that of the Buddhist Pali poetry,

and that it approximates more nearly to the metre of the

later portions of the Mahabharata. 21

H. Jacobi thought it possible to assume a pre- Buddhist

time of origin of the epic on linguistic grounds. This epic

language is a popular Sanskrit, About 260 B.C., for his

:
«*

)
<<:Uber das^RIm%a^a, },

;.|)p. 6
:

'f. a'a;

*) cf. H. Oldenberg in Gurupujskannmdl, pp. 9 ff., and E. W. Hopkins, Great Epic,

pp. 236 ff. Jacobi, I. c„ p. 93, and Keith, JBAS., 19X5, pp. 321, 324 £E., contest the
soundness of this argument.
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having been kept anywhere. Jacobi l) has convincingly

shown how unacceptable this hypothesises on other grounds

also. But when he here, in opposition to the view that “ a

popular epic must be recited in (he language of the people,”

recalls the fact “ that the songs of the Iliad and the Odyssey

also were presented in the Homeric language, although the

language of the audience differed considerably from it,” and

when he emphasizes the fact hat the conception “ nation
”

could never, in India, have the meaning which we connect

with the word, he refutes his own view that the Ramayapa

must have been composed when Sanskrit was still the

“popular language,” and that it must therefore be pre-

Buddhist.2'

During the first centuries of the Christian era, Sanskrit

was used by the Buddhists also. The Buddhacarita of the

great Buddhist poet Asvaghosa is an ornate epic (kavya) in

*) ZDMGK, 48, 1894, pp. 407 fit The view that the epics were originally composed

in FrSkrit was first expressed by A. Barth (Revue Critique, 5 avril 1886) and later defend-

ed by him in detail (RHB., t. 27, 1893, pp. 288 ;
t. 45, 1902, pp, 195 f . • Oeuvres II,

152 ft, 397 f.). Cf. also Grierson

,

Ind. Ant., 23, 1894, p. 55.

2
) The question as to whether Sanskrit was a living language at the time when

the epics were composed, has been much discussed. It is a fact that all our ancient

inscriptions (beginning approximately about 300 B. C.) are written in popular dialects,

and that it is only inscriptions of the Christian era which are also written in Sanskrit.

(Cf, R. 0. Franks, Pali und Sanskrit, Strassburg, 1902, and T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist

India, pp. 148 fit) However, the inscriptions only prove that, in those pre-Christian cen-

turies, Sanskrit was not as yet used as the language of the royal offices ; they prove nothing

against its use as a literary language. R. G, Bhandarkar (JBRAS., 16, 1885, 268 ft, 327ft)

has already shown that, at the time of the grammarians Filnini, KStySyana and Patanjali,

Sanskrit was by no means a “ dead **
language. See also E J. Rapson and P. W. Thomas

,

1904, pp, 435 'ft. 460' S., 747 fE. The objections of Rhys Davids, Grierson, Mid - Fleet

(iK pp. 457 ft, 471 fit, 481 fit) prove nothing against the ass that, at the time when
the epics came into being, Sanskrit was a literary language understood in wide circles

and spoken to some extent. Cf, also Keith and Grierson, J hiAS., 1906, pp. I fit, 441 f.j 1915,
318 f.,* and Windiseh in 00., XIV, Paris, 1, 257, 266. The fact that in the drama the sutas
speak only Sanskrit, also tends to show that the suta poetry, i. e. the epic, wastcomnosed
in Sanskrit. On archaisms in the language of the RSmffyana s. T. Michelson

,
JAOS., 25,

1904, 89 ft and Transactions and Proceed, American Philo). Assoc, 34, pp. xl f.
; M. A.

Roussel, JA,. 1910, s. 10, t xv,pp. 1 fit; Keith, JRAS., 1910, pp. 1321 fit
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7

9. It is probable that the original Bawiayana was
composed in the third century B.Q. by Valmiki on the basis

of ancient ballads.

A

The Puranas and their Position in Indian Literature.1 *

It is difficult to determine the exact position of the

Puranas in the history of Indian literature, both according to

contents and chronologically. Actually they belong to the

religious literature, and are, for the later Indian religion,

which is generally called “Hinduism,” 2) and which culminates

in the worship of Visnu and Siva, approximately what the

Veda is for the oldest religion or Brahmanism. On the

other hand, how closely the Puranas are connected with the

epic compositions can already be deduced sufficiently from

the fact that in the preceding chapters we repeatedly had

to speak of them. Indeed, the Mahabharata for the greater

part and the Harivamsa almost entirely, are nothing other

*) The first to make a thorough study of the Puranas was H. H. Wilson, in his

“ Essays on Sanskrit Literature ” which first appeared in 1832 ft and in the Introduction

and Notes to his translation of the Vi§nu-Pnr3na (see Works by the late H. H. Wilson,

ed. by R. Rost and Fitzedward Hall, Vol. Ill, pp. 1-155, and Vol. VI, Preface), He had a

predecessor in Fans Kennedy, Researches into the Nature and Affinity of Ancient and

Hindu Mythology, London, 1831. Valuable services have also been rendered to the

investigation of the Parana Literature by Eugene Burnouf (Preface to his edition and

translation of the BhSgavata-Purana) and by the compilers of the great catalogues of

manuscripts, especially Th. Aufrecht (Bodl. Cat, pp. 7 it) and Julius Eggeling (Ind, Oft

Cat., Part VI, London, 1899). For Wilson's services in the investigation of the Purteas,

cf. Windisch, Geschichte der Sanskrit-Philologie, pp, 41 ft For more recent researches

on the Puranas see R. G, Bhandarhar
,
A Peep into the Early History of India,

1
JBRA R /

20, 1900, 403 f., new ed. 19207pp7l5ir^ F, E:.

Pargiter, ERE., X, 1918, 448 ft
;

Ancient Indian Historical Tradition, London. 1922, pp,

15 ft and 'passim
; J. N. Far3 w/iar, An Outline of the Religious Literature of India, London,

1920, pp, 136 ft ; E. J. Rap&on, Cambridge History, I, pp. 296 ft

-) On this religion cf. A. Barth
,
Religions of India, 2nd ed., London, 1889, pp.

153 it ; M. Monier Williams, Brahmanism and Hinduism, London, 1891 j E. W. Hophins,

Religions of India, Boston, 1895, pp. 434 ft ; Sir Charles Eliot , Hinduism and Buddhism,

London, 1921, Vol. II; H. v. Glasenapp, Der Hinduismus, Munich, 1922,

mimm
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of works whose contents approximately agreed with our

present Pura$a texts. In the Gautama-JJkarniasutt'a,1 ‘

which is regarded as the oldest of the preserved law-books,

it is taught that the king is to take as his authorities on thd

administration of justice, the Veda, the law-books, the

Vedangas, and “ the Parana/
5

The expression “ the Puraiia i’ Jj

can here, like
“ the Veda ” only denote a species of literature!.

J

It is still more important that another law-book, thjb

Apastamblya-Dharmasutra, contains not only two quotations

from *“ the Parana,” but also a third quotation from a

“ Bhavisyat-Purana.” The latter quotation, it is true, is not

to be found in the Parana which has come down to us

under that title, neither can the other two quotations be found

literally in our Puranas. However, there certainly are

similar passages in our texts .

50 As there are good grounds

for assigning the abovementioned Dharmasutras to the

fifth or fourth century B.C., there must have been even

at that early period works resembling our Purapas/' It is

indeed likely enough that our Puranas are only recasts of

older works of the same species, namely, of works of religious

*) XI, 19. Thus also in the law-books of Brhasp it!
t
which are many centuries

later (SBE., Yol. 33, p. 230) and Yajnavalkyx
,
I, 3. In still later law-book* the Pnruias

are not only enumerated generally among the sources of law, but also quoted as such in

innumerable instances., Cf, J lly, Becht und Sitte (Gnindriss, II, 8) pp. 30 f. The

lawyer Kullnka (Maim I, 1) quotes “from the MahSbhtlrafca ” the verse :
“ The Purina

Mann’s law-book, the Veda with the Yedangas and the science of therapeutics are four

things that are established by authority
,
they cannot be refuted with reasons.” I have

not found the verse in our MahabhSrata editions.

'

.*) Cf. G. Bukleri lYi&. Ant.,' 25, '1896,- p>p* 323 & and SEE., YbL°2.,- 2nd ©d t| vl897* pp,.

xxix ft, and Pargiter
,
Anc. Ind. Hist. Trad., pp. 43 ft'

3
) It does not, however, follow from these quotations that the PurSnas contained

separate sections on dharma at that time, as is the case with our present Pur&nag
j
we

need only assume that, in connection with the - ancient lore ’* they also handed down
all kinds of ancient legal principles and maxims. C/. Pargiter

i
Anc. Ind. Hist. Trad., pp.

48 f. The Kaupiiiya-Arthaiastra recommends that misguided princes be Instructed by

means of Puranas (Y, 8, p. 257), and counts PaurSnikas, i.e. “ PurSna specialists/* among
the court officials (Y, 3, p. 247)- However, X cannot agree with Pargiter (1. c., pp. 54 f.)

vim''Regarding:;this.;'as;a:;proof of the existence of definite PurSnas in the fourth century

0,, as I consider the Kautiliya as a work of the Srd or 4th century A. D.





the Mahabharata

e numerous eases in

h

comp

,

3)

and on the other hand, it was certain definite

were

gnteen n
cated

1
) XVIII, 6, 95. Another verse, XVIII, 5, 46, is not to be found in all editions.

2
) Of course we do not wish to deny that, in isolated cases, one Parana may have

copied 'from;:': another.- .v-
-'''

:

"») I doubt, however, whether we are justified in drawing the line between the

Ksatriya tradition and the brahmanical tradition as definitely as is assumed by Pargiter.

*j III, 6. According to this, the Suta Eomaharsana and three of his pupils

wrote the four fundamental PuranasamhitSs (mulasamhita). Similarly BhSgavata-Pur,

XII, 7. C/. BurnouJ
,
BhSgavata-Pur&na, I, Preface, pp. xxxvii.E. However, we should not

place much reliance on these legends.

5
) A. M. T. Jackson, JBBAS., 21, 1905, Extra Number, pp. 67 tt.j A. Blau, 2DMG.,

62, 1908, 337 } Pargiter
,
Anc. Ind, Hist. Trad, 35 ff., 49 ff,
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all the Purapas originated in a single original PureLiia, There

was never one original Purana, any more than there was one

original Brahmapa whence all the Brahmanas sprang, or one

original Upanisad whence all the Upanisads sprang. When,

as we have seen above, ancient works here and there mention

“ the Purana,” they only mean “ the old tradition ” or “ Purana

literature,” in the same way as the expressions ‘Wed a” or

“ Sruti ” or “ Smrti” are used in the singular. That our pre-

sent Puranas are not the ancient works themselves which

bore this title, can already be deduced from the fact that, in

content, none of them agrees with the definition of the term

Purana as given in themselves. According to this certainly

very old definition,
1
* every Purana is to have “ five character-

istics” (pancalalvsana) i.e. it is to treat five subjects
: (1)

Sarga, “creation,” (2) Pratisarga, “re-creation,” i. e, the

periodical annihilation and renewal of the worlds, (3) Varnsa,

“ genealogy,” i. e. the genealogy of the gods and Rsis, (4)

Manvantarani, “ the Manu-periods of time,” i. e. the great

periods, each of which has a Mann or primal ancestor of the

human race, and (5) Wainsanucarita, “the history of the

dynasties, vis, “ the early and later dynasties whose origin is

traced back to the sun (solar dynasty) and the moon (lunar

dynasty). These five things only partly form the contents

of the Puranas handed down to us; some contain much more

than what is included in the “ five characteristics,” while

others scarcely touch upon these subjects, but deal with

quite different things. What is especially significant of al-

most all our Puranas, their sectarian character, i. e. their

being dedicated to the cult of some god or other, of Visnu or

Siva, is completely .ignored by the old definition.
2
* In most

l

) It is found in the more important PnrSnas, also in the ancient Indian lexicon,

the Amarakosa, as well as in other lexicons.
s
) In the Brahm&vaivarta-Pur^a it]is certainly said that the “ five characteristics ”

are only for the upapumnas, while the mahapuranas (“ the great Puranas ”) have ten
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of these works there are also considerable sections on the

rights and duties of the castes and of the Asramas, on the

general brahmanical rites, especially the funeral sacrifices

(sraddhas),
1

* as well as on particular ceremonies and feasts

(vratas) in honour of Visnu or Siva, and frequently also sec-

tions on Sahkhya and Yoga philosophy.

In such Puranas as have preserved an old nucleus, we
find sections on cosmogony and history of primeval times,

corresponding to the “five characteristics.” We find, too,

genealogical lists of the ancient royal houses, continued from

the first kings, whose origin is traced back to the sun and

moon, down to the heroes of the great war of the Mahabha-

rata. As our Puranas are ascribed to Vyasa, who is said to

have lived at the beginning of the Kaliyuga contemporan-

eously with the heroes of the Bharata battle, the history of

“the past” ends with the death of the Pandavas or shortly

afterwards .

10 In several of these Puranas,s) however, the

royal dynasties of the “past” are followed by lists of the

“ characteristics,” including “ praise of Visnu and the gods individually.” The Bhagavata-

Purana likewise mentions “ ten characteristics ” of the “ Parana ” in two places (II, 10,

1

and XII, 7, 8 ££.). (See E. Burnouf, Le Bh&gavata Purana, t. I. Pr££.
f pp. xlvi ft) But these

definitions, too, only partly correspond to the contents of the actually existing Puranas.

*) Here the Puranas often agree literally with later law-books, Gf. W, Galand,

the Indians felt the need of

some important “ historical 9)

Altindischer Ahnenknlt, pp. 68, 79, 112.

~) When the Kaliyuga era had become current

associating the starting-point of the era with

event, and they used the Bharata battle for this purpose. There was, however, a school

of astronomers, thus Varahamihira (died A. D. 587) with whom the historian Kalha^a

agrees, which does not date the beginning of the Kaliyuga from the battle of the

Mahabharata, but reckons this battle as having been fought in the 653rd year of the

Kaliyuga (2449 B. C,). In the Aihole inscription (634 A. D.) the date “ after the Bharata

battle
55

is already mentioned. Gf. J. F. Fleet, JRAS., 1911, 675 ff. Indian kings were

just as fond of tracing their ancestry back to those who fought in the Bharata battle as

European princes were anxious to prove their descent from the heroes of the Trojan war,

Gf. Rtpson, Cambridge History, I, p. 307. I consider it as entirely contrary to historical

criticism to draw chronological conclusions as is dime by Pargiter (Ane. Ind. Hist, Trad.,

pp. 175 ff.) from this fiction of the coincidence of the Bharata battle with the beginning

of the Kaliyuga.

f) Matsya-, Vayu-, Brahmapia-, Bhavi§ya-, Vi?j£u«, Bhagavata,- and Garu<}a-Pura>$as.
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kings of the “future ” in the form of prophecies.^ In these

lists of kings of the Kali era, we meet, among others, the

dynasties of the Sisunagas, Nandas, Mauryas, Suhgas, Andhras

and Guptas which are well known in history. Among the

Sisunagas are Bimbisara and Ajatasatru, who are mentioned

in Jain and Buddhist writings as contemporaries of Mahavlra

and Gautama Buddha (6th to 5th century B. G.) ; and with the

Maurya Candragupta, who came to the throne in 322 B. 0.,

we emerge into the clear daylight of history. Though these

lists of kings of the Kaiiyuga can only be utilised as historical

sources, with caution and discrimination,2
* V. A. Smith 3) has

shown that the Visnu-Purana is very reliable as regards the

Maurya dynasty (326-185 B. 0.) and that the Matsya-Purana

is also very reliable as regards the Andhra dynasty (which

came to an end about 225 A. D.) whilst the Vayu-Purana

describes the rule of the Guptas as it was under Candragupta

I (about 320-330 A. D.). At the end of the lists of kings,

these Puralias enumerate a series of dynasties of low and

barbarian descent (Sudras and Mleechas), such as Abhlras,

Gardabhas, Sakas, Yavanas, Tusaras, Hunas and so on, which

were contemporary with the former, and then follows a dreary

description of the Kali age. This prophecy reminds us of the

account given by the Chinese pilgrim Sung-yun 4) of the

barbarian invasions in the northern Punjab in about 165 A. D.

z

) In Ramayapa IV, 62, 3 pm ana means “ a prophecy made in olden times.”
53

) F. 33. Pargiter has rendered valuable services to the criticism of these lists of

kings, by his book ; The PurapaText of the Dynasties of the Kali Age, London, 1913.

It is. probable that the sonrces of these prophecies are ancient annals and chronicles; for

thi» 'reason we ' find occasional
' expressions'

;

such as ' “ abhavat,” H
smffca ” in our texts,

in spite of the prophetical future tense (c*. Pargiter, 1. c., p. ix), Pargiter gives good

reasons for the hypothesis that ifaese .sources .were written in Prakrit ; but we should not

therefora^iump to the conclusion that the Purapas as a whole were translated from the

Prakrit. Pargiter’s views haye : i»0€S3ii.'. Keith, JRAS., 1914, 1021 & ; 1915,

328 2. Cf. the discussion ib. 141 2., 516 2., 799 2.

8
) Early History, pp. 11 2. j ZDMG., 56, 1902, 654, 672 f.

; 57, 1903, 607 1 Cf. D.

R. BhandarJcar, JBRAS., 22, 155 f.

*) Cf. 8. Beal
,
Buddhist Records of the Western World, I, p. c; Smith, Early

History, p. 328.



l

) Kajatarahgim I, 289 ff. ISsudly.,
828 p»,

~) J£avi§e#a wrote the Padraapnrana in 660 A. D, See also

Pur%a Transl,, p, xiv.

63



t). This, view was first- expressed by H, H. Wilson and often repeated

aw references to the Mahomedan conquest in the description of the

Kennedy (see Wilson* Works X, 257 ff.) already advocated emphatically

lity of the Purfinas.

*) Of. O. Buhler, Ind. Ant,, 19* 1890, 382 f. ; 25, 1896, 328 ff.
;
P. JDeusse

fedanta, Leipzig, 1883,"p. 36; Smith, Early History, pp. 22 iff. A mannsc

the middle of the 7th century. In records of land-grants of the 5th c

are quoted, which, according to Pargiter (JRAS., 1912, 248 f£.
,
Anc,

49), occur only in the Padma-, Bhavi§ya-, and Brahma-Pur&na, and

that these particular Puranas are earlier. It is more probable,

verses both in the inscriptions and in the Puranas were taken from ea

Gf. Keith
,
JRAS., 1912, 248 ft., 756, and

chronological deductions could be made from

planets, beginning with the sun, are enum

in the days of the week, which points to the period after 600 A. D. However, any

arguments of this nature are conclusive merely for isolated chapters, and not for complete

in some

I farailiar wit!1

1

he Puranas. gives a list 01 the a eigbLteen
i

o
! Puranas,’

,J

atid not ortlv qiantes Aditya, 'fayu,
,
Matsya,

!«
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reach back to pre-Christian and perhaps pre-Buddhist

times .
15

The orthodox Hindus themselves regard the Puranas as

extremely ancient. They believe that the same Vyasa who
compiled the Vedas and composed the Mahabharata was also,

in the beginning of the Kaliyuga,2) the present age of the

world, the author of the eighteen Puranas. But this Vyasa

is a form of the exalted god Visnu himself, “for
55
(says the

Vispu-Purana) “ who else could have composed the Maha-

bharata ?” His pupil was the Suta Lomaharsana, and to him

he imparted the Puranas .
35 Thus the Purapas have a divine

origin. And the Vedanta philosopher Sankara, for a proof of

the personal existence of the gods, turns to Itihasas and

Puranas, because these, as he says, rest not only upon the

Veda, but also upon sense-perception, namely on the percep-

tion of people like Vyasa, who personally spoke with the

gods.4) The authority of the Puranas certainly cannot be

compared with that of the Vedas. Itihasa and Parana are, to

a certain extent, merely a supplement to the Veda, principally

intended for the instruction of women and Sudras, who are not

entitled to the study of the Veda. Thus already an ancient

verse says : “By Itihasas and Puranas the Veda is to be

strengthened : for the Veda fears an unlearned man, thinking

that the latter might injure it.”
3) Only the Veda, says

x

) Of. G, Buhler, Ep. Ind. II, 1894, p. 95. Kadphises II (about 78 A, D.) was

so ardent a giva-worshipper that he had a picture of giva stamped on his coins (V. A,

Smith, 1. c,, p, 318),

2
) Thus according te Mahabh. XII, 349 and gahkara in his commentary on the

Yedanta-Sutras 111, 3,32.

.

G;.’

3
) Vi§nn-Purana III, 4 and 6. The name Lomaharsana (or Bomahar§a^a) is

explained etymologically in the Vayu-Pura^a 1, 16, as “one who, by his beautiful narrations,

causes the hairs (Ionian) on the bodies of the hearers to stand on end (har§ajia) with joy.”

*) Yed.-Sh. I, 3, 33. SBE., Vol. B4,/^ adds ; Prom the fact that

men no longer to-day speak with the gods, it in no wise follows that this v^as not the case

in ancient times.

5
) The verse is quoted by BamSnuja (SBS,, Vol, 48, p. 91) as a Parana test,

ft is to be found in VSyu-Pur. I, 201 ;
Mah&bhar. I, 1, 267, and Vasi?tha-Dharmas. 27, 6.



ledge, the knowledge of Brahman, while Itihasa anc

xa lead only to the cleansing from sins. The Puranas

are sacred books of the second grade. 2) This is easily

ined, for originally the Puraiias were not priestly litera

it all. The Sutas or bards were undoubtedly the creator

carers of the oldest Purana poetry as well as of tin

> This is also borne out by the circumstance that ii

it all the Puranas the Suta Lomaharsana or his soi

sravas, '* the Sauti,” i.e. “ the son of the Suta,” appear

rrator. This is so much the case that Suta and Saut

sed almost as proper names in the Puranas. But th<

was certainly no Brahman, and he had nothing to d<

the Veda.i5 But when this old hard poetry ceased, wi

>t know when, this literature did not pass into the hands

e learned Brahmans, the Yeda-knowers, hut the lowe:

thood, which congregated in temples and places of pil

and these rather uneducatecion of it

;

; for the glorification of the d«

ter times more and more for

nles and places of pilgrimage

2d most clearly by Ramanuja (on Yed.-SfL

he says that the PorSnas have indeed been p

at that they, just us Hiranyagarbha himself, an

(rajas) and of darkness (tamas) and are the

he Y&yu- and the Padma-Purana, the prese

R§is and famous kings, is the duty of the Sat;

pp, 15 ff. Thus even at the present day the Bha

^asj seeC. ¥. : Vaidya, History of Mediaeval ]

,
*) r. The Suta Has no of the Vedas ” says the'Yayn-

Pnrana, I, S3, and also according to Bhag. Pur. I, 4, 13, the Suta is conversant with the

whole realm of literature with the exception of the Veda” Cf. E. Burnouf
,
Le Bh&gavata-

Purina I, pp. xxix and liii ff.
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l

) According to Manu III, 152, temple-priests (devalaka) cannot be invited

sacrifices any more than physicians and vendors of meat. The historian Kalhana spe

of these priests with undisguised contempt. Of* M. A. Steint
Kalhana’s Bajataraftgi^l..

translated. ..Westminster, 1900), Vol. I, Introduction, p. 19 f . The epics, as well as

Puranas, are now-a-days recited by special reciters ** (Pathakas) or “ narrator

(Kathakas) belonging to the Brahman caste.

*)OC, VIII Stockholm, II, pp. 199 ff.

3
) As historical sources they surely do not deserve such confidence as is pJa<

in them by F. E. Pargiter (JRAS 1914, 267 ff.
;
Bhandarkar Com. Vol., p. 107 ff., £

Anc. Ind, Hist. Trad
,
77 ff., 119 ff. and passim).

*) Cf. Pargiter
,
ERE X, pp. 451 ff. and J. N. Farquhar

,
Outline of the

Literature of India, p. 136 ff. and passim.
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vagant terms the advantages to be attained

The list is given thus in ¥i§nu-P. Ill, 6 ; BhSgavata-P. XII, 13 (va

XIX, 7, 23 f.) ; Padma-P. X, 62 j ¥arSha-P, 112 ; M&tsya-P. 63 ; Agni-F,

of the MSrkandeya-P. Padma-P. TV, III
; VI, 219 ;

and Karma-P, I, 1 oi

mg 6 after 9. Padma-P. IY, iii has also the order 16, 13, 12, 15, 14

md Padma-P. VI, 263 has the order 17, 13, 14, 16, 16 instead of 13-17. Si

vaivarfca, Brahman da, Bh&gavata, Brahma, YSmana, Adika, Anila (i,e. ¥§yu)
? Naradlya,

Vainateya (ie. Garuda), Pfidma, Kurma, Saukara (Sankara '

P YarSha ?), Skinda, (These are

only 16, though “ 18 PurSpas ”) are spokenabout $ a verse has probably been omitted. For a

similar list in the PurSnaeamhitSsiddhantas^ra, see P. B. Gambier•Parry, Catalogue of

Sanskrit MSS. purchased for the Max MiiHer Memorial Fund, Oxford, 1922, p. 43.) The

list in the Devibhagavata-P. (quoted by Burnouf, Bh§gavata«P ur., Preface, I, p. Ixxxyi)

also begins with the Matsya, but otherwise diverges. Alberun? (Sachau, I, p. 130) gives a

list of the 18 PurSpas, which was read to him from the Yi§nu-PurSna, and which agrees

with our list, and also a second, widely diverging list, which was dictated to him. A list

which is very different from the usual one is given in the Bfhaddhama-PurSna 25, 18 ft

figneya

Bbiavisya or1 Bha\risij&\

Garu4a

Brah:man,da !)

RPTfi 1 T>tD JSLJJi J •Jr Sr i

list of “ eigh;teen I

has the (irder i5, 8, 7, 9,

has the c>rder : 1-5, 9, 6
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Id as
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and Akhyanas or Upakliyanas
,

i.e. “ legends.

The Brahma or Brahma-Burdnar This is

11

ana, %>e e

sa-ro:

ite h

double titles, e,g.

are similarly exp

which Calls itself

Parana mentions only four Uj

them, says that eighteen Upap.

s
” of sacred texts or of rites and

a-(“ the Vignuite”) or Yisjpn-Pur&na ( the Parana

The Brahma-PurSna has been published in AnSS No. i

;her Pur&nas also which occasionally call themsi

Cat., VI, p. 1184 f., describes, for instance, an

and is devoted to the praise of Kr§na and Radha.



means aivaite, for the Markapdeyakhyana (tmapt. in

contains numerous Yispu legends, and rituals and stotr;

the Yispu cult. Here, too, (Ohapt. 178) the charming lej

of the ascetic Kanclu 1]
is related, who spends many hun

years In sweet love dalliance with a beautiful Apsaras,

finally awaking from the intoxication of love, thinks

only a few hours of a single day have passed. A 1

section (Chapt. 180-212) is devoted to Krsna. The i

known legends of Krs^a’s childhood, adventures and h<

deeds are told in exact, often literal agreement with

Yisnu-Purana. The introduction to this passage meni

the incarnations of Visnu, which are then described in d

in Ohapt. 213. The last chapters contain rules for

*) Printed in Ch. Lassen 7
s

“ Anthologia S&nscritica,” translated into Gem
A. W, v, Schlegel

,
Tndiscbe Bibliothek, I, 1822, p. 257 and into French by A.L. Cl

JAI., 1822, p, 1 S. The legend is algo related in the Yif^n-P, 1, 15,



large section on tne sacrea places or urissa cannot be earn

than the 13th century .

2)

It is probable, however, that tl

Mahatmyas do not belong to the original Purana.

The Saura-Purana,s) which claims to be a suppleme

(khila) of the Brahma-Purana, but which is quoted as

;

authority by Hemadri as early as in the 13th century, prov

l
) See Th. Watters, On Yuan Chwang's Travels in India (London , 1905) II, p,

193 j W. Crocks, ERE* VoL 9* p. 566.

a
) See Wilson, Works III, p. 18.

3
) Text published in AnSS No, 18, 1889. An analysts with extracts and partial

translation of the work has been given by W. Jahn^ Das SaurapurSnam, Sfcrassburg, 1908.

sometimes also called Aditya-P. However, there is another Aditya-ParSna*The Saura»P

which is different from, though related to the Saura-P, See Jahn, 1. c.,‘pp. ix, xiv and

Festschrift Kuhn. p. 308. The Brahma-P., too, is sometimes called
‘ 4 Saura-P” Of*
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that there must have been an earlier Brahma-Purana. The

Saura-Purana (the “ Purana of the sun-god ”) which is

mentioned in the lists of the Upapuranas, is of great value

as regards our knowledge of Sivaism, especially of the Lihga

cult. Its main purpose is to glorify god Siva. In many

places, however, Siva is identified with the sun-god who reveals

the Purana, or else the sun-god recommends Siva worship.

The advantages of Siva worship are praised in the most

extravagant terms, instructions are given for the worship of

the god and the lihga. and many Siva legends are told. A

few chapters also deal with the genealogies ; in Chapter 31 on

the descent of Yadu there is a version of the UrvasI legend, 1 '

In the philosophical sections the work takes up an inter-

mediate position between the orthodox systems. On the one

hand Siva is explained as the Atman, in accordance with the

Vedanta, and on the other hand the creation from the primal

matter (prakrti) is explained, as in the Samkhya. Three

chapters (38-40) are devoted to polemics against the system

of Madhva (1197-1276), which is important from the point

of view of chronology.2'

II. The Padma or Padmct- Purana. There are two

different recensions of this voluminous work.3
' The printed

edition,4
' consisting of the six books Adi, Bhumi, Brahma,

*) See P, E. Pavolini, GrSAI 21, 1908, p. 291 ff., and Jahn
,
Das SaurapurSnam, p. 81*

*) See A. Barth in Melanges Charles de Harlez, Leyden, 1896, p. 12 ff. As Madhva

lived from 1197-1276 and HemSdn wrote between 1260 and 1309, the Saura-Purana

would have been compiled approximately between 1230 and 1250, However, as Chapters

38-40 do not occur in all the MSS. (s. Edition, p. 125 note, and Eggelmg, Ind. Off, Cat. VI,

p. 1188), it is more probable that they have been interpolated, and that the work is earlier.

Of, Jahn ,
1. c,, p. xiv.

3
) In the Pur3na itself (V, 1, 54 ; .VI, 219, 28) and in the lists, the number of

is said to be 55,000, However, according to Wilson
,
the Bengali recension only

contains nearly 45,000 Slokas, whilst the edition contains 48,452.

*) Edited by V,N, Mandlich in inSS No, 28* 1894, 4 vols. Afi the^end of,.the Bhiimi-

Khanda in this edition there is a verse which enumerates the Khandas" [with the same

titles and in the same order as in the Bengali MSS. The printed recension [thus itself

proves that the Bengali recension is the earlier one. Of Luders^ NGG-W 1897, 1, p. 8.
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Pafcala, Srsti and Uttara-Khanfia, is a later recension. The

earlier one, which, has come down to us only in Bengali

manuscripts, consists of the following five books or

Khandas.^
• *

Book I, Sfstikhanda, i.e. “section of the Creation,” com-

mences with the usual introduction :
3) Lomaharsana sends

* »

his son, the Suta Ugrasravas, to the Naimisa forest to recite

the Puranas to the Rsis assembled there. At the request of

Saunaka he tells them the Padxna-Purana, so-called after the

lotus (padma) in which the god Brahman appears at the

creation. The Suta then reproduces the account of the

creation as he has heard it from Brahman’s son Pulastya.

The cosmological and cosmogonic myths are here too related

similarly as in the other Puranas. But in this book, it is not

Yisnu who is assumed as the first cause, but the highest

Brahman in the form of the personal god Brahman. Never-

theless, even this book is Yisnuite in character, and contains

myths and legends for the glorification of the god Yisnu.

After the account of the Or. ation come the usual genealogies

of the solar dynasty, into which a section about the Pitts, the

“ fathers ” of the human race and their cult by means of

Sraddhas has been interwoven,3) and of the lunar dynasty down

to the time of Krsna, Avths are then told of the conflicts

between gods and demons, followed by a chapter which is

In the Srsti.Khanda I, 53-60, the Padma-Purana is described as consisting of five Parvans :

(1) Pau§karam, treating of the creation, (2) TIrthaparvan, about mountains, islands and

oceans, (3) a chapter on the kings who offered rich sacrificial gifts, (4) a chapter on the

genealogies of the kings, and (5) a chapter on salvation. This, too, corresponds to the

arrangement in the Bengali recension in all essentials.

i) My account of the Bengali recension is based on the Oxford manuscripts,

which I inspected in 1898, and on the descriptions by Aufrecht, Bodl. Oat, I, p. 11 ff, and

*) In the AnSS edition, too, the Srsti-Khanda begins as though it were the begin,

ning of the Purana, but it has 82 Adhy&yas here, whilst in the Bengali recension it only

consists of 46 (Wilson) or 45 (Aufrecht).

) Chapt, 9-11 in AnSS edition.3
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of interest from the point of view' of the history of religion,1 *

and from which we here give a short extract.

At first the gods were defeated by the demons. However, Brhaspati,

the teacher of the gods, finally caused the gods to triumph in the following

manner. In the guise of Sukra, the teacher of the Asuras, he goes to the

Asuras, and by means of heretical speeches, lures them from their pious

faith in the Vedas, He tells them that the Veda and the tenets of the

Vaisnavas and the Saivas are full of violence (bimsa), and that they are

preached by married teachers. How then can there be any good in them ?

How can Siva, the god in the form of a semi-female (ardhanarisvarah),

surrounded by hosts of evil spirits and even adorned with bones, 2
! tread

the path of salvation ? How can Visnu, who uses violence, attain

to salvation ? If the path to heaven consists of felling a tree to

make a sacrificial stake out of it, of killing a sacrificial animal and

causing slaughter, what is the path to hell ? How is it possible to attain

heaven by sexual intercourse, or purity by earth and ashes ? Soma seduced

T8r5, the wife of Brhaspati
;

Budha, the son whom she bore, violated her ;

Indra committed adultery with Ahalf a, the wife of the Rsi Gautama.

Then the demons beg him to tell them to which god they can fly for

safety. Brhaspati considers in what way he can demoralise them.

Visnu now comes to his aid, by causing the phantom figures of a nude

Jain monk (digambara) and a Buddhist monk (raktambara, u red-

mantle ff

) to appear, to initiate the demons into Jain and Buddhist

doctrines. After thus giving up their old (bralmianieal) way of life,

they yield dominion to god Indra.

One of the principal parts of the book consists of the des-

cription of the lake Puskara (Pokher in Ajmir),8) sacred to

Brahman, which is recommended and glorified as a place of

pilgrimage. Numerous myths and legends, many of which

occur in different connections in other Puranas, are told

in praise of Puskara.' Moreover " various feasts and vows

(vrata) in honour of the goddess Durga are mentioned here*

1
) V, 13, 316 ff. in AnSS edition. ;;,;.

:

Cf.'.Vi§5tu*BEr^Qa III, 1 7, 41-18, 33,

* ) One of Siva’s forms is that of the half-female. His adornment is a wreath of

human skulls, and bis retinue is formed by the Bhatas or ghosts.

8
) The S^ti-Kha^da is therefore also called Pan§kara-Khanda,
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The contents of the Sr§ti-IChanda are still more variegated in the AnSS edition,

among other things, Ohapt. 61-63 are devoted to the cnlt of Ganeia and the final

rs to the cult of DurgS. The Adi-Klianda, with which the edition begins, consists

entirely of MShatmyas of various Tlrthas. Only the last chapters (50-60) deal

isnu-bhakti and the duties of the castes and Ssramas.

-e whole it corresponds to the BhSmi&lxa^da in the AnSS edition.

») It is here taken for granted that the actual legend of PrahlSda, as told in the

4
) Sukal&carita in AnSS edition Adhy. 41-60,

5
) There is an English translation of the Svargakhauda by Panchanau Tarkaratna,

Calcutta, 1906, which I have not seen.
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legend, which is here given partly in conformity with

the Ramayana, but also often in literal agreement with

Kalidasa’s epic Raghuvamsa. 2) Here we also find the

Rsyasrnga-legend in a version which is older than that in our

Mahabharata.3) The actual Rama-legend is preceded by a

story of the forefathers of Rama, beginning with Manu, the

a
) This lias been shown by £arma

t
Padmapurana and Kfilid&sa, Calcutta, 1925

(Calcutta Oriental Series, No. 17 M. 10). Professor SarmS here also gives the text of

the SakuntaB episode according to the Ben Wilson (Works III, p. 40) had

maintained that the Parana utilised K^
s
) BL $arma

}
L c», has made it a,ppear probable that, in this case also, the Padma-

Purana was Kalidasa's source, and not, as Wilson (Works III, p. 47) assumed, that the

compiler of the Parana drew from the Raghuvamsa. H. £arma, l e., has published a

critical edition of the text of this chapter (which is missing in the AnSS edition).

3
) This has been proved by Luders, NGGW 1897, 1, p. 8 ff. This circumstance is

further proof of the greater antiquity of the Bengali recension of the Padma-P.
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2
) The Patalakhanda in the AnSS edition only partly agrees with that of th<

recension. The sequence of the chapters is different, and it also contains a few
devoted to the Siva cult (105. 111). In the edition the Patalakhanda is precede,

short Brahmakhanda, which consists mainly of descriptions of Visnnite feast days

7, treating of the birthday feast of Rarlha (radhajanmastami), indicates late ori

cult of Radha is mentioned neither in the Mahabharata and the Harivamsa, nor m
BamSyana or the earlier Puranas. See below i'Brahmavaivs.rta.Papsnnl
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visit to the gods. 2
)

') This is an allusion to the fact that there is scarcely any cult of Brahman, in

India,;.

2
) In the Bengali recension this legend is found in the middle, in the AnSS edition

at the end of the Gfctara-khanda, which contains only l74 Adhyayas in the Bengal! recen-

sion, but 282 in the edition,

*.j Many extracts from this book which is mentioned in the list of UpapurSiias,

Bfhaddharma-P. 25, 24, have been translated into German by A. 35. Wollheim da Fonseca
,

Mythologie des alten Indien, Berlin, s. a. The same scholar has given an analysis of the

book in the “ Jahresbericht der deutschen morgenl&ndigchen Gesellschaffc,” 1846, p. 153 f.

Is?
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Visnu on the bank of the Ganges, many silly legends are told,

but also the beautiful love story of Madhava and Sulocana. 11

It is quite impossible to say anything definite as to the

date of the 1‘adma-Purana. It is obviously a rather loose

compilation, the parts of which belong to totally different

periods, and are probably many centuries apart. The common

characteristic of the five or six books is merely their rigidly

sectarian character, for all of them inculcate the cult of

Visnu.2) Moreover, all these books contain references to

fairly modern aspects of the Yisnu cult, such as the adoration

of Radha as a goddess, the sanctity of the Salagrama stone, of

the Tulsl plant, and the like. The latest portions are certain-

ly later than the Bhagavata-Purana, which belongs to the

latest works of Purarna literature. Nevertheless there is sure

to be an ancient nucleus at least in the Srsti, Bhumi, Svarga

and Patala Khandas. It remains the task of future research

to extract this ancient nucleus.31

III. The Vaismva or Vimii-Puram.^ This is the

main work of the Yaisnavas or Yispu-worshippers, and is

frequently quoted as an authority by the philosopher

Ramanuja, the founder of the Visnuite sect of the Ramanujas,

in his commentary on the Vedanta-sutras. In this work

Yisnu is praised and glorified as the highest being, as the one

and only god, with whom Brahman and Siva are one, and as

the creator and preserver of the world. Yet it is precisely

this Purana which lacks all references to special feasts,

*) Freely rendered into German verse by A. F, Graf von Schack, Stimmen vom

Ganges, p. 156 ff.

2
) The Sf§ti-khanda, where Brahman is in the foreground, is an exception,

3
) An essential preliminary for this would be a critical edition of the Padma*

Purana on the basis of the. Behgair.'maimscnpts, : V-

4
) Edited, with Ratnagarbka’s commentary, Bombay sake 1824. An older

commentary is that of gridhara, from which Eatnagarbha has copied, s. Eggeling, Ind. Off.

Cat. VI, p. 1310. Translated by H. H. Wilson, London 1840 (and Works, Yols. YI-X) and

by Manmatha Nath Dutt, Calcutta, 1894,
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sacrifices and ceremonies dedicated to Visnu
; not even Visnu-

temples are mentioned, nor places sacred to Visnu. This

already leads to an assumption of the great antiquity of the

work. The Visnu-Purana, too, approaches the most closely

to the old definition of Parana (see above p. 522) , contain-

ing but little that is not included in those “ five characteris-

tics.” Its character is more that of a unified composition

than of a mere compilation, which is the case with most of the

other Puranas. The fact that the title “ Visnu-Purana ”
* * *

was hardly adopted at all for later works, Mahatmyas

and such like,15 likewise indicates that we are here

dealing with a work of the earlier Parana literature,

which, on the whole, at least, has been preserved in its

original form. 25

A more detailed summary of the contents of this Purana

will best serve to give the reader an idea of the contents

and significance of the Puranas altogether.

The work, which consists of six sections, begins with a

dialogue between Parasara, the grandson of Vasistha, and

his pupil Maitreya. The latter asks his teacher about the

origin and nature of the universe. To this Parasara replies

that this question reminds him of that which he had once

heard from his grandfather Vasistha; and he prepares to

*) Aufrecht CO. I, 591 ;
II, 140 j

III, 124, mentions only a few stotras aiid minor texts

which claim to be parts of the Vi§nu- Purana. Nevertheless it is noteworthy that Matsya-

and Bhagavata-Purana give the number of slokas of tbe Visnu-Purana as 23,000, while in

reality it has not quite 7,000 verses, and that also a“ Great Visnu-Purana” (Bjhadvi§nu-

ipumna,, Aufrecht, CO. I, 591) is quoted.

*} It is no more possible to assign any definite date to the Vi§nu-Purana than it is

for anylother Parana. Pargiter (Anc. Ind, Hist, Trad,, p 80) may be right in think! g that

it cannot be earlier than the 5th century. A. D t However, I do not think that it is much

later. Of. Farquhcir, Outline, p, 143. 0. V. FaWya, (History of Mediaeval Hindu India, I,

Poona 1921, p. 350 E. ;
JBRAS 1925, 1, p. 155 f.) endeavours to prove that the Visnu-P.

is not earlier than the 9th century, for he assumes that the Kailakila or Kainkila Yavanas

mentioned in IV, 24 reigned in Andhra between 575 and 900 A.D., and were at the

height of their power about 782 A.D. This assumption's, however, purely hypothetical

and not proven.

69
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or pain, inflicted by elements or the

*) I, 11 f. A more detailed version of the myth is to be found m the

Puraija (17, 8 f,) ; on this is based the poem by Schaclc, Stimmen vom Ganges,

2
) Names of Yi§nu.

3
) Also a name of Yisnu.

*) I, 19, 1—9. Translated by H. H. Wilson. A version o£ the same

found in the Bhagavata-P. VII, 4-6, on whioh the poetical rendering, by Schaci

vom Ganges, p. 1 ff, is based.
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Booh II of the Visnu-Purapa first gives (Chapt. 1-12) a

fantastic description of the world. The seven continents and

the seven oceans are described, in the midst of which is

situated Jambudvlpa with the golden mountain Meru, the

dwelling of the gods. In Jambudvlpa is Bharatavarsa, i.e.

“ India,” whose lands, mountains and rivers are enumerated.

After this description of the earth follows a description of

Patala, the nether world, in which the snake-gods dwell

;

next follow an enumeration and description of the still deeper-

situated Narakas or hells. As a contrast there now follows

a description of the heavenly spheres, the sun, the chariot

of the sun and the sun-horses, with astronomical expositions

on the sun’s course, the planetary system, and the sun as

giver of rain and preserver of beings. Next follows a des-

cription of the moon, of its car, its horses, its course, and its

relation to the sun and planets. The section concludes with

the statement that the whole world is but Visnu, and that he

In connection with the name Bharatavarsa there is

related (Chapt. 13-16) a legend of king Bharata of old,
1!

which, however, only serves as an introduction to a philo-

sophical dialogue in which the ancient doctrine of the Unity

of All, familiar from the Upanisads, is presented from the

Visnuite standpoint. The style of the whole section recalls

that of the Upanisads in many respects. The substance of the

legend is as follows

:

King Bharata was a devout worshipper of Yisnu. One day he went

to bathe in the river. While he was bathing, a pregnant antelope came

oat of the forest to drink. At the same moment there was heard in

close proximity, the loud roar of a lion. The antelope is startled, and,

with a mighty leap, darts away. In consequence of her leap, her young

J
) Of. E. Leximann, Die Bharata-Sage, ZDMG, 48, 1894, p. 65 ff., and August Blau,

Das Bharafcopfikhyfina des Vi§Era-3?urana fBeitrSge znr Bfieherkunde and Philologie August

Wilmanns zatn 25 Mfirz 1903 gewidmefc, Leipzig, 1903, p. 205 ff.)
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on© is born and sfi© ii6rs©l£ di6s« Bbstratsi tools tb© young on© 'With bini

$%ocE r© ©d From that time onwards nothing* bat

the antelope eoneerned him. She was his one thought, his one care.

And when at last, still thinking only of the antelope, he died, he was
soon afterwaids boin again as an antelope, but with the remembrance

of his former existence. In this antelope-existence also, he worshipped

Visnu and practised austerities, so that, in his next birth, he came into the

world as the son of a pious Brahman. Although, as such, he had acquired

the highest knowledge, the doetrine of the unity of all, yet he troubled

about no Veda- study, performed no brahmanieal rites, spoke disconnectedly

and ungrammatically, went about dirty and in torn garments—in short

he behaved absolutely like an idiot. 1
) He was universally despised, and

employed in the low work of a slave. Thus it happened that he was

once employed by a servant of king Sauvlra as the king’s palanquin-bearer.

On this occasion a conversation takes place between the apparent idiot

and the king, in which Bharata soon reveals himself as a great sage, and

to the great joy of the king, reveals to him the doctrine of the unity of

all. In elucidation of this he tells him the story of Rbhu and Nidagha :

The wise and holy Rbhu, son of the creator Brahman, had been the

teacher of Nidagha. After a thousand years he once visited his pupil,

was hospitably entertained by him, and was asked where he dwelt,

whence he came, and where he was going. Rbhu answered him that

these were quite unreasonable questions, for man (namely, the atman) is

everywhere, for him there is no going and no coming, and he makes the

doctrine of the unity so clear to him that Nidagha, enraptured, falls at his

feet and asks who he is. Only now does he learn that it is his old teacher

Rbhu who had come in order to teach him the true wisdom once again.

After another thousand years Rbhu again comes to the town where

Nidagha lives. There he observes a crowd of people and a king, who is

• l
) The corresponding story in the Bhagavata-P. V, 9j 10 has the title J&d&feharate-

carita,
14 Life of Bharata the Idiot,” In the colopkpns. Jadabh&rata is mentioned, along

with DnrvSsas, Rbhu Nid%ha and other Paramahainsa ascetics, who 44 though not mod,

behave like madmen,” in the J&b&la-tJpani§ad 6. In Vi§nn-P. I, 9 a legend is related of

the ascetic Durvasas (i.e. “Badly Clad”) “who observed the vow of a madman.” Of. also A.

Barth
,
Beligions of India, p. 83. Similarly there were in the Middle Ages certain Christian

saints, like St. Symeon Salos and St. Andreas, who wandered about like fools or idiots,

exposing themselves to mockery and insults as a kind of asceticism. Cf. H. Reich,

Der Mimas, Berlin, 1903, I, 2, p. 822 f., and J. Horowitz, Spuren griecbiseher Mimen im

Orient, Berlin, 1905, p. 3A ft
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entering the city with a great retinue. Far away from the crowd stands

his former pupil Nidagha, Rbhu approaches him and asks him why he

thus stands apart. Thereupon Nidagha replies :
“ A king is entering this ;

city, there is a great crush,- therefore I stand aside/
-5 Rbhu asks :

a *W hich,

then, is the king ? ” Nidagha :
“ The king is he who sits on the great •

stately elephant,”
<c

It is well/’ says Rbhu, V but who is the elephant and

who is the king?” Nidagha: “The elephant is below and the king is;

above.” Rbhu :
“ Now, what is the meaning of below, and what is the

meaning of above ? ” Then Nidagha jumps on the back of Rbhu and s^ys,

(i I am above like the king, thou art below like the elephant.”
a Very

well,” says Rbhu, “ but now tell me, my dear one, which of Its two art thou

and which am IV 9 Only now does Nidagha recognise his old teacher

IJbhu, for nobody is so filled with the doctrine of unity as, he. Then ;the-

doctrine of the unity of the universe was so deeply impressed on Nidagha

that from now on he looked on all beings as one with himself, and attained

complete liberation.

Book III of the Visnu-Purana begins with an account of

the Manus (primal ancestors of the human race) and the ages

(manvantaras) a) oyer which they ruled. Then follows a dis-

cussion on the four Yedas, on their division by Vyasa and his

pupils, and on the origin of the various Vedic schools. Then

comes an enumeration of the eighteen Puranas and a list of

all sciences.

Then the question is raised and discussed, how one may

.

attain to liberation as a devout Yisnu-worshipper. In a beauti-

ful dialogue (Chapt. 7) between Yama, the god of death, and.

one of his servants, it is explained that he who is pure in

heart and leads a virtuous life and has directed his mind to

Vispu, is a true Visnu-worshipper and therefore is free from

the bonds of the god of death. This is followed by an exposi-

tion on the duties of the castes and asramas, on birth and

marriage ceremonies, ritual ablutions, the daily sacrifices, the

duties of hospitality, coMuct at meals, and so on. A long

treatise (Chapt. 13-17) on the funeral oblations and ceremonies

') 0“ the Ages of the World according to the Puranas s. Jacobi, ERE I, 200 f£.
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for the worshipping of spirits of ancestors (sraddhas)

concludes this section, in which the Vedic-brahmanieal reli-

gious customs are represented as the right kind of Yisnu-

worship. The last two chapters of the book describe the

origin of the heretical sects h ostile to the Yeda, whose

adherents, especially the Jains, called Digambara, and the

Buddhists known as “ Red-mantles ” (raktambaras), 1) are

represented as the worst evil-doers. In order to show how
sinful it is to have any sort of intercourse with such heretics,

the story of the ancient king Satadhami (Chapt. 18) is told,

who otherwise was a devout worshipper of Yisnu, hut once,

out of mere politeness, exchanged a few words with a heretic,

and in consequence was re-born consecutively as a dog,

jackal, wolf, vulture, crow and peacock, till at last—thanks

to the constant faithfulness and piety of his wife $aibya—he>

again came into the world as a king.

Book IV of the Yisnu-Purana contains chiefly genealo-

gical lists of the ancient royal races, of the solar dynasty,

which traces its origin hack to the sun-god, and the lunar

dynasty, which traces its origin to the moon-god. Long

lists of ancient kings—many cf them purely mythical, some

probably historical— are only occasionally interrupted in order

to relate some legend about one or other of them. The

marvellous plays a great part in all these legends. There is

Daksa, who is horn out of Brahman’s right thumb
; Mami’s

daughter Ila, who becomes transformed into a man ; Iksvaku,

who owes- his existence to the sneezing of Manu; King

Baivata, who, with his daughter Be vatl, goes to heaven, in

order to have a husband for his daughter recommended to

him by god Brahman ;

2) or indeed King Yuvanasva, who

}) The rise of the heretical sects is here (III, 17 f.) esplaired by the legend

according to which Vi§nu sent a phantom figure to the demons in order to alienate them

from the Yeda religion, whereupon they can be defeated by the gods. Cf. Padma-PorSna,

above p. 53d if.

2
)

IY, 1. A poetical rendering by Schaclc
,
Stimmen vom Ganges, pp. 120 ff.
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it was in the 4th century A.D. There certainly existed an

ancient Parana under this name, and undoubtedly there is

still preserved in our texts much of the ancient work, which

is probably not later than the 5th century A.D.1} This work

also deals with the same subjects, characteristic of the

ancient Puranas—creation of the world, genealogies, etc., as

the Yispu-Purapa. Only here the legends which are related

serve for the glorification of Siva, not of Yisnu. Like the

Visnu-Purana, so also the Vayu-Purana in its last part gives

a description of the end of the world, and deals with the effi-

cacy of Yoga, but ends with a description of the splendour

of Sivapura, “ the city of Siva,” where the Yogin arrives who

has entirely lost himself in meditation upon Siva. Even in

this Sivaite work two chapters are devoted to Visnu.2) The

Parana deals in detail with the fathers (pitrs) and their cult

by means of Sraddhas.8) One chapter is devoted to the art

of song.*1 The Gayamahatmya printed at the end of the

editions is certainly a later addition.5
* There are also other

Mahatmyas, Stotras and ritual-texts, which claim to belong

to the Yayu-Purana.

Y. The BMgavata-Puram. This is indisputably that work

of Parana literature which is most famous in India. Still

to-day it exerts a powerful influence on the life and thought

of the innumerable adherents of the sect of the Bhagavatas

(worshippers of Yispu under the name of “ Bhagavat ”). The

extremely numerous manuscripts and prints of the text

itself, as well as of many commentaries on the whole work

*) Cl Bhandarlar, Vaignavism etc., p. 47 * Farquhar
,

Outline, p. 145, 0. Y.

Vaidya’s argument (JBRAS 1925, I, p, 155 f.) for ascribing the YSyn-P, to the 8th century

is not convincing.

*) Adhyfiyas 96, 97,

3
)
SraddhaprakriySrambha and SrSddbakalpa, Adhy. 71-86.

*) Adhy. 87
:
gitSlamtSranirdesalj.

5
) Adhy. 104-112. It is missing in some MSS. and appears as an independent test in

MBS. as well as in Indian prints.
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and of separate explanatory writings on parts of it,
1
) in addi-

tion to the many translations into Indian vernaculars,2)

bear witness to the enormous popularity and the extraordi-

nary reputation of the work in India. It is in accordance

with this its significance, that it is the first Purapa that has

been edited and translated in Europe.3
) Nevertheless it

belongs to the later productions of Parana literature. In

contents it is closely connected with the Visnu-Purapa, with

which it often agrees literally, and it is undoubtedly depend-

ent upon the latter. Even in India doubts as to the “ genuine-

ness” of the Bhagavata as one of the ancient eighteen Puranas

“ composed by Yyasa ” have already been expressed, and

there are polemic treatises
4

) discussing the question whether

the Bhagavata—or the Devlbhagavata-JPurana^ a Sivaite

work, belong to the
<c eighteen Puraqas.” In this connection

the question is raised and discussed whether the grammarian

Vopadeva is the author of the Bhagavata-Purana ,

6) Rather

x
) See Wggeling

,
Ind. Off. Oat. VI, p, 1259 ff., and Aufrecht OC. I, p. 401 ff.

®) In Bengali alone tl.ere are 40 translations, especially of the Kr§na-book. See. B.

Ch. Serif History of Bengali Language and Literature, Calcutta, 1911, p. 220 ff.

3
) Le Bhagavata Purana on histoire po&ique de Krichna, traduit et public par M#

Bug&ne Burnouf, t, l-III, Paris 1840-47. T. IV et V publies par M. Hauvette-Bcsnault et

P, Roussel. Paris 1884 et 1898. A few legends from the Bh&g.-P. have been translated

into French by A. Roussel, L5gendes Morales de PInde. Paris 1900, 1, 1 iff. and II, 215 fit

English translation by Mamnatha Nath Butt,
Calcutta, 1895. A French translation of the

Tamil version of the BhSgavata was published as early as 1788 at Paris, and this was ren*

dered into German, Zurich 1791 (s. Windisch, Gesohichte der Sanskrit-philologie, p. 47 t).

*) Thus the * f box on the ear for villains ” (durjanamukhacapefcikS)a the
** big box

on the ear for villains
” (durjanamnkhamahacapejiks) and the "

slipper in the face of

villains ” (durjanamukhapadmapSduka). They are translated by Burnouff 1, c., I, Preface

p. lix ff. These are quite modern writings,

5
) This is also called simply SribhSgavatamahSpurSna in the MSS. Editions have

been published in Bombay, and an English translation in the SBH. Of. Aufrecht, Bod!.

Cat., p. 79 ff. 5
BggeUng,

.

Ind, /Off.. Oat. VI, p. 12071. There;.: is also

FurSna differing from it, which, is described by Bggeling (I. c., p. 1280 ff.) as
4‘an

apocryphal Parana recounting the story and exploits of Devi mid urging her claims to being

worshipped as the supreme deity.”

8
) This supposition seems to rest only on the fact that Vopadeva is the author of

the Mulctaphala
,
a work dependent on the Bhagavata, and of the Manilla, an Anukrama^l

(index) to the Bhagavata.



account of its language, style and metre

also differ from it.
5) The incarnations o

was a contemporary of Semadri, who lived between 1260 and 1809,

it on a level with the Mahabharata.

fa (JBKAS 1926, 1, 144 ft) makes it seem pi

timing of the 9th century) and earlier than Jayad

rhar (Vai§navistn etc., p. 49) says that it “ must

(Outline, p. 229 ff.) about 900 A.D,

remarks that ‘
‘ it does not belong* to(Hinduism and Buddhism, II, p. 188

class of Puranas, for it seems to coni

ceremonial Vaidya (1. c., p. 157 f.) adduces arguments f

author of the Bh&g.-P. lived in tbp Bravidas

p. 800 f.
,

,

'vbbb:::..;^ f
,.;

/b

*) Side by side with the eloka, metres of ornate poetry

I, Preface, p. cv f

.

®) See A. Bom&elj Gosmologie Hindoue d’apres le Bh&gava
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>
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*) Though he appears, “ to delude the foes of the gods” (I, 3, 24), he is

avatfiras, and as such (in the N&rayanavarman, VI, 8, 17) h© is invc

ra-P- (III, 17 h), Vi$xjn in order to delude the Daityas, causes a

comes into the world as Buddha.

1

20, 16, om is used in the sense of “ yes,” which is very

8 and abovo p. 185, note. In Kurma

in the sense of “yes” in the style of th

Ind, 1891, who calls the work an

ggeling, Ind. Off. Oat, VI, p. 1208 ff.

1
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Bibb Ind. 1862 and translated into English by P.

45-81 and 93-136 (conclusion). Of. Pargiter, Introd., p. iv.

e by gaftfcara (Vedanta-Sutras I, 2, 23 and III, 3, 16, see P.

anta ans dem Sanskrit iibersetzt, Leipzig 1887, p. 119 and

certain that gafikara knew the verse from the Ma-rkandeva-

tion it, but only says “ It is said in the Sm^ti ”

:
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the world, the ages of the world, the genealogies and the other

subjects peculiar to the Purapas, Special evidence for the

great antiquity of these sections which contain the old Parana

is found in the circumstance that in them neither Yisnu nor

Siva occupies a prominent position, that, on the other hand,

Indra and Brahman are much in the foreground, and that the

ancient deities of the Veda, Agni (Eire) and Surya (Sun) are

glorified by hymns in a few of the cantos, and that a large

number of sun-myths are related. This oldest part of the

Purana, as Pargiter considers, may belong to the third

century A.D., but may perhaps be earlier. A large part of

this section also consists of moral and edifying narratives.

This is still more the case in the first sections of the work,

which are closely connected with the Mahabharata and have

very much in common with the character of Book XII of the

epic. The Parana actually commences with Jaimini, a pupil

of Yyasa, approaching Markapdeya, and, after a few

eulogies of the Mahabharata, 2) asking him for the

answers to four questions, which the great epic leaves

unanswered. The first question is, how it was that Draupadi

was able to become the common wife of the five Pandavas, and

the last, why the children of Draupadi were killed at a youth-

ful age. Markandeya does not answer these questions himself,

but refers him to four wise birds, in reality Brahmans who

were born as birds in consequence of a curse.s) These tell

4
.) Chapters 99-110. An impression of great antiquity is also created by the narra-

tive of Dama who, in order to avenge the death of his father, cruelly kills Vapusmat and

offers his flesh and blood to the spirit of his father, with the funeral cakes (136). The

very fact that in the Bengali manuscripts the narrative ceases without any mention of

the human sacrifice, is a proof of the great antiquity of traditions which could no longer

be reconciled with the views of a later time. (Gi* Pargiter, p. vii.)

*) These partly agree literally with the praises at the beginning and end of the

Mahabhlrata itself (of. above p, 325 f, and 453).

*) This is again a duplicate of a legend also ocourring in the Mah&bhSrata (I, 229

ff»), where, however, one of the birds is called Drona, while in the M&rk.-P. the four birds

are Dropa’s sons.
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fSakra spake :

a The reward of their deedsj these evil ones receive, in hell \

Thou
,
prince, must for thy good deed ascend to heaven.”

But for the kins the dwellers in hell are not sinners, only sufferers.

And as, in answer to his question how great his good works are, Dharma

himself replies that they are as numerous “as the drops of water in the

sea, the stars in the heavens,... the grains of sand in the Ganges /
9

he has

only the one desire, that, through these good works of his, the dwellers in

hell may be delivered from their torments. The king of gods grants him

this wish, and as he aseends to heaven, all the inmates of hell are released

from their pain. 1 *

In language and style' this splendid dialogue reminds

one very much of the Savitrl poem of the Mahabharata. But

just as in the great epic the most absurd productions of priest-

ly literature stand by the side of the most beautiful poems,

so also in our Parana* Immediately after the above-told

legend follows that of Anamyav
which appears like a cari-

cature of the Savitrl legend

:

Anasuya 2 ) is the extremely faithful wife of a loathsome, leprous,

rough and vulgar Brahman. In accordance with the brahmanical prin-

ciple;
u The husband is the deity of the wife,” his wife tends him with

the greatest love and care, and bears his coarseness with patience. One

day the good man, who is also a libertine, expresses the urgent desire of

visiting a courtesan who has excited his admiration. As he himself is too

*) The story of Yudhi§thira’s visit to hell and ascent to heaven in Book 18 of the

MahSbhSrata (see above, p. 374 1) seems to me but a poor imitation of the Vipascit legend,

The very fact that Yadhi§fehira only has a vision (mSyS) of hell, shows a considerable

falling-off. In the PatSla-Khanda of the Padma-Pnr&na (s. Wilson, Works, III, p. 49 f.,

not 'in the AnSS edition) King Janaka goes to hell as a matter of form, because he has

struck a cow, %nd he releases the damned souls in a similar fashion. A Jewish fairy-tale

tells of a selfless man who spent his whole life in succouring the distressed, and after his

death refused to go to Paradise because there was nobody there in need of aid ; be prefers

to^go to hell, where there are creatures with whom be cen feel sympathy and whom he

can help. (I. L. Perez, Volkstumliche Erzahlnngen The original source of all

these legends is probably to be found in a Buddhist MahilySna legend of the Bodhiaattva

Avalokitesvara, ::

»} The name signifies the " not jealous one/’
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ill to go, bis faithful wife takes him on her back, in order to carry him

there. He then accidentally touches a saint with his foot, and the latter

curses him that he shall die ere the sun rises. Then AnasuyS says : “The

sun shall not rise.” In consequence of her devotion the sun actually does

not rise, which causes the gods great embarrassment, as they receive no

sacrifices. There remains nothing but for them to arrange that the charm-

ing husband of Anasuya remains alive.

Just as in the Mahabharata, so here too, there are besides

legends purely didactic dialogues upon the duties of the

householder, upon Sraddhas, upon conduct in the daily life,

upon the regular sacrifices, feasts and ceremonies, 1
* and

also (Chapts. 36-43) a treatise upon. Yoga.

A work complete in itself, which doubtless was only

later inserted into the Markandeya-Purana, though not later

than the 6th century A. D., is the Devlmahatmya
,

2) a glori-

fication of the goddess Durga, who, till the most recent times,

has been worshipped with human sacrifices. In the temples

of this terrible goddess the Devlmahatmya is read daily, and

at the great feast of Durga (Durgapuja) s) in Bengal it is

recited with the greatest of solemnity.

jC
• '

l
) Chapters 29-35. The chapter on brSddhas partly agrees literally with the

Gautamasyirti, according to W. Caland
,
Altindischer Ahnenkult, Leyden 1893, p. 112.

a
) Chapts. 81-93. Edited and translated into Latin by L. Foley

,
Berolini 1831.

Translated into English by Pargiter, MSrkandeya-P. Transl,, pp, 465-523 ;
Extracts

rendered in French by Burnouf (JA 4, 1824, p. 24 ff.). As an independent work, also

with the titles Can$i, Candimah&tmya, DurgamShStmya and SaptasatS, it occurs in innu-

merable MSS., and has often been printed in India, sometimes with a Bengali transla-

tion. On the numerous translations in Bengali; . s. D. Oh. Sen, Bengali Language and

Literature, p. 225 f£» There are also many commentaries on the text, s. Aufrecht , CC. X,

p. 261. One MS. of the Devlmahatmya is dated 998 A.D., and the work probably origi-

nated even earlier than the 7th century, for a verse from the Devlmahatmya seems to

have been quoted in an inscription of the year 608 A.D. (D. R, Bhandarhar
,
JBRAS 23,

1909, p. 73 £.) 5
and Baca’s poem. Oa^isata^A ,

*
;

:

is perhaps based on the Devim&hStmya;

Of. 0. P. Qmchetiboe, The Sanskrit Poems of Mayura,..together with the Text and 'Tran-

slation of B&$a*s Oa^tpiataka, NewYork l91:7, : ;pp-
:
249 297 ;

Parquhar, Outline, p.

150; Pargiter
,
Markandeya-P., Transl, pp. xii, xx.

s
) On this most popular of all religious festivals in, Bengal cl Shib. Chunder Bose,

The Hindoos as they are, p. 92 ff.
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The account

regarding the

l
) See above, p. 519 f. There is still less claim to authenticity for the eel

of the Bhavi§ya-PurSna -which appeared in Bombay in 1897 in the Srlvefikata Press

which Th, Aufrecht (25DMG 57, 1903, p. 276 ff;) has unmashed as a “
literary fraud.”

*) Of. Wilson, Works, PI, p. Jxiii; G. Buhler, SBJ8 Pol. 25, p. cx f.j 78 nj W. ,

Ueber die kosmogonischeri Grundanschauungen in M&nava*Dharma»§astrara, p. 38 ££.

a
) Of. Aufrecht, Bodl, Cat., p. 31 if. j

Wilson, Works, X, p. 381 if. We learn

from an inscription written in 861, A.D., by one Maga Matprava, that the Magas live

B&jpatSna as early as in the 9th century.
.

.^^Maga.^^is.amame for th© Sskadvlpa Brahi

who at the present day are still living in the district of Jodhpur, and trace their hii

back to the Surya-PurJpa and the Bhavi§ya-FurSp.a. See D. B. Bhandarkar, Ep,

IX, p. 279.

*) Editions published at Calcutta 1887 and 1888. English translation in ‘
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The latter is the name current in Southern India. This

extensive work is divided into four hooks. The first book,

the Brahma-Khapda, deals with the creation by Brahman,

the First Being, who is, however, none other than the god

Krsna. 1
’ Many legends, especially about the sage Narada,

are included. One chapter (16) contains a treatise on medi-

cine. The second book, the Prakrti-Khanda, deals with

Prakrti, the original matter, which, however, here seems to

he conceived quite mythologically, resolving itself, at the

command of Krsna, into five goddesses (Durga, Laksml,

Sarasvatl, Savitrl and Badha). The third book, the Gapesa-

Khapcja, relates legends of the elephant-headed god Gapesa,

who is unknown to the oldest Indian pantheon, hut is one of

the most popular of the more modern Indian deities.
21 In

a very curious way Ganesa is here represented as a kind of

incarnation of Krsna. The last and most extensive book, the

Kysnajanma-Khapda, “section of the birth of Krspa,” deals

not only with the birth, hut with the whole life of Krsna,

especially his battles and his love adventures with the cow-

herdesses (gopls). It is the chief part of the whole Purapa,

which throughout pursues no other object than to glorify the

god Krsna and his favourite wife Radha, in myths, legends

and hymns. Radha is here Krspa’s Sakti.3
’ According to

this Purapa, Krsna is so much the god above all gods, that

Brahm&vaivarta-purani specimen ed. by A. F. Stenzler
,
Berolini, 1829. A detailed analysis

of th© work by ffiifeop, Works, III, p. 91 if.

x
) The title Brahmavaivarta*P. r w^ translated “ Pnr5$a of tbe

transformations of Brahman,” probably refers to this. The Southern Indian title is not

intelligible to me.

*} B. 0. Mammdar says thathe has proved in the Bengali journal Yangadarsana,
lt that the worship of Ganesa pas an affiliated son of Parvati was wholly unknown to the

Hindus previous to the 6fch century A. p. 82.)

*) NimbSrka, probably in the l2fch centary, regards BadhA as the eternal

consort of Kp§$a, who, in his view, isnotmerely aninc&rnation of Yi#pn, but the eternal

Brahman (Of. Farquhar, Outline, p. 237 £) It was not until the 16th; century that,

the sect of the B&dhavallabhis, who attach great importance to the worship of RSdhS as

arose, s. (kim$on
,
BBH X, f* $19 f.

$

Fkrmhar, l i p. 318. -
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he Lifiga (the phallus), generally in the form of a small stone column, is

rshippers of giva only a symbol of the productive and creative principle of

nbodied in Siva;- and it is worshipped by simple offerings of leaves and

i© pouring of water. The Lifiga cult certainly bears no trace of any phallic

cult of an obscene nature. Of. H. H. Wilson, Works, Vol, VI, p. Ixix
;
Monter- Williams,

md Hinduism, 4th Ed., London 1891, pp. 83, 90 f. ; Eliot, Hinduism and

,
142 ff. The Liuga cult can be traced in Cambodia and Champa as early as

550 A. D. ; s. Eliot, I. c. p. 143 note 3.
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Earth (Prthivl) by Visnu in his incarnation as a wild boar

(varaha). Though it contains brief allusions to tbe creation,

the genealogies, etc., it is not a Purana in the ancient sense

of the word, hut rather a manual of prayers and rules for the

Visnu-worshippers. In spite of the Visnuite character of the

work, it yet contains a few legends relating to Siva and

Durga. Several chapters are devoted to the Mothers and the

female deities (Chapts. 90-95). We find the story of the

birth of Ganes'a, followed by a Ganesa-stotra. Furthermore,

it deals with Sraddhas (Chapt. 13 ff.), Prayascittas (Chapt.

119 ff.), the erection of images of the gods (Chapt, 181 ff.),

etc. A considerable section (Chapts. 152-168) is nothing but

a Mathura-Mahatmya, a glorification of the sacred city which

is Krsna’s birthplace. Another considerable section (Chapts.

193-212) tells the legend of Naciketas, but the narrator is

more concerned with the description of heaven and hell than

with the philosophical ideas contained in the ancient poem in

the Kafha-UpanisadV

XIII. The Skanda- at Skanda-Purana. This Purana is
• •*.

named after Skanda, son of .^iya and commander of the

celestial armies, who is said to have related it and proclaimed

Siyaite doctrines in it.
8) The ancient Purana of this name,

however, is probably entirely lost
;
for though there is a consi-

derable number of more or less extensive works claiming to

be Samhitas and Khandas of the Skanda-Purana, and an almost

overwhelming mass of Mahatmyas which give themselves

out as portions of this Purapa, 3) only one, very ancient,

manuscript contains a text which calls itself simply “ Skanda-

*} See above, p. 261 f. Ci. L. Scherman, Visionslitteratur, p. 11 f. The name
is NSeiketa here, as in the MahSbhSr&ta XIII, 71.

s
) Matsya-P, S3, 42 f. The length of the Skanda-P. h here, as elsewhere, stated

as 81,100 slokas. In Padma-P., VI, 263, 81 f„, too, the Skaada-P. is counted as among

the
u itaasa," *.e, the Sivaite PurSpas.

3
) G£. MggeUngy Ind. Gat. VI, pp. 1319-1389.
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relating to the sacred places of Benares.5) The Saura

which is supposed to have

x
) This is the old manuscript in Gupta script, which was discovered in Nepal

by Bampmsad i&astrt, and has been assigned to the 7th century A. D. by him and

C, 'Bendall on palaeographical grounds. See HaraprasM fesfcn, Catalogue of Palm Leaf

and Selected Paper MSS. belonging to the Durbar Library, Nepal, Calcutta 1905, pp. lii,

141 ff.

a
) According to the short table of contents given by Baraprasad^ 1. c. As no

khaiida is named in the colophons of the MS., Harapras&d considers the text to be the

original Skanda-P. The supposition that it might be the AmbM-Khanda (HaraprasSd,

Report 1, p. 4), turned out to be erroneous. .The AtnbikS-kha$da (kggelmg
f
L c. p. 1321

fc) contains a collection of logends about Siva and DurgS, told by Sanatkum&ra to Yyasa.

sotnmentary of Mffdhavacffrya in AnSS No. 25, 1893 in B vols.

-khanda (pubh by X 0. da Cunha, Bombay 1877) belongs to the

ftf. Wrxmliw. L e.* m 1869 C The Yehkafcesa-MShatxnya of the

'm

m
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the sun-god, contains chiefly cosmogonic theories. The

Sankara-Samhita is also called Agastya-Samhita, because

Skanda is supposed to have communicated it to Agastya. It

is doubtful, however, whether this is the Agastya-Samhita

which teaches the cult of Visnu especially in his incarnation

as Barna .

15 There is a Kasl-Khanda,2) dealing with the

Siva-temples in the neighbourhood of Benares and with the

sanctity of this city itself. A Gangasahasranaman, a litany

of the “thousand names of the Ganges” belongs to the same

section. The above-mentioned are only a few of the many

texts which are said to belong to this Purana.

XIV. The Vamana-Puram.® This Purana, too, has

not come down to us in its original form, for the five themes

of the Puranas, i.e. Creation, etc., are scarcely mentioned,

and the information given in the Matsya-Purana 4) as

to the contents and length of the work does not

tally with our text. The text begins with an account of the

incarnation of Visnu as a dwarf (vamana), whence it takes

its name. Several chapters deal with the Avataras of Visnu

in general .
65 On the other hand, a considerable section

SahySdri-kha^da, a glorification of the temple of Man jgun I, is translated by G, K. Betham
,

Inch Ant, 24, 1895, pp. 231 £?, The same khanda probably also includes the R§yasrnga-

legend, which was transformed into a local legend, and which has been translated by

V. N. Narasimmiyenga

r

(Ind. Ant. 2, 1873, pp, 140 ££.).

x
) Of. Eggeling, 1. c., p,1319 ff. j 1321. In the givarahasya-kha$da of the

Sahkara-sainMta
;
(Eggeling 1. c.,p.l363fj the 18 Puranas me enumerated, of which ten

(gaiva, Bhavi§ya, Markapdeya, Lainga, Varaha, Skanda, Matsya, Kanrma, Vamana,
Brahman^a) are declared to be givaite, four (Vai§$«.va, Bhagavata, KSradlya, Garuda)

Vifpuite, whilst Brahma and PSdma are said to be dedicated to Brahman, Agneya to

Agni, Brahmavaivarta to Savitp. It is added, however, that the Vi^uite Puranas teach

the identity of Siva and Visits, and the Brahma*P., the identity of Brahman, Yisjgm

*) Published (with commentaries) in Benares, 1868, Calcutta 1873-80 and
Bombay 1881, '

u-'J-

‘

3
) .Published, with Bengali ,traaslatioh,!

:

1885^' :

;---

:

l'-

::

4
) 53, 45 f. Of. Wilson, Works, Vol. VI, p. Ixxiv f.

) According to Aufrecht (Bodl. Cat p. 46) these chapters (24*32) are mainly taken

datsya-P,
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deals with Linga-worship, and in connection with the glori-

fication of sacred places, the Sivaite legends of the marriage

of Siva and Uma, the origin of Ganesa and the birth of

Karttikeya are related.

XV. The Katirma- or Kurma- Puram.
*

f we read that it consists of four £

In the

nhitas, i

work

Brailml, Bhagavatl, Saurl and Vaispavl
;
but the Brahrnl-

Samhita is the only one which has come down under the

“ Kurma-Purana.” l} This work begins with a

to the incarnation of Visnu as a tortoise
'
(kurma) on which

the mountain Mandara rested when the ocean was twirled.

At that time Laksml arose from the ocean and became

Visnu’s consort. When the Rsis ask him who this goddess

is, Visnu replies that she is his highest Sakti. The Introduc-

tion then relates further how Indradyumna, who in a former

birth had been a king, but was born again as a Brahman by

reason of his devotion to Visnu, desired to gain knowledge

of the glory of $iva. Laksml refers him to Visnu. Then he

worships Visnu as the Universal God, the Creator and Preser-

ver of the universe, but also as “ Mahadeva,” “ Siva ” and

as “ father and mother of all beings.” At length Visnu, in

his incarnation as the tortoise, imparts the Purana to him.

As in this Introduction, Siva is the Highest Being through-

out the work, but it is emphasized over and over again that

in reality Brahman, Visnu and Siva are one.
3) The worship

of SaTcti, i.e. “Energy” or “Creative force” conceived as a

female deity, is also emphasized. Devi, the “Highest Goddess”

(Paramesvarl), the consort and Sakti of Siva, is praised under

8,000 names.3) In like manner as Visnu is none other than

*) Published by MiMopadhyaya in Bibb Ind. 1890. It contains 6,000

Slokas, According to the statements made in the Bhagavafca* <,
VSyu-F. and Matsya*P*

f

the Kurma-P* contains

s
) In I, 6 (p. 56) Brahman is worshipped as Trimurti. I, 9 especially inculcates

the unity of the three gods. Of. also I, 26.

3
) I, n and 12, Siva divides himself into two parts, a male and a female, the
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at least some

ove all gods ti

is Yisuu Nara’
• * «

only after stn

Moreover, i

nition of all t

•jO the false doc

«n]

former gives rise to the Rudras, and the latter to the gaktis. Of. Farquhar, Outline, p.

1951
x
) I, 17 (p. 206 1) PrahlSda praises ¥i§nu and Lakgml as Visnu’s gakti.

2
) I, 22 (p. 239 &.).

3
) I, 25-27. Here (p. 269) there is also a reference to a YogasSstra written by

the great Yogin Ydjnavalkya, which is perhaps an allusion to the Yijhavalkyaglta, where

Yoga is taught. Cl F. E. Ball, A Contribution towards an Index to the Bibliography of

the Indian Philosophical Systems, Calcutta 1859, p. 14 In I, 26 recommends the

Lihga cult and explains its origin-#

*) This appellation is given to the Sivaite sects and gSstras of the KSpSlas,

Bhairavas, Ytoalas, VSmas, Arhatas, Hakulas (he. LSkuIlga-PSsnpata, cl Bhandarkar,

Valsnavism etc., p. 116 1), :F$|ap^ PfincarStra
: % 12 • 16; 30 (pp.

137, 184, 305). The YSmas or “ left-hand ones,’’ are those Sakti worshippers whose cult

is connected with orgiastic rites. See below in the chapter on the Tantras.

1
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tched existence (sins which they committe

ime).0 An “extract” (Saroddhara) of fe

by Naunidhirama In spite of its title, t

stalled analysis of the contents of the Pretakalpa is given by E

des Garuda-Pur&na (NaunidhirSma’s SSroddhira). Eine Dai

Tocenkultes und •. ;:«v,V : ftbersetzt,.. Berlin

hapters X-XH - translated-p. . 229$, :

SSroddhSra was published under the title ** Garuda-PurSna”

3 and with an English translation by E. Wood and S. V. Subrahman

911. There is a good German translation by Abegg
i
Pretakalpa

m
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is not a mere extract from the Pretakalpa, for the author

also utilised material from other Purapas, and treated the

subject more systematically. Among other works he drew

on the Bhagavata-Purapa, whence it follows that he was later

than this Parana.

Among the Mahatmyas which claim to be parts of the

Garuda-Purapa, especial mention should be made of a Gaya-

mahatmya in praise of Gaya, the place of pilgrimage, where

it is particularly meritorious to perform Sraddhas.

XVIII. The Brahmayda-PuranaR In the list in the

Kurma-Purana the eighteenth Purapa is called “ Vayaviya

Brahmapda,” the “ Purapa of the Brahman-egg proclaimed

by Vayu,” and it is possible that the original Brahmanda was

but an earlier version of the Vayu-Purapa.2) According to

the Matsya-Purana (53, 551) it is said to have been proclaim-

ed by Brahman, and to contain a glorification of the Brahman-

egg^ as well as a detailed account of the future kalpas in

12,200 slokas. It appears, however, that the original work

of this name is lost, for our manuscripts for the most part

contain only Mahatmyas, Stotras and Upakhyanas which

claim to be parts of the Brahmanda.

The Adhyatma-Ramayam
,

4)
«.<?., “ the Bamayana in

!

) Published in Bombay, gri-Venkatesvara Press, 1906.

®) Of. Pargiter, Ane, Ind. Hist. Trad,, p. 77 f, H. H, Wilson (Works, Vol. VI, p.

Ixxxv f.) mentions a MB, of the Biahmanda-P, the first part of which agrees almost

entirely with the VSyu-P., whilst the second part is dedicated to Lalita Devi, a form of

DnrgS, and teaches her worship by Tantric rites. On the island of Bali a Brahm&nda-P #

is the only sacred hook of the local giva-worshippers. Of. B. Fnedench
,
JEAS 1876, p,

170 f,
; Weber, Ind. Stud. II, p, 131 f.

8
) Even the BrShmanas and TTpanisads already tell of the golden egg out of

which the universe was created, Of, Satapaiha-Br. XI, 1, 6 ("above p. 223) and Ch&ndogya-

Upani§ad III, 9, 1. According to the cosmogony of the Pm%as Brahman (or Visun in

the form of Brahman) dwells in the egg in which th© whole of the universe is locked up,

and out of which it unfolds itself by the will of the Creator. Cf. Vi§nu-P. I, 2

:

Vayu-P.

4, 76 ff.j Mann I, 9 if.

4
) There are numerous Indian editions (the 1891 edition is recom-

n|^#ed)^ and several commentaries, among them one by Saftkara. English translation by
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which Hama is the Supreme Atman, 5
' in which Advaita (the

monism of the Vedanta) and Rama-bhakti are taught as paths

to salvation, is a very well known hook, which is considered

as a part of the B rahmapda-Purapa. As in the case of
JL

Valmiki’s poem, the work is divided into seven hooks, hearing

the same titles as in the ancient epic ; hut it is only an epic

in its external form—in reality it is a manual of devotion,

Tantrie in character. Like the Tantras it is in the form of a

./Halnon P. hftt.wAen Siva and his wife lima. Throughout the

ho is

until

As regards the TJpapuranas, they do

itiallv from the Purajias, e:
&

more exclusively adapted tc

and the religious needs of sep

puranas which claim to be

te
a great Puran.as

” have alre

now only refer to a few oi

not m

) Oi

)

Ik ft*

Bhandarhar, Vai?navism etc., p. 48 ;
Farquhar ,

Outline, p. 250 £,

F. Belloni-mUm in GSAI 16, 1003 and 17, 1904 : Eggeling, Ind
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The Vismdharmottara is occasionally given out as a part

of a Parana, namely the Garuda-Purana, but generally it is

counted as an independent Upapurana. It is repeatedly

quoted by Alberuni as the “ Visnudharma.” x)
It is a Kash-

miri Vaisnava book of encyclopedic character in three

sections. Section I deals with the usual themes of the

Puranas : the Creation of the world, cosmology, geography,

astronomy, division of time, genealogies, Stotras, rules about

Yratas and SraddhasY Among the genealogical legends,

that of Pururavas and UrvasI is also related—more or less in

agreement with Kalidasa’s drama. Section II deals with law

and politics, but also with medicine, the science of war, astro-

nomy and astrology. There is here a prose section with the

special title
“ Paitamaha-Siddhanta.” If, as is probable, this

is an extract from the Brahma-Sphuta-Siddhanta written by

Brahmagupta in 628 A.D., the Visnudharmottara must have

been compiled between 628 and 1000 A.D.S) Section III,

too, is of a very miscellaneous character, treating of grammar,

lexicography, metrics and poetics, dancing, singing and music,

sculpture and painting (the making of images of gods)
l)

and architecture (construction of temples).

The Brhad-Dharma-PurmaP “ the Great Purana of
m . * ^ *.'

1
) Edition of the text in Bombay, grl-VehkateSvara Press 1912. Analysis of

the contents according to Kashmiri MSS. and a comparison with the quotations of Alberuni

by G. Btihler, Ind. Ant, 19, 1890, p. 382 ff. According to Biihler, Alberuni used two

separate works with the same title, and mixed the two together, Eggeling, Ind. Off,

Cat, VI, p. 1308 f., describes a MS. which contains six chapters more than the edition. In

the MS, the title of the work is “Vi§nudharmSh.”
2
) As regards the graddhas, W. Caland

,
Altindischer Ahnenkult, Leyden 1893,

pp, 68, 112, has traced connections with the Vi?nu.Smrti. Of. Abegg
,
Der Pretakalpa,

p, 5 f

.

3
) Cf. G. Thibawtf Astronomic efce, (Grundriss III, 9), p. 58. The commentators

of Brahmagupta’s work maintain that this author drew upon the Visnudharmottara.

MSS. of the “Visnudharma” are dated 1047 and 1090; see Haraprasad, Beport I, p, 5.

*) On this extremely interesting section s. Br.7 Stella Kramrisch, Calcutta Review,

Feb. 1924, p, 331 ff, and Journal of fcette^ Vol. XI, 1924.
5
) Edited by Haraprasad £astri in Bibl. Ind. 1897. The work consists of a

“first
” “ middle” and “last” khanda,
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the Duties,” which appears as the eighteenth in a list of the

Upapurap.as,1) only devotes the beginning of its first section,

and its last section to Dharma, with the glorification of which

it begins. The greater portion of the first section is in the

form of a conversation between the Devi and her two friends

Jaya and Vijaya, which gives it a Tantric stamp. In the

second section, too, the Devi appears as the Great Goddess to

whom Brahman, Visnu and Siva come singing her praises, and

II, 60 teaches that the universe and all the gods have their

existence in Siva and Sakti. The fact that it is not a Tantra

is, however, shown by the contents of the work, which, by

reason of its relations with the epic and the legal literature, is

deserving of some interest, though the work cannot be a very

ancient one.

In the opening chapters the duties towards one’s parents, especially

the mother, and the Gurus in general, are inculcated in great 'detail.

By way of illustrating the importance of these duties, a legend of a

“ hunter Tuladhara ”
is told, which, though having some reference to the

Mahabharata stories
<2

> of Dharmavyadha and Tuladhara, has little in

common with them except the name. Then come sections on the Tlrthas,

the incarnation of Visnu as Rama, the story of Slta and the origin of the

Raraayapa, The latter work is called the root of all Kavyas, Itihasas,

Puranas and Samhitas. It was only after Valmlki had completed this

poem at the command of the god Brahman, and had declined to write the

Mahabharata also, that Vyasa set to work to compile both the Mahabha-

rata and the Puranas .
8

)

Valmlki in his hermitage converses with

.Vyasa on the composition of the Mahabharata, which is then praised

extravagantly. A prayer, which also contains the titles of the most impor-

tant Parvans of the Mahabharata, is recommended as an amulet (I, 80,

41 ff.). The second section consists mainly of legends of the origin of

;‘Gang§, but all manner of other myths' 'and ’ legends are interwoven with

‘) In the Brh$d»&harma*P. itself (I, 25|26)y

.
'•

'

».'j

•
. 1

!
) Be a above p. 416 if.

' J

3
) Th

and also ai

ere is here IS Upapi

i enumeration of the Dharmalastras (I, 29, 24f,),

arSnas (I, 25, 18 ff.)

v.|t
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Purana 5)
is dedicated to the cult of the sun. The deeds of

Visiu in the future age at the close of the Kali-Yuga are

described in the Kalhi-PuraniaP The Kalika-Puram 7)

treats of the deeds of the goddess Kali in her numerous forms,

and of the worship dedicated to her. One chapter 8) deals

in detail with the animal and human sacrifices which should

be offered to her. Curiously enough it also contains a chapter

on politics.

The majority of the Mahatmyas which are connected

with or included in the Puranas and the Upapuranas, is, on

l
) givagSnam (II, 44). Previously Narada delivers a lecture to Vi§nu on the

significance of the K&gas and Beginis in the art of singing.

s
) Eggeling, Ind. Off. Oat. VI, p. 1311 ff. Editions of a giva-Purana appeared in

Bombay (1878, 1880, 1884).

*) An edition appeared in

Poona in 1876. In the Maudgala*]?,, too (Eggelmg
,

1. c., 1289 ff.), Ga^eia is worshipped as

the highest deity. ....

*) Hjggelingl. Q't j>» 1202 E£<

s
) Eggeling l c., p. 1316 ff. A SSmba-PurSnawas published in Bombay in 1885.

6
) Eggeling 1. c., p. 1188 f. Editions haye appeared in Calcutta,

7
) Eggeling I. c., p. 1189 ff. Edition Bombay, 1891.

8
) The “ chapter of blood” (rudhirSdhySya) translated into English by W. C,

Blaquiere in Asiatick Besearches, Yol. 5 (4th ed., London 1807), p. 371 ff.
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the whole, inferior literature. They arose as hand-books for

the Purohitas of the Tirthas praised in them, and tell legends

which in part belong to tradition, and in part are inventions,

with the purpose of proving the holiness of these places of

pilgrimage. They describe, too, the ceremonies which the

pilgrims are to perform and the route they are to follow. Por

this reason they are not unimportant from the point of view

of the topography of India. Thus in particular, the Nila-

the Kasmira-mahatmya, is an important work from

the point of view of the history, legendary lore and topography

of Kashmir. 2) The Naga king Nila is a kind of cultural

hero of Kashmir, and the work contains “ the doctrines of

Nila” which he imparted to the Brahman Candradeva.8)

It tells the legends of the primeval history of Kashmir (verses

1-481), whereupon there is a description of the ceremonies

and festivals prescribed by Nila. Many of these are the usual

Brahman ical and P uranic rites, but we find some which are

peculiar to Kashmir. Thus joyous festivals are celebrated

with singing, music and drinking bouts at the New Year, on

the first of the month Kartika, on which Kashmir is said to

have arisen (v. 561 if.), and then again on the occasion of the

first fall of snow (v . 579 ft). On the fifteenth day of the

bright half of the month Yaisakha, the birthday of Buddha

as an incarnation of Visnu is solemnly celebrated by

the Brahmans ; a statue of Buddha is erected, Buddhist

speeches are made and Buddhist monks are honoured

(v. 809 if.). The historian Kalhana (about 1148 A.D.)

drew on the Nllamata in his Rijataranginl for the ancient

history of Kashmir ; and he regarded it as a venerable

*) NllamatapurSnam Introduction etc. by Bam Lai

Kanjilal and Pandit Jagad-dbar Zudoa, Lahore 1934 (Punjab Sanskrit Series).

*) Of. mhler, Report, p. 37 ffi., LV fl. i M. A. Stein, Kaihapa’s RSjataraagial,

Translated, I, p. 76 f.j II, p. 376 ff.j Pandit Anand Koul, JASB 6, 1910, p. 195 ff.

s
)

Of, Nllamata, vas, 424 ff.j Rajaterangipl 1, 182-184,
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“ Parana.” 1} It must, therefore, be several centuries earlier

than Kalhana’s work.

Among the offshoots of the Parana literature mention

should also be made of the Nepalese Vamsavalis

(“Genealogies”), which are partly Brahmanieal and partly

Buddhist, the Nepala-Mahat mya and the Vagvatl-

Mahatmya, which claims to be part of a Pasupati-Purapa.2)

Finally we here mention another work, which, though

an epic and not a Purana, nevertheless has the sectarian

character of the Puraiias : this is the Asvamedhikaparvan

of the J aimini - Bharata, 3)
i.e., of the Mahabharata-

Samhita ascribed to Jaimini.** This poem, written in

the ornate style, describes the combats and adventures of

the heroes Arjuna, Krsna etc., who accompanied the sacrificial

steed destined for Yudhisthira’s horse-sacrifice, but it diverges

greatly from the Mahabharata story. Besides, the narrative

of the horse-sacrifice merely provides a welcome opportunity

to insert numerous legends and tales of which there is not

the slightest trace in the Mahabharata. A considerable

section (Kus'alavopakhyana, “ the episode of Kusa and Lava ”)

contains a brief reproduction of the entire Ramayana. Among
other lands the heroes go the realm of the Amazons

*) Kalhana calk the work “Nilamata” (Bajatarangini I, 14; 16) or “ NilapurSna”

(1. c. I, 1 V8). Bhandarkcir, Report 1883-8^, p, 44, mentions a MS. in which the: work is

described as a Kasmiramahatmya with the title Nflamata. The pandits of Kashmir

usually call it “Nllamata-pnrana.”

2
) 8ee S. Levi, Le Nepal, AMGr, Paris 1906, I, 193 201 fie., 206 %

3
) Editions published in Bombay, Poona and Calcutta. There are numerous MSS.

Cf. Boltzmann, Das Mahabharata, III, p. 37 Weber, HSS. Verz. I, p. Ill ff,* Aufrecht,

Bodl. Cat., I, p. 4 ;
Eggeling

,

Ind. Oft Cat. VI, p. 1159.

*) In the MahSbhSrata (1 , 63, 89 f.) it is related that VySsa, taught the MahabliS-

rata to his five pupils Sumantu, Jaimini
,
Paila, guka and Vaisampdyana, and that each one

6f these .published a Samhiti of it. It is open to doubt, however, whether there

was actually a complete MahfibhSrafea-Samhits by Jaimini and whether this.

Asvamedhikaparvan is the sole remnant of it. Taiboys Wheeler, The History of India,

London 1867, 1, 377, has unwittingly reproduced the contents of the Jaimini-Asvamedhika-

parvan in the chapter on “ The . Horse Sacrifice of Baja Yudhishthira.”
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Bhagavata-Purana quoted at the end of the Candrahasa

THE TANTEA-LITERATURE

SamhitIs, Agamas, Tant ras.

“ Tantric” influences have already been noticed in several

of the later Puranas, namely isolated allusions to the cult

of the Saktis, the female deities, considerable sections in the

form of dialogues between Siva and Parvatl and the occa-

sional use of mystic syllables and formulas (mantras) and

of the “forty-two beloved -'(biies .pi-' ..'tibfcp; 1910, p. 292 ft Of.

3Sf. B. Godabole, Ind. Ant. 11, 1882,p. 84 ft Thestory also occurs in KasiranPs Bengali

version of the MahflbhSrata (see Calcutta Review; December 1924, p. 480 fit.). The motif

of the changed “ letter of death ” alone occurs in folk-tales from Bengal, the Punjab, and

Kashmir. Of, Hatim’s Tales KashmiriStories andSongs by Sir Aurel Stein and Sir Gr, A.

Grierson, London 1923, p, 97, with Notes by W. Croohe
t
ib, p. zjiv ff.

l
) The astrologer YarShamibira (6th centnry A. D.) is mentioned in 55, 8, The

scene of the story of OandrahSsa is Iald^dm':
;
the South in the land of the Keralas. A

Ganarese version of the Jaimini-Asvamedhikaparvan by the Brahmin Lak§ml§a is the

most popular work in Ganarese literature. Lak§m!sa lived after 1585 and before 1724.

Of. B. P. Bice, Kanarese Literature (Heritage of India Series), 1921, p. 85 fit and EL F,

mUGM, 1870, 309 f.j 22f. 5 27, 1873, 364 fff
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comprising actual philosophical doctrines, sometimes with

a monotheistic bias, and sometimes leaning towards monism,

hut also a confused occultism including the “ knowing ” of

the secret powers of the letters, syllables, formulas and

figures (mantrasastra, yantrasastra)
; (2) Yoga

,
i.e., “ medi-

tation, concentration,” also more especially with a view to

acquiring magic powers, hence also “magic” (mayayoga);

(3) Kriya ,
“ action,” i.e., instructions for the making of

idols and the construction and consecration of temples; (4)

Carya, “conduct,” i.e., rules regarding rites and festivals,

and social duties. Though in reality all these four branches

are not treated in every single one of these works, they all

contain a medley of philosophy and occultism, mysticism

and magic, and ritual and ethics.

Hitherto little is known about the Saiva-Agamas. 1 '

There are 28 Agamas, which are said to have been proclaimed

by Siva himself after the creation of the world, and each

Agama' has a number of Upagamas. As we know scarcely

anything of the contents of these works, we are not in a

position to determine their date.2)

We have a little more information about the Samhitas
of the Visnuite Pancaratra sect. 3) Though the traditional

l
) Of. H. W, Schomerm , Der (JJaiva-Siddh&nta, Leipzig, 1912, p. 7 2., a list of the

28 Agamas ib. p. 14. Only fragments of 20 Agamas have been preserved. Portions of

two DpSgamas, Mygendra and Pau§kara, are printed. Gf. Eliot
» Hinduism and Buddhism,

II, p. 204 f.

s
) According to Schomerus (1. c., p, 11 f.) the Agamas were used by Tirumul&r and

other Tamil poets as far back as the first or second century A. D,, and would therefore

originate in pre-Christian times. However, it is more likely that these poets should be

assigned to the 9th century and the Agamas to the 7th or 8th century A.D. Gf. Farquhar,

Outline, p, 193

3
) Especially by the researches of F. 0. Schrader

,
Introduction to the P&xicarStra and

the Ahirbudhnya BamhitS, Adyar, Madras, S. 1916. Of. A. Govindacarya Svamin, JRAS 1911,

p. 936 ff.j Bhandarkary Yais^avism, etc., p. 39 fi.j Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, II,

p. 194 ff.j Farquhar, Outline, p. 182 f£. There are various explanations of the name
“Pancaratra,” it is probably connected withtheP^^ a sacrifice lasting fire

?hioh is taught in the Satapatha-Brahma^La. Of. Schrader, l.c., p. 28 fi.j Qovindacarya
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list enumerates 108 Panearatra-Samhitas, there is actually

mention of more than 215, of which* however* only twelve

have been published. 1
* One of the earlier Samhitas is

the Ahirbudkny a-Samhita, 2) a Kashmiri work which

probably originated not long after the fourth century A. BA

The work takes the form of a conversation between Ahirbudhnya,

ue. }
Siva and Narad a. The smaller portion of the work is philosophical

in content* and the greater portion occult, 4
* Several chapters deal with

the Creation, 6
* When Nirada asks how it is that men hold such varied

opinions regarding the Creation* Ahirbudhnya replies (Chap. 8) that it

is due to various causes* (1) it is impossible to express the truth

about the Absolute in the language of human beings* (2) human beings

often take various names to be various objects, (3) human beings

vary in intelligence* and (4<) the deity has an endless number of

forms* of which the philosophers usually comprehend only one or another.

In connection with the Creation Chapts. 12 and 13 give a very interest-

ing survey of the “ sciences,” i.e,, the various systems of religion and

philosophy* Then come the rules for the castes and Asramas. The pater-

familias and the forest hermit attain to the heaven of Brahman* but the

ascetic (sannyasin) “ is extinguished like a lamp” (15* 26 ff,). Cbapt.

x

) See the lists in Schrader l.c., pp, 4-13. A list of 25 PSncarStra ‘
‘ Tanfcras ” is

enumerated in the Agni-FurSna, Chapt. 39, Most of the published texts are difficult

of access. A few extracts from the S&ttvafca-Samhitfi are given by Schrader l.c., p, 149 if.

in translation. On the Padma-Samhita cf. Eggeling
,

Jnd. Off, Cat. IV, p. 847 ff.; on

t e Lak§mi«Tantra, in which Lak§mi is worshipped as the Sakti of Vi^u-MSrayana and

the final cause of the world, cf. Eggeling ib., p. 850 f, *

a
) Edited for the Adyar Library by M.D. Udmanujdcarya, under the supervision of

P. Otto Schrader
,
Adyar, Madras, S., 1916. This is the only critical edition of a

Sarphita.

3
) As it is acquainted with the three great schools of Buddhism, and as the astrological

term hard occurs (XI, 28), it cannot possibly have originated before the 4th century A.D.

Prom its presentation of the SSxpkhya system as a Sa§fcitantra (XII, 18 ff.) Schrader

(ZDMG 68, 1914, 102 ff.; Introduction, p. 98 f.) concludes that it is earlier than

livaraknpa’s Saiflkhyak^ describes the SSmkhya as a

Sa§|titantra, we might be Justified in assume Ahirbudhnya-Samhits and the

S&qikhyakSrika belong to about the same period.

* ) Of. the table of contents in Schrader, Introduction, p. 94 ff

.

8
) On the philosophy of the PSffcarStras as connected with the theory of the

Creation, s. Schrader, l.c., p, 26 ff,
"
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16-19 deal with the mysterious significance of the letters of the alphabet*

Chapfc. 20 on Dlksa begins with a fine description of the ideal Vaisnava

teacher: He is not only to know the truth of the Veda and the Vedanta

and be ever mindful of the ceremonies due to the gods and the fathers, but

also he should be “ a non-speaker of evil speech, a non-doer of evil deeds,

free from envy of the good fortune of others, full of sympathy for the

misfortune of others, pitying all creatures, rejoicing at the joy of his

neighbour, full of admiration of the good man, forbearing towards the

wicked, rich in asceticism, contentment and uprightness, devoted to Yoga

and study/* and he is not only to possess a detailed knowledge of the Panea»

ratra, the Tantras, Mantras and Yantras, but also the knowledge of the

Highest Soul, and must be calm, passionless, having control over his senses,

and born of a good family. Ohapts. 2 1-27 then describe diagrams which

are also to be used as amulets. Further chapters deal with the cult, the

theory and practice of Yoga, tS
the hundred and two magic weapons,” i,e,

y

secret powers by which might can be attained. A few chapters deal with

ceremonies to be performed by a king when in danger during time of war,

in order to ensure victory. Sorcery forms the subject-matter of several

chapters. An Appendix (Parisista) contains a hymn of the thousand

names of the divine Sudarsana.

Though the Pancaratra-Samhitas probably originated in

the North, the earliest of them perhaps dating from, the

5th-9th century A.D. 3

1}
it is mainly in the South that they

circulated. One of the earlier of these Southern Samhitas

is the I s vara-samh ita, quoted by Ramanuja's teacher

Yamuna, who died in about 1040 A.D. Bamanuja himself

quotes the Pauskara 2) Parama and Sattvata-samhitas.

On . the other hand, the.- Brhadbrahma-»samhita,8) which

is supposed to belong to the Narada- Pancaratra. already

contains prophecies regarding Ramanuja, and cannot, therefore,

z
) Tile Yisnuit© Opaai§ada of those seois wliich worship Vi§nu as Nrsimha or Blma

in Mantras and Yantras, such as the Nrsimhatapanlya-Upanisad (already commentated
by GandapSda) and the EamatSpaniya-Upam§ad, possibly belong to the same period.

Of. Farquhar, Outline, p. 188 ff.

s
) On the Pau§kara-Samhitai cf. Fggeling, lud. Off. Cat. IV, p. 864 f.

*} Published in AnSS No, 68.





pseudonym of Arthur Avalon) who, by a series of essays

and the publication of the most important Tantra texts, has

enabled us to form a just judgment and an objective historical

idea of this religion and its literature.11

A few of the Tantras themselves say that there are 64

Tantras, or 64 Tantras each, in three different parts of the

world. 21 However, the number of Tantras existing in

manuscripts is far larger.31 Their original home seems to

have been Bengal, whence they spread throughout Assam and

Nepal, and even beyond India to Tibet and China through the

agency of Buddhism. In reality they are known throughout

the length and breadth of India, even in Kashmir and the

South. As a rule the Tantras take the form of dialogues

between Siva and Parvatl; when the goddess asks the ques-

tions like a pupil and Siva replies like a teacher, they are

called “ Agamas ”
: when the goddess is the teacher and

answers Siva’s questions, they are called “ Nigamas.”

The class of Agamas includes the very popular and

widely known Mahanirvana-tantra,41 in which we see

J

) A. Avalon
,

Principles of Tantra, Part I, London 1914, Part II, 1 916 $
Sir John

Woodroffe, Shakti and Shakta, 2nd Ed,, Madras and London 1920, and the Introductions

to the translation of the MahanirvSpa-Tantra and to the “ Tantrik Texts ” edited by

him. Cf. also N. Macnicol
,
Indian Theism, 1915, p. 180 ££.; Eliot

,

Hinduism and Buddhism,

II, p. 274 ff,, and Farquhar
,
Outline, pp. 199 ff., 265 ff.

2
)
Avalon, Tantrik Texts, Vol, I, Introduction.

3
) Numerous Tantras have been catalogued and described by Haraprasad £a$tri,

'

Notices of Sanskrit MSS., Second Series, I, Calcutta 1900, pp. xxiv-xxxvii ; Catalogue of

Palm-Leaf and Selected Paper MSS. belonging to the Durbar Library, Nepal, Calcutta,

1905, pp. Ivii-lxxxij Beport II, 7 Rangacharya, Descriptive Catalogue of the

Sanskrit MSS. in the G-overnmeut Oriental MSS. Library, Madras, Vols. XII and XIII.

On the Tantras in Malabar s. K. Bamavarma Baja, JRAS 1910, p. 636. Of. also Wilson,

Works, II, 77 #.> [Aufrecti#, BodLCat. I, p. 88 Eggeling,}^ IV, p. 844 ff.;

BhandarTcar, Report 1883-84, p. 87 f£.

*) “ The great work which enjoys a popularity next perhaps to the BhagavadgitS,”

says Earaprasad, Notices I
, p. xxxiy* Several editions have appeared in Calcutta, the

first being in 1876 by the Adi BrShina SamS^ English Translation by M. N. Butt,

Calcutta 1900. Tantra of the Great Liberation (Mahanirvff^a Tantra), a Translation from

the Sanskrit, with Introduction and Commentary by A. Avalon, London 1913. The work

i written in Bengal, because in VI, 7,3, it recommends three species of
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the best aspect of Skktism. Though it is not an ancient

work, it is an example of the superior Tantras, and as such

we may accord somewhat more detailed treatment to it,

because the same thoughts also occur in the earlier works of

this nature, and much has been taken literally from earlier

Tantras.

This Tantra speaks of the Brahman, the highest divine principle, in the

same expressions as the Upanisads. Now according to the doctrines of

thej5akta philosophers the Brahman is nothing bat the eternal and prime-

val force (Sakti), out of which all things have been created. Sakti,

“ Energy,” is not only feminine as far as grammar is concerned, for all

human experience teaches that all life is born from the womb of woman,

from the mother. Hence these Indian thinkers believed that the concep-

tion of the Highest Deity, the loftiest creative principle, must be made

comprehensible to the human mind, not by the word “ Father ” but by the

word “Mother.” Just as every human being calk upon his mother m his

sorest distress, the great mother of the universe is the sole being who can

remove the great misery of existence, 1

J

All the philosophical conceptions

to which language has assigned the feminine gender—first and foremost

prakrti, primeval matter, which is identical with Sakti—as well as all

the mythological figures which popular belief imagined as being female

—

Parvatl, Siva’s consort, also called lima, DurgS, Kali, etc., and Lakgml,

"Viijnu’s consort, or Radha, the beloved of Krsna—become divine mothers.

In reality all these are but different names for the one great universal

mother, Jaganmata, “ the mother of all living creatures.” The- Indian

mind had long been accustomed to recognise the unity of what appears

in manifold forms. Just as one moon is reflected in innumerable waters,

thus Devi, “ the Goddess,” by whatever other name she may -be

described, is the embodiment of all the gods and all the “energies”

of the sods. In her are Brahman, the Creator, and his Sakti,

in her are Visnu, the Preserver, and his Sakti, in her too, is Siva as

MahakSla, “ the great Father Time,” the great Destroyer ; as she herself

fisR for the sacrifice, -which are found especially in Bengal (s. Eliot, Hinduism and Bud-

dhism, II, 278 note 4). Earquhar (Outline, p. 354 f.) regards it as quite a modern work,

not earlier than the eighteenth oentury (?). The NirvSna-Tantra, m which Bsdha is

glorified as the wife of Vi9?u, is an entirely different work, s, Earaprasad 1.0,

>) Avalon
»
Principles of Tantra I, p* 8,

75
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lotus feet of the goddess shall take the place of sexual union.') It is

true that the heio (vl'i &j 3
i .c., he who has secret powers and is suited to

be a Sadhaka or “ sorcerer ” is entitled to unite himself m the “ circle ” to

a iSakti
?? who is not his wife. He has only to make her his “ wife ” by

a ceremony prescribed especially for this purpose. It is only in the highest

“heavenly state
5

’ (dim/ablava), i.e., in the ease of the saint who has

completely overcome earthly things, that purely symbolical acts take the
t*

plaee of the “five essentials.” 25

The cult of the Devi attaches especial importance to Mantras, i.e.,

prayers and formulas, and Bljas, *.«?., syllables of mysterious significance,

such as “aim,” “ klim, ” “brim,” etc.; as well as Yantras, i.e.,

diagrams of mysterious significance, drawn on metal, paper or other

material, Madras, ue. especial positions of the fingers and movements of

the hands, and Nyasas. The last-named consist of placing the finger-

tips and the palm of the right hand on the various parts of the body, whilst

reciting certain mantras, in order thus to imbue one's body with the life of

the Devl. s
> By using all these means, the worshipper causes the deity to

show goodwill towards him, he compels the deity into his service, and

becomes a Sadhaka
,
a sorcerer : for Sadhana, “ sorcery, ” is one of the.

principal aims, though not the final goal of the worship of the Devi.

This final goal is that of all Indian sects and systems of religion,

namely Moksa or salvation, the becoming one with the deity in

Mahanirvana, the “ great extinction.” The perfect saint, the

Kaula, who sees everything in the Brahman and the Brahman in

everything, whether he fulfil the rites laid down in the Tantras or not,

attains this state even in this life, and is
u released though living.”

{jlvanmnkta)^ However, the path of salvation can only be found

through the Tantras

;

for the Veda, the Smrfci, the Puranas and the Itihasas,

*) Mah&mrvSna-T. VI, 14 ff.
5 186 ff. VIII, 171 ff., 190 ff.

2
) The distinction of the three classes of mankind

:
pam, **: the animal,” “ the

brutish man,” w, “ the hero” and divya> “the heavenly one,” occurs very frequently

in all the Tantras. it is not quite clear what paiu means ;
for a pam is not necessarily a

stupid or bad man. The term appears to be appUcable to a person who is not suited to

comprehend occult matters. Of. Avalon> Tantro of the G-reat Liberation, Introduction,

p. Ixv ff, y

») Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism II, p. 275, compares the Nyasa with the

Christian sign of the Cross, and points ont farther analogies between the Tantrio and

the Christian ritual. T'-’v
. ..

*) MahSmrv&na.T. X, 209 ft. Xatsla m Eaulika is “ one who belongs to the family

{Jcula) of the goddess Kali.” Of. Saraprasada Sastrt. Notices of Sanskrit MSS. I, pp.
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all these were the sacred books of bygone periods of the world's existence*

whereas the Tantras were revealed by Siva for the welfare of humanity* for

our present evil age* the Kali period (I* 20 if,), in this way the Tantras

describe themselves as comparatively modern works. In this age Yedie

and other rites and prayers are of no avail* but only the mantras and

ceremonies taught in the Tantras are of value (II, 1 ff.). Just as the cult

of the Devi leads to the grossest material issues by means of sorcery, as well

as to the loftiest ideal of Nirvana* even so the sensual and spiritual elements

are well mixed in the cult itself.

There is a meditation on the Devi* which is characteristic of the above.

It is taught in the following manner : The devotee first offers Dev! spiritual

adoration by bestowing the lotus of his heart as her throne, the nectar which

trickles from the petals of this lotus-flower as water wherein to wash her feet,

his mind as a gift of honour* the restlessness of his senses and his thoughts

as a dance* selflessness* passionlessness, etc.* as flowers* but afterwards

—

sacrifices to the Devi an ocean of intoxicating drink* a mountain of meat

and fried fishes* a heap of parched dainties in milk with sugar and butter*

the nectar of the " woman flower ” (strtpuspa) and the water which has

been used for washing the Sakti.D Besides the “five essentials” and

other elements of a most sensual cult and one based upon the intoxication of

the senses* from which even bells* incense* flowers* candles and rosaries are

not missing, there is also calm meditation on the deity (dhycina)* In like

manner* beside mantras which are devoid of all meaning and insipid, we find

such beautiful lines as for instance V, 156 0 Adya Kali, thou who
dweliest in the inmost soul of all* who art the inmost light* O Mother !

Accept this the prayer of my heart. I bow down before thee,”

Along with the Tantric ritual, the Mahanirvana-Tantra

also teaches a philosophy which is little different from the

orthodox systems of the Vedanta and Samkhya/ 5 and

xxvi, xxxiii. For a different interpretation s. Avalon, Tantrik Texts, Vol. IV, Introduc-

tion, where Kaula is derived from Kula in the sense of " community” or “ combination of

soul, knowledge and universe.” The Tantras speak of the Kaula sometimes as the

loftiest sage and sometimes as a person to whom all is permitted as regards the “ five

essentials.” The last verse of Chapt, X of the Jfianatantra teaches that only Brahmins
of the fourth lirama may fulfil

*‘the left-hand cult,” whilst householders may perform

only the “ right-hand cult.” (Haraprasada SastrJ 1. c., pp. xxxi, 126).

) MahanirvSna-T. V, 139-151.

) On the philosophy of the Tantras see S. Das Gwpta

c Jubilee Vol. Ill, 1, 1922, p. 253 ff.

in Sir Asutosh Mookerjee
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duties. (45) Up to their twentieth year they should be kept engaged in

household duties, and thenceforward, considering them as equals, he should

ever show affection towards them. (46) In the same manner a daughter

should be cherished and educated with great care, and then given away

with money and jewels to a wise husband. (47)

The man who has dedicated tanks, planted trees, built rest-houses

on the roadside, or bridges, has conquered the three worlds. (6&) That man

who is the happiness of his mother and father, to whom his friends are

devoted, and whose fame is sung by men, he is the conqueror of the three

worlds. (64) He whose aim is truth, whose charity is ever for the poor,

who has mastered lust and anger, by him are the three worlds

conquered. (65) ^

The duties of the separate castes as well as the duties of the king, as

prescribed here, do not greatly differ from those laid down by Manu. The

value of family life is put very high. Thus there is a strict injunction

that no man who has children, wives or other near relatives to support,

shall devote himself to the ascetic life.
2

> Incomplete agreement with

the regulations in the brahmanical texts, Chapter IX describes the

“ sacraments ” (samskaras) from conception till marriage, and Chapter X
similarly gives instructions for the burial of the dead and the cult of

the departed (,sradclkas), A peculiarity of the Saktas as regards marriage

is that, in addition to the jBm^M-marriage, for which the brahmanical
*

rules provide, there is also a &«t?a-marriage, i>e.
}
a kind of marriage for a

certain time, which is only permitted to members of the circle (cakra) of

the initiated. 3
) However, the children of such marriages are not legiti-

mate and cannot inherit. This shows to how great an extent brahma-

nieal law is valid for the Saktas too. Thus also the section on civil

and criminal law in Chapters XI and XII agrees in essentials with

Manu. :'Y>^
'

Nevertheless the Kauladharma which is recited in the Tantra, is

declared in extravagant terms to be the best of all religions, and the adora-

tion of the Kula saint is praised as supremely meritorious. In words

similar to those of a famous Buddhist text we read in our Tantra :

u As

*) Translated by Avalon^ j>p. 161 f„ 163, 166 f.

2
) In the Kantillya-Arfchasastra II, 1, 19 (p. 48) a fine is prescribed for him who

becomes an ascetic without first having provided for his wife and children.
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drinking is the union of KundalinI gakti with Ciccandra (“ moon of

thought”), others being merely imbibers of intoxicants, that the

true “flesh-eater” is he who merges his thought in the highest Being,

and a true
“
fish-eater ” is he who curbs his senses and unites them

with the Atman—“ others merely kill animals and that true maithuna

is the union of the highest Sakti or KundalinI with the Atman—a others are

merely slaves to women,” This comes at the close of Chapter V, In Chapter

VII, however, the necessity of drink in the cult of ^akti is again em-

phasized. It is true that one should only drink in moderation, but this

moderation is reckoned very liberally: “ As long as the eye, the understand-

ing, speech and the body do not become unsteady, a man may continue

drinking, but drink taken in excess of this is the drinking of a brute beast
”

(VII, 97), Though it is true that only the initiated are allowed to drink,

it is to them that the oft-quoted maxim is addressed :

u He is to drink,

drink and drink again, till he falls to the ground, and when he has

arisen, he is to drink vet '

;' again—then there will be no rebirth
”

(VII, 100).*)

Another oft-quoted work of the Kaula School of the

Saktas is the “Head jewel of the Eula,” Kulacudamani^
an example of a Nigama in which Devi proclaims the doctrine

and Siva listens in the character of a pupil. In reality

Siva and Devi are one, and the latter says at the end

of the book:

£c Thou appearest now as the father, now in the form of the teacher,

then thou beeomest the son, then again a pupil. ....Everything whatever

exists in the world, consists of Siva and Sakti. Thou, O God of gods,

art all, and I, too, am all to all eternity. Thou art the teacher when I

*) The saying occurs frequently in the Tanfcras. According to Avalon these and

similar verses do not refer to actual drinking, but to the symbolical “ drinking ” of

the Yoga. This, however, is diflficult to believe.

3
) Ed. by Girisha Chandra Vedantatlrtha, with an Introduction by A. K. Maitra

m Tantrik Texts, Vol. IV, 1915. The ritual of the Kaulas is also treated in the Nitydqodaiu

Tantra
>.-which is a part of the VamaU$vara-l antra (publ. in AnSS Vol. 56, 1908) and the

Adlsvaracaritra, an analysis of which is given by L. Buali (SIFI Vol. 7).
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goddess Kali. The Jiianarnava-Tantira 1
' cieais witn cne

various kinds of Tantra ritual and the meditations on the

various forms of Devi. The Kumarlpujuna, the worship of

young maidens, is described as the highest sacrifice. The

Saradatilaka-Tantra, 2) written by Laksmana Desika in

the 11th century, begins with a theory of the Creation and the

origin of human speech, but treats chiefly of Mantras,

Tantras, and magic.

In addition to the actual “revealed ” Tantras there are

innumerable manuals on separate branches of Tantric ritual 3)

and great collections compiled from the various Tantras.4)

The earliest Nepalese manuscripts of Tantras date from

the seventh to the ninth century

,

5) and it is not very likely

that this literature originated further back than the fifth or

sixth century. Even in the latest portions of the Mahabha-

rata, with their frequent allusions to Itihasas and Puranas,

there is never mention of Tantras, and the Amarakosa, among

the meanings of the word “ tantra” does not give that of a

*) PuTaHshed in AiiSS No. 60, 1912.

3
) An analysis of its contents by A* B. Eioing, JAOSi23, 1902, p. 65 ft Of. Farqtihar,

Outline, p, 267.

a
) Thus there are glossaries and dictionaries to explain the mysterious significance

of the letters, Bijas and Mantras, as well as the Madras or positions of the fingers to be

observed with the Yoga. A few of these texts (Mantrabhidhana from the Budrayamala,

Ek&k§urako§a by Paru§ottamadeva, Bijanighantu by Bhairava, Mafcpkanighantns by MaM-
dhara and by Madbava, Mudr3nighapfcu from the Yamakesvara*Tanfcra) are published by

A. Avalon
,
Tantrik Texts, Vol. 1, 1913; Of. also Th. Zacharix

,
Die indischen Wdrterbucher

(Grundriss I, 3 B, 1897) para. 27, and Lenmann, 00 VI, Leyden, Vol. Ill, p. 589 ff. The
six centres (cakra) and the Ku^alim are treated in the Satcakranirupana from the

Srltattvacintamapi by Purjpananda Syamr and the Padukapaficaka, both published by
TSrUn&tha Vidyaratna in Tantrik Texts, Vol. II, 1913 and translated into English by A.

Avalon, The Serpent Power, 2nd. ed, Madras 1924.

*) Thus the Tantrasamuccay a, very popular in Malabar, written byMyana
of the Jayanta-mangala family of Travancore about 1426 A.D., published

in TSS

the 8
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CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS 609

P. 302 1. 0 read Simahsepa.
" 302 note 1 read 1 94 f.
" SOS note 2, 1. 1 read Proc. IOC. for Proo. FOG,
" 312, note 1, 1. 2 read Apastambiya.

1. 5 " Srautasutra,
"

313, "
4, 1. 6 " Mas#.

"
316, "

1, 1. 5 from below, read Winternitz.
"

317,
"

1. 5 read seine for seine.

" 319, "
1, line 1,

" traced in for traced. In

" 320, " L " B. Jacobi.
"

322, 11. 5 and 3 from below, read Santemu for Santnnu.

" 322, note 2, 1. 2 read vivyasa.

1. 3 " smrtah, of.

"
324, 1. 17 " spake for spaken.

"
324, note 1, 1. 2 from below, read saechsischen for

sdchsischen,

"
325, 1. 5 read men for man.

"
327, 1. 6 " parts

" 327, note 1, line 1 " Kisari for Kisori.

]. 4 from below, read 1924 for 192f.
" 329,1. 4 read Santamt, for Sintanu.

" 334, 1. 2 from below, " Pancalas for Pancalas.

*
345,1. 12 from below, " YudhislMra.

*
349, 1. 9 from below, " Nahum for Uahusa.

" 359,1.13 days’ for day’s.

" 368,1. 8 " of for os.

”
376, note 1, 1. 6 " Porzig for Perzig.

" 379,1.19 " Sarmistha for Sarmistha.

" 385, note 2, 1. 5. put inverted commas (”) after

Mahabhdrata.

" 386, note l

" 389, "
2, 1. 3

" 393, 1. 3

" 397, 1. 12

note 4, 1. 3

ead aiospyros tor aiesj.

" s. for S.

" Brahman- for Bra
” Sdcitri for Savitri.

'I



4-79, note 3, line 1

486, "
1, 1. 6

4)87, line 11

Griffith for Griffith

below, n. 508f.

monkeys for monkey

$11, 1. 7 from below Jinistic for Jainistic,



512

512

513

518

alow, react poetics lor poe
" Jibananda Vid

nanda Vidyai

" Nath for Nath.

" VismdliarmotU
« •

line " Saiva for Saiva

va, and Narada (comma

read the for t e.

read Sastitantra.
• m. »

slow, put comma after JPi

Pralerti for prakfti.

>fc to swell the list of corrections, Etna!

ve not been mentioned in the above li§t.
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Compiled by W. Gampert

Aitibasika, 313.

Aiyar, B. V. Kamesvara, 295 n.» 298 n,»

808 b.

Ajaspftgi, 184.

AjSfcasatru, 253, 524,

Ajatasattu, 474.

Ajlgarta, a ?si
5 213 t

AkhySna, 100 ff., 208, 211, 214, 215 n„ 218,

311 f„ 314, 400 d., 470 f., 508, 518, 533,

563 n.; A. hymns, 100-108 ; s. Ballads.

AkhySnavidas, 226 n,

AlaipkSras, 461, 476.

Albers, A. Christina, 399 n.

AlbSruai, 29, 426, 462 n., 525, 531 n., 580.

Alexander the Great, 27 f., 74, 292, 465.

All-gods, 218 ; s. Visve devas.

AmarakoBa, IS, 522 n., 604, 605 n.

Amazons, 584.

AmbikS-khaBfla, 571 n.

|

Amhas, 137.

Amit&bba, a Buddha, 440.

Amrtabindu-IJpani§ad, 242 n.

Amrtanada-XTpani?ad, 240 n.

Amulets, 136, 138, 143, 590*

AnandatJrtha, s. Madhva.

I

Anasuya, 564 f.

Anatomy, 801.

Ancestor-worship, 148, 160, 577 ; s.

^rSddhas.

Ancestral sacrifices, s. Sr§ddhas«

Ancient High Indian, 41 f*» 46.

Andhakas, 143.

Aadhakavadha, 450 n.

Andhrabhrtyas, 552.

Andhras, 5*24, 575.

Angada, 489, 492.

Afigiras, 58, 120, 178

n., 142.

Anila-PurSna, 531 n.

Animal sacrifice, 95, 1'

Aniruddha, 449, 451 ,f 7

Anqnetil du Perron, 19 f., 175 el, 241 n,

Anuglt§, 425, 438.

. Anukramanis, 57 f., 216, 286 f., 301.

Ann&sana-Parvan, 424, 467 b.

Ano§tubh, 61* 181. 461. '

AnuvSkySs, 162,

AtmvaipSasiokas (genealogical verses), 376

377 n., 520 v 530,

Anv&khy&na, 234.

'"Apabhra^a, 49*.'
'

IpaddharmSnusagansparvan, 423 B.

Abbott, J. JB.« 557 b

Abegg, E** 577 n
IbhicarikSoi

of Arjona, 310, 355f.- 383

Abliiras, om.
Adbhuta-BrShmana, 191,

Adbhatottarakhanda, 514 n.

Adelung* Friedrich, 23-

Adhvaryu, priest, 181, 18'

194, 214 f.

AdbyStra a- B&ra&yap a, 503 n

Adika-Purtoa, 531 u.
^

Xdikavi,-Sdik®vya, 475.

Adiparvan, 341 a., 488 n.

Adi-Parana, 533.

Adisvaracaritra, 600 n.

Aditi. 76 f.. 178, 180 f„ 449

Parana

Advaifa* 579, 806

Agastya-SaiphitS, 572.

Ages of the world, s. Yagas
Agbnyi. 85

PurSnaX anpv a - PiirSna . s

Agoi,
J
75, 80, 88 ffM 94 L, 97, 100, 124, 137,

141, 143, 158 L, 186, 173, 177 ff.. 182,

194 o. ? 205, 218, 220 f„, 225, 341, 393 f.,

491 b., 493, 540, 580, 565, 572 n.

AgBicaysn&i 172, 193# :

Agnihotra (fire-sacrifice), 87, 172, 177, 190,

209* 219 If., 228, 272 £., 353.

Agm.PurSna, 531 568, 572 n., 576, 589 n.

Agnirahasya, 193.

Ahasuerus, 870, 403,

Ahiips®, 416, 425, 460, 542, 599 n.

Ahirbudhnya, 589.

Ahirbadhaya.Saip'bitS, 589, 605 n.

Ahura, 78, 193. ^
; C, : .Y

Aitareya-Arapyaka, 162 n0 235, 271, 283,

302 n.

Aitareya-BrShma^a, 51, 185 n.* 190 f., 193

n„ 211. 215 f., 22*2 n., 226 b., 228 ri,.

, 235, 302, 377 n„ 577 n.

i^Jtwiya^Upanifad, 235 fM 239 n.. 241 n,,

Atbarvaveda, 126
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<m to

ApsSs 7o®

Ipastamba, 191 n. r 278, 299.

Apastamba-Paribha^sfitras, 277 n.

Apastamba-SamhitS, 170.

Apastarnbfya-Dharmasutra, 108, 232 rs., *269,

277 f., 519, 587.

Ipastambiya-Grbyasutra, 277, 312 n.

Apastambiya-Kalpasutra, 277.

Apastamblya-grantasatra, 215 n.. 277 n.

Apastambfya-gulvasutra, 277 n.

Aphorisms, (maxims, gnomic poetry,} 2, 320,

377 f., 380, 406, 424, 441 f., 459, 485 f.,

497, 504.

Aprlsuktas. 94, 148.

Apsaras, 78, 103 f., 134 f., 209, 380. 390,

393, 480, 531, 540; s. Urvasi-iegend,

Arapis, 90, 179 n.

ArapyagSna, 167.

Arapya-kapda, 486.

Aranyakas, 42, 53 f., 56. 167, 225-247, 261,

268, 271, 289, 2i:2, 302, 325.

Arbman, E., 77 n.

Architecture, 580.

ircika, 164 ff.

Ardhamagadhi, 48.

ArdhanSnsvara, 538, 602.

Arhatas, 574 n.

A ti fhmpf if* 4, If O5

Arjuna, 320-374,' 401, 426 ff., 436 f„ 453,

458, 472, 502, 505, 507, 584 ;
Dame of

Indra. 470.

Arjimamisra, 468 n.

Arnold, Edwin, 3S3 n., 427 n.

Arnold, E. V., 63 n.

Arrowsmitb, R., 72 n.

Ar?a, 48.

Ar§eya-Br&hmana 288 n.

Ar§eyaka)pa, 279, 284 n.

ArlabhSga, 258.

Artha, 326, 424 n.

Arthavffda, 202, 208.

Aruui, a priest 231 n, ; s. Udd&laka Arupi.

Arunj.Upaniv^ad, 234 n.

Aryaman, 108.

Aryans, 63, 68, 84, 233.

Aryastava, 446 n.

A^dha Savayasa, 202.

Asat, the .Non-existent, 124, 150, 224,

251*

Ascetic, ascetics, 53, 212 n. ? 231, 233, 322.

406 n. ; ascetic morality, 380 n., 411. 413,

417, 429, 460; ascetic poetry, 320 f.,

379, 405, 408, 410. 422. 459, 474. 530.

Asceticism, 201, 212, 380. n . 417, 423, 598.

Asiatic Society of Bengal. 1U
Afioka, 28, 31, 309, 474 n., 511. . .

Asramss, stages of life, the fonr. 232 f.,

275, 418 n.* 423. 523. 535, 533 n., 540,

550, 559, 571, 582. 589, 597. :

A5rama-Tlpani§ad, 233 n.

A^ramavaisikaparvan, .*173 n.

Astikaparvan, 313. 388 n., 389 n.

Astio ogy. it 566, 577, 580.

Astronomy, 4, 12, 56, i23, 268, 288 f., 309,

566, 575, 577, 580 ; and age of Veda, 294-

299.

Asnra, A suras, 78, 198 f., 207, 224, 379, 450
f., 538,

Asvagbofa, 241 n., 464 n., 490 n., 512 ff.

A Malayan a, 2T1, 234, 473.

Anra layana-Grhyaso tra, 160 n., *2i4 n„ 279,

,
312 n., 314 n., 471.

Asvalaya n a- 8 ran te.&u tra . 279.

Asvamedha, s. Horse sacrifice.

Asvamedhikaparvnn, 372 n. } 584, 586.
Asvapati Kaikeya. 231.

Asvatthaman, son of Drona. 330. 365, 367 ff.

Asvins, 76 f., 94. 107, 157, 173, 176, 179 f.,

30 > n,, 330 390 ff.

Atharvan, magic formula, 54, 120, 156; fire-

priest, M9 f.

Atharvangirasah, 120,

Atliarvapmyascittani, 281 n,

Atharvasiras-Upani^ad, 241.

Atharvavrda, A.-Bumhita, 42, 54, 56, 111,

118, 119-158, 159, 162 n., 163, 182 f,,

195 198, 242 f„ 245, 26S, 278, 280 f.,

284, 286 n., 306 n., 313 f.» 318, 470,

518, 605; language and metre, 42, 122;
prose in the A., 121 f. ; translation*,

119 n
. ;

date, 122 ff., 195, 290; cultural

conditions, 123 f. ; religion and mytho-
logy, 124; sacredness 125 f. ; name, 119
f. ; spells for healing of diseases, 123-

137; prayers for health and longlife,

136; benedictions, 136 f.» 159 ; expiatory
spells for cleansing from guilt and sin,

137 f. ; spells for restoration ol harmony,
138 ;

magic songs referring to marriage
and love, 139-142, 159; curses and
exorcisms, 142-146; magic sings for the
king, 146 f.

; exorcisms in the interest

of the Brahmans, 147 f. ; songs and
charms composed for sacrificial purposes,

148 f*; theosnphical and cosmogonic
hymns, 149-158, 227 ; BiShma^as of the
A., 190: Upanisads of the A,; f 237-245;
A. and Kausjkasatra, 280.

A f h a rvaved a -Pa r ;s? •?! a s , 281.

A tharva veda-Pratifcfc hya -so tra , 284.

Atharva vediyapaficapata !ika, 286 n,
;

;A tharva veda.tTpaDt§a(l», s. Atharvaveda* '

Athravans, 1HIT.

Atman, 229, 231. 217 ff., 421. 536,. 549, 579,

600; and Brahman, 247 ff. ; etymology,

249.

Afcri, n ygi., 57, 445.

Aufrccht; 9 beedpr, 21, 23, 319 rs*, 1.40 • n*.#

354 n.,164, 190 n., 897 n., 517 n., 581 nM
537 n,, 545 n>, 555 n.. 565 n., 567 n. t

572 575 n,, 582 n., 584 n., 502 n.

ivalon, Artlsur, 592 and noi^s to 587, 593-

596, 598-600. 602-805 ; s. Wocdroffe*

^.Ayantivarmarn 426.

AvatSras, s. Vfanu. a.

Avesta. 41 n., 76, 78, 119, 30S f.

Avimnktaxnah^tmya, 576.

Ayasthfina, 228.

Ayodhya-KSnda, 481.

Ayurveda. 313 n.

Ayu?yani sukt&ni, 136.



B»da.r5yana, 265.

Ba h'?Tca-Brabman

Baines, A, t 815 d.

Baka, a giant, 831

Bhandarkar, R. G-.» 40 n., 46 n., 69 n„ 23’

n., 241 n., 245 n., 295 n,, 306 n„, 428 n,,

435 d,, 437 n., 438 n. t 439 n,, 458 n.

463 n., 464 n., 467 n., 505 n., 512 n., SI'S

n., 554 n., 556 n., 574 n.. 579 n., 584 n,

588 n. } 591 n. f 592 n.

Bhanumatl, 450.

Bhanumatibarana, 450 d.

Bharadvaja, a r§i, 57.

Bharadvaja, 277 f., 285.

Bharadvaja~Sik$a, 285, 286 n.

Bharata, the king, 317, 376, 377 n., 453
470, 540; Bh.—legend 548 f.

Bharata, brother of Barn a, 481-487, 493, 508
Bharata, 317 n., 325 , 376, 453, 471, 473 f.

514.

Bharata s, Bharatas, 317 f., 328 ff., 443,

Bbaratavar§a, 548.

Bhartrhari, 9, 18, 486 n.

Bbasa, 344 n., 362 n.

Bhats, Bbatas, 315 n., 528 n.

Bhattacliarya, Rasikial, 499 n.

Bhattacharya, Vidhusbekbara, 601 n.

Bhava, 137.

Bhavabhuti, 477.

Bhavi?yaparvan, 452, 464 o.

Bhavi§ya / 1/-Purana , 519, 523 n., 526 n.,

531 £., 567, 572 n.

Bhavifyottara-Purana, 567.

Bhxma, 329-374, 385, 425, 471, 507.

Bkiima, 329, 338, 341, 343 ff„ 355, 357 If.,

371, 395, 406, 422 fM 458.
Bhi§maka, 449.

Bhi$maparvan
, 359 n.

Bhoja, king of Dkar, 40.

Bbojaka, 567.

Bhrgu, a r§i, 391, 394, 542 f. ; Bhrgus, 120 n.
Bbrguvistara, 120 n,

Bhrgvahgirasab, 120 n.

Bljanighaptu, 604 n.

Bijas, 595, 601 f., 604 n.

Bimbisara, 474, 524.

Biography, 3.

Blaquiere, W. C,, 582 a.

Blau, A., 518 n., 521 n., 548 n*
Bloch, Th., 278 ».

Bloomfield, Maurice, 110, 144, 146, 301 and
.notes:. to 59, 72,102,119, 121, 131433,
135, 140*142, 149, 151 f„ 154, 168, 190,

ii and Joasaph, 409.

t, L B.
f 427 n., 428 n., 432

Le Roy Carr, 121 n.

Auguste, 34 n., 59 n., 68 n

n., 238 n., 296 n., 316 n.,

n., 452 n., 512 n*, 514 n

n., 549 n., 591 n.

Benimadbab, 239 n», 246 n.

chants, 146.

charm, 109 I

Syana-Dharmasuira, 234 n., 241 n

ivata-PurSna, 377 n
I n., 517 n., 521 n.

-
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Bodas, M.R., 248 n.

Boghazkoi, 804, 306,

Bohtlingk, Otto, 22, 241 n,, 41.5 n..

439 n.

Bolling, G. M. 281 n.

Books, written, 33 f.

Bopp, Franz, 16 f., 327 n., 382, 894 n.,

899 n.

Bose, Shib Cbunder, 399 in, 565 n.

Boxberger, R„, 327 n., 409 n.
}
427 n.

Bradke, P. v., 278 n.

Brahmacarin, 154, 233, 273.

Brahmadatta, '445 n., 450.

Brahma gita, 571.

Brahmagupta, 580.

Brabmajalasutta, 471 n.

Brahmakaivarta-Purana, 567.

Brahma-Khanda, 541 n., 568.

Brahma-marriage, 598.

Brahman, philosophical term, 150 f., 154 ff.,

175, 183 f., 186, 223 ft*., 233, 241, 244,

247 ff., 253 f., 258, 260 f„ 264, 268, 363

n., 380, 416, 434, 436, 528, 537, 568, 593,

595, 597, 599, 601 ;
etymology, 247 f.

;

sacrifice to the Brahman, 273.

Brahman, the god, 31, 36, 55, 174, 193 f.,

259,341,354, 360, 394 ff., 451, 452 n.,

476, 480, 492, 495, 532 f., 537 f., 542 ff.,

549, 551, 560, 562, 569, 572 m, 573, 578,

581, 587 n., 589, 593.

Brahman, the high priest, 160 ff.,

184.

Brahma^a/one who knows the Brahman/,
229 n. ; s. Brahmans.

Br&bmanas, 42, 46, 53 f., 56 f., 62, 70 n.,

101, 1.21, 126, 167, 171, 173, 183, 184 n.,

187-223, 226 f„ 233 ff., 248, 259, 265, 301

f., 309, 317, 522, 602,605; meaning of

the word, 187 f., 269 n.
;

period of

development of B. literature, 195 f., 201,

292 f., 295 f.. 302, 306 n. ; religious and
social conditions, 196-201; science of

sacrifice, 161, 189, 195, 208, 225 ff., 261

;

their contents, 201 ff.
;

narratives,

myths and legends, 108 f., 208 ff., 226,

811,317, 390 f., 394, 461, 470 f., 518,

561 n.» 578 n. ; creation legends, 219 ff.
;

B. and Aranyakas, 233 f.. 236, 261, 268

;

B. and Sutras, 270 ff., 278 n., 282, 294

;

Upani§ads in B., 235, 302 n.

Brahmanaspati, 100.

Brahmanda-Pur&na, 523 n., 531 f., 553 n.,
. 572 n 578 f

Biahmanioal myths and legends, 321, 387-

405, 410, 444, 459, 474, 480, 496, 504,

521
Brahmanism, 55, 291 f., 304, 517, 597

;

brahmanieal morality, 417.

Brahmans/brahmins, priestly caste/, 82, 42,

88, 109 f„ 123 f., 147 £., 152, 160, 198 ff.,

211, 214, 218 f., 227 f., 280 ff., 246, 258,

259, 261, 275, 311, 318 ff., 325, 335 f„

338 f., 353, 387, 392 f., 402 ff., 410. 415,

425, 432, 463, 467, 480, 495, 497, 528,

529 541 ff., 558, 560, 564, 573, 583,

599. .«

* »

- f

Brahma-Purana/Brabrna-P./, 454 n., 526 n,
531 f., 533-S36, 572 n.

Brahma-SpHnta-SiddhSnta, 580.
Brahmavatvarta-Pman a , 397 n., 522 n.

531 f., 533 n., 541 n,
3 567-569, 572 n.

Brahmavarta, 196.

Brahmaveda
,
162 n.

Brahmodya, 183, 228, 352.

Brahmo Samai, 20, 438.

Braudes, G., 7.

Brhadaranyaka-Upanisad, 62n., i85n.. 194
2*29, 23 In., 235f., 239n. , 24.1 u, , 246n
253n., 256n., 25 7n., 258-280, 264n
363n.

Brhadasva, 381.

Brhadbrahma-samhita, 590.

Brhaddevata, 105 n., 286f., 289n,
Brhaddharma-Purana. 53 to., 5l3o., 558a

580ff.

Brh adv isn up uran a ,
545m

Brhannalii, 354f.

B rh aunfXradiya -P u raila
,
557-559.

Brhaspati, god, 100, 180,

538.

Brhaspati, author of a law-

Niti of B., 425.

Brhat, a melody, 153, 167, 181

Bdiati, 62.

Brhatkatha, 49.

Brockhaus, 462 o.

Bruce, Charles, 383n.

Brnne, J., 164n.

Brunnhofer, H., 74n., 307.

Bucher, X., llln.

Buddha, 7, 47, 52, 201, ‘236, 310, 314, 320
440n., 474,486m, 510f., 524, 557

B. legend, 490n.
;
B. -ballads and epic

508.
.

Buddhacarita, 490n., 512f,

Buddhism, 24, 27f., 511., 201, 231, 258, 265,
292, 303, 411n., 465, 474, 508ft, 516,

558n., 589n., 592, 605.

Buddhist literature, 18, 21,24, 27, 29, 33,

36, 39, 47, 51, lGlf., 126, 201, 220m,
263, 303, 353d. 5 409, 410n., 486n., 508,

510f., 516, 518, 524, 585, 597f.
;
and the

epics, 353n.» 414, 471-473, 511 ; canon,

32, 473 510; B. Sanskrit literature, 47 ;

B. Mahayana texts, 34, 52

}
' vX «

*

*
# y

B. Stories, 338n.
, 407, 409, llln,

;

s. Jataka

;

B. Tiantras, 605; . B. dia-

Sogues, 404 ; s. Tif>itaka.

Buddhists, 27, in., 55. 125, 231, 264u.,

314, 380n . ,
405, 409, 417, 422,

;
missionaries in* Vyi * f

i

..' -7_0-hiniiv; ‘-:
'

Buhler, Georg, 24, 31,

WVU*.,

S26n., 527n., 567n

Burial, 82n., 95f.,

f S

V,

*

»

»

»

1

»

*:*

•

»

s. Funeral

**"

Burk, Albert, 277n

Burnell, A. C., K
286m

Burnouf, Eugene, 20f., 517m, 521m, 523n.

555m,
“““

*»

*»



Cowell, E. B., 233n
Creation ilegen'ds*.

404, 444, 452, S'.*

Lrooke, W 4 /to., o-jon.. ubun.

CHika-Upanifad, 220a., 24Gu., 242a
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.
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37ln.,384,398n., 435 ff., 467 ff.,474 f.i

contradictions, 458 f.
; outline story

323 f.
;

principal narrative, 327-375
ancient heroic poetry, 317 f., 875*387
Brahmanical myths and legends, 287
819, 887-405, 459, 493, 495 f., 504
obscene stories, 899*401 ; ascetic poetry
321, 459 ; fables, parables and mora
narratives, 405-422 ; didactic sections
319, 422-442, 459 ; books XII and XIII
404, 407, 422-425, 464 ; M. and Bari
vamsa, 443-454 ;

M. and Bamayana, 476
479», 486 n., 487 n M 493, 495 ff,, 499
501 ff., 510 f., 513, 516 ; M. and Puranas,
320, 517 f., 520 ff., 539 f., 546, 552 f.,

556 n., 557, 559 ff., 564ff.,570n., 575, 577,
581, 584, 586 n,

;
M. and Tantras, 604;

praise of M., its holiness, 325 L, 444,
453, 560 ; belongs to the West of India,
507.

Mahabha$ya, 35, 169 n., 469 n.

Mahadevastavana, 449 n.

Mahadeva Sastri, A.„ 238 n„ 239 n., 240 n.,

242 n., 601 n.

Mahakala, 593 f.

Mahakavyam, 452 n.

Mahamfiyorl, 465 n.

Maha-Narayana-Upani§ad, 235, 2o7 f.

Mahanirvapa, 595.

Mahanirvana-Tantra, 592-599.

Mahapankti, 61.

Mahaprasthanikaparvan, 374 n.

Mahapuranas, 522 n., 532.

Mahapuru§astava, 452 n.

Mabara$trl, 48.

Mahatmyas, 533 ff., 539 n„ 545, 554 ; 566 f,

569 f., 578, 582.

Maba-Upani§ad, 241 n.

Mahavastu, 472 n., 509 n., 525.
Mahavira, 310, 524.
Mahayana texts, s. Buddhist literature,

h

Maitra, A. K., 600 n.

Maitra, .8., 232 h,

Maitrayani-SaiphitS, 54,170, 182, 186 n.

206 n., 219, 238 n.» 278, 314 n.

Maitrayan?ya-Upani§ad, 233 n., 238 f., 263 n
264.

Maitreya, 545.
Maitreya-Upani$ad, 238 n.

Maitreyi, 229, 255 f.

Majjhimanikaya, 472 n., 599 n* ^

Manas, mind, 150, 257.

Manava-Grhyasutra, 278.

Manava school, 278.

Manavasraddhakalpa, 280 n.

Manava-Srautasutra, 278 n.

±

MSnduky a-IJpani§ad , 238 f

ff the human j-ace), 210, *

*fwmiiiWitiitBlW 6 75.

14 f., 18. 67, 1 215 n., 147, :

248 d„ 315 n .. 380 n.. i

597 f., 605 n.

Manuscripts, 13, 15, 23, 32, 34, 38 ff., 464.

Manvantarani, 522, 550.

Manyu, 78.

Marica, 487.

Markancleya, a r§i, 384, 397 n., 425, 559 f.

Markandeyakhyana, 534.

Markandeya*Purapa, 875 n., 525 n., 531 £.,

359-565, 572 n.

Markancleya section of the Vanaparvan,
321 n., 559.

Marriage, magic songs (prayers) referring

to it, 88, 109, 122, 139-142, 159, 297 ;

3:

282, 296, 299, 550, 566, 598
t<

Marshall, J. H,, 437 n.

Maruts, 75, 77, 81,91, 93, 137,141, 174,

180. •

Ma^akakalpasutra, 279.

Mfitali, 348 f.

570 n., 572

yopSkbyana,

«

394 n
roo

I & Q & i
QoA

iffalvSvana, 4111 n.

Mauryas, 28,

4, 129 f

5
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Habhadasa, 585 a.

Naciketa, 404, 570 n.

Naciketas, 261 f„ 404, 570, 579.

Nad a Naisidha, 383.

|
Nagapaficami-feast, 567.

j
Nagar 1 script, 31.

! Nagas, snake-demons, 839.382, 447, 495, 540,

Nahu§a, 349, 3S1, 393, 445, 495.

Naksatras, 294 If.

Nakula, 329 f., 341, 343, 346, 851, 353 ft’., 374.

Nakulas, 574 n.

Nala and Damayantf, 16 f., 113 n„ 381-384,

450 £., 502 n.

Nala, a monkey, 492.

Nalopakhyana, 381 n.

Namuci, 392 n.

Nandas, 446, 474, 524, 552.

Narada, 211, 338, 346,387, 395, 439, 446,

449 t, 5IS n., 558, 568, 582 n., 589.

Narada Pancaratra, 590 f.

Naradlya-Purana or Narada-Purana, 531 f..

IQ

N&radiya-giksS, 285 n.

Naradiya/Narada/-UpapnrSna, 557, 558 n.,

* Narakavadha, 449 n.

NirasanisT, s. Gatha narisamsu
Narasimmiyengar, V. N., 572 n.

Narayana. s.Visnu.

Narayana/commentator of Mann/, 243 n.

405-422, 474,
|

Narayana /of the Jayanta-mangala family *

604 n.

Narayaniya, 321 n., 439 f., 460.

Narmada, 576.

Narrative literature, 6,286, 324; n, prose,

211 .

Nasatyan, 304 f., 306 n.

Nasiketopakhyana, 579.

Nastika, 486 n.

Nath, Lala Baij, 578 n.

Naunidhirama, 577.

Negeiein, Julius von, 281 n., 312 n., 456 n.,

516 n.

Neo-Platonics, 266.

Nepal, 38, 50, 452 n., 571 n., 592.

Nepala-Mahatmya, 584.

Nestorian Christians, 440,

New Testament, 55, 431 n.

Nidagha, 549 f.

Nidanasatra, 288 , 289 n.

Nidra, 446.

Nigadas, 163 n.

Nigamas, 592, 600, 605 n.

n., Nigha^tus, 69, 287, 288 n.

n., 234 a., Night, 219.

a.. 284 o., Nikumbha, 450.

Nila, 393, 583.

Nilakantha, 467 f.

Nilamata /N..Purana/, 583, 584 n.

Nimb&rka, 568 n.

Niralamba-Upanisad, 240 n.

Nirghantu, 605 n.

Nirrti, 117, 206 n.

Nirukta, 69, 268 a., 287 i.

Nirvana, 411, 596.
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Nirvana-Tantra, 593 n.

Nisvasatattva-S&mbita, 604 n.

Niti, 406, 422 f., 566, 577 ; of Byhaspati,

425; s. Politics.

NitifiSstra, 456 n.

Nitya?odaS!-Tantra, 600 n.

Nivatakavaca, 349*

Nividas, 60.
1 Nobili \ Boberto de, 13 n.

Novels, 3.

Nrsimha, 590 n.

Nysimhapurvatapanlya-Upani^ad, 601 n,

Nrsimha-Tapanlya-Upanifad, 240 nM 590 n. •

Numbers, 62, 205.

Nyasas, 595.

Oaten, E. F., 11 n.

Occultism, 588, 591, 606,

Ocean, twirling of, 389, 480, 546, 573.

Oertel, Han ns, 192 n., 235 n., 313 n.

OldenLerg, Hermann, 73, 77, 96, 100 f., 103,

115, 127, 300, 303, 305 and note to 33,

58, 60, 68, 71, 78 fM 86, 102, 105, 107,

111, 119, 163-167, 169, 175-177, 187 f„

193, 203, 206 £„ 220,232, 234, 236, 239,

243, 246 f., 264, 277, 279, 284, 295 f.,

298, 304, 312, 317, 321, 344, 366, 405, 423,

435, 437, 456-458, 461 f., 471, 506, 509 f.

Oltramare, Paul, 193 n., 232 n., 247 n.

Om, 185 f., 214 f., 244 n„ 245, 433, 557 n.

Oman, J. 0., 327 n., 478 n., 479 n., 480 n.

Omina and portenta, 138, 191, 273, 345, 491,

566, 576 f.

Oral tradition, 33 £., 36 f., 39, 203 n., 209 n.,

234, 270, 302, 315, 466 f., 496, 499, 504,

521.

Ornate /court/ poetry, 321, 364 n., 376, 452n.,

461, 476, 489 n.^ 490n., 497, 506,512,

556 n., 581 ; s. Epic / ornate/,

Osthoff, H., 247 n.

Oupnek-hat, 19, 241 n„ 267.

Ox, 153f,

Pada Patbas, 283.
;

PSdas, 61 f.

Paddhatis, 281.

Padmacarita, 513.

Padma-Pur5pa /Padma-P./, 401. 454 n„ 521,

525 n., 526 n., 528 n., * 531 f., 536-544,

551 n., 564 n., 570 n., 572 n.

Padma-Samhita, 587 n., 589 n. .

Padma-Tantra, 587 n.

Padukapaficaka, 604 n.

Pspla, 584 n.
;;

Painting,,'580.

Paippalada recension of the Atbarvaveda,

120 n.

Paippaladasraddhakalpa, 280 n.

Pailaci-Prakrit, 47 n., 49.

Pait&maha-Siddhanta, 580.

P&H, 21, 41, 47, 461, 511 ; P£li Text Society,

24; P.-canon, P. literature, s. Buddhist

literature.

PafLcalakfana, 522. .

Paficalas, 195f., 334, 338, 343, 365, 368, 470,

79

I P&nearafcra.Agama, 687 n.

Paficaratras, 804 n„ 574 n., 58S, 589 nM 590
PaficarStra-Sambiiais, 587 n., 588 ff.

PSScard-trasastra, 245 n.

,

PaScatantra, 2, 410, 805 n.

,

Paficatatfcva, 594, 603, 806 n.
PaQcavidha-sutra, 284.
Pafieavixnsa-Br^hmana

, 191, 193 n., 280.
Paficendropakhyanam

, 337 n.
PS^davas, 314, 328-376, 381, 385, 406, 427,

446, 454 ff., 460, 462, 466, 470 if., 502,
506, 523, 552, 560.

Pandit, Shankar P., 120 n.
Pandu, 323, 329f

. , 337, 361 n., 370, 433, 470.
Panini, 13, 42, 44, 46, 69, 236, 284 n.„ 289,

309, 317 n., 318 n., 471, 473, 505, 512 n.
Paniniya-gik^S, 285 n.
Pafikti, 61.

Pantheism, 7, 124, 267, 436, 529.
Paolino de St. Bartbolomeo, 9, 14.

Parab, K. P.
} 498 n.

Parables, 320, 405, 407 f., 424.
Paramahamsa-Upanisad, 240,
Parama-samhita, 590.

Paramelvaramata-Tantra, 804 n,
Parameivari, 573, 591, 605 n.

ParSfiara, 322, 545 f.

PSraskara-Grbyasutra, 279, 312 n.

Pargiter, F. Eden, 560, and notes to 304,
315, 402, 455, 517-519, 521, ^23-526,
528 f., 532, 545, 553, 556, 559, 561, 565,
578.

PSrijatakarana, 449 n.

Parik§it, 369, 374, 388, 470.
Parisi§tas, 281.

Parjanya, 76, 91, 110 n., 137, 174.

Parsva, 310.

Parvata, 211.

Parvafcl, 542, 568 n., 586, 592 f

,

Pasupatas, 542, 574 n.

PaSupati-Purana, 584.

PatSla, 548.

Pfttalipntra, 28.

Patafijali, 35, 42 f., 189, 269, 288, 318 n.,

469 n., 471, 505, 512 n,

Patbaka, P. Y., 284 n.

Psthaka , Sri}bara-S&str! , 237 n., 241 n.

PS^hakas, 529 n.

PativratSmSbatmya, 397 n.

Paul, A., 552 n.

Paumacariya, 513, 514 n,

Panndra, 453.

Paundrakavadba, 453 n.

:.Panranikas,,313*

Pau§karaprSdurbhava, 452 n.

Pauskara-gamhiia, 590.
: Pau§kara-Bpagama, 588 n.

Paustik&oi, 136 f.

Pau§yaparvan, 321 n.

Pavolini, P. E„ 327 nM 428 m, 536 n.

Peiper, C.E.S., 427 n.

Perez, I. L.* 564 n.

Pessimism, 268 f., 553.

fBftavatsbu, 577.

Petersen, W., 45 n.

Petersen, P.» 463 n.
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ana, 449 if.

nnottara, 451 n.

a, 164.

a, 425, 539, 547,-557, 574 n.

urn, 390

fsl, *IU*

07

Prosody, 4

Protagoras, Xo2 n

9 f., 389

402,405,436,474, 486'n., 489 n., 493, 496,

505 n„ 506 n., 514, 517-586, 587, 595, 604,

606 ;
meaning of the word, 218 n., 518,

524 n. ; P. in the Brahmanas, 208, 218, 226,

311 ft., 470 ; Vyasa the author, 312, 475 ;

P. and Mahabharata, 320, 459, 461 If.,

467, 476; Harivamsa and P., 443-446,

452, 454 ; language, style and metre, 461,

530 ; transmitted by But as. 466; their

position in the literature, 517-530; age,

517 1!.; their sectarian character, 517,

522 ; their contents, 520, 5221! ;
definition,

522, 545, 572, 574 f.; of divine origin, 527-

529 ;
the eighteen R, 521, 526 f., 531 ff.,

541, 550, 555, 572 n.
f 5S1 n.; survey of P,

literature, 530-586.

PoiSnasanihitasidcIhautasara, 531 n.

Purandhi, 94, 108.

Piirnananda Svami, 604 n.

Purohita, C8, 88, 146 f., 319, 583.

Pure, 379f„ 539.

Pururavas and Urvasi, 102 n., 103 f,, 105 n.,

179, 209, 211, 381, 383, 445, 495, 518 n. f

530, 540, 552, 580.

•ufainedha, 174, 192 f.,

312 n.j 8. Human sacrifice

rufa

ru§o

fan,

spas

Pusvar;

S. t 239 n n., 259 n
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Raghuvamsa, 540,

Iftibasyain. .318,

Baikva, 3*29.

Rain-magic, r.—spell, r.—song, 110, 136f.

Raivata, 551.

Raja, K. Ramavarma, 592n.
RajadharmanusSsanaparvan, 423n.
Rajakarm^jji, 146.

Rajasuya (consecration of the king) 123, 146,
172, 178, 190, 2l4f., 341, 350.

Rajatarangini, 426n., 473n.
s

525n., 583,
584n.

Rajwade, Y.K., 78 n. 287 n., 439 n.

Rak§as, 78,134, 400.

Raksasas, 78,133, 332 If., 347 ft’., 363 f., 369,

403, 487 f., 490 ft., 497, 509.

Raktambara /a Buddhist monk/, 538, 551.

Rama, 314 f., 384, 457 n., 476-496, 498 n.,

501 f., 505, 507 ft., 514 n. f 515 f„ 540 f„
566, 572, 579, 581, 590 n. ; R. episode in

Mahabharata, 384 f. ; R. ballad, 509;
R. legend, 501 f., 509 n., 513, 514 n.,

515 f. t 540 ft., 552; Rama with the
Ploughshare, s. Baladeva.

Rama-bhakti, 579.

R&magHa, 579.

Ramahrdaya, 579,

Ramanuja, 234 n., 240, 242, 245n., 265, 526,

527 n., 528, 544, 556, 590.

Ramanujas, a sect, 544.

Ramanujacarya, M.D., 539n.
Rama/Ramap 5 rva- , Ramottaxa/

Tapaniya-
Upani§ad, 240 n., 515 n., 590 n.

Ramatfrtha, 238 n.

Ramayana, 2, 15 f,, 26,314 f., 389, 401 f.,

457 n., 475-517, 584; a popular epic and
an ornate poem, 475-479; a romantic
epic, 490; language, style and metre,

461 n., 496, 504, 510, 512 n, ; contents,

479-495 ; myths and legends in R., 493,

495 f., 504 ;
genuine and spurious in R.

}

487 n„ 495-500, 516 ;
age, 500-517 ;

belongs to the East of India, 507 ;

serves for the glorification of Vi§pu,

453 ; holiness, 478, 497 f. ; recitations,

471 n., 477, 494; dramatic representa-

tion of it, 451 n., 477 f,, 502 ;
commenta-

tors, 497 n.'j recensions and editions,

498 f. ;
R. and Mahabharata, 348, 384,

475 f., 479 ; R. and Veda, 515; R. and
Pur%as, 518, 524 n., 540, 541 n., 566,

575,577, 581*; R. and Buddhism, 5086
514, 516 ; Old Javanic R., 514 n .

;

Greek
influence, 514 if.

RSm-caritminas, 477.

R&mfftla, 477.'

RfimopSkhyana, 384 n., 501,

RSnayaniyas, 163 n.

Rangacfaarya, M., 592 n.

Rapson, E. J., 49 n., 303 n., 464 n., 474 n.,

512 n., 517 n., 523 n. .

v '

: 'v’Y; -

B&sa/dance,/448 n.
Rathantara, a melody, 153, 167, 181.

Ratnagarbha, 544 n*
r

RatnaparfkfS, 577.,.
.

Y/.;

I Havana, 384, 481, 487 ff. t 502, 507, 509,

j _

514 n., 516, 540 f., 575, 579,

f
BSvaneis, 493 n.

j

Ravise^ia, 525 a.

Rawlinson, H.G., 485 n.

Raycbaudhuri, H., 437 a., 440 r»., 457 n..,

i
458xi'. t 473 n., 506 n.

I
Rbku and Nidagha, 549 f.

j

Rbhus, 78.

j

Real), 54, 161 ft., 165, 176.

J

Reconciliation-spells, 139.

|

Regnaud, P., 263 n.

|

Reich, H. s 549 n.

Reichelt, H., 307 n.

Remy, A. F. J., 13 n.

Repetition, 131.

Reuter, J. N., 279 u.

Eevati, 450, 551.

Rgveda, R. -SamhtfcS, 54 ft., 57-119, 125,

159, 1*62, 179, 195, 2X2 n., 214, 216,

219 n„ 226, 244 n., 245 n., 268, 276,

282 f., 285-287, 288 n;, 300 f., 311 £.,

313 n. f 314, 317, 390, 392 f„ 51 5, 518;

transmission, 37 ; language, 42, 46, 57*

60, 74; revealed, 55 f.
; age of the

hymns, 57 ft., 63, 80, 73 f., 195 *201,

215 f„ 290 f., 293, 301 f t , 804, 306 ft.,

. „ the Rsis or authors of the hymns, 57 f.

,

228, 301 ; the “ family books,’’ 57, 59;

metres, 60 ft. ; cultural conditions, 63-

68, 74; religious development, 74 ft.,

137 n., 196 f.
; invocations or songs of

praise to the gods, 80 If.
;
sacrificial songs

and litanies, 93 ft. ; funeral songs, 95-

97, 159 f., 176; philosophical hymns,
97-100, 155, 175, 218, 226 ;

SamvSda or

dialogue hymns /&khyana hymns/, 100-

108, 209, 211, 311, 530 ;
marriage songs,

107 ft., 140, 159, 297, 299 ; magic songs,

109-111; secular poems, 111-114.;

Danastutis, 114-117, 149, 314*;. riddle-

poetry, 117 f„ 183; popular and priestly

poetry, 79 ;
composed of earlier and later

portions, 73 f. ;
editions, 20 f. ; 'transla-

tions, 70 f. ; interpretation, 68-74; R,

and Atharvaveda, 121-124, 127, 140. 143,

148 f*Y 158 ;
R. and SSmaveda, 163 f,.

167 f.; R. and Yajurveda, 175 :
f. ;

Brahman as of the R. , 190, 194 ;/Aranyakas

and Upanifads of the R., 235, 242;
Vedaiigas to the R.

t 278 f., 262 f., 285 if.,

288 n., 289.

Rgveda-PratisSkhya , 284' I ...

'

Rgvidhana, 286 L
Rhys Davids, T. W. f 24, 36 n„ 41 n., 410 n. f

471 n., 508, 509 n., 512 n.

Rice, E P. t 586 n.

Biddies, 117 f. t 149, 183 f., 342.

Ritual, r.-literature, 167, 202, 268, 271-282,

311, 540, 554, 588 ; s. Kalpa.

Roger, Abraham, 9.

Rohiiji, 446.
,

Rohita, 151-154. ,
,

,

Rohita, HariScandra’s son, 2W*
Romah»r§apa, 521 n., 527 n* /v '. -v

Rosen, Friedrich, 20. - ;
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n., 145, 911 n.> 287 n.

Bowel, A., 405 n., 479 n.,

556 n., 591 n.

Bowel, P., 555 n.

Roy, Prat-apa Chandra-, 827 nM 467 n.

Roy, Earnmolicm, 20,

E§|g, seerB, saints, 57 f,, 211 n., 224,

273, 286, 301, 313, 3

X

390 ff., 494, 501-503, 5i

537, 542 f., 573 f.

Rfyairnga, 399-401, 451 n.,

540, 572 n.

B. , 118 n,,

2 n,,, 5do n.-,

467 n.

^3 -j 224, 228,

362 n., 381,

528 n.» 533,

l n.
,
480 f„

fetnsaiphara, 11.

Buekert, Friedrich, 18, 827 n., 382, 394 is.

895 n., 399 n., 409, 479 n., 500, 561 n.,

582 d.

Budra, 76 L 137 n., 154,185, 196, 222;
Rmdr&s, 574n.

BndraySmala, 604 n.

BnbmAhgadacarita, 559*

Bakmi^I, 449, 451.

Bern, 889 f.

Bath, 486 n.

gaktis, 514 n., 568,573 f. 576 , 581, 586,

589 n., 591, 593 ff., 600 ff.

gaktism, gakti religion, 591, 593, 603, 605.

gakuni, 331, 341 ff., 345 f„ 350, 366.

gakuntala, 317, 376 ff., 470, 540 ;-g.-drama,

11, 14, 18, 376, 540; S. episode, 11, 15

376.379, 540, 557.'

KSlagrSma stone, 541, 544, 585 f.

Salomons, Henrietta J. W., 277 n.

galya, 329, 335 f„ 356, 365 !., 371.

galyaparvan, 366n.

Sama-lataka, 509.

Saman, 54, 161f., 165, 167t., 169o,

284.

Samanyas, 597.

S&maprafcieakbya, 284.

gama Sap try, R., 278n.

Samasramin, Satyavrata, 70n.,163n., 276n.,

284n., 265n., 288n, 287n.

Samaveda, S.-Sarphita, 54, 56 f 126, 159,

163.169, 195, 268, 313b.

;

the Brabmanas
of the S.» 191, 192d., 194; the so-

, called XBrahmapas” of the S., 189, 194

n., 271, 280, 286d. ; the Upani$ads of

the S.. 235. 242 : the Vedaheas of the

Sabbathier, P., 279 n.

BabhSparvao, 316 n., 468 n.

Sachau, E.C., 29 n., 426 n., 462 n.

Sacred syllables, 185, 223 n.

Sacrifice, 65 ff . 72 ff., 158-163, 169, 172-

185, 187 190,106 ff., 201, 205, 208,
233, 245, 248, 260, 272 f„ 417, 434, 550,

665; science of, 161, 189, 195,- 208, 225,

227* 231, 261, 319.,
’’

X;.;X
Sacrificial fee, s. Dak?inS.
Sacrificial songs and formulae, 73, 90, 93-95,

110, 114, 118 f., 127, 143, 178 ff., 184 f.,

293.

SaddharmapundarTka, 525.

Sadguniei^ya, 105 n.

SSdhaka, 595. .

S&dhana, 595, 602.

8adriip«a»Bralimana, 191,
Sagara, 480.

Sabadeva* 329 f„ 341, 343, 344 n., 346, 351,
354 f., 866, 374.

SahySdri-khanda, 571 n.

gaibya, 551.

S&i&unSgas, s. gi%nfiga kings,
gaiva-lgamas, 588.

gaiv5c£ra, 599 n.

gaiva-marriage, 598. - d X X.-
;

gaiva-ParSna, 581, 553, 572 :n. ; s. V*yn-
Pur&ga,

gaivas, 538, 576, 587.

gskadvipa, 567;

gSfcalaka-School of the Bgveda, 57 n.

g&kalya, 283.

gakas, 524.

SM 271, 279f
. , 284, 286n., 288.

S&mayidbana-Brabma^a, 168, 280, 287.

g&mba-Pur&ija, 582.

gambara, 87, 451.

gambaravadha, 451n,

Sambhavaparvan, 376, 379.

gambuka, 495.

SamhitS Pathas, 283.

Samhitas of the Veda, 53f., 158-163, 195,

201, 248, 276, 282ff., 292, 302, 313;
liturgical S.» 163, 195, 201 ;

of the Maba*
bharata, Ramayana, Purajpas and Tan-
fcras, 322n. t

498n,„ 521n., 570L,

573, 581 f., 584n., 586.606.

Saipkhya, 237, 425, 480n., 434,437, 439f«,

523, 535 f., 546, 556, 589n., 596.

Samkhyakarika, 589n.

Sampati, 489.

Samsara, 408, 559, 561f., 571, 577.

Saipskaras, 272 598.

Samvada hymns, Samvadas, 100-108, 405.

Sanatknmara, 558, 571n.

Sanatkumara-Saiphita, 57 1.

SanatsujSta, 425.

Sanatsuj&tfya, 425n., 440,

Sandals /symbol of sovereignty / , 486,

ga^ily a, 193, 225, 245n., 246n,, 249f.

gaudilya-Upani$ad, 601n, - -

Safijaya
,
315, 347, 357, 359, 370/ 373, 456.

gankara, 237n., 238, 239n., 240f., 242n.,

265,363d., 434n„.438, 526f.,556n„ 559n.,

578n., 601,

gankara.Saiphita, 572,
.

gahkbayana, 473.

g&hkh5y ana-Ixapyaka , 235n. • -

g&fikh§yana*Brahma$a, 190. •

gafikh/y/ayanagrhyasarpgraha
, 279m

*

gankhayana-Orhyasfftra, 126n.» 279, 312n^.

ggfikb&yana-Srautagfftra* 215n„- 27In„
279, 3'07n, » 312n. s

470.
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'Sanny3sa,240.
Sannyasin, 23 o, 589,

Sanskrit, 12, 41ff., 510ft ; epic S., 44, 46,

461, 610ff.; classical S., 44ft ; 271, 309;

mixed S., 48 ;
S. type, 11,

Santa, 400,

gantanu, 322, 328f.

gantikalpa, 2SXn.

Santiniketan, 45.

ganti Parvan, 423.

Saptasati, 565n.

garadatilaka-Tan’tra, 604.

Saranyu, 518n.

Sarasvatx, 173, 228, 568.

Sarga, 522.

Sarnia, 32,, 540n.

Sarman ,
Ladkaram., 279n.

Sarup, Lakshman, 69 n.

garva, 187.

Sarvamedha, 175, 198.

Sarvanukramani, 105n., 244n., 280.

Saryaparvanuklrttana, 453n.

garyati, 39 If.

Sa§titantra 9 589n.

gastras, 162.

gastras, 321, 453, 559, 587n.

gastri, Viskva Ban dim VidySrthI, 284n.

gatadhanu,551.
Satapatba-Brabmapa, 54, 63n., 102n.j 103n.,

104, 162n., 171d„ 176n., 179n., 184n.
f

188n . ,
190n., 192f., 194n., 197n., 198n.,

199f., 202, 203n., 204n., 205n., 206,

207n., 209, 210n.
}
217n., 218n., 220o. ?

221n., 222, 224t, 226n., 227, 228n.,

230n., 231n., 235, 248n„ 273, 298n„ 312

n., 313n., 314n., 383, 389n., 390 n.,

391n.» 392n., 394, 445, 578n., 588n.,

594n.
ga-tarudriya, 185, 397n.

ga'tasabasri Sarphita, 325, 464.

SatcakranirSpapa, 604n.

Sail, 577.

Satpuravadba, 450n.

gatrughna, 481, 493, 541.

SSttvata-Saipbita, 587n., 589n,, 590.

Satyak&ma Jabala, 229E
Satyavat, 483#

Satyavatl, 322, 329.

8sty&yana-Br&hma$a, 192n.

Saubhari", 552. y
fiaukara-Pur&pa, 531n,

SaulvSyana, 228. \ A L, :v

Saunaka, 120 n., 271, -2841!., 324, 448,

. 471m,* 520, 537; school
.

of the Sauna-

kas, 284. ’ i"?

gaunakins, 280n.
Saupfcikaparvan, 368n.

Saura-Purapa, 531 n., 535t
Banra-BarphitS, 511.

gaurasenl, 48. v W ;

Sauti, 528. * "V'/

SautrSmapl, 178. . .

| V;-
:

v'

Savitar, 76, 108, 114, 137, 179f„ 5T2n,

Savitrl, 397-399, 483, 502n.» 564, 568, 575.

Bftvitrfvrata, 399. X- '

B&vftrynpakbyftn a, 397n.

(529

Sayana, 21, 70f. 120n. # 170o. f 190n.,
191 d., 192n., 226, 228, 235n., 276c.

Sayce, A. H. 805m
Schack, A. E. Graf von. 376rs,, 450n., #544

I

n,» 547n., 551n., 552n .

|

Belieftelowitz, I., 60n., 286n,, 312n.

|

Scbelling, 19.

|

Scherman, Lucian, lOCln., 155n., 875n.,
473n., 530n., 562n. s 570n.

Schick, J., 585n.
Schiller, 585n.
Scblegel, August Wilhelm you, 141!., 22f.,

382, 4261*., 480n., 498n., 505n., 534n.
Scblegel, Friedrich von, 13ff., 16n., 291,

480n.

Schmidt, Bichard, 245 n.

Schomerus, H. W., 5SSn.
Schools, 37 ; s. gikhSs, Vedic schools.
Schopenhauer, 19t, 99n., 249n., 250,

265 ft

j

Schrader, F., 281n.

1
Schrader, F. Otto, 150n., 234n., 23 5 n.,

]
__

240n., 436n.
, 5SSn., 589n.

I

Schrader, O., 275n.
Sckroeder, Leopold von, 7, 19n., 96n., 10*2,

306n., 110n., llln., 113b., 169m,
I70n., 181f.,lS7n., 274n., 294, S99n t ,

427 n., 435 n.
Schultze, Fritz, 254n.
Schurtz, H., 131n.
Schwab, Julius, 272n.
Sciences, scientific literature, 8, 12, 289,

550, 589 ; s. Sacrifice,

Script, s. Writing.
Sculpture, 580.

Secret doctrines, 243ft, 261, 587.

Sedgwick, L. J., 431n., 457 n.

Self, s. Atman.
Sen, Dineshchandra, 496n», 503n., 508n.»

509n., 5l4n., 555n., 565n.

SeDajit, 405n.
Senart, E., 48, 243n., 508n,

Sewell, B., 464n.
Sexual morality, 207, 365, 393.

Shakespeare, 585n.

gibi, 409 f.
;

Siddb&ntSc&ra, 599c.
Sieg, B., 286n., 288n., 311n., 313c,
gikhapdin, 359ft, 868.

gik§a, 268c», 282f., 285; s. Phonetics.

Simon, E„ 163 n., 167 n„ 169 n., 279 n.,

284 n.

Sindhus, 385.

Singhalese, 51.

Singing, 4, 162 ft, 580, 582 n.

.

gi§tias, 42. A
:

gi$un&ga kings, 474, 524, 552. .

gidup&la, 335, 841, 406, 449.

SItS, 384, 477, 481 ff„ 487 ff,, 496 n.» 497,

X : 502, 507 t, 509 n., 514 If., 541, 575, 579,

581.

r^Sitarami BastrS, S., 242 n.

giva, legends and worship of, 77 n. t 185,

196, 240, 320, 887b,, 347f., 883, 395 ff.,

418, 449n., 450ff., 466 , 508 , 517 ,
522fn

62fc, 527b., 582ff. ? 536, 588, 541c., 5421.,
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Svayamvara, 884 d., 885, 340.' ’

j

Svetadvlpa, 439 f.
j

£vetaketn, 227, 230, 245 n,
, 250 it.

SvetSsvatara-Upanigad, 237, 242 n.
j

Swang, 312 a.

Symbolism, 367,203, 205, 233, 244, 529.

j

Taittiriya-Aranyaka, 235, 237.

Tai ttiriya*Brahm ana, 192, 193 n., 21*2 n..
|

235.
# |

Taittiriya-Pratieakhya-sOtra, 284 f.

Taittiriya-Sambita, 54, 126 n., 170, 183 n.,

185, 190 n., 192, 193 n., 198 n., 199 n.
}

200 n„ 211 n.» 219 n., 278, 288 n., 234,

389 n., 394 n.

Taittiriya-Upani§ad, 235 f., 247 n., 259,

264n,, 282.

Takakusu, J., 36 n,

Takman, 130.

Tak$aka, 388.

Talavakara-Upanisad, 235i

Tales, 101.

Talmud, 208.

Tandya -Maha-Br ahm ana, 191, 2l9n.
f 235.

Tantraraja-Tantra, '603

.

Tantras, 186, 239f., 268n., 569, 574n., 579.

581, 586-606,

Tantrasamnccaya, 604n.
Tan trie rites, 566, 578n., 596, 604.

Tantrism, 605.

Tapas, 99, 1501., 154, 220n
. ,

223n., 24 3n.

Tarkaiaukar, Chandrakanta, 279n., 283 n.

Tarkaratna, Panchanan, 539n.
Tarkatirtha, Parvati Cbarana, 603d.
Tat tvam asi, 250, 252,

Tauler, 266.

Tawney, C. H., 316n., 585n.
Telang, Kashinatb Trimbak, 425 n., 427n.,

43Qn., 432b., 435jq., 438bm 463d.
,

-

Temple, R, C,, 102n., 312n., 31 5n., 503d.,

56Xn.
Temple-priests, 528, 529d.
Theosophieal hymns, 122, 124, 149-158.

Therigatha, 415, 472n.
Thibaut, G., 245n., 247n., 277n., 279n..

289n,, 295nM 296n., 580a.
Thomas, E. J., 45n., 71n., 100n.

Thomas, E. W., 512n.

Thomson, J, €., 427n,
Tibeto-Burmese languages, 51.

Tilak, Bal Gangadhar, 295ff., 299.

Tipitaka, 1, 52, 409, 471, 508f., 5IB ; s.

Buddhist literature.

Tirtha, 401, 533U, 539, 581, 583.

Tirthayatra-section in the Mahabbarata,

,

401.

Tirumular, 588n.
Toramapa, 525,

Transmigration, 79, 231, 258, 566.

Tray! vidya, 126, 224, ;

Trigartas, 354f.

Trimurti, 452n,, 573n.
Tripitaka, Chinese, 585n.
Tripuravadha, 453n.

. Tri^tubh, 61, 179, 181, 462.

Tuladhftra, 415ff., 581.

Tills! DSs, 50, 477.

Tulsi /fcnlasP plant, 544, 586.

Tusaras., 524.

Tvastar, S3, 90, 156f.

Tv lor, E. B., 25 4 n.

TIddalaka Aruni, 194n., 281, 250, 404.
Bdg&tar, 161115, 186, 169, 184, 194.
Bdyogaparvan, 356m, 468n.
Ugrasravas. 323 f.. 4431’., 471n. s 5*20, 528

537.

'*r*U .

to the

Uhagana, 167.

Ilbyagana. 18

Uluka, 406.

Elupi, 339.

Uma, 450, 534, 573, 579, 593.

Underhill, M.M., 478n.

Unicorn-legend, 401; s. Ebafivnga.

Unity, s. Universal Unity,

Universal soul, 97.

Universal Unity, 100, 156, 247f., 260

267, 434, 54 iff,
, 599, 603.

Upagamas. 588..

Upakbyanas, 533, 578.

Upanavana /introduction of the pup
teacher/, 361., 136, 193, 269, 273.

Upanisad, “Secret doctrine v
, 175, 243-245,

281, 289n., 425 n.

Upanifads. 19f., 30, 42, 53ff„ 60m, 62, 67,

70n., 101, 126. 167, 1751',, I86f„ 194n
21 on., 225-267, 268, 281, 2ftlf„ 3021

312. 363m, 404f„ 414f., 422, 437m, 431

457, 461, 470, 515, 518, 522, 530, 578n
590n., 602, 605 f. ; editions and transla

tions, X9f., note to 237-242
;
philosophy

of the U., 100, 124, 150, 183, 193n.,

228f.* 231, 283f . , 239n., 245-287, 318

411,422,431, 434, 548, 593,^'

239, 264'; non-Vedie U., 241.

Upapuranas, 522n., 532f., 536, 543n., 553m,
557, 558n., 566m, 5791.

Urdu, 50.

Urvasf-legend, 536 ; s. Purnravas.

U$a, 4514.

U?as, 75, 91, 214, 222.

Usener, H. f
394n.

U§nih, 62.

Utgikar, N.B
508n.

Uttar a, 355.

Uttara, 354, 356, £

Uttaradbyayana- Sutra. 418m
Uttaragana, 284.

Uttara-kanda of Ramayana, 4i»o,

Uttarapurana, 514m
Uttaaramacarita, 45, 541n.

Uttaxarcika, 164-166.

»

*

»

*» 3n • i

Tac /Goddess of Speech/, 117, l@4m» 217f,

Vadhnlas, 278.

Vagvatl-Mahatmya, 584.

Vahni -Parana, 566m
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Vaidya, C. Y,, 459s, , 46611 ., 496n., 528n,,

545n.» 554b.

,

556n., 557b,

Vaikbanasadbannaprasoa, 278b.

Vaikbloasas, 278,

Vaikuntba, 440, 540.

Vainateya-Purana, 531b.

Vaifiampayana, 823f.» 388b,, 443f.
, 456,

584b.
Yaignava /sacrifice/, 350.

Vaignavaclra, 599d

,

Vaignava-Purana, s, Yignu-Puraiia.

Vaignavas, 538, 544, 576, 587, 590.

Vaignavism, 801.

VaitanasStra, 190d>, 280f,

Vljapeya, 172, 206.

Vljasaneyi-Pratisakbya-Sutra, 284.

Y&jasaneyi-Saxnbita, 54, 170-185, 188, 192,

201 n,, 237, 284, 352n.

Vajrasuci, 464n.

VajraBCicikft-Upaniga-d, 241.

Vakovakya, 128.

Vala, 86.

Valakhilya hymns, 60.

Valin, 489.

Vailabb a, 591.

Vallabbaclrya sect, 591.

Vallauri, M., 499n.

Yalmiki, 315, 384, 475f., 478,

494, 496, 500ff., 503b.

,

504, 506f., 510,

513f . . 517, 541, 579, 5811.

Vamacara, 594n., 599b.

Vlmadeva, a rgi, 57,

Vlmakesvara-Tantra , 600b., 604b,
Vamana-Purana, 531f,, 572f,

'

Vamag, 574n*

VamSa-Br^hmana, 194b.
VaipSlnucarita, 522.

Vaipsas /genealogies/, 194, 230n,, 292, 302,

480, 490b.,
• j

VaipfiSvalia, 584.

Vanaparvan, 321 b., 346b,

Vanaprastha, 283.

Vapugmat, 560n.

Varabagrhy

a

sqtra , 278n

.

Varabamihira, 523n., 586b.
Var&ha-Purana /VarSha-P./, 531 f.,

572b.

VarSha-Upanigad, 601n.

VlrSnasimafaatmya, 576.

Varu$a, 76f., 8011., 94, 100, 137, 141.

196, 207, 21210, 216, 304L

. ?

f a tJfJ ,

If WW'v

,

Yasistha, 58, 402f., 444, 480, 482,

508, 545, 561n„ 566.

VIsistha-Dharmasutra, 62n., 241b., 527b.
YSsigtha-^ikga,

Yasubandhu, 513.

Vasudeva, 336, 445f.

Yftsudeva, 505; s. K?§na.
V&Budeva, Pandita, 279n.
Vasuki, 389. Y y/V
Vita,
Vat&yayanaH KamasStra, 245n. .

.

Yayava /Vayavfya/ Purina, s, Yaya-Pur-

Vayu, 75, 137, 220 f., 225, 330, 520,

Yayu-Purana, 377b., 4o4n 9 , 520, 523n., 524,
526, 527b., 528b., 531, 532n., 553f,
573b., 578.

Veda, 1, 12, 16, 18, 20f., 37, 56, 222, 225,

234,239, 248, 264, 266ff.. 276, 280ff.,

288, 292, 325, 438f„ 444, 519, 522, 527f.
t

538, 551, 558ff., 587, 590, 595,
605b., 606; its age, 27, 60, 63, 89,
290-310; women and Sndras excluded
from, 35, 230, 527 ; its language, 27,
41f., 46; what is the V. ‘? 52-56 j

; reveal-

ed, 55f., 70b.; V. and Brahmanism 55,

517; three Vs., 126, 162, 248, 280;
four Vs., 54f., 322, 518, 550; the fifth

V., 313; V. study and reciting, 109,

168, 193, 212n., 218, 224, 238L, 251,

259, 269, 273, 353, 417 ;
epic poetry in

the V., 311ff.
; compiled by Vyasa, 322,

475, 527, 550 : serves for the glorifica-

tion of Vi§nu, 453; V. and the epics,

482, 470, 473f., 496, 515f.
;
V, -exegesis,

275, 288f . , 605n.
Vedacara, 599n.

Vedanga, 42, 56, 126, 189, 191, 226, 268-

289,292, 303, 313 d., 519.

Vedanta, 284ff., 239, 380n., 422, 425,

434, 436, 439f . , 536, 579, 590, 596.

VedSnta-Sutras, 265, 363d M 438, 527n
528n., 544 559n.

Vedantatirtha, GirTsha Chandra, 600n.
Vedi, 206.

Vedic language, 41f., 309.
Vedic literature, 27, 82, 52ff., 470, 515, 518
Vedic mythology, 77n.
Vedic schools, 56, 235, 237, 239, 268, 275f.

278, 280f., 289, 299, 302, 550 ; a. Sakhls
Vena, 444. ,

Yenkataswami, M'.N., 479n.
Yenkatesa-Mahatmya, 571n.
Vernaculars, s. Languages.
Vessantara-JItaka, 509n., 561n.
Vibhfgana, 491 ff.

Vicitravirya, 322, 329, 470.
Vidhi, 202.

Yidhora, 472,

Vidbusekhara Bhattacharya, 238n.
Vidula, 385, 398.

Vidulaputranusasana, 385n.
Vidura, 323, 329, 331, 338, 3421., 345ff.,

357f., 870, 873, 406, 408, 425, 471L
Yidyabliusan, Satischandra, 238n.
Yidyaratna, Tftranatba, 599n

. , 601n., 604n.
Vidylrnava, Rai Bahadur grisa Chandra,

242n.
Vidyasagara, Jibananda, 576n.
Vijaya, 581.

Vikarpa, 344, 371.

Vimaia Suri, 513.

Vinata, 313, 389.

Yinaya, 459.

Vinayapitaka, 353n,
Vtedyoga, 276.

Vipascit, 375n., 562, 564n,

Virlta, 35311. , 365.

Virataparvan, 353n., 458, 465n., 468n.
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Vlresvara, 569d.

Viroca-na, 253!.

Vigamapadavivarana, 468n.

Vi§aya ? 585.
.

y/isnu, legends and worship of, 76, io'7,

178ft., 185, 196, 205, 240, 320, 344, 850,

383, 396f., 411, 426, 485, 448, 444ru,

• 445,447, 449n., 451ft., 455, 457, 466,

478, 480f., 495!., 501, 505, 517, 522f.,

526f., 5321., 5371!., 557n., 55811., 566,

569f., 572ff., 578n., 579, 581f., 58d!.,

587m, 590n., 593, 608; incarnations

(avat^ras), 452, 478, 496, 501, 515n.,

534,542,552, 556f., 566, 568n., 569!.,

572ff., 581ft., 603; V.Narayana, 439,

574, 589n.

Vi§nu-bliakti, 539n., 54*2, 558f.

Vi^nudharmottara, 526, 580.

Vi§nuism, 532, 535.

Visnuparvan, 445.

Visnn-Purana, 105, 171n., 377n., 380u.,

454n., 517n., 521, 523n., 524, o26f.,

530ft., 533n., 534, 538n., 539n., 544-o53,

554ff., 572n., 578n.

Vi§nusahasranamakathana, 397n.

Vi^u-Smrti, 125n., 241n., 486n., 580n.

Vi§nustotra, 452n., 453n.

Yisvakarman, 78, 100, 492.

Visvamitra, a rsi, 57f., 214, 40ii., 444,

480!., 561.

Visve devas, 561; s. All-gods.

Vivadaniavasetu, 10,

Vivasvat, 76.

Yoltaiie, 13n.

Yopadeva-, 555f.

Yratakas, 450.

Yratas, 523, 578, 580.

Yratya, 154, 191 ,
306n.

Yratyastomas, 191.

Yr§akapi, 518n.

Yr§nis, 443.

Vffcra, 83f., 197, 392f., 412, 495, ol6.

Vydktirajra., 268n.
. ^ qoQff son

Yyasa, Kfsija Dvaipayana, 285 ,
322a., cMJ,

337n„ 347,359,370, 371c., 372f., 395,

423,452, 456, 469n., 463 ,
478n., 47o,

523, 527 , 530, 541, 546,550, 555, 560,

571n., 575, 581f., 584n.

VyasagltS, 575.

Yyasa-Sikla, 285.

j
Wecker, Otto, 236 n.

' Weller, H.,62n.
“Weltsehmerz,” 7.

Wessdin, J. Ph., 9.

. Wesseiofsky, A., 342n.

j
Wheeler, Talboys, 584n., 585 d.

White island, 440.

Whitney, William Dwight. 25,

notes to 74, 96, 100, 1391., 122, 140, 142,

145, 192, 237, 284, 296.

Widmann, J. V., 899n.

Widows, burning of, 330, 505 ;
position of

lOOm

AC
Wieger, L., 605n.

Wilkins, Charles, 10, 876 n„

Wilkins, W. ft., 478 n,

Williams, Afonier AX., 816 n . , 327 n . . 38<* n*

,

384 n., 505 n., 517 n., 569 n.* 591 n.

Wilson, H. H., 70, 74, 556 and notes to 517,

526, 535-537, 540 !., 544, 547, 557, 564,

567-569, 572, 578, 591 f., 605.

Winckler, Hugo, 304, 305 n.

Windisch, Ernst, notes to 8, 19, 4a-47,

101 f., 118. 245, 3*24, 411, 471 f., 498,

502, 512, 517, 555.

Winter, A., 105 p.

Winternitz, Aforiz, notes to 68, 10^, lw,

154, 206, 212, 274-278, 281 , 287, 304, 312,

318 ,
319 ,

321, 327 . 344 , 376 , 388 , 394,

405, 440, 468, 471 498, 505.

Wirtz, Hans, 499 n.

Witchcraft, 125, 129.

Wizard, s. Magician.

Wollbeim da Fonseca, A. E., o43 n.

Woman, 43, 48, 58, 68 104, "96 f., 2 2,

217 f., 228, 246, 333 ,
343 n., 398, 405„

425, 432, 450, 482, 494, 507, 527, 558,

564f.. 582, 587, 594; w/s rites, 139.

Wood, E,, 577 n.

Woodroffe, Sir ftohn 591, 592 n., 601 n. }

602 n., 805 n. ; s. Avalon, Arthur.

Woolner, A. C.,308n.
World-literature, universal

407 ft., 585.

World-sorrow, 7.

Worms, 132 f.

Wortham, B. H., 561 n.

Writing in India, 28, 31-40.

Writing-materials, 38 f.

K., 469 n.

1, 2, 382,

Wackernagel, Jakob, 24, 57nM 193n., 461n.

Wallis, H. W., lOOn.

War, art of, 566, 680; w.^scmg, 1 °'
3n

Warriors, 66, 146, 214, 227f., 2306., 31 ,

314!., 319, 335f., 360, 385!!., 402!,, 429,

460, 521, 528n., 599.

Watanabe, K., 513 n.

Watters, Th., 535n.

Weber, Albrecht, 22H., 291, B10 5W an

uTim ,m 188. 19H., 194, 201,’ 211,

219 , 237, 240f., 249, 271, 274, 279, -83-

286, 288f., 292, 296f.,,

312f., m,m,
431, 467, 464f„ 496, 608, 661, 678, 584f.

Yadavas, 329, 336, 338, 340, 374 , 445, 448,
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History of the Bengali Language and Literature (in

English)—By Rai Bahadur Dineschandra Sen, B.A*, D.Litfc.

Demy 8vo, pp. 1067. Rs. 16-12.

A comprehensive view of the development of the Bengali Language
and Literature from the earliest times down to 1850. This.book has very

little affinity with the author's epoch-making Bengali work on the same
subject, the arrangement adopted in the present work being altogether

new and the latest facts, not anticipated in the Bengali treatise, having

been incorporated in it. It has been accepted by orientalists everywhere

as the most complete and authoritative work on the subject. The book is

illustrated by many pictures including five coloured ones.

Some Problems of Indian Literature—By Prof. M.

Win tern Hz, Fh.D. Royal 8vo, pp. 180. Rs. 2-8.

Contents

:

The Age of the Veda—-Ascetic Literature in Ancient

India—Ancient Indian Ballad Poetry • Indian Literature and World-Liter-
aJ

ature—Kautilya Arthasastra—Bhasa.

The Origin and Development of the Bengali Language

—

By Sunitikumar Chat terjee, M. A
.
(Cal.), D.Lit. (London).

(In two Vols., F’eap 4to.)

Vol. I—Introduction and Phonology, pp. i-xci, 1-618.

Vol. II— Morphology, Additions and Corrections, and

Index of Bengali Words, pp. 619-1179.

Two Vols. tin cut Edges ... Rs. 20.

“ This admirable work,” says Sir George Grierson in his Foreword,

** which is a fine example of wide knowledge and of scholarly research, is

the result of a happy combination of proficiency in facts and familiarity

with theory, and exhibits a mastery of detail controlled and ordered by the

sobriety of true scholarship.” In its MS. form the work was read by and

obtained the highest approval of some of the most distinguished scholars

in the field of Indian Linguistics in Europe, and it may be said to indicate

a land-mark in the history of Philological researches into Indian Lan-

guages. It is the first systematic and detailed history of a Modern Indo-

Aryan Language written by an Indian, and incidentally, as it is compara-

tive in its treatment, taking into consideration facts in other Indo-Aryan



speeches, it is an invaluable contribution to the scientific study of the

Modern Indo-Aryan languages as a whole.

The Bengali words have throughout been given in Bengali as well as

in Roman characters.

History of Bengali Language—By Bijaychandra Majum-

dar, B.L. (Second Edition—Revised and Enlarged). Demy
8vo, pp. 323. Rs. 7-0.

The book gives a sketch, in broad outline, of the origin of the

Bengali Language and the various influences—linguistic, ethnic, social—

that shaped and moulded its earlier history.
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